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ASSEMBLYMAN PATRICK J. 

ready to commence this meeting. 

do is to start with the 

ROMA (Chairman): We're about 

At this time, what I'd like to 

Pledge of Allegiance led by 

Assemblywoman Haines. (Assemblywoman Haines complies) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: If we could have a roll call of our 

members, Mr. Williams? 

MR. WILLIAMS (Committee Aide): Okay. 

Assemblyman Augustine? 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblywoman Haines? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblywoman Weinberg? (no response) 

Assemblyman Brown? (no response) Assemblyman Augustine? 

-ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Mikulak? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblywoman Haines? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Here. 

MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Garrett? 

Assemblyman Roma? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Here. 

(no response) 

Let me say at the outset that, on a number of 

occasions, this Labor Corm~i ttee has conducted oversight 

hearings in an attempt to get additional information from the 

executive branch. This afternoon we will have an oversight 

hearing concerning the workforce development. Today we are 

going to get into issues involving disability claims. 

It's truly shocking -- shocking -- that the Department 

of Labor, which has been notified, is not present here this 

morning. We have put in a call to them. They have been 

notified and there is not 1 representative here. In the past, 

we have seen representatives here. We have asked various 

questions. And let me tell you that as a result of the 

questions that will arise this morning and the information that 

we will take by way of this transcript, it is my intention to 
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have those questions answered, 

becomes a matter of oversight 

one way or another. If it 

by this hearing or by having 

subpoena power, whatever it takes to get it done, we're going 

to do it. 

I have a short statement that I would like to read: 

This administration, more than two years ago, issued 

its Governor's Management Review Commis~ion Reports on State 

Departments, as well as many cross cutting issues across 

Department lines. Their goals focused on efficiency in 

government. Yet today the Assembly Labor Committee has the sad 

task of sifting through information and taking testimony that 

tells us that the Department of Labor has still not cleaned up 

its act .concerning the Division of Disability Determination's 

processing of claims so that those disabled and truly in need 

can receive benefits on a timely basis. 

As Chairman of this Committee, I called this meeting 

after receiving correspondence from workers within this 

Division who are CWA members. In addition, some of my 

colleagues in the Assembly have also sent me correspondence 

concerning constituent problems in this area. The CWA workers 

here today have detailed and firsthand stories that question 

the efficiency, productivity, and effectiveness of the 

Division's operations. Their stories are substantiated by 

Federal reports that have criticized the New Jersey Department 

of Labor's management and claim processing capabilities. In 

the past, this Federally assembled management strike force 

formulated a comprehensive report citing 57 specific 

recommendations to address deficiencies in the New Jersey 

Department of Labor's operation, especially in regard to 

improving claims processing. 

As of August 1993, the Committee was informed that New 

Jersey ranks last among the more populous, more industrialized 

states in yearly production per employee. New Jersey continued 
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to have one of the worst records in the nation for the number 

of delayed cases pending. In addition, New Jersey ranked dead 

last in the accuracy of its decisions based on Federal sample 

reviews. 

Although an internal Department of Labor task force 

was established in 1991 to review organizational structure, 

investigate other reforms, and to improve agency performance, I 

believe the testimony being taken today by workers at various 

levels within the Division indicates that improvements have 

been too slow in coming; that, in fact, inefficiency still 

exists, and the victims of these inefficiencies are those 

individuals whose applications for benefits have been saddled 

down in bureaucratic paperwork, red tape, and inaction. This 

must· not be tolerated, and this Committee will do everything in 

its power to change the situation. 

We look forward to hearing from you, the CWA workers 

who are here today, and to talk about what is happening from 

the inside. Unfortunately, I am told that despite formal 

agenda notification issued way in advance of this hearing, that 

no Department of Labor representative will be here to answer my 

questions and the questions of this Committee which they may 

have in reference to our inquiries. In the past, we have 

worked closely with the Department to launch positive 

initiatives like the Workforce Development Partnership 

Program. I was hoping to have the same cooperative spirit on 

an issue that deeply affects Departmental efficiency. I am 

deeply disappointed that the executive branch will not be 

testifying at this meeting, nor responding to the questions 

that we have posed to them. 

As I indicated before, not only did the Department of 

Labor receive notification, as is the case in all of our 

Committee meetings, but a special phone call was placed this 

morning. Apparently, their lines are either busy, or they do 

not have somebody picking up the phones. I will tell you that 
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it's a complete disgrace, and this is the first time I have 

seen this lack of cooperation. I will tell you this afternoon 

that when we get into the workforce development, we wi 11 get 

into areas dealing with worker's safety where it took over a 

year to implement some of the regulations, and it's only now 

that we see that movement. Apparently, the Department of Labor 

only moves when somebody is pushing them, and it's our 

intention to push them with whatever force that is necessary. 

I understand that there are a 

here. We also have a representative -

Noon -- from Assemblyman Gibson's office. 

number of speakers 

I believe it's Todd 

Welcome to our panel. 

MR. NOON (Majority Staff): Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman 

LoBiondo, and Assemblyman Mikulak 

complaints concerning the difficulties 

Gibson, Assemblyman 

all brought similar 

that faced the CWA 

workers. Quite frankly, when I first received the 

correspondence -- looking over it, I checked with all of my 

colleagues all members of the Committee, Assemblywoman 

Haines, Assemblyman Augustine -- and I find it shocking to see 

that with all the recommendations that we have from the Federal 

government, that so little has been done. In fact, with 

respect to national statistics, I find it incomprehensible that 

this administration has not addressed these issues. 

At this time, I would ask if there are any comments 

from the Assembly members before we proceed with the witness 

list? 

Assemblyman Augustine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: 

your sentiments, Mr. Chairman, 

municipal and county government 

have never seen this kind of 
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those levels of government. 

see it on -- in this body. 

I'm very shocked and surprised to 

So I don't believe that can be 

tolerated, and certainly would hope that we will move forward 

to assure that this does not happen again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you. 

Senator Mikulak. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Mr. Chairman, I want to thank 

you for having this hearing, and I want to reiterate what Mr. 

Augustine said. I think it's shocking and unconscionable that 

the Department of Labor could not show up today. I agree with 

your comments, and I fully support them -- that we will do 

whatever is necessary, including asking the Speaker for 

subpoena power. If that's what it takes to get them to show up 

before this audience, we'll do that. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblywoman Haines. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: I would like to echo the 

comments made by Assemblymen Augustine, Mikulak, and yourself. 

I am also very upset the Department of Labor does not feel fit 

to come here this morning. We are the Labor Committee, and we 

want to hear from them. These individuals here are able to 

come here today, the least they could have done is done the 

same thing. I'm sure there is someone there that should have 

been able to be present in their office today that could come 

over and answer any questions that we may have, or any issues 

that are brought before us by the people that are here today -

that they should be able to answer. 

Thank you, again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Mr. Noon, do you have any comments 

to bring from Assemblyman Gibson? 

MR. NOON : No. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I can only say that by the absence 

of the Department of Labor here this morning -- and they have a 

fairly large Department -- they must be embarrassed, and they 
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have good reason to be embarrassed. In the last couple of 

months, I've seen reports in the newspaper indicating the 

number of additional jobs. Then a few weeks later, apparently, 

retractions in the newspaper that the numbers were wrong -- all 

types of information that is disseminated. When the Department 

of Labor wants to put a positive image forward, they certainly 

do so even if the facts are incorrect. What we will have here 

is a record which will be sent on to the Speaker. As we've all 

indicated, one way or another, we're going to get to the bottom 

of this mess. 

At this time, I would like to call on Carolyn Carmon, 

who is the Claims Adjudicator of the Newark office. 

Good morning. 

c A R 0 L Y N CAR M 0 N: Good morning. My name is Carolyn 

Carmon. I am a Claims Adjudicator II Specialist with the New 

Jersey Division of Disability Determinations. 

the Division for the last 18 years, and I am a 

of the Department of Labor. In addition, I 

Steward for CWA 1037. 

I have worked in 

30 year employee 

am also a Shop 

I would like to thank the members of the Committee for 

providing me with an opportunity to address some of the 

problems in our Division. Let me say that I sincerely hope 

that this time it may mean something that I testified. I 

testified a year and a half ago about the horrible state of 

affairs at Disability in front of the Hughes Commission. To my 

great disappointment, things have actually gotten worse. I 

also participated in a committee to evaluate and come up with 

suggestions to improve our office to the Department of Labor, 

in which Jim King was the head of it. I was anxious to help t~ 

improve the conditions and the ability to serve the public. 

Unfortunately, the committee was disbanded after we did our 

report. I never really received a copy of the report, but I 

can say that the condition for the workers and the claimants 

have continued to deteriorate. 
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It really bothers me that the claimants who apply at 

our Division for services get such horrible treatment. As 

someone who hears very depressing stories daily from people who 

drastically need our help, it's heartbreaking to know that the 

individuals that need it, and in fact, deserve our services are 

not able to receive our full attention. 

When I first came there in the mid '70s, I felt a 

clear sense of purpose as I performed my job. I went home 

every night feeling that I did do a satisfactory job helping 

someone receive their benefits. However, at that time, too, 

the jobs basically -- it was clearly defined what your job was, 

and the claims adjudicators did professional work in serving 

the disability claims from the start to the finish. However, 

we also had about three clerical workers for every eight to ten 

adjudicators. At this time, we don't have that. 

We also had claims adjudicator aides who had medical 

training. They received lectures on the different body 

systems, and it made it possible for them to really assist us 

in processing the cases. If we had to make phone calls to a 

doctor or a hospital, they would at least be able to speak to 

the doctor or that hospital on the terms that they knew. We no 

longer have that. They have this title, however, and they're 

doing other things, like in the morning they basically open the 

mail, which would be like a clerk typist, and in the afternoon 

they're doing development for us, or the determination letters 

that we need to do. This was done prior to this new system. 

This was really done by a word processing department, which we 

no longer have, at a higher rate of pay. They're still doing 

the same thing now for less. 

Now, in 1993, I am totally demoralized about coming to 

work. Everyone I talk to describes how they go home angry at 

not being able to do a decent job and being frustrated. I'm 

not just talking about myself, but as a Shop Steward I have an 

opportunity to talk to other workers who fall into many job 
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titles from 

clerical workers 

supervisors and adjudicators, 

about the morale at ODD 

to 

is 

doctors and 

still going 

through the basement. Stress related illnesses abound and we 

have to refer people at different times. 

There are really no clerical workers. Almost all of 

our clerical workers have become adjudicator aides. This is 

fine, but we never really replaced the clerical group. In 

19 91, because our office was rated number 53, they hi red new 

adjudicators to come in to help reduce the caseloads from -

like we used to have like 250 to maybe 305 per person, so they 

hired these new people to help do the cases. In the meantime, 

they hi red 90 adjudicators, but they never hi red one clerica 1 

to assist those new adjudicators with the paperwork. I also 

made a comment about that at the Hughes Committee's report. 

At the present time, the adjudicator aides they 

really have not had any medical training, because of that they 

can't really assist the adjudicator in any follow-ups with the 

doctor, the hospital, or the mental health clinics. There are 

many responsibilities that the adjudicator aide used to perform 

which medically un-trained aides cannot do. At the job, no one 

really can clearly define the job responsibilities. The 

adjudicator, the clerical worker, the aides, everybody has to 

really assist with opening mail, punching holes, entering data, 

and xeroxing. To me, it's insane to pay someone $40,000 a year 

to punch holes when they could be doing a more professional 

job, as far as getting medical evidence together to present to 

the doctors. We also have to do vocational assessment to see 

whether or not the claimant would have the ability to return to 

his past job, or if he would have the ability to perform some 

other one. 

As one of my coworkers will testify, the adjudicator 

aides do clerical work identical to clerk typist work, and 

adjudicators do clerical and aide work. It's as if management 

took a whole pile of papers, threw it up in the air, and said, 
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"Go" to the workforce. Everyone is supposed to do what they 

can to clean up the mess, but no one takes responsibility for 

deciding how to go about it. Not only are the adjudicators 

doing clerical work and adjudicator aide work, we are also 

accountants and vocational specialists. We authorize payments 

to doctors -- work clearly done by the accounting professionals 

in the past. 

We have fewer doctors and psychiatrists on our staff 

today than we used to have to do the cases. Some of them have 

been reassigned to the New Brunswick office. That was part of 

the regionalization. Sometimes the cases are sitting there for 

a week to two weeks because we have no one to see us. T;he 

psychiatric cases and the children cases which we receive, 

because of a new law -- a court case -- a lot of the children 

cases came back that we have to review. A lot of them have to 

do with children who were in special classes or have special 

needs. These cases take longer to review because they are 

complicated, but we don't have the support that we need to do 

this. 

Since Maryann Polaski became the Director, there have 

been a lot of jobs that have been created. We used to have two 

Assistant Directors -- one for claims and one for policy. Now 

we have two for claims and one for policy; these positions 

cost about $63,000 a year. Also, when Maryann Polaski came to 

Disability, she also brought along Sue Lieto, who she said was 

used to her management style. So she has some position there, 

I really don't know -- some kind of executive position that 

pays about the same salary, but actually what that person does 

we really don't know. At $60,000 per year, we could probably 

hire three clerical workers, or at least one and a half 

adjudicators to help move the cases along, instead of people 

being burdened down with a caseload of, say, 150 to 200, which 

is really uncontrollable. 
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So, what we have here is a big problem. We have 

practically no clerical support, adjudicator aides who aren • t 

allowed to do their jobs, overworked adjudicators, and a growth 

in management. 

In addition, we have this absentee management. Most 

of the workers in the Newark office don't even know what 

Maryann Polaski looks like. She rarely shows her face in 

Newark, and the coworkers feel that she's afraid to come onto 

the floor to see what we do. As a shop steward group at our 

office we have about 10 to 12 shop stewards -- we have sent 

her a letter to ask to meet with her. She never really 

responded until four in the afternoon, when the day was almost 

over, to speak to us or tell us ten minutes before to meet with 

someone else -- have her secretary call and say to meet with 

someone else, who really doesn't have-- cannot tell us about 

the policy that we needed to speak with her personally, because 

she's the only one that could do that. 

Committee members, all of the above is bad. I wish I 

could say that the reason it is so bad is that the Department 

did not know how things are. Unfortunately, I and my coworkers 

have said it all before. 

Before the Hughes Committee in 1992, I said that our 

work environment was characterized by stress and crisis. For 

the greater part of the last year, we have been working 

overtime in the morning, in the evening, and on Saturdays. 

Many of our caseloads are high, and the sheer stress of working 

with hundreds of seriously disabled men, women, and children is 

in itself overwhelming at times. They put us in a situation 

where we are forced to work on the easiest case first, and the 

most difficult case goes to the bottom of the pile in the face 

of the pressure to reduce processing time and push cases out 

the door. This is not doing our clients any favor. 

Ten years ago, there were about three clerks of 

varying levels for every eight to ten adjudicators. Clerks 

opened the mail; they tracked development. Today there is an 
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average of one clerk for every ten adjudicators. In practice, 

this means that one clerk may be responsible for 200 to 3000 

cases. It all depends on the person's caseload. 

Despite this severe clerical shortage, the Division 

did nothing. Like I said, when we hired the 90 new 

adjudicators, they didn't hire one clerical to support them. 

The Division has informed us that they have no plans of hiring 

additional clerks, as they believe that the new computer system 

will eliminate any clerical tasks. 

The Browde report, which was done in 1987, said that 

"the morale among the agency staff is not just low, it's 

terrible. Morale does not improve by wishing it would, or 

simply saying things take time to change. But at DOD, the only 

way morale will improve, and thus production, is through 

concrete systematic changes to assist the adjudicative process." 

Clerical workers should be hired immediately so that 

we can avoid correspondence sitting in printers for a week or 

more because they cannot be mailed out, because it is almost 

humanly impossible to get all of this mail out. A lot of the 

claims -- they don't just have one piece of mail, because some 

of these people have been from hospital to hospital, doctors to 

doctors, and they have sometimes seven or eight pieces of 

development that need to be done in order to get their claim 

processed. 

Also, with the children we have to send correspondence 

sometimes to the teacher, to the Child Study Team in order to 

find out what their scores are. How does the child get along 

with his classmates, and also with the teacher? Does he need 

definitely special attention, maybe on a continual basis? We 

need to have this evidence and this takes time. 

Basically, nothing has changed. All of the things 

that I stated are still the same. I really hope that this 

Committee finally can put some changes into place that will 
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allow us to perform this extremely important job of providing 

services to New Jersey's disabled citizens in a fair and 

efficient manner. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: There may be a couple of questions 

from the Committee. 

Assemblyman Mikulak. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Yes. I want to thank you for 

your testimony. It's very enlightening. From what I 

understand-- First of all, my questions really should be 

directed at the Department of Labor employees in management who 

are not here, so I'll excuse you if you can't answer them. But 

you try the best you can, okay? 

It's my understanding that an approved list of doctors 

actually handle disability claimant applications. The Division 

makes payment to the doctor when he notifies them that a 

patient has been seen. Now, our reports indicate that the 

doctor's actual report may not come until as late as six months 

after payment has been made. 

that effect? 

Do you have any information to 

MS. CARMON: The report may come in six months after 

the case is either completed, or either that we are forced to 

send the claimant for a consultative examination. 

something 

that the 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: That's intolerable. That is 

that they could do with their contract employees, 

DOL could just have them submit this in a timely 

fashion, and then pay them after they receive the reports 

instead of before. I mean, it's something that simple. You 

talked of growth in management positions. Just roughly, 

approximately how many clerical workers could be hired if the 

Department of Labor eliminated this new growth in management 

positions? 

MS. CARMON: I would say probably about 25. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: There you go. 
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MS. CARMON: The least -- the least -- is about 25. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Right. There are some simple 

answers to these problems, but why do you think that the 

Department of Labor is dragging its feet on reform? 

MS. CARMON: I haven't the slightest idea, because as 

you know and the Chairman spoke before, they first had a 

Federal task force that Gwendolyne King sent to our agency with 

people from all over the United States from different offices, 

that came to our office. They stayed there for quite a few 

weeks, and they gathered up the information or the errors that 

they saw in our office. They gave them -- I think it was 57 or 

58 things that our office should pursue in order to clean up 

the act. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: I've seen that. 

MS. CARMON: Then after that, Commissioner Bramucci-

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Yes. 

MS. CARMON: --also had a task force, which was headed 

by, I told you, Ms. King, and we also gave suggestions. I 

don't have-- I never did get a copy of that report, but I know 

that some of the things which to me are minor, but not minor -

was just even about photocopying machines which we need in our 

agency, and we haven't even gotten those. I know that why I'm 

saying that one of the suggestions is -- because I had to do 

with equipment and stuff like that, and what could make our job 

possibly easier. 

One of the things that we need is photocopying 

machines, otherwise we used to only have three. One was the 

kind that they use in the five-and-ten or the library. You're 

talking about heavy photocopying, because if a child is 

disabled or something like that, we have to refer those cases 

to another agency for possibly them giving some additional 

assistance to the parents. Well, we have to photocopy this 

our medical information or from the school, and send that to 
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that agency, like it's a Children's Unit here in Trenton. Our 

building is a city block, and if you could just imagine that if 

you go to one photocopy machine and it's not working, or if 

it's broke down, you have to walk another city block to stand 

in line -- with I don't know how many other people 

get something photocopied. 

In the meantime, 

department-- Or if they 

our agency 
\ 

get some new 

has a 

directive 

trying to 

training 

from the 

Federal government that has to be photocopied, they send one. 

You're talking about 400 copies being stapled together. It may 

be 10 pages or more. So that's going on in the meantime. The 

person that's working that machine has to stop doing what 

they • re doing because the other machine is broken, or they're 

waiting for the repairman to come to allow us to photocopy what 

we need. So I think that they can do a lot better with the 

photocopy machine. To me, that's not that expensive that you 

couldn't have enough--

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Right. 

MS. CARMON: --to help with the work, considering what 

we need to do. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Right. Could you provide this 

Committee with a list of any and all documents and reports that 

you requested from the Department of Labor that you haven't 

received so that we can request them and, if necessary, at a 

later point subpoena them? 

MS. CARMON: Okay. I could probably get together-

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Yes. 

I would like to just remind the Committee and the 

public in general that in 1992 the Legislature put language in 

the Fiscal Year '93 budget directing government -- the Governor 

to cut mid-level management positions over workers, and he went 

to court and he won that round. That's possibly a reason why 

you've seen the growth in mid-level management where it hadn't 

existed before. 
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I want to thank you for your testimony and we'll work 

with you. Thank you. 

MS. CARMON: Are there any more questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Augustine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I just have a couple of questions. Perhaps 

own words you could briefly describe the net effect 

situation on some or more of the clients that your 

in your 

of the 

office 

services. Does it create an extremely tumultuous and emotional 

situation on the part of your clients? 

MS. CARMON: Well, not only the client, it also puts 

an emotional pressure on you as the worker. We have lists 

there, you know, 

your · case there. 

list and you're 

whether you're good or bad, how long you keep 

If it's over 270 days, these cases go on a 

sort of harassed on a weekly basis, "Do you 

have this case done? Do you have that case done?" Well, 

sometimes you cannot get to the case, and it's not because you 

don't know what you're doing. But if you have very hard, 

difficult cases, they take time. And when you have a caseload 

like that, sometimes that's completely unmanageable. You 

cannot-- You're just wiped out by the end of the day. 

The claimant, of course, is waiting, because this is 

money to them. This is whether they're going to have insurance 

coverage, whether they're going to be able to save their 

house. Are they going to lose their house because it's taking 

you a long time? 

People have become homeless because we -- not that we 

haven't maybe done their case in a 

also move. We serve the homeless. 

timely manner, but people 

We also serve peopl~ that 

have AIDS, and sometimes it's very difficult. Families move 

from place to place, and it -- sometimes it's very hard because 

people today -- still some people do not have telephones. It's 

very hard to get people, or they might start out having a 

phone, but because of their financial situation, they no longer 

have a phone when you're halfway into processing their case. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: In your dealing with middle 

management, do you find them to show any serious concern, is it 

indifference, or are they kind of just ambivalent about 

everything? Is this above them, or do they really show any 

degree of concern about the problems? 

MS. CARMON: No, I don't really even think they 

understand what we • re doing on a daily basis. They have no 

idea, no concept of what it takes to get a case from the day 

that it comes in until the day that you move it out of there. 

They don't understand the stress that you go through in order 

to even do a halfway decent job, and everybody basically tries 

to do a decent job. I don't think anybody sitting at work 

tries not to, because you have to talk to these people every 

day on the telephone. They call you, "Did you hear from my 

doctor yet?" Which of course it's not my fault a lot of times 

the doctor they've been going to for years -- they don't send 

in the report. I mean, to me that • s hard to face -- a doctor 

or someone that you • ve been going to and spending your money 

for years, and they• re not even willing to cooperate with the 

agency, or for the person, sometimes to get the report in. So 

this is what we have to deal with. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: If that is the case, why are 

they still on the list of eligible physicians if they don't 

cooperate? 

MS. CARMON: The doctors? 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Yes. 

MS. CARMON: They own their private practices -- the 

doctors throughout the whole State of New Jersey. They have 

offices, and people go to these offices. The doctors that work 

on our staff do not see any of these individuals. They just 

read the medical evidence that we obtain from the hospital, 

from their doctor, from the schools, from the mental health 

clinic. The doctors that are on our staff -- that's what they 

do. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: My point is -- and I'll yield 

quickly, because I know we've got a lot to do here -- what 

degree of oversight do you have on these physicians that are 

not furnishing the paperwork that you need? 

MS. CARMON: Well, I don't know what people could do. 

The only thing I think is, if they notified the medical 

society, like the patients -- the doctor's patients-- If their 

doctors don't send in the report, I think they should probably 

notify the Medical Society, and maybe eventually they will get 

these reports in. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Because if they don't comply, 

you're absolutely stymied? 

MS. CARMON: Right, we're stymied for a while. We 

have a follow-up procedure that we do and, like I said, 

hopefully you try to give them a chance to send in the report, 

because he has seen this patient maybe for a year, two years, 

or more. So you would really rather get his report about his 

patient instead of having the patient sent to someone who just 

sees them one time, like a consultative exam. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: My only point is, it would 

seem to me that these physicians have a certain degree of 

responsibility if they're going to continue to work for your 

Department. If they don't want to do it, they shouldn • t be 

allowed to continue. That's just my commonsense approach to 

it. Anyway, we can address that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you, Assemblyman. 

Assemblywoman Haines. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: A lot of the questions I was 

going to ask were answered. I just want to say, when the 

Department of Labor -- I mean, they've made commotions with 

regards to the people that were clerical workers and then went 

on to become adjudicator aides or adjudicators, and then they 

did not replace the clerical people. When it was brought to 

the attention of the Department of Labor, what was their 
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response? I mean, to say-- It's very nice to promote people 

and it's very good, but when you're not getting the workload 

done and things are getting backlogged, and you go to them and 

say-- What is their reponse to you with respect to not hiring 

more people? Do they seem to be concerned, or are they just 

brushing it off? 

MS. CARMON: No, they're not concerned. Over five 

years ago, we had a meeting before they even decided to make 

people recently into claims adjudicator aides -- a new group of 

people--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Right. 

MS. CARMON: We had a meeting with the Directors in 

their office to ask if we possibly could hire more clerical 

staff, and they told us no, because at that time, they were 

going to be coming up with the computers, they said, which 

should handle the work. Yes, it handles the work as far as 

if it's working. I shouldn't say that if the computer is 

working, because the other day it crashed. It was out for a 

few days, and we were unable to do any work not any work, 

but other work and nothing on the computer. It might get the 

piece of development that needs to go to a doctor or hospital 

off faster, but then you need somebody by the printer to take 

that off, associate together with the authorizations, and put 

it in the mail. There really are no people to really -- not 

enough people, I should say, to really handle that. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: I know some of the questions 

you're not able to that I'm thinking about, because the 

Department of Labor really should be answering. But, I mean, 

when they go to make promotions, normally you would have an 

idea of: You have "X" amount of clerical; you have "X" 

amount of Aides; "X" amount of adjudicators--

MS. CARMON: Right, that's what I though too, but-

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: --and then other personnel that 

are in a specific department. When you're going to make 

promotions, you normally would think, "Well, if we promote 
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this one, then we're going to look at the workforce and see 

what -- how the work is going to be able to be completed with 

adding, taking away, or putting in different areas." 

Apparently, they either did not have any type of an agenda, so 

to speak--

MS. CARMON: No, they didn't. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: --to go to. They just went and 

promoted, and were not more or less worried about what was 

going to be happening with the workforce -- with the workload 

that was put on the individuals still there. 

MS. CARMON: Right. Well, they figured that we'll all 

take care of the mess. Basically, they figured if you know 

that your letter is not going out and somebody doesn't have it, 

you're going to try to get to that pile of work over there and 

get your letters out so that they can be mailed. But that's 

not really what you're supposed to be doing as an adjudicator 

anyhow. What you're supposed to be doing is reviewing the 

medical evidence so that you'll be able to present this to the 

doctor. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Okay, so the other thing that 

was mentioned is that the doctors are usually getting paid 

prior -- because it was brought up -- prior to the report 

coming in. Well then, what is the effect on the individual 

themselves that are supposed be rece1v1ng claims, or any 

moneys, or-- How does it affect them, the individual that is 

being seen by the doctor? That has to have some effect on 

them. Do they get claims kept from them through Disability? 

MS. CARMON: The thing is, the doctors that work on 

our staff -- they do not see any of the clients. They do not 

see any of the clients in the State of New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: So it's only the doctors that 

the individuals themselves go to? 

MS. CARMON: The doctors that are out in the public, 

private out in private practice that sometimes delay sending 

us reports concerning their patients. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: So what are the doctors on 

staff supposed to be doing, just reviewing? 

MS. CARMON: They review what they can review. If I 

take a case to them, they review what they can. If they can't 

make a determination because this doctor or this hospital has 

not sent in a report, then what we do is ask if we can please 

buy a consultative exam, and that's what we do for the person's 
i 

impairment. I mean, someone who has a severely 

life-threatening disease like cancer of the brain or something 

like that -- I would hope that some hospital or a doctor would 

send that report in. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I have a couple of questions, and 

one perhaps goes back to a letter that was sent to the 

Governor. I believe it was sent in September. It is my 

understanding that the Department of Labor broke apart the 

centralized Newark division, placing one quarter of the agency 

in New Brunswick. It seemed to be some sort of a question as 

to there was no need for space, or there was some sort of an 

issue regarding space shortage. Are you familiar with that? 

MS. CARMON: No. They had basically most of the room, 

because we have a complete third floor, and then there was the 

fourth floor. They shared that with another division, which I 

thought at one time they said they were going to ask that 

division to move into a smaller space. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: But there was no Federal mandate to 

make the move. Why was it done? 

MS. CARMON: I don't know. Because to me, I wouldn't 

understand why you would move somewhere else at that time when 

you don't even have the place you're living in together yet. I 

don't know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I understand. Believe me, as we've 

indicated here, we would have felt more comfortable trying to 

get some of the questions answered from the Department of Labor. 
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MS. CARMON: I know that other states-- When we did 

this study with Jim King, I know that they went to other states 

and cities like Boston and other places. They have offices 

around the State in different areas. That's okay if you have 

the main headquarters sort of functioning on some of those 

suggestions that were given by either the Federal government or 

by the task force that was done from the Department of Labor, 

but if you're just going to move some place to say, "Well, 

this place is working," when it • s not really working because 

the headquarters isn't working--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: What I don't understand is the 

Department of Labor seems to offer the high case receipts as an 

excuse for some of these problems, but what is not acknowledged 

is the fact that the Social Security Administration provides 

the State with many of the resources. 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: One excuse is being offered for the 

other. We go back to that report that we referred to. There 

was an article in The Star-Ledger going back as far as May 24, 

1991, and there should have been a clear signal as to the 

problems that existed. The Social Security Administrator, 

Gwendolyne King, described New Jersey's record of handling 

disability claims as the worst in the country. 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: And announced that she is sending 

out a special management strike team. 

MS. CARMON: Which she did. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay. By almost every index, New 

Jersey is the worst performing State in the nation. 

MS. CARMON: They failed to say that a lot of these 

other states the people who are working in the office as 

adjudicators they have caseloads somewhere between 90 and 

maybe 120. They have the support staff to support them. Here 
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you're working with a caseload of maybe somewhere from 150 to 

200, or 300 at different times. It all depends on how many 

cases are coming in. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: My question-- You appeared before 

the Hughes Commission? 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: When was that report issued, or 

when did they have those hearings? 

MS. CARMON: It was a year and a half ago, and it was 

down in Cape May County. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: You gave all of this information to 

the Commission? 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: 

were implemented? 

And none of those recommendations 

MS. CARMON: No. I mean, I not only said that the 

.Federal government gave -- Gwendolyne King's task force gave 

our agency 57 recommendations that they wanted to see done for 

that agency. Bramucci's task force, which I was on, also gave 

suggestions to our agency. The only thing they did was remove 

one director, and they put another one there. They brought two 

more people in to do what one person was doing before, and then 

they added on some more people. That's all I know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Well, I certainly appreciate the 

comments you have made. I want to thank you, especially on 

behalf of the Committee, for bringing this information to our 

attention. As you can appreciate, until this information was 

brought to our attention, we really thought that a lot of what 

we were talking about, at least as far as the Department of 

Labor was concerned -- that some of these areas were being 

addressed. 

I want to thank you for bringing this information, 

because now we're finding out that these implementations had 

not been implemented and we need a course of action. What I 
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will suggest to you, and to all of the members that are here, 

is that perhaps internalize within your own operating 

procedure. When you're dealing with some of these superiors or 

managers, perhaps put it into a memorandum form so that we can 

keep a record as to whether or not there is an improvement. I 

can assure you that if we see those memorandums being 

exchanged, and if we do not see a dramatic change, we will have 

hearings, after hearings, after hearings. 

MS. CARMON: Okay, I will do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: But the bottom line is, as I meant 

before and as I said, there is a frustration level which you 

can appreciate that I have, and the other members of the 

Committee have that the Department of Labor should have 

responded. There were many questions here that we wanted to 

ask them in terms of the backlogs, and in terms of a lot of 

these issues. I'm sure if they had anything positive to say, 

they would have been here in this room. But one way or 

another, they're going to answer those questions. 

So I have two requests of you: to go back, and to 

keep memorandum in terms of information back and forth so that 

somebody from the Department of Labor does not say, "I wasn't 

aware. I did not hear it. The dog ate the paper. " 

whatever the excuse might be. 

MS. CARMON: Okay. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: The bottom line is that 

those records. Okay? 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: 

MS. CARMON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: 

Let's not assume anything. 

Okay, thank you very much. 

Thank you. 

Frank Aria, of the Newark office? 

Good morning. 

we'll 

F R ARK A R I A: This will take a minute, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Sure. 
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Ms. Carmon, if you would any of those memorandums 

or information that you think might be helpful to the Committee. 

MS. CARMON: (from audience) Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Once you have received it, it will 

supplement our file in terms of having additional information. 

If you have additional questions that you would like answered, 

be assured of the fact that we will get answers. 

MS. CARMON: I just wanted to say, if you think that 

you feel frustrated by the Department not coming today, this is 

how we feel on a daily basis. (applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Is it Mr. Aria? 

MR. ARIA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I understand that you will have the 

technical details? 

MR. ARIA: I would say so, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: And perhaps give us a better idea 

as to why we closed one office, moved 

we don't have the personnel available; 

Labor tells us that we don't need help? 

MR. ARIA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Proceed. 

to another office; why 

why the Department of 

We do need help. 

MR. ARIA: I'd like to read a statement first, which 

will take about five minutes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Sure. 

MR. ARIA: Then I'll tell you what I have, and 

depending on how you want to do it, you let me know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Fine. 

MR. ARIA: Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, 

thank you for this opportunity to express my views. My name is 

Frank Aria, and I appear before you as a private citizen. I'll 

add that I am an employee of the Division of Disability 

Determinations. I work as a Quality Assurance Specialist, and 

I've been with the Division since 1973. 
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The Department of Labor contends that its Division of 

Disability Determinations has achieved a record of substantial 

improvement since 1991, when massive Federal assistance was 

needed from special contingency funds. In particular, the 

Department emphasizes the apparent success of a DDD branch 

office opened in New Brunswick last December. Let us examine 

these assertions more carefully, bearing in mind that the three 

signs of success in the disability program are high 

productivity levels, speedy claims processing times, and high 

accuracy rates. Recent Federal reports reveal the following 

levels of performance for New Jersey: 

1) As of August 1993, New Jersey ranked 44 among the 

50 states in yearly production per employee, last among the 

more populous, more industrialized states. 

2) As of August, New Jersey continued to have one of 

the worst records in the nation for numbers of delayed cases 

pending. Nationally, 27.6 percent of the pending inventory was 

in the "delayed" category versus 42 percent for New Jersey. 

3) For Fiscal Year 1993 -- October 1992 through August 

1993 New Jersey ranks dead last in the accuracy of its 

decisions based on Federal sample reviews. 

What accounts for this signal failure to convert 

millions of dollars worth of large phased staff increases and 

hundreds of elaborate IBM workstations into at least average, 

an average level of performance for the citizens of this 

state? How credible is the Department's story about receiving 

too many cases to handle? Not very credible at all. The 

average caseload per examiner in New Jersey is right in line 

with the national average. I would add here that havin<;J seen 

even more recent statistics than I had when I prepared this 

statement, on average New Jersey had significantly less of a 

workload than the rest of the country for Fiscal Year 1993. 

In my view, this failure to capitalize on this State's 

share of the 1991 Federal contingency funding can be traced to 

the administration's singular focus on making a showpiece out 
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of the New Brunswick branch off ice. 

the performance of the Division's 

Newark has been allowed to decline. 

of robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

Throughout that process, 

much larger operation in 

This has been a clear case 

To illustrate the point, 

assigned to the New Brunswick branch. 

consider the 

The locations 

workload 

of the 

Federal intake centers linked to New Brunswick are, 
• 1. 

underrepresentat1ve of the State's larger urban 

as a group, 

population 

centers. This is important to note for two reasons: First, 

proportionately fewer cases are sent overall to New Brunswick 

-- I stress the word proportionately -- compared to Newark. 

Secondly, relatively fewer of the New Brunswick claims 

involve SSI, the more time-consuming part of the workload. 

This is the demographic key to understanding how management has 

stacked the deck to create a favorable statistical profile for 

New Brunswick over Newark put into effect from the day the 

branch opened on December 14, 1992. From that day to this, 

caseload sizes in New Brunswick on average have not approached 

those of Newark. With respect to workload distribution, the 

paying field has always been tilted. 

The other key to understanding the true nature of the 

productivity success of New Brunswick is the level of accuracy 

management accepts for claims decisions made there. The 

results of internal quality assurance reviews over time 

confirm markedly higher error rates in New Brunswick than in 

Newark. Management's toleration of lower accuracy rates in New 

B~unswick has quietly facilitated the boosting of that branch's 

output necessary for the creation of the success story now 

being told. 

To summarize, with respect to speedy processing of 

claims, it is fair to conclude that the disability program in 

this State, as presently administered, is following an 

unwritten policy of discrimination against many people who live 

in urban centers, especially those filing SSI claims, by 
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diverting a portion of their fair share of the Division's 

resources to New Brunswick the showpiece office. 

Conversely, many claimants from the New Brunswick region would 

likely receive more accurate decisions if they received service 

from Newark. 

To conclude, the r:egionalization and decentralization 

policies of the Division of Disability Determinations have 

exacted a heavy price in terms of overall agency performance. 

The administration proposes more of the same, rationalizing the 

proliferation of branch offices with contrived tales of great 

improvement and success. Surely something can be done here to 

raise the level of public policy above routine executive 

self-interest. 

Thank you for listening to me. I would be pleased to 

answer any questions you may have, or if you prefer, I can 

present much more detailed information from my notes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Sure. 

Are there questions from the Committee? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Just one question. 

speculate as to why DOL made this move? 

MR. ARIA: New Brunswick? 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Yes. 

Can you 

MR. ARIA: Not in one or two sentences. But if you 

would give me the time, I would try and lay it out. I think 

that is a very important question, and I would not like to 

gloss over it by giving you a one-liner. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Right. 

MR. ARIA: Much of the information you see here 

concerns your question. (indicating testimony) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Proceed. 

MR. ARIA: I have--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: And could you indicate -- was that 

an existing facility? 

MR. ARIA: New Brunswick--
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: We're always concerned with the 

ownership of facilities in this State. 

MR. ARIA: New Brunswick was a building -- 506 Jersey 

Avenue that was renovated into a DOL one-stop shopping 

center a cluster of DOL offices. Now, it is my 

understanding that there was space available in that building, 

but nobody to put into it. That's my understanding. This 

Division at first was going to stay in Newark, but then it was 

decided to put -- fill up that building at 506 Jersey Avenue. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: The reason why I ask the question 

and you can appreciate where I'm coming from -- is that 

often we read about in the newspaper that someone owns a 

particular piece of property--

MR. ARIA: Yes. I attempted to try and find out who 

owned it. I was not successful. I only heard speculation, 

which I don't want to put in the record because I have no way 

of verifying it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay. I'm going to direct staff to 

make an inquiry concerning the ownership of the property. 

MR. ARIA: I think that would be--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Because there may very well be some 

cause or relationship as to why there is a shift from the 

Newark office to New Brunswick. I would like to do that with 

all deliberate speed, but if we have to convene another hearing 

with subpoena power, we will do so. 

Proceed, please. 

MR. ARIA: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I did attempt to find 

out specifically who owned the building. I had heard rumors 

that I could not substantiate, so I was not successful in 

determining who owned the building. I was told by people who 

looked into it that there was one story from the Department of 

Labor, and another story from the municipal level. Who owns 

this building? The municipality says one thing, and the DOL 

said something else. That's what I was told by people who 

tried to look into this. 
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Now, just to outline for you what I have here, I have 

a series of notes which I'd like to go through, and I also have 

the supporting documents for what I say in the notes. If there 

is anything that is not understood, or anything you would like 

clarified in terms of the original source-- For example, if I 

say Sharpe James, the Mayor of Newark, wrote to me that there 

was no space problem in Newark, and he got that from 

Commissioner Bramucci I can produce the letter that Sharpe 

James wrote that in. Now--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Have you received a response -- and 

I don't mean to interrupt you, but I understand that 

directed a letter to the Governor, September 26, 1993 . 

believe it was a three-page letter. 

you 

. I 

MR. ARIA: Correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Have you received any response at 

to all of those questions? 

MR. ARIA: The September 26 letter is the last letter 

I wrote to the Governor, and I have not received a response. I 

would add, though, that I have found the Governor's Office to 

be responsive in that it does refer things to the Department. 

I don't feel I've been ignored. I feel the problem is in the 

Department in terms of answering things, not in the Governor's 

Office. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: You still have not received an 

answer? 

MR. ARIA: I have not received any correspondence 

concerning this letter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I guess what I was 

you received answers to your question? Whether 

the Governor's office and they sent it over to 

asking -- have 

you sent it to 

the Department 

of Labor and it's sitting on someone's desk over there, to this 

date have you received answers to your inquiries? 

MR. ARIA: Yes. I would like to discuss those answers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Sure. Go right ahead. 
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MR. ARIA: In sequence, just to put a focus on all of 

this, I think the two issues here are the level of performance 

of the agency, first of all; and secondly, the issue of 

decentralization, because it pervades everything. 

Now, to discuss letters: I send letters to the 

Governor. I get responses back from the DOL and other 

sources. The letters I send-- I began sending them on 

February 2, 1990, which was, I believe, the first month of the 

administration -- first full month. The letters that I wrote 

described serious problems in the Division in terms of its 

performance, processing time, and accuracy. We had thousands 

of continuing disability review cases stored in files for 

years, and it was actually called CDR storage. CDR, meaning 

Continuing Disability Review, it's a type of case. I explained 

about the pressure that the examiner's staff was under to meet 

production quotas at the sacrifice of accuracy. I went into 

great detail about these things. They weren't just 

conclusions. 

I would say that over the course of time, I wrote 

approximately 50 letters numbering some 200 pages, with charts 

showing 

Most of 

so you 

New 

the 

knew 

Jersey was last in processing time and accuracy. 

time I was writing, I made the charts so detailed 

the rank of every state in the country, and New 

Jersey was always written down last. I explained that the 

accuracy assessment being done by the Federal government was 

subject to manipulation, and that New Jersey had a very low 

accuracy. It might even be worse due to the manipulation 

factor. We really don't know what the bottom is. 

I explained to the Governor that there was an 

elaborate ploy to raise the accuracy rate shortly before the 

Federal strike team came in, a ploy involving withholding the 

less accurate cases from Federal review until a critical period 

passed, so that management could be safely through that 

critical period. I explained this in great detail in a 
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letter. I pointed out the relationship between the accuracy 

rate of the agency and publicity; between the accuracy rate of 

the agency and bureaucratic targets; 

of the agency and the threshold 

between the accuracy rate 

level that endangered 

management. 

publicity; 

that had 

I clearly demonstrated that when there was adverse 

or when there was a report that said that a target 

to be made; or when this threshold level was 

approached, the accuracy rate shot up. 

it defies logic to think that these 

To my way of thinking, 

rates would be normally 

rising practically only when there was adverse publicity, 

danger to management, or some similar situation. 

Now, I also explained that there was a great deal of 

assistance rendered to this agency in 1991 in terms of tens of 

thousands of overtime hours -- well over 100,000 overtime hours 

in 1991. Federal details coming into the agency, sitting down, 

taking over desks, and moving cases actually doing the 

cases. We had a four-man detail there for approximately a year 

and a half doing CDR's -- the ones that I spoke of that were in 

storage -- Federal people assisting the agency to do its work. 

We had the Quality Assurance Unit put on production during late 

'91 and throughout '92 -- the whole year -- put on production 

with the Federal people taking over the State quality 

function. So 

State quality, 

production. 

the Fed's 

so the 

were 

State 

doing the Fed quality and the 

quality could be thrown into 

All of these things were designed to improve the 

agency's performance profile. These things are not recognized 

today when management says they worked wonders. They don't 

mention the overtime, the Federal assistance, and these staff 

shifts. 

I also discussed in great detail New Brunswick: the 

move, why I felt it was more or less the same thing we had done 

in the 1980s with the Camden office, regionalization same 
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thing we did in the 19 80s, a 11 of which was abandoned. This 

was a repeat. I explained the reasons why it failed then, and 

I explained the parallels between what was being done now and 

what happened then. 

Perhaps the most consistent theme of these letters was 

the performance record of the agency. At one point in February 

of 1991, I wrote in one of these letters that New Jersey was 
I 

the worst performing State in the country. This attracted 

attention. I received a letter back agreeing with the 

statistics behind that conclusion, oddly enough, but 

disagreeing with the conclusion, which I thought was very 

illogical. Approximately three months later, the Commissioner 

of Social Security said the same thing in the press, that New 

Jersey was the worst in the country -- in May of '91. I make 

the point not to say, "Well, I was right." I make the point 

to stress the attitude and the evolution of the Department's 

response to a 11 of this. In the beginning, their responses to 

me were, "Well, there's a problem. We're aware of it. We're 

working on it. Improvement is right around the corner." 

They made excuses, this or that adhoc problem of the 

moment. That type of letter I received early on -- one about 

processing time and one about accuracy, one letter from the 

Commissioner himself, and a second letter from an Assistant 

Commissioner. Then after I wrote that we were the worst in the 

country, I received a letter in March of '91 from the then 

Director of the Division disagreeing with the fact that we were 

the worst. And then the more recent letters focus on the 

Department's story of improvement and the success of New 

Brunswick, which of course I disagree with. That is an 

overview of what I sent to the Governor and to other officials 

in the Office of the Governor, and what I got back. 

I would call attention specifically to a letter I 

referred to earlier from the Mayor of Newark, Sharpe James. 

The Department was insisting that there was a space problem in 
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Newark, so I wrote to the Mayor and I said, "The Department is 

planning to move one-quarter of the Division out of Newark 

because of a space problem. I don't believe there's a space 

problem," and I explained why. 

The Mayor looked into the matter and wrote back to me 

in May of '91 -- excuse me, in '92. He said in the let-ter, 

"The article in The Star-Ledger"-- This is after the Mayor 

explained that he had contacted Commissioner Bramucci, so what 

he is saying is based on what Commissioner Bramucci told him. 

Commissioner Bramucci is named in the letter. The Mayor was 

assured. He writes that, "The article in The Ledger (sic)"-

He' s referring to an article in The Ledger about the space 

problem. "The article in The Ledger was somewhat misleading in 

that it stated that the move was based on space concerns and 

high rent. I have been assured that this is not the case." 

The Department went before the Hughes Subcommittee on 

Aging -- The Committee on Aging, the Subcommittee on Employment 

and Retirement Income. At the hearing, it was stated by 

Commissioner Bramucci, "We simply don't have the room in 

Newark to expand with those 90 people or so." Those are the 

adjudicators that you heard spoken of earlier. The 90 were 

hired in phases in 1991. So now we're here in 1992 in May, 

with him telling the Mayor there's no space and within days 

telling the Hughes Subcommittee -- the letter from Mayor James 

is dated May 8, the Subcommittee took place on May 22 

telling the Subcommittee that there was no room. 

In actuality, if you divide the agency-- If you 

divide the location up of the agency, you have us on the third 

floor and the fourth floor of 124 Halsey Street -- the old Two 

Guys building in Newark, which is very large. We have the 

entire third floor. We have half officially assigned to us on 

the fourth floor, the other half is also Department of Labor 

space on the fourth floor a cluster of offices are in that 

half of the fourth floor. 
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During '92 we took over space the Division of 

Disability Determinations took over space in the half of the 

fourth floor that was assigned to the cluster of other 

offices. A wire man came in, wired the place for our computers 

all on a temporary basis. Workstations were set up. Thirty to 

fourty adjudicator trainees were housed there at a time. Then 

when the class ended, they would come down to the third floor 

where there was available space. There was also more space in 

the half of the fourth floor that the Division had itself, and 

some were put in there. 

So, in my view there was never a space problem if you 

were willing to use all of the Department's space on the fourth 

floor. Today, we have five trainees and three clerical 

personnel working in that half of the fourth floor not assigned 

to the Division of Disability Determinations. The description 

I would give you of the half of the fourth floor that is not 

.occupied formally 

is that the space 

that's completely 

by the Division 

is underused to 

empty. Perhaps 

of Disability Determinations 

empty. There's a large area 

they'll change this if they 

read this testimony, but at least up to today, there's a large 

area where there is nothing. There's a large reception area 

which is obviously more than you would need, because they don't 

even have enough chairs to fill it up. You're talking about a 

few people walking in and going over to a desk, not a crowd 

sitting that needs chairs. 

There are offices that are empty, smaller 

management-type offices. There is a large office -- a large 

room, I should say where the trainees are now our 

trainees and the space that is being used cubicle-style is 

underused. There are a number of cubicles that are being used 

just to store things. That is also the case on the half of the 

fourth floor that the Division does formally have, where I 

work. I'm in the Quality Assurance Unit. We have empty 

cubicles. Next to me there are several empty cubicles. 
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If you look at the third floor and compare it to the 

fourth floor, the space utilization on the third floor is a 10, 

the space utilization on the fourth floor is a 5 lesser. 

So, with this type of argument coming back from the Department 

to what I write, I think you can understand that I am very 

skeptical when I get their responses. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: From what you're saying, there was 

no need to move? 

MR. ARIA: Precisely, not spacewise. Precisely, no 

need. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: What we don't know is that, in 

fact, it may have added to the cost. 

MR. ARIA: There was an expense of $8000 recorded in 

the 1993-94 budget for the Division, which was written in 1991 

December of '91 in December they write the budget. 

December of '91, you would be in Federal Fiscal Year '92 

already, because their Federal year starts in October. So, in 

December of '91, you were in Fiscal '92. The budget they wrote 

then was for Fiscal '93 and '94. The moving expense is listed 

as $8000. 

Also, there is a lot of staff time from the Department 

involved in the move. The budget documents, which I obtained 

under the Freedom of Information Act, describe the square 

footage the cost per square foot between Newark and New 

Brunswick. The plan was to retain all of the space in Newark 

and add the space in New Brunswick. That would be 

approximately 13,000 square feet of space in New Brunswick. 

The square feet in Newark was 77,290 and they have the years 

'91, '92, '93 -- this Newark space stays constant at 77,290 

square feet. The New Brunswick space is 13,000 square feet. 

I would like to add some more information about the 

whole issue itself -- decentralization. There was a study done 

by a former staff member of the Social Security Subcommittee by 

the name of Frederick B. Arner. Mr. Arner received a Sloan 
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Foundation Grant in 1988, and in 1989 he produced a study that 

touches on decentralization. Mr. Arner offers a map of the 

U.S. showing that most states are not decentralized the 

ratio being about two to one in '89. Things may have changed 

from '89, but not dramatically. 

There is no strict correlation between geographic size 

of the state -- whether or not it's decentralized. There is no 

strict correlation between population size and whether the 

state is decentralized. It's a political decision. SSA has 

switched its favor back and forth from centralization to 

decentralization, depending on political climate. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Mr. Aria, I don't want to interrupt 

you, but sometimes a question comes into mind. 

MR. ARIA: Sure, fine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I guess the area that I want to get 

into was the closing of the Camden office. 

MR. ARIA: Okay. Camden was--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: In your opinion, why was that done? 

MR. ARIA: Okay. Before I give an opinion, I'd like 

to give some--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I'm sorry, but as we're following 

through that--

MR. ARIA: Camden was cited by Mr. Arner as being 

closed by SSA for, "budget considerations at the urging of 

SSA." The Browde Report, which was referred to earlier, is 

approximately a 100-page report was delivered to then 

Commissioner Serraino in 1987, recommending principally that 

the Camden office be closed because of the fact that it was 

draining resources from Newark to the point that the overal.l 

performance of the agency was decreased. 

So, in terms of efficiency, 

recommended closing the Camden office --

of charts and tables productivity 

the Browde report 

and there were a lot 

tables. During that 

period, Newark had to constantly send personnel down to Camden 
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to assist that office. Cases from Camden had to come up to 

Newark to be done, all of which was very inefficient. Doctors 

were not in the right place. You had to shift them back and 

forth. Actually, you have some of that happening today, which 

I'll describe. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: When was the Camden office closed? 

MR. ARIA: The Camden office was closed in early 

1987. It opened in 1981. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Are there any other offices serving 

the disabled in the southern part of the State? 

MR. ARIA: Today or then? Today? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Today. 

MR. ARIA: There is only Newark and New Brunswick at 

the present time. Newark was centralized from the '60s to 

well, actually the late '50s until '81, when Camden opened, 

then we went decentralized '81 to '87. Then we recentralized 

at 1100 Raymond Boulevard, and we were supposed to be there 

forever, but that lasted a year. Now we're in Two Guys. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: There are no offices in the 

southern part of the State? 

MR. ARIA: No. There are only Newark and New 

Brunswick; that's it. One of the reasons that the Department 

gives for decentralization is the need for face-to-face or 

personal contact. This is not an accurate description. The 

Federal government is not in any way pushing decentralization 

for face-to-face contact. In fact, former Secretary Louis 

Sullivan, of Health and Human Services, in a letter in 1991 

summarized a study of face-to-face as being totally 

inconclusive in terms of the benefits of it, and the budget 

considerations were such that it was not feasible. 

Also, the way the system is set up, the claims are 

filed at the local Social Security Disability offices, of which 

there are 31 throughout the State and eastern Pennsylvania. 

Three in eastern Pennsylvania because they're closer, and 
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twenty-eight of them in New Jersey. Those are your intake 

centers. So there is no need for face-to-face contact in our 

Division. That's not to say that an occasional claimant won't 

walk in -- we have to see them -- but it's not a formal part of 

the process. 

Decentralization is not a mandate of the Federal 

government and, in fact, as I stated before, most states are 

not decentralized. When they have a pil6t project at SSA to do 

with face-to-face, if the state is not centralized, they use 

Federal personnel to run it. There's no need. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I don't want you to lose your train 

of thought, but we have so many questions. So, if I happen to 

jump in once in a while--

MR. ARIA: Fine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Even though this is an area that we 

are aware of, and becoming more aware of through your 

testimony, perhaps during your discussion you might give us an 

idea of some of the claims -- the types of claims, the severity 

of the claim, and the length of time in terms of processing. 

MR. ARIA: Yes, I have statistics. First of all, 

there are about half a dozen key statistics here. There is 

inventory, these are statistics that are looked at to compare 

the states -- compare their performance and ranking. First is 

the inventory. Now, the Department--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Does it give you the nature of the 

claim? 

MR. ARIA: There are initial level claims, 

reconsideration level claims, and continuing disability claims. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: But in terms of the type of 

disability, for example--

MR. ARIA: Neurological versus cardiac? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Well, a severe -- perhaps I should 

pose the question in this manner: a severe neurological 

problem or a problem of that nature, and there being an 

extended response in terms of processing that claim. 
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MR. ARIA: There are statistics on that. They're not 

very well distributed. That's a level of fine-tuning that we 

normally don't see. That would be a special statistical 

study. That's not a regular recurring analysis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay. I guess what I'm saying is, 

all the claims are important--

MR. ARIA: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: --but do we have instances of very 

severe claims that require an extended processing period? 

MR. ARIA: There are very many claims that take a very 

long time. In New Jersey in particular, our processing time is 

far worse than the national average. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: But can you give us an idea of some 

of those types of claims, as to what areas they relate to? 

MR. ARIA: No, not in terms of specific types of 

impairments. No, that would be specialized study information 

that I don't have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Is that information that we would 

get from the Department of Labor? 

MR. ARIA: They would have to ask SSA for it, and it 

might be difficult to get that information. It's not tracked 

as well as the global indexes of productivity and accuracy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: In addition to the request for the 

status of the ownership of the property in New Brunswick, I 

would also ask staff to make an inquiry to SSA and the 

Department of Labor in terms of tracking of those severe cases 

-- for that matter, all cases -- but in terms of delays with 

respect to processing of the claims. 

Please proceed. I didn't mean to interrupt you. 

MR. ARIA: That's okay. Fine, Mr. Chairman. 

In terms of the inventory, there's a direct 

relationship between overtime and the size of the inventory. 

When we get overtime, the inventory drops. When we don't have 

overtime and we have to rely on regular time, the inventory 
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rises. For example, in January from January through 

mid-July of this year -- the inventory went up 1500 cases from 

approximately 21,000 to approximately 22,500. Then when we did 

get overtime on July 17 through the end of the fiscal year -

the end of September for that three-month period, the 

inventory dropped by 1400 cases with the help of 7710 hours of 

overtime. 

So the Department would have you believe that the 

agency is constantly more productive, but if you're not talking 

about how much overtime you use to do that, you're not getting 

a productivity index, you're just-- It's like a person who's 

short and wants to wear elevator shoes for a time and make 

themselves feel a little taller, but then when you take the 

shoes off, forget it. When the overtime stops, the inventory 

goes up again. 

So our inventory-- Well, let me say one more word 

about overtime. It's doled out in the central office of SSA 

roughly according to how productive you are. New Jersey being 

one of the less productive states, we get -- we have gotten, on 

average, less overtime than many other states. So, if you're 

not doing well productivity-wise, you additionally are hurt by 

getting proportionately less overtime. 

Now, just a note about these continuing disability 

reviews. They're on the rise in the inventory. They went from 

approximately 210 in April, and now they are up to 834. We're 

getting a lot of claims in, which is something to watch closely 

in the near term, because, as you'll recall, I stated that we 

had thousands of them years ago that were put in storage -

these are the continuing disability cases. I certainly hope 

that we are not revisiting that experience, because at this 

point, management seems reluctant to put enough of the 

Division's resources into this part of the workload. 

Now, in terms of accuracy, we rank 49 as of the August 

'93 quarter. We rank dead last, as I said earlier, in the 

Fiscal Year '93. Management there tries to focus on something 
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that they've called 

mistake and you go 

"net accuracy," which is, if you make a 

and correct it and the decision doesn • t 

change, then we'll remove that deficiency. But in reality, 

you're just working with numbers doing that. You're not 

recalling all of the cases that had errors and correcting them 

for all of those people. Net accuracy that they're using is a 

numbers game. The accuracy rate that you use to rate the 

states is in the regulations, and we are last for the fiscal 

year, and we are 49 for the quarter ending August '93. 

In terms of our own quality assurance review -- our 

internal quality assurance review it shows a marked 

disparity, as I noted in my opening, between Newark and New 

Brunswick. I have the figures here for August '93. I have 

them for July • 93, and for Apri 1 • 93. So over time, you can 

see a pattern here. In terms of the overall sample, which 

includes both a random sample and the more high-risk cases, the 

three regions of Newark-- Newark is divided into three 

regions. New Brunswick is the fourth region. For August '93, 

the random plus high-risk error rate for the three regions of 

Newark were 16. 9 percent error rate, 11.4 percent error rate, 

and 14.9 percent error rate, respectively. For the New 

Brunswick, the error rate was 29.1 percent error rate. 

With respect to the random only errors random 

sample only, on which is really your most telltale review 

because it • s completely random -- you • re not throwing in any 

high-risk stuff that you know is going to have a problem. The 

random for April '93 for Newark region shows 21 percent error 

rate, 16 percent,. and 11. 5; New Brunswick, 31. 1. For July, 

the error rate: Newark, 22.4, 17.0, 12.1; New Brunswick, 

35.4. And finally for August the random: 18.2 for Newark, 14.9 

for Newark, 10.8 for Newark; New Brunswick 27.7. So, when I 

say there is a marked discrepancy in the accuracy of the two 

offices, that's where I'm taking that from. 
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In terms of workload, New Brunswick versus Newark, the 

caseloads that were sent down to New Brunswick last December 

were extremely low with relation to Newark. There were very 

few cases -- caseloads that were even above 100. Many were in 

the 50s, 60s, 30s, 40s. Some people were trainees, so you 

could explain why some of them were so low. But the overall 

picture was one of a very low workload, and that has remained 

the same right through current statistics. The average 

caseload in New Brunswick is approximately 30 to 35, maybe 40 

cases less than the average in Newark. Plus the Title 16 ratio 

the SSI claims ratio Newark and New Brunswick are 

reversed. Newark has always more Title 16s cleared -- more of 

the SSI claims, more of the more time-consuming claims than New 

Brunswick. The ratio is reversed in New Brunswick more 

Title 2, which are faster to do. 

show that Title 2 is faster to do. 

National statistics always 

So the DOL will tell you New Brunswick's processing 

time is faster. Their workloads are smaller; their ratio of 

the more time-consuming cases is more favorable; and you • re 

told that New Brunswick is processing cases faster with fewer 

aged cases. 

If you look at the district offices, the Federal 

offices, the intake offices serviced by New Brunswick and 

compare them to the ones serviced in Newark, you see all of the 

State's major urban areas -- with one exception, Elizabeth -

being served in Newark. Newark is served in Newark; Jersey 

City is served in Newark Passiac, Patterson, Trenton, 

Camden. This is why . Newark has all of the SSI cases in 

relation to New Brunswick, because there are more disadvantaged 

people in these population centers who are more likely to file 

these more time-consuming cases. So the deck has been stacked 

for New Brunswick's better processing time. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: What about again, I am 

interrupting you, but accessibility in terms of New 

Brunswick versus Newark; in terms of having access to be able 

to utilize your services? All the arguments you have raised 

have indicated that there should not have been a move; that, 

in fact, Newark was doing far better than the New Brunswick 

facility. 

MR. ARIA: Well, in terms of-- I would look at it 

this way, Mr. Chairman--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Or perhaps New Brunswick was a good 

facility for certain types of claims, and what Newark was doing 

they should have been allowed to proceed with. 

MR. ARIA: With the geographic breakdown the way it 

is, it's not really possible to make the type of adjustments 

you would want to make in order to ensure that the overall 

agency's performance is uniform. 

For example, in my own small unit the Quality 

Assurance Unit -- this week we were told we could no longer 

review neurological cases in our own office. They would be 

shipped to New Brunswick because the neurological doctor is in 

New Brunswick. Cases from New Brunswick to be reviewed are 

being sent to us have been sent in the last week 

approximately 50 New Brunswick quality assurance sample cases 

were sent by courier -- that's another thing, we have a daily 

courier -- sent by courier to my office -- my Quality Assurance 

Unit in Newark. This type of thing went on all the time when 

we had Camden. 

In the New York State agency, which is decentralized, 

earlier this year some of our National Association of 

Disability Examiner members met with some people from New York 

State. They were shifting cases from office to office. So 

it's a problem of it's extremely difficult to get the resources 

and the workload at the same place at the same time most 

efficiently if you're in more than one location. This is 
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basically why Camden was closed. It has nothing to do with the 

need for face-to-face contact. There is no prospect of Federal 

mandate for widescale face-to-face. The inventories are too 

high; the resources that would be drained are not there; and 

the inventory is getting even higher. 

to have a decentralized office 

face-to-face. 

There is no valid reason 

if your argument is 

I 
This is telephone 

what Commissioner Serraino 

and mail work, which is precisely 

closed in 1987. "This 

said in the press when Camden was 

is basically a mail and phone 

operation. It is not productive to have two locations." Now, 

this is not to say that people from a particular region will 

not argue to have an office in their region. People will 

always do that. It • s a political consideration. In terms of 

the necessity for doing the job, it is absolutely irrelevant. 

Most of the life of this agency has been centralized; most of 

the states are centralized. In Illinois, as Mr. Arner points 

out, the state Legislature stopped decentralization because 

they saw it was wasteful. In Florida, as he cites, they wanted 

11 offices when the decentralization genie was out of the lamp, 

and they politically settled on 6. It's purely politics. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: If I may, I'd like to introduce an 

esteemed member of our panel. 

Assemblyman Brown, thank you for joining us. 

Please continue. 

MR. ARIA: I would like to discuss the staffing of our 

agency as it compares to the rest of the country, if I can find 

it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: It may also be helpful that with 

some of the key correspondence that you have referred to, where 

letters were sent back and forth -- as you can appreciate, some 

of the information that we are putting together is helpful --

perhaps you can provide us with certain information. 

sure if we have the Hughes Report--
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MR. ARIA: I have a copy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: --or the 57 recommendations. Okay, 

but with some of the information that we have here, I want to 

make sure that all of it is together, and then the remaining 

information that is requested that we can make a formal 

request again to the Department of Labor. 

MR. ARIA: Mr. Chairman, from my point of view, I 

could make available to you copies of all of my letters, copies 

of all the responses, anything from Mr. Arner, anything 

concerning the budget information that I quoted from, the 

management promotions -- the series of them -- which was the 

first order of business when the change took place. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Anything you think might be helpful 

in terms of our quest to get to the bottom of this problem and 

to expedite a solution, put it together and we'll go through 

the information. 

MR. ARIA: Fine. In terms of the staffing, what I've 

done is worked out percentages of what -- how many staff are in 

a particular function, comparing New Jersey with the rest of 

the country. How many managers in New Jersey, how many 

managers in the rest of the country, for example. 

For the United States, let's start with the big 

picture. For Fiscal Year '93 -- Federal Fiscal Year '93, which 

runs from October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993, that 12-month 

period the percent-- Well, I'll say there were 12,000 

employees nationwide doing what we do in the 50 agencies. New 

Jersey had 358 as an average for the fiscal year. Now, out of 

the 12,000 nationally, there were 9.8 percent in supervision, 

43.4 percent as examiners, 26.2 percent were clericals, and 

then there are a couple of other categories here. I'd like to 

make the comparison so I don't get lost in all these numbers. 

The supervisory is about the same for us and the national 

average. The examiners-- We were much higher after we made 

those hires in '91. 
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Our examiner staff was, by Federal standards, 

overstaffed, so they came up with an action plan for the Fiscal 

Year 1993. They came up with an action plan to reduce our 

examiner staff. Several of our newly hired examiners lost 

their jobs because of this decision to drop the number of 

examiners because we were over. The rest of the loss of 

examiners bas been done by title to get down to the number they 

wanted, which was 160. We started with about 195 at the 

beginning of the fiscal year, and they wanted to get it down by 

the end of the fiscal year to about 160 examiners. Most of 

that was done by shifting them to the title of case consultant, 

and three were made quality assurance specialists. So you 

shifted titles away from the examiner title. 

So now we are more in line with the country, but we're 

still somewhat over that national norm. The case consultant 

figure nationally was 1.6 percent, and we're over that; we're 

at 2.2 percent. Administratively, we have more people in 

administration. We have 13.5 percent, the nation has 10 

percent. Quality assurance people were about the same, but the 

thing I want to focus on is the clericals. The nation has 26.2 

percent of its staff engaged in clerical activity supporting 

the examiner staff primarily. New Jersey has 13.8 percent, 

approximately half. This is the biggest discrepancy in our 

staff versus the rest of the country. We are operating with 

half a clerical staff. So we have more administrators and less 

clericals in proportion to the rest of the country. These 

figures hold up for current, shorter periods. 

staffing profile. 

That's our 

I would like to discuss the chief productivity index, 

which the Department wi 11 say to you has been going up. I • d 

like to make--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Is this an example of what Voltaire 

said, that there are, "liars, damned liars, and statistics"? 

MR. ARIA: Yes, precisely. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Please proceed. 

MR. ARIA: Let me make an analogy. The great 

long-distance runner, Roger Banister, who was the first man to 

break the four-minute mile, did so in 1954 at the age of 

approximately 25. His time was about 3 minutes and 59 seconds, 

a little less maybe. If Mr. Banister ran a race against 

today's world-class mile runners, and ran 3 minutes and 59 

seconds, he would come in last. He would be considered slow. 

So the point I'm making is, Mr. Banister was the greatest 

runner of his time, at least that we had clocked at that time. 

New Jersey with these productivity statistics likes to 

point to increases, but they don't give you the relationship 

between New Jersey and the rest of the country. Everybody is 

getting more productive. When you spend millions of dollars to 

automate an operation, you should be more productive. When you 

hire more people on a nationwide basis, you should be more 

productive. When you throw millions upon millions of dollars 

into overtime, you should get more for it. 

the relationship between New Jersey and 

But if you look at 

the rest of the 

country's national average for productivity, you see that as we 

go up, they go up, but they go up higher. 

So our rank remains 44 even though if you do look at 

the absolute change, it does show improvement. It shows 

improvement from one point in time to another point in time if 

you only look at New Jersey. But if you look at the 

relationship, we are one of the worst in the country in terms 

of production per staff member, which is the keystone index of 

productivity. 

Now, there are other productivity indexes which are 

being manipulated. For example, they will tell you that our 

week's work pending inventory in terms of how many weeks 

would it take for you to clear out the whole inventory that 

has improved. We have dropped that figure. You want to drop 

that as low as you can. But why? Overtime. As you get more 
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overtime-- As you're in a period of more overtime, your week's 

work pending drops. When you go back to regular time, what 

happens to your week's work pending? In New Jersey it goes 

up. So that • s a false picture of improvement if you don't 

include overtime. 

Let's take production per examiner. I mentioned 

before a figure on case consultants when I was going through 

the staff. Case consultants, the way they operate in this 

agency at least, do the same job as the adjudicators do. 

You're just labeling them as something else. You're not 

calling them examiners anymore, you're calling them case 

consultants. They produce the same amount of clearances. If 

you shift that title, then your production per examiner, which 

is just a fraction -- a ratio of how many cases you close per 

how many examiners-- If you decrease the number of examiners 

by calling them case consultants, you improve your statistic 

even if you keep your production, in terms of clearances, 

constant. If I have a 1000 cases and 100 examiners, and then 

the next week I have 1000 cases and only 50 examiners, I' 11 

increase my production per examiner by 100 percent without 

having any more cases cleared. So each of these statistics has 

a story behind it. 

The Department, in its responses to me, has always 

thrown back at me, "Look at this statistic," without relating 

it to the rest of the country. I'm not interested in arguing 

against absolute improvement in numbers. I'm interested in 

showing the Department, you, anyone else, that relatively, the 

people of this State are not getting the same level of service 

that the rest of the country is, and we're all doing the same 

job -- all the 50 states. So productivity -- three measures 

I •ve spoken about inventory and, of course, accuracy are 

very easy to manipulate. You have a subjective standard that 

the Feds use called probability of reversal. Probability 

judgement it's right in the definition of that standard that 

the reviewer has to use judgement. 
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There are administrative pressures during periods of 

adverse publicity to raise the agency's accuracy rate. There 

are numerous quotes from Federal hearings over the years by 

Federal employees, all saying that the accuracy rates are 

subject to manipulation. One incident is described where the 

head of an agency was handed -- the head of a State agency was 

handed an accuracy report from the Feds and threw it in the 

wastepaper basket. He said, "This is useless" -- described in 

Federal testimony. 

Even with that, 

with what I feel strongly 

I can't for the life of 

we are still at the bottom -- even 

is the possibility of manipulation. 

me believe that when you have an 

article appearing in The Star-Ledger, and you have an accuracy 

rate of 89; that just by diligence and hard work we raise it 5 

points in 3 or 4 months and become one of the best in the 

country, 

people. 

particularly 

If anything, 

at a 

that 

time when we were training 90 

has an adverse impact on your 

accuracy rate. 

staff did not 

jokes about it. 

I mean, we have a fine staff, but even our own 

believe the people I spoke with, everyone 

There's never a mention of accuracy by management. 

It's 

you 

like it doesn't exist. 

will get harassment 

Close 130 cases every quarter or 

like you won't believe. New 

Brunswick? Close 160. Close 160, not 130 like in Newark. We 

want a record in New Brunswick of success, so we have to push 

productivity -- 25, 30, 35 percent error rates, double Newark, 

never mentioned. I had to dig those statistics out of a 

report. It's not mentioned. They don't want to recognize how 

much you're giving up in accuracy. Those numbers indicate it's 

a lot. It's not close. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Something that you said is deeply 

disturbing to this Chairman and members of this Committee in 

terms of harassment. As you're aware, we have many Federal and 
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State laws, including whistle-blower statutes. Certainly, if 

there is information that should be brought to the attention of 

any authority, that should also be part of your report. 

MR. ARIA: Well. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: And I realize that you're not here 

specifically with that aspect, but let me tell you that the 

jurisdiction of this Committee does cover harassment and 
I 

various other areas. So, while we are finding out why certain 

things are not happening in terms of the processing of the 

complaints, or the claims that we have here, I would also like 

to extend the opportunity that if there is additional 

information that the Committee can look into, we'll be glad to 

do so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Mr. Chairman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Certainly, 

time just to amplify what you said 

so-called hearing like this would have 

at some point in 

any part of a 

to deal with any 

possible incidents of harassment, or intimidation, or reprisal, 

or whistle-blowing, so certainly I'm glad that that has been 

raised because--

MR. ARIA: May I--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I anticipate that that's the next 

part of your testimony? 

MR. ARIA: Well, I'm going on the direction of 

Assemblyman Augustine. Since you brought the subject up, I 

will answer it. May I take 30 or 40 seconds to read this 

letter? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Surely, and I think Assemblyman 

Mikulak is gearing himself to ask a question. 

MR. ARIA: This is a letter to Commissioner Raymond L. 

Bramucci. Subject, retaliation for whistle-blowing, Frank 

Aria. This letter is dated February 2, 1993. It's from the 

legal office of the Communications Workers of America, signed 

by Counselor Steven P. Weissman. Counselor Weissman writes: 
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"Dear Commissioner Bramucci, Please be advised that I 

represent Frank Aria, a Quality Assurance Specialist employed 

by the Division of Disability Determinations. Mr. Aria, an 

employee with DOD since 1973, has a long history of 

whistle-blowing activities. He has written a number of letters 

to various public bodies, including the House Ways and Means 

Committee, critical of DOD's operation. 

"On or about December 1991, Maryann Polaski was 

appointed as the Director of DOD. Previous Directors had 

knowledge of Mr. Aria's whistle-blowing and First Amendment 

activity, and understood that he was legally entitled to engage 

in such activity free from coercion or retaliation. It seems 

Ms. Polaski is of a different mind in this regard. 

Specifically, in March 1992, Ms. Polaski called Mr. Aria into 

her office and stated that if he continued to write letters 

critical of the Division, she would 'deal with it' and that 

she would not tolerate any 'challenge to (her) authority'. 

She also used profanity and threatened Mr. Aria with violence 

'if she thought the letters were personal'. 

"Following that meeting, Mr. Aria sent out several 

additional letters critical of DOD operations. As a result, he 

was directed to attend a second meeting on December 16, 1992. 

When he arrived in the management conference room, 11 senior 

level management officials were seated around a table, 

including the Director and Assistant Director of the Division 

and the Chief of the Quality Assurance Unit. Everyone at the 

table had a copy of Mr. Aria's most recent letter. Ms. Polaski 

interrogated Mr. Aria for approximately 20 minutes as to the 

sources of his information, while the Regional Director 

inquired as to his motives for writing the letter. 

"Both the March and December 1992 meetings were 

coercive and retaliatory of rights protected by the First 

Amendment of the United States Constitution: Article One of 

the New Jersey Constitution" -- excuse me, let me read that 
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again "Both the March and December 1992 meetings were 

coercive and retaliatory of rights protected by the First 

Amendment of the United States Constitution, Article One of the 

New Jersey 

Title ll:a, 

Constitution, the whistle-blower provisions of 

and the Conscientious Employee Protection Act. All 

interference with Mr. Aria's right to engage in First Amendment 

and whistle-blowing conduct, and all retaliation for such 

conduct must cease immediately. Any further meetings held with 

Mr. Aria concerning letters he writes, or statements he makes 

which are critical of ODD's operation may necessitate legal 

actions. Further, management has no entitlement to the sources 

of Mr. Aria's information. 

"Rather than attempting to silence Mr. Aria through 

intimidation, Division management should be investigating the 

problems brought to light by Mr. Aria and initiating corrective 

action. 

"Questions concerning this matter should be directed 

to my attention. Very truly yours." Signed, Steven P. 

Weissman, District Council. 

Copy to Congressman William J. Hughes; copy to the 

Commissioner of the Department of Personnel, Mr. Skip Cimino; 

a copy to the Director Mel Gelade of OER; and a copy to my 

Union Local. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you. As you can appreciate, 

copies of the correspondence would be helpful. 

MR. ARIA: I will send them, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I believe that's part of the 

packet, and I believe I referred to a report earlier the 

Hughes Report -- I think we have a transcript of the report. 

However, we may not have the full report, as I understand. 

MR. WILLIAMS: We have a transcript of the hearing, 

but we have the report as well. 

MR. ARIA: This is everything. I tried to 

characterize the Department's position on things from that 

transcript as much as I can because it's the single most 
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comprehensive statement I've seen from the Department. The 

hearing, of course, is now over a year old, but the story 

hasn't changed much in terms of their reponse to criticism. 

The hearing includes a 10-page statement made by Commissioner 

Bramucci, which -- the highlights of which are-- Now, this is 

both the oral and the written statement by Commissioner 

Bramucci and Maryann Polaski on May 22, 1992. 

"We sent in"-- This is, I believe, Commissioner 

Bramucci speaking. "We sent in the best DOL management from 

other agencies. We sent in DOL managers from training, from 

unemployment insurance, from temporary disability insurance. 

They had no experience with Social Security/Disability 

program. This program is absolutely unique. I have worked in 

the employment service. There is no disability program. There 

is no other program as complex as this program. There is no 

other single entitlement program that causes so many 

constituent complaints at the Federal level. Someone coming in 

at the top to run this agency would have an impossible task. 

They don't even understand the basics of the fundamental job of 

adjudication, and today they still don't." 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I wonder if it may be possible-

Many of the documents that you have by way of testimony, 

perhaps they could almost be made part of the record. I in no 

way want to curtail your testimony, but if you can give us an 

idea of the additional areas that you'll be covering, because I 

understand that there are three additional witnesses. 

MR. ARIA: Yes. I'm nearing the end. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I don't want to curtail your 

discussion, but if there are some documents that you have that 

we can review, that might be helpful. 

MR. ARIA: I think it might be useful to go over the 

management positions that sprang up as soon as the changes were 

made in December '91. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay. 

we'd appreciate it. 

If you could do so briefly, 

MR. ARIA: They have the salaries, the position 

titles, how many. I think you get an idea of why we have more 

management than other states. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay. That has been made part of 

the package? 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Real quickly, these management 

positions -- not to interrupt you, but just for clarification 

-- have these been new managers that have been brought in from 

the outside, or have they come up through the ranks? 

MR. ARIA: In the statement that I just referred to 

about training UI, TDI, these other areas, some of these -- the 

top positions went to people from outside the DDD. A few of 

the people who were already there in management positions 

received promotions and were a second or third level below. 

The top positions were taken by outsiders who were .on the 

Commission that studied the Department in the fall of 1991. 

It's my understanding-- First of all, the newspaper 

account of that time tells us that the Department wouldn't even 

name the people who were on the Commission. Ms. Carmon, in her 

earlier testimony, referred to that Commission. She wasn't 

able to get a copy of the report. The newspaper was not able 

to get a copy of the people who were, in effect, running the 

management -- running the Division at that time. 

The Director would eventually come from that group, so 

they were studying the Division, making recommendations to 

decentralize it, and then coming in with their people and 

taking over the structure that was built on their own 

recommendations. This was the Department's study. This was 

not the Federal study. The Feds came in and said, "too little 

output" -- excuse me, yes -- "too little output for the input 

we're giving you", basically. They gave targets to reach. The 

State came in and said, "Let's look at the management 
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structure. Let's look at the centralization versus 

decentralization." There have been plans to open an office in 

New Brunswick since the late 1980s. It was scrapped -- the 

plan was scrapped in the late '80s because it was inefficient. 

Camden was closed and New Brunswick was stillborn at the same 

period of time. 

Then this team comes in in '91. They want to 

obviously change Directors because they had, at that point, 

taken so much heat in the papers over our being called the 

worst. They had to change at the top, so that gave them an 

opportunity to do a study, recommend this huge new structure, 

which results -- as I've shown you in the statistics -- of us 

being top-heavy in the adminstrative area when we have half the 

clerks we should have. This was a plan. It was part of a plan. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: We understand that we have half as 

many clerical, but using that management perspective with 

relation to the whole, meaning other states, where do we 

compare in terms of upper level? 

MR. ARIA: Upper level? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Just a percentage. 

MR. ARIA: I cited it earlier. It's-- Okay, for 

August '93 just the month of August only upper-level 

management, not supervisors-- Supervisors are a separate 

category. They're considered management, but we're only 

concerned here with upper-level management. The national 

percentage of staff out of 12,000 employees nationwide -- the 

percentage of upper management administrative is 10 percent. 

We're at -- at that point, August '93 -- 12.3 percent. We're 

over the average. Now, those percentages are rather small, so 

when you figure it -- break it down into the number of people, 

though, it's a sizeable number of people. It is the only ratio 

where you have -- except for this group of case consultants 

used to lower the number of examiners it's the only area 

where we are considerably outside a national above a 

national norm. 
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The administrative area is where we're above. We have 

more than the national norm. In terms of-- To compare. the 

clerical, we're about half. The percentage on clericals, as I 

said before, in the Fiscal Year '93: 

were clerical and New Jersey was 14.3. 

national, 25.8 percent 

That's September '93 

quarter. 

nationally; 

For the year, we had 26.2 percent clerical 

for the entire fiscal year, New Jersey had 13.8, 

almost an exact half -- 26 versus 13. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Keeping in mind that, again, a lot 

of that information was kept in the package, are there any 

closing thoughts that you may leave with us? 

MR. ARIA: Mr. Chairman, I would like to focus -- if I 

can find this piece of paper here -- I would like to focus on 

two overriding concerns -- two overriding issues. One is the 

performance level of the agency itself. Management will tell 

you it's been improving, and I am telling you that in relative 

terms, we're still way down. We've got all of these resources 

and we're still way down. Somebody has to be held 

accountable. It's not the staff. How can the staff work with 

half of the clerical support that the rest of the country has 

and compete with the rest of the country? 

The other thought would be decentralization. The 

issue of decentralization as a management policy is a failed 

policy of the past. It • s being repeated here. It • s dragging 

down the overall performance of the agency, because you're 

robbing Peter to pay Paul. This is one State; this is one 

agency. 

handle 

sitting 

Camden 

There is no reason why a person at desk 

cases from Glassboro without a backlog, 

servicing Camden has to have a backlog -

getting far less of a level of service 

resources are not in balance. 

"A", can only 

and a person 

the people in 

because the 

If there's a physician backlog in New Brunswick where 

cases have to reviewed by physicians, the physicians in Newark 

are instructed to do the New Brunswick cases first. Newark 
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waits. You are discriminated against by your home address. If 

a doctor has 100 cases over here and the doctor has 50 cases 

over there, they should both be doing 75 cases. Not so under 

this setup. Because of the need to create a success story, the 

doctor with the 100 gets no help. Because of the need for the 

success story, New Brunswick cases go first in that situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: 

testimony. 

Thank you, and thank you for your 

MR. ARIA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: You will remain available in case 

some questions come up a little later, or do you have to leave 

at this point? 

MR. ARIA: I can stay as long as you like, Mr. 

Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Fine. 

Karen Johnson, Newark Claims Adjudicator Aide? 

For all those in attendance, this is an extremely 

difficult topic -- a complicated topic, and I appreciate the 

consideration and your patience. Sometimes as we are inquiring 

into one topic there are additional areas that we get into that 

we were not previously aware of, and I thank you for the 

testimony. 

Karen Johnson? 

Thank you, Mr. Aria. 

According to my list, following Ms. Johnson we have 

Lionel Leach, we have Renee Brown and Virginia Wolf. Is that 

correct? 

Please proceed. 

K A R E H J 0 H H S 0 H: Good morning, Committee members. 

My name is Karen Johnson. I am a Claims Adjudicator Aide in 

the Division of 

Labor. I began 

Disability 

work at the 

Determinations, Department of 

Division in 1981 as a Clerk 

Typist. In 1984, I became a Senior Clerk Typist, and in March 

of 1993 I became a Claims Adjudicator Aide. 
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I think there are two basic reasons why the Newark 

Department office is in such a mess. First, we don't have 

enough clerical workers. In 1990, the Division hired 90 new 

adjudicators, which we really needed. The problem is that they 

did not hire any clerical workers to do -- to help along with 

the adjudicators in the support work. This is ridiculous. 

Second, no one 

adjudicators aides, not claims 

their job titles. We are all 

not clericals, not claims 

adjudicators are working in 

doing a lot of everyone else's 

jobs, and so we don't have enough time to do our own. 

My title is Claims Adjudicator Aide. In my job 

description, it says that I am to assist claims adjudicators in 

compiling medica 1 and nonmedica 1 evidence. I telephone 

claimants, and complete . specific forms, and obtain essential 

background information. I call district offices of Social 

Security, make appointments with Vocational Rehabilitation 

Centers, visit homes and hospitals, and contact anyone 

necessary to obtain medical and/or nonmedical evidence to help 

move a case along. I don't do any of these things. Why not? 

First, I am too busy punching holes, stamping mai 1, 

and waiting around for printers to spit out forms. Second, 

management has not given me or any of the other claims 

adjudicator aides the medical training we need to actually 

assist the adjudicators. 

So while my title has changed, I really do the same 

things I did as a senior clerk typist. I sort mail, punch 

holes, date stamp, mai 1 out forms, etc. I work right along 

with the few clericals we do have, and we all do exactly the 

same thing. Even the adjudicators get in on the hole punching, 

xeroxing and data entry. 

Not only do they have me doing all this out of title 

work, they now have me doing accounts work too. I actually 

confirm in the computer whether or not to pay doctors. 

Sometimes the doctors have seen a claimant but have failed to 
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send in the reports we need to process the claim. When that 

happens, we are told to pay the doctors even though they have 

only done part of their job. 

I want to close by saying that management always tries 

to get us to blame each other for the problems in our office. 

You might hear management say that the clerical workers and 

adjudicator aides don't work hard enough. Well, it's really 

management that's causing all of the problems. We are all 

frustrated and depressed. We know that we could do a better 

job serving the public if the work was organized better. We 

have a Director who we never see. The next in line hides in 

her office all day, and some of the line supervisors have. a 

false sense of authority. We all truly want to do our jobs 

well, but someone who has some authority has to show management 

how to do a good job so we can start doing ours. 

I hope that this Committee can help us get some 

management that really understands the disability system so we 

can get back to getting disabled people what they need. 

Thank you. (applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you. 

The applause is appropriate. 

Lionel Leach? 

Were there a couple of questions? 

Very briefly, I think -- Ms. Johnson? 

questions? No, I was mistaken. 

One or two 

Lionel Leach, New Brunswick Claims Adjudicator. Good 

afternoon. 

L I 0 H E L L E A C H : Good afternoon. My name is Lionel 

Leach, and I am a Claims Adjudicator III in the Division of 

Disability Determinations of New Jersey, in the Department of 

Labor. I was one of the 90 adjudicators hi red in 1991, and I 

am currently serving my working test period. Up until today, I 

have received good ratings from my supervisors for my job 

performance, and I hope my testimony today will not change all 

that. I am a Shop Steward of CWA Local 1037. 
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I think I bring a unique perspective to this hearing 

because I have worked at both the Newark and New Brunswick 

offices. Let me assure you, there is quite a difference 

between the two. 

When I worked in Newark, my caseload was very heavy. 

In one week, from June 25 to July l, I received 42 new cases in 

addition to the current cases I was already carrying. While I 

was on vacation, new cases continued to be assigned to me. By 

the time I came back from my vacation, many of these cases were 

five days old. 

When I worked in Newark, I felt incredibly stressed 

because if I gave something to a clerical worker to do, I could 

not have it back for another week or two. Why, you may ask? 

Because the clerical workers are very overworked. There are 

not enough of them to go around for all of the adjudicators; 

therefore, we have to wait until they have time to do it. 

This, in turn, slows down our cases, but the adjudicators get 

blamed because the caseloads are so long. 

Another factor which slowed my cases was the lack of 

doctors. We wait sometimes for a week to see them. 

Newark is like a factory, and everyday you feel so 

much pressure. One day I was working in Newark, and I had been 

waiting a long time to go over a case with a doctor. Finally, 

I had my chance to speak with this doctor about this particular 

case. When break time occurred, which is 10:00 a.m., I was 

still involved in discussing this case. At 10:20 a.m., when I 

finished this case, I decided to take my break. The Regional 

Manager became enraged because I was on break at 10:20 and 

accused me of loafing. Instead of asking me why I was on break 

at this time, he reported me to my supervisor. 

What's the message I get from management? Don't go 

the extra yard or mile for claimants because you' 11 probably 

get in trouble for it anyway. 
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To compare, New Brunswick is much more relaxed. There 

is a cap on the number of cases each adjudicator is assigned. 

When we have a shortage of doctors, we borrow doctors from 

Newark. When our caseloads get backed up, most of the time 

they are sent to Newark. 

We don't have to deal with any of the real hard 

geographic areas; they are all assigned to Newark. For 

instance, one particular region that the Newark office deals 

with: Irvington, Elizabeth, the two Newark areas, and Jersey 

City. Of course, all of these areas are pretty economically 

depressed. That means that a lot of the claimants do not have 

phones. There are more AIDS cases and more homeless peopl~. 

In addition, poor people often cannot -- and I stress cannot 

afford to go to their own doctor. This means that they have to 

go to clinical medical appointments. It is more difficult to 

receive medical information from a clinic than from a private 

doctor. This really slows down our cases, and there are just 

more cases coming in from these areas. 

Adjudicators in Newark refer to New Brunswick's office 

as a country club. No wonder. When I worked in Newark, I 

always had a steady stream of new cases. However, I came to 

New Brunswick on September 7, and I did not receive my first 

case until the week of October 10. Why, you may ask? Because 

they don't like adjudicators to carry more than 160 cases. 

They wanted me to finish up my old caseload before moving on to 

new ones. This would not have happened in the Newark office. 

Now, instead of waiting a week to see a doctor, I can 

get four cases received -- reviewed on the same day I request 

it. Instead of waiting a week for a letter to go out, it may 

be mailed the same day it was submitted. The New Brunswick 

office has hired Kelly Girls to do our clerical work so that 

our claims adjudicator aides can really assist adjudicators. 

One aspect I would like to focus on is the computer 

system. When I was hired in August of 1991, one of the main 

concerns of hiring the 90 adjudicators was that we were 
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freshmen in college and we knew, basically, about the computer 

system. My experience in computers -- I have a minor degree in 

computers. I basically can say the people that are in the MIS 

Department really know nothing about computers. They have no 

computer experience, and they were formerly adjudicators that 

were pushed up into these titles. 

I would like to finish by telling you a story. When I 

was still in Newark, I sent a letter to the computer to be sent 

out to a claimant on August 22. Just last Wednesday, October 

13, the claimant called to say that he had just received this 

letter. What happened? Newark's printer spits out all kinds 

letters, forms, and documents. It gets lost beneath a pile of 

papers because there are not enough clerical workers to go to 

the printers and sort things out. I was really embarrassed. 

This level of chaos is constant at the Newark office. 

The entire office lacks structure and organization. It is 

~ncredibly demoralizing and frustrating to work in that type of 

environment, because it is impossible to do a good job. 

I would like to thank you again for giving me the 

opportunity to speak, and I will be happy to answer any 

questions you may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you for being here, Mr. Leach. 

Assemblyman Augustine. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: What does a person in the MIS 

Department do if they are not computer literate? 

MR. LEACH: They're not. That's the point I'm trying 

to make. (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: I mean, what other -- how can 

you function in an MIS Department without computer knowledge? 

MR. LEACH: That's a good question that needs to be 

answered by somebody from the Department. I really can't 

answer that question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: I realize that. It was kind 

of a rhetorical question. But it just boggles the mind how you 

can do that in the today's world and not be computer literate. 
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MR. LEACH: Especially when there are qualified 

computer programers in that area that cannot, let • s say, get 

into that area of the computer field. 

office? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Further questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BROWN: I have a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Brown. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BROWN: Who is the head of the Newark 

MR. LEACH: Well, it's structured where we have one 

head, and she is the head of both offices. Her name is Maryann 

Polaski. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BROWN: The kinds of concerns that you 

articulated today are very disturbing to me. Newark is part of 

my district. I think what you're telling me is, a lot of 

people are not receiving service because of lack of 

organization in the administration. In the past, have you 

taken any steps to communicate these kinds of concerns? I 

would like to know when the last time that was done, and what 

the responses have been? 

MR. LEACH: There was an instance where the 90 

adjudicators-- We have to serve a working test period when we 

are first hired. They hired us basically off of the street. 

Then the Civil Service exam we were told, "Don't worry about. 

It's easy. You'll pass it. Don't take any heed to it. When 

it comes, it comes." After finally about a year and a half, it 

finally came. This is an open competitive exam that is 

basically open to anyone with a college degree. Out of the 90 

adjudicators that were hired, mainly, I would say, about 95 

percent were at the bottom level of a 435 list, which was the 

highest in New Jersey's history for open competitive exams. 

There was a situation where in order to keep 

adjudicators, they would have to let go adjudicators. She made 

arrangements to have adjudicators go into the New York office. 

Some people just transferred because they didn't want to get 
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into this situation. I was more or less the ringleader of the 

90 adjudicators, and I addressed the situation to her. On one 

particular occasion, she asked me to come into her office and I 

spoke with her. 

The same day, Commissioner Bramucci came to the Newark 

office, and they were giving out awards to the adjudicators of 

the Month and different things of that aspect. When at the end 

of the ceremony they were asked if there were any closing 

comments, the 90 adjudicators went to address Bramucci about 

the situations and problems that were going on. As one of the 

Shop Stewards raised their hand, the microphone was pulled out 

of the speaker. They were structured so he could get away, but 

eventually the 90 adjudicators surrounded him and asked him the 

questions. (laughter) The very next day I was pulled into the 

office, together with two other -- three other Shop Stewards -

and again we addressed the problems. Nothing has occurred. 

The 90 adjudicators, they were hired in three 

different classes, which consisted of basically three to six 

months. The first class was hired in August; the second class 

was hi red -- no, it went May, August, and December. The last 

class, which was hired in December, they felt when they were 

put on the floor that they were being mistreated. They sent a 

letter to Polaski demonstrating the different situations and 

problems they were having. What she did she passed the 

buck, so to speak, and gave it to the ones under her. They in 

turn individually pulled everyone from the 30 the 30 

adjudicators from that class and tried to use a pressure move 

toward them -- asking them why did they go about doing this, 

they should have come to them first. But she made it 

point-blank, 

adjudicators 

they had any 

was used. 

because she came in to see them also. But the 

-- the last class if they had any questions, if 

problems, they could see her. That type of tactic 
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There have been many, many times that I have 

approached her about situations. She tells me that, yes, she 

will work on it. The same instance about Bramucci -- the day 

he was coming, she pulled me into the office with three other 

high-level managers and they had me surrounded, basically 

trying to intimidate me about things that were being pestered 

about Bramucci: Bramucci 's son being hired and there was a 

waiting list, and things of that nature. This is the type of 

things that go on at times. But, yes, memorandums have been 

written, words have been said, and nothing more has been done. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BROWN: That's all I have, Mr. Chairman. 

Certainly, I'm going to take some follow-up steps myself with 

what I'm hearing here, 

district and it seems 

because, obviously, Newark 

just a lot of people are 

serviced as a result of what we are hearing. 

is in my 

not being 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you for the question. But I 

understand-- I realize it's not unusual that Commissioners or 

members of the family might be employed, but the Commissioner's 

son is within the Department of Labor? 

MR. LEACH: What happened was-- (laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: My question is, what Division is it 

that he oversees? What is his capacity? 

MR. LEACH: Unemployment, I believe it was. There was 

a waiting -- there is a list that consists of three years that 

people are on before they can be hired. The list expired -

let's give an example -- on Monday the list expired. Tuesday 

his son was hired permanently in that position, the very next 

day. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: 

for your testimony. 

I understand. Thank you very much 

MR. LEACH: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Renee Brown, a Newark Claims 

Adjudicator. Good afternoon. 

R E H E E B R 0 W H: Good afternoon. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: And again, thank you for your 

patience. 

MS. BROWN: Sure, I looked forward to being here. 

III, 

My name 

and what a 

is Renee Brown. I 

Claims Adjudicator 

am a Claims 

III does is 

Adjudicator 

handle the 

initial claims that come first from the Social Security 

office. So we handle the claims right from the Social Security 

office. It is the client's very first level of working with 

the Division, and I work at the Department of Labor. I am also 

a Shop Steward for CWA Local 1037, and we represent 

approximately 400 workers at the Disability Office. I want to 

thank the members of this Committee for the opportunity to 

speak about the problems of the disabled people in the State of 

New Jersey that I try to serve. 

I was hired by the Division in July of 1980. I worked 

for eight years in the Newark office from 1980 to 1988, then I 

took a leave of absence to work full-time as a Union 

Representative for CWA Local 1037. 

Disability in January of this year. 

I returned to my job at 

When I left, Commissioner Serraino was the 

Commissioner, and when I returned, Commissioner Bramucci was 

the Commissioner, and I think this is significant because when 

I returned from Union leave this January, I found an entirely 

different office than the one I left in 1988. 

The job of Claims Adjudicator, I would like you to 

know, has always been difficult and challenging. I liked it. 

I happen to like that type of work. I like working with 

people, and I found it very rewarding. However, when I 

returned to the Division, the work became nearly impossible to 

do. It was very difficult to process a claim efficiently. It 

took longer and the day was very tedious. And, as I have 

indicated, it was an entirely different place. Instead of 

spending a few minutes, as in 1988, maybe paying a consultant 

for a visit or an examination he did with one of our doctors, I 
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was now taking hours -- partially half the day -- working on 

the computer, doing inputting, paying vendors, paying some of 

the clients' doctors for the reports that they had submitted. 

I want you to know that we only work a seven-hour day, so when 

three and a half hours are spent on the computer, I would like 

you to know that services to the citizens and to the disabled 

are just not getting done. 

In preparation to come here, I took a few examples 

over the last couple of weeks of my work that I would like to 

share with you. Because of the Privacy Act, I cannot give you 

names of these clients. But I want you to know that these 

situations were very disturbing to me, and although I had 

bumped them up through my chain of command, literally nothing 

has been done about them. 

In one instance, I purchased a consultation for a 

gentleman who was poor and blind. He happens to live in East 

Orange, New Jersey. He kept that appointment on July 21, 

1993. I received the consultation report on October 12, 1993. 

In another instance in Bergen County, I was working with a 

disabled child who was HIV positive. She also needed a 

pediatric exam. That examination was scheduled for August 3, 

1993. We have yet to receive that report. 

On October 4 of this year, I had a client who was on 

allowance by the Federal Standards For Disability. I walked 

that agency for a day and a half trying to find a doctor in my 

region and throughout the other regions who would sign off on 

that case. In order for a case to move, a physician and a 

claims adjudicator like myself has to sign that case. There 

were no physicians in my region, and there were no physicians 

in the other two regions that were available to me that would 

sign that case because they had a long list of other 

adjudicators with cases that they were going to see. 

Subsequently, this gentleman's claim did not get signed off and 

moved through the agency unti 1 the following late afternoon. 

These are some of the things that I have to put up with. 
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Additionally, it was mentioned by Ms. Carmon already, 

you should know that on last Friday our entire computer system 

went down. Now, the ramifications of that for the citizens are 

that literally no work went on. But more importantly and 

probably significantly, is 

next Saturday, all the new 

and Friday had been saved 

These cases were not done. 

that in preparation for overtime 

cases that had come in on Thursday 

for Friday and Saturday overtime. 
' On Monday, our computer system did 

not come up until the afternoon. So we were already working -

and this is a recent example -- in a backlog of clients who 

have applied for disability benefits, but didn't have their 

cases initially developed until probably sometime today, if 

then. 

with. 

These are the kinds of situations that we have to work 

It is extremely frustrating and difficult to work under 

these circumstances 

mentioned, clients 

number; it's on 

and, as another one of my colleagues had 

are calling us. They have our phone 

all the correspondence. It gets very 

difficult to explain to someone whose relative is dying, or who 

is dying themself that you've got their case sitting in a 

basket trying to find a doctor for two days. 

Now, I'm not alone in these feelings. (applause) I'm 

a Shop Steward, and I also have to filter through several 

complaints that come from my coworkers. What we decided to do 

was, we decided to poll our coworkers because everybody was 

very enthusiastic about us coming here today. We look at this 

Committee as being a Committee that will be able to change the 

organizational structure, and to be able to help us get the 

work done that the citizens of New Jersey deserve. 

So, when we polled our members, we wanted everyone to 

have an opportunity to have an opinion. The results of our 

poll are as follows, and I think that they're very revealing: 

Of the claims adjudicators like myself that responded, 

75 percent indicated that they were doing work other than 

claims adjudication, out of title work. They consistently 
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named clerical duties such as punching holes into the 

information that comes in, date stamping incoming mail, and 

data entry as duties that they perform. How much time they are 

spending on these clerical duties has averaged three to four 

hours per day, and as I indicated, we only work a seven-hour 

day. 

I want you to also understand that we are in the 

Professional Bargaining Unit, and what that means is that on 

the average we make $40,000 a year. So what you're talking 

about is people who make $40,000 a year, instead of being able 

to make decisions and move through claims through the Social 

Security Act at the Division of Disability Determination~, 

they • re doing word processing; they're doing inputting; and 

they're punching holes in records. 

Of those claims adjudicators who have been around 

since 1985 like myself, 80 percent of us have indicated that 

the office is less efficient than what it was in 1985. We also 

asked claims adjudicators whether or not they could process 

their cases in a timely manner if they worked 12 hours a day. 

Two-thirds said no. Now, the reason why we feel that this is 

significant is because this demonstrates the severity of the 

problem. Since management's response to our backlog into our 

problems has been overtime, it is a problem when the people who 

do the work indicate that even if they had a 12-hour workday, 

they still couldn't get the work done in an efficient manner. 

It also shows that overtime really does not accomplish the 

efficiency that management says it does, as well as during this 

overtime period, we're also doing guess what data 

processing, stamping mail, and punching holes, which is not our 

mandate. 

When asked whether or not they had been 

sacrifice accuracy for production, two-thirds 

adjudicators indicated yes. And you've heard very 

from Mr. Aria and Ms. Carmon that we're told to push 
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especially when it becomes close to a quarter. Now, some cases 

are allowances or denials on the basis of how much in-depth you 

look at a case, whether or not you reread the information, or 

whether or not you wait for additional information. When 

you're just pushing it out, trust me, you're not doing an 

accurate job. 

The answer to the question of, "How would you rate 

management's ability to intervene in and solve problems"?, The 

majority gave management the lowest possible rating of one. 

Let me also make a side comment here. I heard you ask 

my colleague, Mr. Leach, about the responses from this Division 

Director: 

In May of this year, I asked for a meeting with this 

Division Director regarding a policy change that was going to 

significantly change a lot of things going on in the off ice, 

and it was quite controversial. I asked for that meeting on a 

Thursday. I received absolutely no contact from that Division 

Director's office until Monday, when her executive secretary 

called me and asked if I would meet with her two subordinates. 

I indicated that because the policy was set by the Division 

Director, I and my colleagues who were Shop Stewards would like 

to meet with the Division Director. We got no further response 

until 4:15 that afternoon. The Division Director called me and 

wanted to reprimand me -- not to discuss the policy change, not 

to set up a meetinq, but to solely say how dare Union 

representatives ask to meet with her and not her subordinates. 

That's the kind of communication we have going on at DOD. 

To continue, there are some interesting differences 

between the Newark and New Brunswick offices, many of which you 

already heard. The most noteworthy is the area of clerical 

support. The clerical support in New Brunswick is twice the 

amount of clerical support in Newark at least twice 

mostly because they also have Kelly Girls. They are using 

temporary workers in that office, and certainly we have 

permanent classified workers in Newark. 
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The most glaring difference between the two offices is 

morale. When workers were asked to indicate what their morale 

was, one being the lowest rating, was the majority given by the 

respondents. The New Brunswick workers, however, indicated 

that their morale was mostly in the five to six range. This 

improvement over Newark's morale is not difficult to figure out 

if we consider the availability and accessibility of the 

physicians, added clerical assistance, a cap on case load size, 

and relatively economically privileged regions of New 

Brunswick. 

Frankly, I have to tell you, members, that we have had 

it. My job has become much more difficult. I was absolutely 

astonished to find out the kind of work environment that I was 

asked to adjudicate disability claims in. We're tired. I'm 

tired as a Shop Steward. I'm dealing with mental health issues 

with my colleagues. People get frustrated. They are not doing 

their best work because they're working under a lot of that 

pressure. I also have to handle some of that. There is no 

need with this management's closed-door policy to try to buck 

those kinds of things up to management, because they just 

ignore you. 

It's obvious from the testimony that you've heard that 

there does need to be some changes at DDD. I very much-- In 

preparing for this meeting today and in talking to my 

colleagues, I didn't want it to be a situation where I was just 

griping the entire amount of time that I had to speak. We did 

want to provide some concrete suggestions, and they are as 

follows: 

We would like immediately to hire more clerical 

workers. The ratio of clerical workers to claims adjudicators 

should be no more than 4 to 1, as was suggested in some 

previous reports. 
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The claims adjudicator aides, like Ms. Johnson, need 

to be trained so we can utilize them the way their job 

specifications indicates they are to be utilized, and this is 

to assist the claims adjudicator. 

There needs to be an elimination of top-heavy 

management. Quite frankly, we can hire a whole bunch of 

clericals and adjudicators for the salaries that are going on 

on our fourth floor, and I have to tell you that those people 

there are not doing claims adjudication. They are not serving 

the public. They are not processing claims. 

We need to have the doctors who do our consultations 

-- there needs to be some kind of oversight committee, or their 

responsibilities need to be monitored. They take up a lot of 

our time. It is ridiculous to continue to ask the citizens of 

the State of New Jersey, when they go to a consultation that we 

set up and we pay for, that they now have to wait six months 

for that report to come through. That's outrageous. 

We also feel that there should be equal distribution 

of the resources in all regions. If you haven't heard already, 

there is a lot of competition that goes on in the regions. As 

I have indicated by my examples, in my region very often there 

are no physicians. That means that there is literally no one 

for me to review with. If it wasn't for tenacity and real 

aggression, the cases would sit there until some physician 

appeared. That, again, is outrageous. 

Management must find a 

communication, and reduce stress. 

and my colleagues that have spoken 

way to improve morale, 

You have workers like myself 

before you who are under a 

lot of stress; who feel like they're not going to ever be 

promoted; who feel like they're going to be fired at any 

minute if they don't just move those cases along. Those are 

the very same workers that are working on the cases for your 

constituents. I'm sure you know the impact of that. 
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It is my hope that this Committee will finally force 

the Division to change. We have talked often and loudly in 

meetings and in demonstrations, yet things have not improved. 

I am asking you Committee members to help us change DOD so that 

we all can do a better job, and that we don't have to continue 

to look at the statistics to show that we are the worst in the 

nation. 

Thank you very much. (applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you. 

I don't know if this question would be posed to you or 

to the next speaker, but to give us a better idea in terms of 

those upper-management people that you had referred to, do we 

have an idea of the number and also the salary ranges? 

MS. BROWN: That can be provided to you, I'm sure. 

Yes, I can say that in leaving in 1988 and coming back, it 

seems to me to be at least triple the number of people I left 

with in '88. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Triple the number of people at the 

upper level? 

MS. BROWN: At least, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Mr. Chairman, real quickly, 

because I know that time is of the essence here. Ms. Brown 

mentioned what they were not doing on the fourth floor. 

Maybe you could tell me what they are doing? 

MS. BROWN: Well, that's very interesting that you 

asked that, because last week I went upstairs when I was-

Actually I had gone ballistic because I had a client who was to 

be approved, and I had no physician. I had asked my supervisor 

to help me. She had bumped it along and nothing was going on. 

I found people reading the newspaper, so I really don't know 

what they're doing up there. It's supposed to be Policy and 

Planning, but the fact of the matter is, we're down there in 

the trenches trying to move these cases along for the 

citizens. I really don't know what they do. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: 

current events anyway. (laughter) 

MS. BROWN: Yes, sure. 

Apparently they're up on 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Just briefly, have you pursued 

unfair labor practices? 

MS. BROWN: We've pursued grievances and, as a Shop 

Steward, I have to tell you that -- 1 and it should be no 

surprise from the testimony that has come forward -- this is 

not a worker-friendly environment by any means. Even 

grievances about health and safety, where people can • t breath 

because there is poor air quality our grievances are ignored 

and get bumped to the Department, who sends us bizarre letters 

and doesn't process our grievances. I mean, we're in the 

process of going to Departments like the Department of 

Community Affairs and the Department of Health, and bringing 

forward violations because our Department doesn't even deal 

with simple grievances. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: That might be another area that the 

Committee would want to look into in terms of the type of 

complaints that have been filed, the status of those 

complaints, and what's being done about it. 

MS. BROWN: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: It's a legitimate area for us to 

pursue. 

MS. BROWN: I would be happy to provide you with any 

information, sir. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you. Thank you for your 

testimony. It was most helpful. 

Virginia Wolf. 

V I R G I R I A A. W 0 L F : Good morning. I thank you 

very much for the opportunity to come here and speak with you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: We started out in the morning. 

(laughter) 
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MS. WOLF: Yes. That's okay. Fine with me. I've 

never had the opportunity to conduct a postmortem on the 

closing of the Camden DOD office, so I will wait as long as it 

takes to do that. I am the Executive Vice President of CWA 

Local 1038, which is the southern New Jersey Local. We 

represent people from Burlington County down to Cape May. 

In 1987, the DOD regional office in Camden was 

summarily closed. I say summarily because all our 

protestations, rallies, lobbying, speaking with the Department, 

writing to people were to no avail. Probably the worst part of 

the closing was that the reason given to us was that it was an 

inefficient office. The onus for the closing was put on the 

worker, not any other reason was given to us. 

As a result of that closing, 127 people were either 

lost to the Department of Labor or were bumped into some other 

facility. In fact, for about a year after the closing of that 

office, there was a mild case of confusion and panic in the 

Burlington Unemployment Office because the claims adjudicators 

were in the same series as claims examiners in unemployment 

offices, and they bumped claims examiners from the UI Office to 

take a job. 

The difference between a claims examiner in an 

unemployment office and the work they do, as compared to a 

claims adjudicator in a DOD office, is night and day. It 1 s a 

simplification, but there is no other way I can put it. It 1 s 

an entirely different operation, so that the folks that came 

into the UI office as claims adjudicators had to be retrained 

as claims examiners. Those people that were claims examiners 

were bumped into other offices, mostly up into Trenton into the 

Central Office. Another consequence of that closing was that 

the City of Camden, which can ill afford to lose any jobs, lost 

127 jobs. 

A third consequence is that -- and it's still going on 

is that the people in South Jersey-- Let me just correct a 

misconception that obviously is operating in Trenton, and I am 
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originally a North Jersey native, so I can see both sides of 

this. New Brunswick is not South Jersey, folks. It is not 

South Jersey. South Jersey starts somewhere below Bordentown 

and goes down to Cape May, so that saying that you're going to 

service people from Cape May, Burlington, Salem, Gloucester, 

Ct,~mberland Counties with an office in New Brunswick, or an 

office in Newark is ludicrous. It's not going to happen. The 

people that live in South Jersey do not get what little modicum 

of service the other people get. We've lost that connect ion 

with the Camden office that we had. Imagine yourself as an 

elderly, needy SSI recipient who doesn't have a telephone 

trying to call New Brunswick or Newark. How do you do that? 

How do you do that? 

I have to disagree respectfully with Mr. Aria. I 

believe that decentralization is essential in this operation, 

and saying that you're going to decentralize by putting an 

office 20 miles away from Newark in New Brunswick is not 

decentralization. That's politics. 

in the southern part of the 

What we need in this State 

State-- We're always the 

stepchildren, twas ever thus. We just don't have the numbers, 

but we need another office in Camden. 

When the New Brunswick was opened -- it was planned to 

be opened -- I went to the Department of Labor and asked them 

why they were putting it in New Brunswick and not back in 

Camden, where it should actually be. I could give you a list 

of the excuses, but I can't remember them all, and that's the 

truth. I was told that there was a lack of space in Camden. 

Well, now we know on the face of it that that's not true. I 

was told it would be more efficient in New Brunswick than it 

was in Camden, and the list goes on and on and on. I think 

breaking up the offices into north, central, and southern areas 

would be more efficient. I think the workers in the Newark 

office-- And believe me, I've been in that Newark office, it 

is a zoo. That's the only way you can describe it. It's a 
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terrible way to work. The work isn't getting done. The public 

isn't being served. We desperately need a contact office in 

the southern Jersey area, whether it's in Camden, which would 

be the ideal, but we desperately need one in the southern 

area. 

The Department of Labor is arrogant, overbearing, 

uncaring, and unfeeling. There is no other way to describe 

what they do. The fact that they ignored this Committee today, 

as a citizen, I'm outraged. I am outraged that they did that. 

How dare they do that? And on top of ignoring you, our 

representatives they are ignoring a segment of the State of 

New Jersey that desperately needs services. 

Anything you can do-- I have a file on the closing of 

the Camden office. Anything you need from it, anything I can 

do to help you, I would be more than happy to do so. I welcome 

the opportunity to do so. I congratulate you on what you are 

doing here today, and I desperately hope that you can help us 

in South Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Ms. Wolf, thank you. 

Let me say that as the Chairman and member of the 

Committee, this is a very hardworking Committee. The members 

are extremely dedicated, and we have acted as a group in order 

to pass a number of initiatives. Some of the difficulties that 

we run into sometimes are that we pass the legislation, pass it 

onto the Department, and then we find that the Department is 

not implementing the legislation. I can assure you of the fact 

that we will be monitoring this, and I would direct OLS to 

prepare a transcript of this testimony at the earliest possible 

time so that all the members will have copies. They will be 

made available so that we can continue to monitor the situation. 

MS. WOLF: Do you, in fact, have subpoena powers that 

you can subpoena Mr. Bramucci? 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: What we must first do-- There is a 

process to follow in terms of gathering the information. What 

I have learned here this morning is shocking. It is 
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unconscionable, and as a result of what we have learned, what I 

will do is to make a formal request for the Commissioner to 

come back here and to give us some answers. If the 

Commissioner does not do so, and we do not receive the 

information that I feel is appropriate, I will make that 

request of the Speaker. 

MS. WOLF: Thank you so much. I really-- This is the 

first opportunity we've ever had to talk about what happened in 

the Camden office. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Let me also ask 

sometimes we assume too many things -- but in 

location of the offices and in terms of 

applications, I would assume that the Office has 

install TDD devices so that applications can 

without someone physically being present who 

impairment? 

MS. WOLF: Yes, absolutely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you very much. 

you and 

terms of the 

processing of 

the ability to 

be processed 

has a hearing 

MS. WOLF: Thank you so much for this opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Is there anyone else that is 

scheduled to speak before this Committee? (no response) 

Again, I want to thank everyone. Particularly the 

Union members, the officials of CWA, all of the individuals who 

are here, the employees. 

It is extremely important to be able to bring this 

information to the attention of government because, as I said 

before, there are a number of initiatives that we have worked 

on, and sometimes as legislators -- without your input, we are 

not in a position to be able to monitor what is happening. 

We are extremely distressed not only at the fact that 

there is not a representative from the Department of Labor -

many excuses might be offered, but as I indicated at the 

outset, in the past we've always had a representative here. 

I'm sure they have a couple of people over there that they 
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could have spared this morning or this afternoon. I must only 

take it that perhaps they were not prepared, and did not want 

to be here. In any event, we are going to pursue why that 

happened. We did have a formal notification that was sent out, 

and we placed a phone call. It's not as though they had to 

travel that far, so you can appreciate the concern that we 

have. 

But I will assure you that this Committee is here to 

stay. The members that are here are very dedicated, and it 

took us a long time to do some other things. Just like in 

"Poltergeist", we're coming back. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Mr. Chairman, I want to thank 

you for holding this hearing. I think the hearing today 

actually raised more questions than it answered. We've heard 

some shocking testimony, and we've heard a sordid story. This 

is a classic example of bureaucratic incompetence, 

mismanagement, and political manipulation. I truly hope that 

this Committee gets to the bottom of this mess and we get these 

questions answered. 

I'm bitterly disappointed that the Department of Labor 

has abdicated its responsibility into this matter and chose to 

avoid this hearing today. After hearing some of the testimony, 

I now understand why they ducked this hearing. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you, Assemblyman Mikulak 

Any other comments from the Committee? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: I would just like to say I'm 

glad that this meeting was called, and I just want to thank 

each and every one of you for coming. Too many times State 

workers, as I hear as a legislator -- people are saying that 

they don't want to work, that they're lazy. That is not the 

case with the individuals that showed up today. You showed the 

dedication of the many State workers that are out there. 
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In every phase of employment, you are always going to 

have a certain amount of workers that do not want to do the 

job, but what you have proven to us and shown is what we have 

been saying all along to many of the people out there. There 

are many State workers out there that are concerned with 

getting the job done. You did not come here to complain about 

that you wanted more salaries, or more d~ys, or more benefits, 

or anything like that. You came to us to let us know what is 

going on in your particular division in. the Department of 

Labor; to let us know that they are not listening, that they 

are not concerned with getting the job done; to help the 

individuals in the State of New Jersey that need your help. 

You came to us to let us know what is-- I do 

appreciate you taking the time. I'm sure you had to take the 

time off through vacation or personal days, and I do appreciate 

it. Thank you for giving us the testimony you gave us today, 

because it was quite enlightening and it just proves that there 

are a lot of problems that are going on -- not to make it 

political, but in the administration that need to be 

addressed. 

I just want to thank you all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Brown. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BROWN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to 

thank you and the members of the Committee for making this 

forum available to these workers from the State. Obviously, 

the client group that they service is one of the most critical 

and needy in our society. I would hate to think that in 

servicing those that need it the most, that in some ways the 

people providing the service have one hand tied behind their 

back. I'm certainly disturbed by what I've heard here today. 

I really wish I had had an opportunity to hear the other side, 

frankly, so I could come to a little bit more firm conclusions 

about it. 
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What I do say, Mr. Chairman, is, given this 

opportunity and obviously the concern that has been exhibited 

here by these workers, I'm certainly going to follow it up 

beyond this meeting to try to find out what that other side is, 

and try to sift both sides so we can come to some resolution, 

because obviously the disabled need the best form of service 

that they can get from government. If there is something that 

we can do to improve some of the situations that we've heard 

here today, I am certainly willing to try to do that. I would 

hope that at some point, Mr. Chairman, we can get from the 

other side some responses to some of these very critical and 

significant things that have been put on this record today. ·I 

would certainly like to hear that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you, Assemblyman. 

You can appreciate that whenever we have tried to put 

together our legislation, we have worked as a team with this 

Committee. In some cases, when we send information over to the 

Department of Labor, we get it back in bits and pieces. It is 

only when we have these oversight Committee hearings do we find 

out that perhaps something that we implemented or legislated is 

not being implemented. There are always different reasons why 

we cannot have certain things happening at a certain pace, but 

what I've heard this morning and this afternoon covers a period 

of two or three years. It seems to me that not only did we 

have Commission meetings, not only did we have Federal reports, 

but what has been done is to knowingly set up a showcase for 

one facility in order to alter the statistics. I think that is 

regrettable. 

I think the mere fact that we don't have a 

representative here from the Department of Labor, when they've 

always wanted to be here to quote a success story, is an 

indication that they were embarrassed to be here. I am 
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troubled by the fact that even if there were questions that 

could not be resolved this morning or this afternoon, they had 

a statutory obligation to be here. 

with the Speaker. 

I am going to take it up 

I thank you for your comments. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Yes, Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN AUGUSTINE: I just want to echo comments 

of my colleagues, but also in that process to express my 

appreciation for all of you taking the time to come down here. 

To have the courage to come down here and say what you said is 

certainly very commendable. I would just ask you to 

remember-- Those of you who remember the movie, "Network", 

when you saw the gentleman open up the window and say he was 

angry, he wasn't going to take it anymore, well, I don't blame 

you for not wanting to take it anymore. We certainly aren't 

going to take it any more, so maybe you can feel some degree of 

satisfaction that we've heard you; that we're going to try to 

be responsive to you; and-- We already have several subpoena 

actions already going on now, so for those of you who go back 

and tell the people on the fourth floor who are reading the 

newspaper, they know we have subpoena actions in this 

Legislature going on now. (applause) 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you, Assemblyman. 

Anyone further? (no response) 

Again, I want to thank each and every one of you for 

taking the time to be here. Your testimony has been extremely 

important. We've opened up additional areas that we were not 

even aware of in terms of the insensitivities, whistle-blowing 

practices, other areas that perhaps may serve as hearings for 

additional days. But we will need your support and help in 

terms of the documentation that you have available, in terms of 

memoranda or other types of documentation that could augment 
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our records. As you can appreciate from this morning and this 

afternoon, the difficulty of putting all of the pieces of the 

puzzle together so that we can put a spotlight on this problem 

is extremely evident by the fact that additional information is 

required. 

With your help, we wi 11 be able to do that, and we 

will put together the information that we have. A transcript 

will be prepared. You can obtain a copy from one of our 

offices. We will make that available to you. 

Again, I emphasize that those rights that are your 

leg a 1, statutory rights -- whether it be whistle-blowing, or 

any of the remedies that are available -- no one should put you 

in a position to keep you from lawfully exercising those 

rights. You have your First Amendment freedoms; you have your 

rights of redress. From the standpoint of anyone that is 

prohibiting you from doing so, that will possibly be the 

subject of another hearing. 

Thank you, once again, for being here. 

(BEARING CONCLUDED) 
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Good Morning. My name is· carolyn- Carmon. I am a Claims 

Adjudicator II Specialist with--the New Jersey orv-rston of 

Disability Determinations, Department of Labor. I have worked in 

the Division for the last 18 years. I am a 30 year employee of 

this Department. In addition, I am a Shop Steward for CWA Local 

1037. 

I would like to thank the membez:s of this committee · for 

providing me with an opportunity to address some-of the problems 

in our Division. Let me say that I sincerelyJ1ope that this time 

it may mean something that I testified. I testified a year and a 

half ago about the -horrible-state ot affairs at ODD in front of the 

Hughes Commission. To my great disappointment, things have 

actually gotten worse since that time. I also participated on a 

committee to evaluate and come up with suggestions to improve our 

Division. I was very anxious to help to improve this agency's 

ability to serve the public. Unfortunately, the committee was 

disbanded and I have never even seen a copy of the report. But I 

can with all honesty say that conditions for workers and claimants 

have continued to deteriorate. 

It really bothers me that the claimants who apply to our __ _ 

Division for services get such horrible treatment. As some-one who 

hears very depressing stories daily from people who drastically 

need the help of our office it is heartbreaking to know that 

individuals who are in dire need and in fact deserve our services 
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our Adjudicator Aides had medical tratning. This made it 

possible for the Aides to really assist on cases. They made 

follow-up calls to doctors and hospitals and could converse with 

medical professionals in the-language they are-accustomed to using. 

They also could follow up with psychiatrists, cardiologists---you 

name it. After making calls, they would simply write up the 

results. This kept Claims Adjudicators from being on the phone all 

the time. Their medical training enabled them to truly be part of 

the team in moving aucase~hrough to closure. In addition to all 

of this support, we had many more doctors. It was much easier to 

find a doctor or a psychiatrist to- -consult with- to- -qat-a-claimant 

approved. 

Now, in 1993, I am totally demoralized about coming to work. 

Everyone I talk to describes how they go home angry at not being 

able to do a decent job, frustrated that they can't help the 

disabled, and many are confused about what their actual job 

responsibilities are. I am not just talking about myself here. 

As a Shop Steward I have the opportunity to talk with workers who 

fall into many job titles. From Supervisors and Adjudicators to 

doctors and clerical workers the morale at DDD is through the 

basement. Stress related illnesses abound. 

This is clearly a change from how DDD employees used to feel. 

So what has changed? 
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There are no clerical workers. Almost all ot our clerical 

workers have become Adjudicato_r~=A=i=d_e=s~·~=T=h=is~~is tine, we need 

Adjudicator Aides. But they never replaced the clerical qroup. 

In 1991, we hired 90 new Claim-s--A"djud±cators, but--No-new clerical 

workers to support them. 

The Adjudicator Aides have not had any medical traininq. 

Because of this, they cannot assist the Adjudicators in any follow-

up with doctors, ~ospftals, or specialists. There are many 

responsibilities· -which Adjudicator Aides used to- perform which 

medically untrained· aides cannot do.----------------·-·-----------

No one has __ clearly defined job responsibilities.. Claims 

Adjudicators, Clerical Workers and Claims Adjudicator Aides ALL 

open mail, punch holes, enter data, xerox, qet MERS ott printers, 

pull files, confirm appointments •••• and so on. Imaqine the 

insanity of payinq someone $40,000 a year to punch holes! Not only 

is this way of doinq business hiqhly inefficient, it is 

demoralizinq and leaves all workers with the feelinq that no matter 

how hard they try they can't qet the job done. 

As one of my coworkers will testify I Adjudicator A!~-e~ "do 
-----

Clerical work identical to Clerk Typist work, and Adjudicatots do 

Clerical and Aide work. It is as if manaqement took a whole pile 

of papers, threw them up in the air and yelled "GO 1 " to the 

workforce. Everyone is supposed to do whatever they can to clean 
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up the mess, but no one takes responsibility tor deciding how to 

~--~~~q~o~a=b~out it. Not only are Adjudicators doing Clerical work and 

Adjudicator Aide work, we are also Accountants and Vocational 

Specialists. We authorize payments to doctors--work clearly done 

by accounting professionals in the past. 

We have fewer doctors and psychiatrists today than we used to 

have, but many more cases. Even though we have much more work to 

do and serve a much more economically depressed area, management 

will take doctors away from our office and reassigns them to New 

--BfunswicltSo~hat ·they can make it look like regionalization is 

working. Then we get stuck and have to wait around tor a week to 

see a doctor to close our cases because they have been reassigned 

to the New Brunswick office. 

But the most foolish use of resources is in the cancerous 

growth of upper level management. Since becoming Director, 

Maryanne Polaski has created lots and lots ot jobs for her friends. 

We used to have 2 Assistant Director titles, one for Claims and one 

for Policy. Now we have 2 for Claims and one for Policy. That 

position alone costs this department approximately $63,000 per 

year. wlien- -Pola~k1 ~~me to ODD,_ she brought with her sue Lieto. 

She seems to1lave created a position for her. None ot us know what 

she does, but that position, some kind of an Executive Assistant 

position pulls down around 60 grand also. 
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Those of us who actually do the work think we have close to 

11 high paid management people where we used to have 3 or 4. I 

wonder if Ms. Polaski realizes that for every $60 1 000 -per~~year 

employee, you can hire 3 Clerical Workers or 1 1/2 Adjudicators. 

This is clearly a more efficient use of resources. 

So, what we have here is a big problem.. We have practically 

no clerical support, Adjudicator Aides who aren't allowed to do 

their jobs, overworked Adjudicators, and a growth -In management.· 

In addition, we have absentee management. Most of the workers 

in the Newark ODD office do not even know what Maryann Polaski 

--------~looks like. She rarely shows her face in N~wark and my coworkers 

think she is afraid to come onto the floor to see what we do. She 

has even refused to meet with our Shop Stewards. 

Committee Members, all of the above is bad. I wish I could 

say that the reason it is so bad is that the department did not 

know how bad things are. Unfortunately I and my coworkers have 

said it all before. 

Before the--Hughes-committee in 1992, I said: ___ -- --

"Our work environment is characterized by stress and crisis. 

For the greater part of the last year we have been working 

over-time in the morning in the evening and on Saturdays. Many of 
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our caseloads are unconscionably high and the sheer stress of 

wolfk-inq w-ith=hundreds of seriously disabled men, women and children 

is- in-and of itself overwhelming at times." 

"They (management) effectively put us in a situation whereby 

we are forced to work on the "easiest" cases first and relegate the 

most difficult cases to the bottom of the pile in the face of the 

pervasive pressure to reduce processing time and push cases out the 

door. This is not doing our clients any favors." 

11 10 years ago there were about 3 clerks of varying levels for 

every s to10-adjudicators. Clerks open the mail associated with 
--- --·- --~----- ----- ---

cases, track development and other correspondence and perform other 

day-to-day tasks. Today there is, on average, 1 clerk for every 

---+lfl-0-Aadjud~-p.uctice thia--means - that 1 clerk may be 

responsible for 200 to 3,000 cases." 

"Despite this severe Clerical shortage the Division did not 

hire one new clerk to support the 90 new Adjudicators. The 

Division has informed us that they have no plans to hire additional 

clerks as they believe the new computer system will eliminate many 

clerical tasks." 

And I Quoted from Sanford Browde's 1987 Report: 

"Morale among the Agency Staff is not just low, it's 
-

terrible." "Morale does not improve_ by wishing it would or 

simply saying things-take time to change~ At DOD the only way 

morale will improve and thus production is through concrete, 

systemic changes to assist the adjudication process." 

"DOD should direct its limited resources to providing the 
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adjudicative staff the necessary technical and support resources 

required to speed the process alonq Clerical Workers should be•~==== 

hired immediately so that we can avoid correspondence sitting--in-~c 

printers for weeks simply because there's no one around to retrieve 

it." 

Nothinq has chanqed. All of the thinqs which I stated here 

are still the same. I really hope that this committee finally can 

put some chanqes into place that will allow us to perform this 

extremely important job of providinq services to New Jersey's 
- ---

disabled citizens in a fair and efficient manner~ 
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TESTIMONY OF FRANK ARIA BEFORE THE NEW JERSEY GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 
·COMMITTEE ON LASOR, OCTOBER 19, 1993: 

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, thank you for 

this opportunity to express my views. My name is Frank Aria, 

and I appear before you as a private citizen. 

The Department of Labor contends that its Division of 

Disability Determinations has achieved a record of substantial 
improvement since 1991, whenmassive federal assistance was 

needed from special contingency funds. In particular, the 

Dep~rtment emphasizes the apparent success of a DDD branch 

office opened-~rr-Nev·~runsvick last December. Let us examine 
these assertions more carefully. 

--Bearing in mind that the three.-.signs o.f..success in the 

disability program are high productivity levels, speedy claims 

processing times and high accuracy rates, recent federal 

reports reveal the following levels of performance for New 

Jersey: 

(1) As of August 1993, New Jersey ranked 44th among the 

50 states in yearly production per employee-- last 

among the more populous, more industrialized states. 

(2) As of August, New Jersey continued to have one of the 

worst records in the nation for numbers of delayed 
cases pending. Nationally, 27.6% of the pending 

inventory was in the "delayed" category versus 42.0% 
for New Jersey. . _____________ __ 

( 3) For fiscal year· 199-J (October 1992 through August 
1993) New Jersey ranks dead last in the accuracy of 

its decisions based on federal sample reviews. 

What accounts for this signal failure to convert millions 

of dollars worth of large, phased staff increases and hundreds 
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of elaborate IBM workstations into at least an average level of 
performance for _the citizens of this staJ_e? How credible is the 
Department's story about receiving too many cases to handle? 
Not very credible at all. The average caseload per examiner in 

New Jersey is right in line with the national average, and has 
been all year. In my view, this failure to capitalize on this 
state's share of the 1991 federal contingency funding can be 
traced to the administration's singular focus on making a 

showpiece out- ·of the New Brunswick branch ofTlce-. Throughout t~a ... ~ 
process, the performance __ of_!~!!_ Di vis!o~· s much larger operat_ion 
in Newark has been allowed to decline. This has been a clear· case 
of robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

To illustrate the point, consider the workload assigned to 
the New Brunswick branch.'l'he locations of the federal intake 
centers linked to New Brunswick are, as a group, under

representative of the state's larger urban population centers. 
This is important to note for two reasons: first, proportionately 
fever cases are sent overall to New Brunswick compared to Newark; 
secondly, relatively fewer of the New Brunswick claims involve 
SSI, the more time-consuming part of the workload. This is the 
demographic key to understanding how management has stacked the 
deck to create a favorable statistical profile for New Brunswick 
over Newark, put into effect from the day the branch opened on 
December 14, 1992. From that day to this, caseload sizes in New 
Brunsvick,-..on- average, have not approached_th.ose_o_f_Nevark. With 

respect to workload distribution, the playing fiel-d--Jlas always· 

been tilted. 

The other key to understanding the true nature of the 

productivity "success" of New Brunswick is the level of accuracy 
management accepts for claims decisions made there. The results 

of internal quality assurance reviews, over time, confirm markedly 
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higher error rates in New Brunswick than in Newark. Management's 

toleration of lower accuracy rates in New Brunswick has quietly 

facilitated the boosting of that branch's output necessary for 

the creation of the success story now being told. 

-------

To summarize, with respect to speedy processing of claims, 

it is fair to conclude that the disability program in this state, 

as presently administered, is following an unwritten policy of 

discrimination against many people who live in urban centers, 

especially those filing SSI claims, by diverting a portio~ of 

their fair share of the Division's resources to the New Brunswick 

. showpiece office. Conversely, many claimants from the New 

Brunswick region would likely receive more accurate decisions 

if they received service from Newark. 

---------'---...--.-conclude, the regionalization and decentralization:--·--

policies of the Division of Disability Determinations have 

exacted a heavy price in terms of overall agency performance. 

The administration proposes more of the same, rationalizing the 

proliferation of branch offices with contrived tales of great 

improvement and success. Surely something can be done here to 

raise the level of public policy above routine executive self

interest. 
* * * * * 

Thank you for listening to me. I would be pleased to answer 

any questions you may have. 

Frank Aria 

31 West Street 

North Arlington, NJ 07031 

(201) 648-7798 

* * * * * 
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Good morning, Committee Members my name is Karen Johnson. 

I am a Claims Adjudicator Aide in the Division of Disability 
I 

Determinations, Department of Labor. I began work at DOD in 1981 

as a Clerk Typist. In 1984, I became a Senior Clerk Typist & in 

March of 1993 I became a Claims Adjudicator Aide. 

I think there are two basic reasons why the Newark ODD office is 

such a mess. First, we don't have enough Clerical Workers. Not 

long ago, the Division hired 90 new Adjudicators, which we really 

---~nl.A!e~eovd!!l.'!e~d~.L_~T~h~e _p_r:oblem is that they did not hire even one new 

Clerical Worker to do support work. You don't have to be a genius 

to see that this spells disaster. 

Second, NO ONE - NOT Clericals, NOT Claims Adjudicators Aides, NOT 

Claims Adjudicators is working in their job title. 

We are all doing a lot of everyone else's job and so we don't have 

enough time to do our own. 

Take me tor example. As I said, I am a Claims Adjudicator Aide. In 

my job description, it says that I assist Claims Adjudicators in 

compiling medical and non-medical evidence. Do I do that? NO. 

It says that I telephone Claimants and complete specific forms and 

obtain essential background information. Do I do that? NO. My job 
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description says that I call District Offices of Social Security, 

make appointments with Vocational Rehabilitation, visit homes and 

hospitals, and contact anyone necessary to obtain medical andjor 

non-medical evidence to help move a case along. Do I do any of 

these things? NO. Why not? 

First, I'm too busy punching holes, stamping mail and waiting 

around for printers to spit out form. 

Second, management has not given me or any of the other Claims 

-- -Adjudi~ator Aides the medical training we need to actually assist 

the Adjudicators. 

So, while my title has changed, I really do the same things I did 

as a Sr. Clerk Typist. I sort mail, punch holes, date stamp, mail 

out forms, etc. I work right along with the few Clerical Workers 

we do have and we all do exactly the same thing. Even the 

Adjudicators get in on it with hole punching, xeroxing and data 

entry. 

Not only do they have me doing all this out of title work, they now 

have me doing accountant's work, too• - I- actually confirm in the 

computer whether or not to pay doctors. Sometimes the doctors have 

seen a claimant but have failed to send in the reports we need to 

process the claim. When that happens, we are told to pay the 

docotrs, even though they have only done part of their job. 
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DEFUllTION 

Under the directioa of a Cl~ima_A4judicator of acme arade, Divi1ioa of 
Diaability Determicationt, D~partmeat of t.bor, compiles medical and 
non-medical data for UJt in the determination of disability insurance claims; 
does related work u required~. __________ _ 

EXAMPLES OF WORJC 

Aasitta Claims Adjudicators 1a ccmpilina noa•medical aad ~edical 
evideace. 

Extract• data from files and codel relevant informatio~ on the 
appropriate forma. 

Telephones cbimanta _i11~t~pletu •peci fie fonas and ob.Ub.t uaenthl 
backaround information. 

.\.. 

Receivu and makes telephone calli to Di.trict- Of!icea of the Social 
Security Administration in aitu~tiona in!Ol_!inL__:r:ou;ia~_reqye.sta._ fo.r atatua, 
earniosa, recorda and other information. 

Receives and proceaaes notificatioas of lack of insured atatua, death of 
waae earner, and other perti.nent clai.!llant dat~. 

Makes appointmentJ vith the Dirllion of V"¢cauond RehabilitAtion 
Services or other public and private aaenciea ~hen it 11 felt the claimant aaJ 

• be able to benefit, if aiven the ceeesaary trainina, rehabilitative or other 
supportive servicea. 

Contact a non-:~~edical sources to uc:ertain any additional evidence a 
Claim• Adjudicator may need to make a final determination. 

Contacts elaizanta to obtain their writ~en pe~issioa to obtain 
additional Dedical evidence. 

Viaita homes, holpitals, clinic&, public or private aaencics to obtain or 
photocopy aay required information or reporu. 

Maintains and keepa current reports, reeords and files reaardins 
chimant.a' status and ·services rendered by the Division of Disability 
Determinations. - - - ··-- -

If asaigned to a Quality Asaurance Unit 

Conducts a technical review of dete~ination forms to assure accuracy and 
completeness of entries. Corrects error• that are identified. 

rc:s-125 t llllvtU:D ''''' 

New Jersey State Library· 
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C..,l•t.•• aet~pliq dia~rtbittoa~io~--~.Pecitic--~i~~ eau~~rh• aAd the 
various S. S .A. co.pou1ltl to udude iDuro•l-QuaU~ Auannce aaapliA&· 

Reviewa Title II acd Title XVI clai•• to determice 1l appropriate 
vocational rehabilitation procedures are beinLfoll\)ve4~ le£en claimants t.o 
the Division of Vocational Reh•bili~t.ioa Service& or other public •ad pri~ate 
acenciea wben it b felt that the clai•ant may be-able to beae!it, 1! &1ven 
the oeceasary trainina, rehabilitative or other supportive aervicea. 

Recorda aad tallies uro.ra found durin& te<:hcical cue review snd 
prepares reports that. present findinaa and trends. 

Tabulates t.he resulu of aubauc.tive inte~ul quality sa..&:~ple .aad hi&h 
riak caae reYieva. 

A1aiat1 Quality Aaaurance Specialat II in compilint medical a~d 
aoc•medical dau to be uaed iD preparatioa. for Special Studiu. 

R!QUIREMU'I'S 

!ducatioa ~---~- -- ~~~-~ --~~~ --- --==-- ---

Experience 

One year of e~edence ill a bra• public o~ pri•ate •&~Y ta tlLe 
collecdoe1 and recordl:a of udical aad aoa-medical data wh1c:ll aball hav1e 
iocluded in~erviewiA& •embers of the publle • 

Applicant• vho do not poueu the required one year of experienc:e 
may substitute an addition.l 30 ••=ester hours of colleae credit.a. 

Applicants vbo do not posses& the required 60 semeater ~urs ••1 
substitute additional experience as indica~ed above on the basia of one year 
for each 30 credit boura. 

Licenae 

Appoi.Qtee vill be required to pouesa a driver's license valid i•ll 
Nev Jeraey only if the oeeraeion of a vehicle, rather ehan eaployee mobility, 
is necessary to perfo~ the essential duties of the poaition. 

Ability to comprehend and apply the staadard1 aacl procedurea-!~----
collectins and recordina of non-medical and medical data. 

Ability to acquire basic knovledae of tbe specific for.a uaed in the 
Divisioa aod the kinds of information necessary to complete the• properly. 
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Ability to •aint.da eueatial~_reco_rcS• ••uLlilta coDUilliA&.repocu 
on claimaDta' proareta. 

Ability to ada the confiden&:e of cldmaDtl t employers acd other 
sources in order to arcana~ cor.sultative·exa•inattaa.. 

Ability to prepare s~ple reporta ol completed actiolll. 

Ability to uae appropriate codes in order to extract medical and 
non-medical data from files. 

Ability to work with claimants, hospital&, cliAic:s :sad/or other 
•aenciet in order to obt~ia medical evide~ce, repor~• aDd other infor=ation. 

Ability to read, write, speak, underatacdt o~ communicate in En&lish 
autficiently to perform the dutiea of thlt petition. ~rican Sian Lanauaae or 
braille ~y alao be conaidered 11 acceptable forma of communtcatioa. 

Persons with mental or phyalcal disabilities are eli&ible •• lens as 
they can perform the usenti.al fWlcti•,na of the job- afur , reatoaable
accommodatiou it made to their knovu limitations. If the •~commodation cannot 
be ude because it would cause the employer undue bardsbip, · aucll-per!JOD·uy· --
not be eli&ible. · 

Code: A12•64942 w'PC-E BETH !W 

-- ---------------

-· ·---·---
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Good Morninq my name is Lionel Leach. I am a Claims Adjudicatc)r 

III, in the Division of Disability Determinations, New Jersc:ty 

Department of Labor. I was one of the 90 new Adjudicators hired :Ln 

1991 and I am currently servinq my workinq test period. Up unt:Ll 

today I have received very qood ratinqs from my supervisor for Jny 

job performance. I hope my testifyinq hEire today does not chanl;re 

all of that. I am a Shop Steward for CWA tocal 1037. 

I think I brinq a unique perspective to this hearinq becau:se 

I have worked at both the Newark and New Brunswick offices. ~et 

me assure you, there is quite a contrast between the two. 

When I worked in Newark, my caseload was very heavy. In OJ:le 

week from June 25 - July 1, I received 42 ~ cases in additit)n 

to the cases I was already carryinq. 

While I was away on vacation, new cases continued to be 

assiqned to me. By the time I qot back from my vacation, maJ:lY 

cases were already 5 days old. 

When I worked in Newark, I felt incredible stress because :Lf 

I qave somethinq to a clerical worker to do, I couldn 1 t qet :l t 

back for a week or two. Why? Because the clerical workers aJ:-e 

~ overworked. There are not enouqh of them to do the work fc)r 

all the Adjudicators. Therefore, we have to wait until they ha~re 

time to do it. This, in turn, slows down our cases. But, ~1e 

Adjudicators qet blamed because the cases take so lonq. Anoth•ar 

factor which slowed down my cases was the lack of doctors, '"e 

waited sometimes a week to see them. 

1 
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Newark is like a factory. Everyday you feel so much pressure. 

one day, when I was working in Newark, I had been waiting a long 

time to go over a case with a doctor. Finally, I got my chance to 

speak with him about the case. When break time (10 AM) came we were 

still involved in discussing this case. At 10:20 a.m. when we 

finished, I took my morning break. The Regional Manager became 

enraged because I was on break at 10:20 and accused me of loafing. 

Instead of asking me why I was on break at this time, he reported 

me to my supervisor. 

What's the message I got from management? Don't go the extra 

mile for claimants because you will probably get in trouble for it. 

To compare, New Brunswick is much more relaxed. There is a 

cap on the number of cases each adjudicator is assigned. When we 

have a shortage of doctors, we borrow them from Newark. When our 

cases get backlogged, they send them to Newark. 

We don't have to deal with any of the really hard geographic 

areas, they are all assigned to Newark. For instance, one of the 

regions in the Newark office deals with Irvington, Elizabeth, two 

Newark areas, and Jersey City. Of course all of these areas are 

pretty economically depressed. That means that lots of the 

claimants don't have phones. There are more aids cases, and more 

homeless people. In addition, poor people often can't afford to 

go to their own doctor. This means that they have to go to clinics 

for their medical appointments. It is much more difficult to get 

medical information from a clinic than from a private doctor. This 

2 



really slows down cases and there are just more cases cominq from 

these areas. 

Adjudicators in Newark refer to the New Brunswick office as 

a country club. No wonder! When I was in Newark, I always had a 

steady stream of new cases. However, I came to New Brunswick on 

September 7th and I qot my first new case the week ot October lOth. 

Why? Because they don't like Adjudicators to carry more than 160 

cases. They wanted me to finish up my old cases before qivinq Dl.e 

new ones. This would not have happened in the Newark Office. 

Now, instead of waitinq a week to see a doctor, I qet four cases 

reviewed on the same day I put in the request. Instead of waitin.q 

a week for a letter to qo out, it is mailed the same day as I 

submit it. The New Brunswick Office has hired Kelly Girls to C.o 

our clerical work so that our Claims Adjudicators Aides can really 

assist Adjudicators. 

I would like to finish by tellinq you a story. When I wa.s 

still in Newark, I sent a letter to the computer to be sent to a 

claimant on Auqust 22. Just last Wednesday, {Oct 13) the claiman.t 

called to say that he had just received the letter. What happened.? 

Newark's printer spits out all kinds of letters, forms an.d 

documents. It qot lost beneath a pile of papers because there ax·e 

not enouqh clerical workers to qo to the printers and sort thing·s 

out. I was really embarrassed. This level of chaos is constan.t 

at the Newark office. The entire office lacks structure an.d 

orqanization. It is incredibly demoralizinq and frustratinq to 

work in that environment because it's impossible to do a qood job. 

3 



Thank you for qivinq me the opportunity to speak. I will be 

happy to answer any questions you may have. 

4 



TESTIMONY OF RENEE BROWN 

Good morninq. My name is Renee Brown. I am a Claims 

Adjudicator II in the Division of Disability Determinations, Ne·r.r 

Jersey Department of Labor. I am a Shop Steward for Local 1037 of 

the Communications Workers of America. We represent approximately 

400 people who work in DOD. I want to thank the members of this 

committee for the opportunity to speak about the problems we face 

in tryinq to serve disabled people in New Jersey. 

I was hired by ODD in 1978. I worked for 5 years in the 

Newark office from 1978-1986. I then took a leave of absence to 

work full time as a Union Representative for Local 1037. I 

returned to my job in DOD in December of 1991. 

In 1986, when I went on Union leave, the job of Claims 

Adjudicator was a difficult and challenqinq one. I liked my work. 

It could be difficult, but I knew that if I was conscientious, I 

could qet the job done. However, when I returned to the Division, 

doinq the work of processinq claims efficiently was no 1onqe:t' 

possible. ODD had become a totally different place. Now, instead. 

of spendinq a few minutes a day doinq out-of-title work, we ar1a 

spendinq nearly half of our time on clerical duties. 

As Shop Stewards, we hear so many complaints every day tha·t:. 

we decided to poll our members. We wanted everyone to have an 
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opportunity to express their opinion about ODD. The results of our 

poll are very revealinq. 

Of the Claims Adjudicators who responded, 3/4 indicated that 

· they are doinq out-of-title work. They consistently named clerical 

duties such as hole punching, date stampinq and data entry as 

duties they perform. How much time are they spending on these 

clerical duties? The majority answered 3 or more hours a day. 

Please take note that we are talkinq here of workers who make 

$40,000 a year spending nearly half of their workday punching 

holes. 

Of those Claims Adjudicators who had been around since 1985, 

80% indicated that the office is less efficient now than it was in 

•as. 

We asked Claims Adjudicators whether or not they could process 

their cases in a timely manner if they worked 12 hours a day. 2/3 

responded "no". This demonstrates the severity of the problem. 

Since manaqements 1 response to our backloq is to have us work 

overtime, it is a problem that 12 hours a day would not solve the 

crisis. All overtime accomplishes is that we now can spend more 

time date stampinq and xeroxing. 

When asked whether or not they had been asked to 

sacrifice accuracy for production, 2/3 responded "yes". 

2 



In answer to the question "How would you rate management's 

ability to intervene in and resolve problems?" the vast majority 

gave management the lowest possible rating-- 1 out of a possible 

10. 

There were some interesting differences between the Newark and 

New Brunswick offices on some questions. Most noteworthy 1 :Ln 

answer to the question, "Is there enough clerical support?", Newal:k. 

Adjudicators answered 3-1 "no" 1 while 2/3 of the New Brunswic::k 

workers said "yes". It is not difficult to understand th:Ls 

discrepancy since the New Brunswick office has hired "Kelley Girl1;" 

to do the clerical work. 

The most glaring differences are in morale. We asked worke:rs 

how they would rate their morale on a scale of 1-10; 1 being the 

lowest rating. Many respondents in Newark went out of their way 

to write in a zero so they could indicate how demoralized they art!. 

The overwhelming response from that office was a 1. The Nt!W 

Brunswick workers indicated that their morale was mostly in the !5-

6 range. This improvement over Newark's morale is not difficult 

to figure out if we consider the availability and accessibility t:>.f 

the physicians, added clerical assistance, cap on caseload sizt! 1 

and the relatively economically privileged regions New Brunswit:::k 

is serving. 
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Committee Members, frankly, we have had it in Newark DOD. As 

a Shop Steward, I'm tired of dealinq with the mental health and 

stress problems caused by our work environment. It's obvious from 

the testimony that you have heard that there need to be some 

chanqes at DOD. 

My co-workers and I did not want to come here today and merely 

complain. We came with some concrete suqqestions about how to 

improve services. They are: 

1. Immediately hire more Clerical workers. The ratio of 

Clerical to Claims Adjudicators should be no more than 4-l as 

suggested by the Browde Report. 

2. Train Claims Adjudicator Aides and utilize them according 

to their job description. They should be assigned to assist 

Adjudicators, not doinq Clerical work. 

3. Eliminate top heavy management and replace them with 

Adjudicators, Aides, and Clerical who do the actual work of 

processinq claims •. 

4. we need to have doctors' responsibilities monitored. Since 

we need their reports to process our claims, they should not 

receive payment until we receive their paperwork. 
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5. Equally distribute DOD resources among the regions. Each 

region should have an equal share of economically depressed areas, 

doctors, clerical assistance and cases. 

6. Management must find a way to improve morale, 

communication, and reduce stress immediately. 

It is my hope that this committee will finally force the 

Division to change. We have talked often and loudly, in meeting·s . 

and in demonstrations, yet things have not improved. I am askir.lg 

you, Committee Members, to help us change DOD so that we can serve 

our claimants well instead of poorly. 

'• 
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Dear Assemblyman Roma, 

Members of this Local, who also work in the Division 1::>f 
Disability Determinations in the New Jersey Department of Labor, 
will be testifying before your Committee on Tuesday, 10/19/93 abmJ.t 
the serious problems the Division is experiencing. 

Enclosed please find some materials we will be using. ·we 
submit this now to facilitate discussion during the Hearing. 

Any questions, comments, suggestions, just call. Thank you. 

Respectfully, 

~~~~~ 
President, CWA Local 1037 
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encl: hearing materials 
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DDD 

Introduction 

In July, the Commissioner of Labor convened a Department Task 

Force to review the operations of the Division of Disability (DDD) 

located in Newark, N.J. The call for a task force was in response to 

the repeated negative publicity that the DDD has attracted due to its 

inability to process claims for Social Security Disability benefits in a 

reasonable period of time. Gwendolyn King, Commissioner of the 

Social Security Administration, has critized New Jersey for its lengthy 

processing time (nearly twice the national average) and its extremely 

high backlog of cases. To address these problems, Commissioner King 

in June, assembled a 10-member management strike force from 

various states to review the management and claims processing 

capability of the N.J. DDD. Under the direction of the SSA Regional 

Office in New York, the management strike force developed a 

comprehensive report including fifty-seven (57) specific 

recommendations to address deficiencies in N.J.'s operation. While 

the recommendations contained in the federal review focused 

primarily on ways to improve claims processing, particularly in light 

of N.J. efforts to install an automated claims tracking system, the 

federal report did not contain recommendations concerning the 

current organizational structure of the DDD nor comments on the 

agency's ability to initiate the necessary reforms to dramatically 

improve agency performance. Therefore, Commissioner Bramucci' s 

charge to members of the Department Task Force was to review the 

DDD organization and management structure and recommend 



solutions that would facilitate a more efficient processing of claims 

and strengthen management and accountability for production at all 

levels. 

Division of Disability Determinations - Mission and External Issues 

The fundamental reason for the existence of the DDD has not changed 

over the years. Its primary responsibility continues to be the 

documentation, evaluation and adjudication of all claims filed for 

disability benefits in New Jersey under the provisions of Title ll and 

XVI of the Social Security Act. 

Despite this relatively straightforward mandate from SSA, the DDD is 

confronted with a number of external issues that have a significant 

impact upon the ability of the agency to deliver services. There are 

some examples worth noting. Frequent policy or procedural changes 

from SSA in Baltimore relative to types and number of cases selected 

for more intensive quality review necessitate a removal of these 

cases from the normal processing stream. This delays the final 

adjudication of cases resulting in increased processing time and 

fewer closures. 

New Jersey's capacity to process a high volume of claims is 

constrained by the limited funding received from SSA. In 1984, New 

Jersey handled approximately 59,000 claims with a staff of 402. In 

fiscal year 1992, SSA has projected our workload to be 62,000 claims 

yet staffing has been reduced to 264 which amounts to a loss of 34%. 

Emergency funding has only recently been authorized by SSA for the 



hiring of 80 new adjudicators over a six month period in an effort to 
~ 
-iAcrease processing time and eliminate case backlog. 

The impact of the Zebley decision will also effect workload. In 

February, 1990, the U. S. Supreme Court ruled in Zebley vs. the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services that the SSA must 

consider the functional limitations of children when assessing their 

eligibility for SSI disability benefits. This translates into an 

estimated 5,000 new cases for adjudication by our DDD agency. 

The concentration of persons with AIDS in New Jersey and a large 

homeless population also impacts DDD. It is believed that New Jersey 

ranks fourth in the nation in the number of adults stricken by AIDS. 

Of the total number of cases of AIDS in New Jersey since 1982, 

approximately 58% of the people have died. As a priority, DDD is 

attempting to meet the needs of this population by the expeditious 

determination of disability. In addition, the concentration of 

homeless people, whom often have multiple disabilities that may 

entitle them to benefits, provides a different challenge for the DDD 

agency. Extraordinary efforts are made through the cooperation with 

local shelters, to speed up the processing of claims for benefits. The 

obvious difficulty in working with this highly mobile population is 

identifying treating sources and documenting evidence before a 

determination can be made. 

Finally, the competition for qualified workers is fundamental to 

producing a good product. The location of DDD in downtown Newark 

forces it to compete with surrounding private industry to attract a 



skilled and reliable workforce. While a problem at the professional 

level, it is more acute in the clerical occupations. The skill level of 

the workers (or lack of) impacts the ability of the DOD to meet the 

rising workload demands. 



Internal Issues 

During our review, it became evident that the Division 

does have a number of internal weaknesses which contribute to the 

problems currently facing the organization. These problem areas 

are very much interrelated and feed off each other to further exacer

bate the poor working atmosphere and the morale of the staff. These 

key internal problem areas include: communications, staffing, work

load, and production; relationship between adjudicators and Quality 

Assurance and clerical support. We have attempted to briefly summarize 

each of these problem areas and their impact on the organization. 

It must be reiterated that none of these stand alone. The sum of 

all of these combine to form an organization that does not appear 

to be working together as a team with a common mission. 

Problem Areas 

Communications 

From our interviews and the results of the survey,. it is 

obvious that the perception of the ODD staff is that communications 

within the organization is weak. This was a common theme in our 

discussions with various staff members. 
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The perception of a lack of a good communications network 

between management and staff and between various operations within 

the organization has lowered morale and created a somewhat contentious 

work environment. 

A common complaint from supervisory and line staff was 

that there is little feedback from top management regarding ideas 

and suggestions for improvement. It was also alleged by some staff 

members that they were afraid to speak up. Other complaints focused 

on the perception that directions from top management to supervisors 

are not filtered down to the operating staff. Finger pointing between 

units, e.g. {adjudicators vs. medical review staff), {Quality Assurance 

vs. adjudicators), {management vs staff) have all contributed to 

an adversarial setting which contributes to poor production and lowered 

effectiveness. 

The review team a 1 so noted that the floor p 1 an at the new 

work site appears to have hindered work flow and communications. 

Most adjudicators and physicians are physically separated, and in 

quite a few instances, unit supervisors are also physically separated 

from the adjudicative staff. 

The size of the third floor (a city block long) and the 

fact that there are hundreds of cubicles (without identification) 

contribute to a breakdown in communications within the organization. 
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We have concluded that the 11 Conmunications barrier.. is 

one that must be removed as soon as possible in order to foster an 

improved work environment. 

Staffing, Caseload, and Production 

This is an extremely serious issue which can be attributed 

partly to the external factors of federal budget reductions and the 

poor economy. Since 1984 the Division has suffered a 34% loss of 

staff while having to process significantly higher claims loads each 

year. Presently, the national case load average per adjudicator 

is approximately 120 while New Jersey's average is close to 200. 

Average production (cases closed) per week is 11.9 nationally while 

New Jersey's average is 7.2. Average processing time nationally 

is approximately 80 days while New Jersey's average is approximately 

138 days. 

The high average caseload for New Jersey's adjudicators 

does impact production negatively. Telephone inquiries and the volume 

of mail to be handled increase proportionately with a higher caseloads 

thus reducing the amount of time available for an adjudicator to 

close cases. Other factors such as word processing delays in the 

development of cases, backlogs in medical review, and quality assurance 

contribute to the high average processing time. Adjudicators complain 

that they should not be held accountable for poor production because 

of factors which are beyond their control. 

3'1~ 
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It is anticipated that the new computer system will signifi

c~ntly reduce the processing time case development correspondence 

to be mailed to doctors, hospitals, and other sources. It is also 

anticipated that most telephone inquiries will be handled much faster 

once the computer system is fully operational 

~1edical Review 

The current organization has approximately 40 physicians 

(in addition, five new doctors who have just been hired) who ·review 

cases received from approximately 140 adjudicators. Most physicians 

work part time four hours a day. There are approximately 2,000 cases 

currently awaiting medical review. This unit is headed by a medical 

director and three supervising medical examiners. 

All· cases (allowances and denials) have to be reviewed 

and signed off by a physician before it can be closed. There are 

a number of significant problem areas that have been brought to the 

attention of the review team~ These are summarized as follows: 

a The perception of the adjudication staff is that doctors 

are not held accountable for case closures and that some 

physicians review cases with the objective of moving 

it to someone else for action rather than closing it 

themselves. 
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o Face to face reviews are very rarely done, adjudicators 

are removed physically from the medical staff and are 

not aware of who is actually handling his/her case. 

o Doctors refer cases back to adjudicators for more infor

mation ( te 1 ephone ca 11 s) when they cou 1 d make the ca 11 

themselves. 

o Doctors' reviews, rather than productivity standards 

are geared towards case closures. 

o Adjudicators are not documenting cases properly, which 

wastes doctor's time and delays processing. 

o A "we vs. them" mentality has developed between adjudi

cators and medical review staff. 

o The floor plan was poorly conceived. In addition, doctors 

were provided work stations that were not comparable 

to those of adjudicative staff. 

o It is difficult to find cases which are in the medical 

review area. 

31]<. 
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o Adjudicators perceive that there is no sense of urgency 

exhibited by medical review staff to close cases. 

0 There are insufficient doctors or staff. With over sixty 

new adjudicators due on board within the next four months 

additional medical staff will be needed. 

o New adjudicators are supposed to have face to face inter

views as part of their training. This is apparently 

done at a minimum level (if at all). 

o r~ost of the part time doctors work during the morning 

hours. This results in reduced medical coverage in the 

afternoons. More flexibility in scheduling physicians 

is desirable in order to provide adequate medical coverage 

during the work day. 

o It was the review team•s conclusion that the current 

organization is far too large and unwieldy to promote 

a sense of teamwork and accountability. In the past, 

doctors and adjudicative staff worked together as a team 

to develop and close a case. That is impossible under 

the current framework. 
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Quality Assurance 

In any organization, there is the threat of an adversarial 

relationship between the "quality" staff and the "production" staff. 

Although both units have the same goal, unfortunate schisms can develop 

for a number of reasons. 

o Personality conflicts sometimes exacerbate what should 

be an objective review of a case. 

o A "we vs. them" attitude has developed between Qua 1 ity 

Assurance and adjudicative staff. 

o A backlog of Quality Assurance reviews results in delays 

in case closures which increase case processing time. 

o It appears that more emphasis should be placed on mid-line 

reviews (before the case is actually determined) rather"' 

than on end-line reviews. 

o Quality is the responsibility of all staff. Supervisor.s 

have to take a more active role in reviewing claims, 

following up on Quality Assurance bounce cases and in 

training. Supervisors and case consultants must be 

coaches, advisors, mentors, and work leaders. 

1/IX 
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o The Quality Assurance Unit on the fourth floor is 

physically separated from the production units on the 

third floor. This may have contributed to the perception 

that Qua 1 i ty Assurance is too far removed from the opera

tion to effectively understand and rel~te with adjudicative 

staff. 

Clerical Support 

There are approximately 32 clericals who are under the 

supervision of a head clerk. These individuals are assigned to various 

units but do not report to the supervisors of these units. It appears 

that this "pool" arrangement has resulted in a sense of disenfranchise

ment among the clerical staff. Although they support adjudicative 

staff, they do not feel as if they are part of the unit. It was 

also indicated that the ratio of professional staff to clerical support 

(ten to one) is too high. In addition, clerical staff question what 

their role will be under the new automated system. 

A 11 of these factors have contributed to poor morale and 

high absenteeism. 

o Some clerical employees appear to be overworked while 

others were perceived as not having any work to do. 
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o Unit supervisors were also critical of the fact that 

they had no direct control over clerical support. 

o It was concluded by the review team that the current 

organizational scheme has resulted in the inefficient 

utilization of the clerical staff and that they should 

be formally assigned to work units under the direct super-

vision of the unit supervisor. 

Internal Issues 

Strengths 

While there is no question that the DOD organization faces 

a very difficult period due to external and internal factors, the 

Review Team noted several key reasons (or optimism) that the operation 

will be improved dramatically during the coming months. We note 

the following: 

Staff 

During its review the team had the opportunity to meet 

with a number of individuals from the supervisory, technical 

support, adjudicative, and clerical support areas. We 

also received over 200 responses to the questionnaire which 

was distributed to the entire staff. The responses we 

' L/ 3 '/. State L"b New Jersey ' rary 
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received and the discussions that were held repeated that 

the Division has a substantial number of very dedicated 

employees who care deeply about their jobs and their organi

zation. 

We note that while morale may not be as good as it should 

be, staff members from throughout the organization were 

more than willing to offer advice and recommendations. 

Our perception is that the staff has a deep routed and 

understandable interest in the turnaround of the Division. 

This positive attitude is a major resource which should 

be utilized to the greatest extent possible in order to 

effectuate appropriate changes to improve and enhance the 

effectiveness of the Division. 

New Computer System and Hiring of Additional Staff 

The new computer system is discussed in detail in another 

section of this report. While the system is still in the 

early stages of implementation, there is also a good deal 

of optimism that it will (in the long run) have a major 

impact on processing time, case tracking, case management, 

and handling of telephone inquiries. 
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In addition, approximately eighty new adjudicators will 

have been hired by the end of 1991. These trainees will 

obviously require a substantial training period before 

they become productive but it is anticipated that a more 

than 50% increase in ·the adjudicative staff will place 

the Division in the position of being able to reduce pro

cessing time, lower average case loads, increase produc

tivity, and improve quality. 

Supervisory Vacancies 

At present, due to retirement, there are four vacant super

vising claims adjudicator positions, and two vacant claims 

adjudicator I positions. This presents the Division with 

an excellent opportunity to develop a core of highly quali

fied and motivated individuals in these crucial ·positions. 

Given the fact that the review team is proposing a major 

reorganization of the Division, the importance of placing 

the best people possible becomes paramount since they will 

be the key e 1 ements in the success or fa i 1 ure of the new 

organization. 

Of course, as these positions are filled, other mid-level 

supervisory positions will become vacant, which will provide 

additional opportunities for advancement for the staff. 
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Conclusion 

While there are many negative internal and external factors 

which inhibit the effectiveness of the Division in meeting 

its goals, there are a number of very positive factors 

which can reverse the current course. 



SYSTEM 

In the Spring of 1990, the Division of Disability Determinations 
(DOD) with the promise of financial support from the Social 
Security Administration submitted Request for Proposal for an 
Integrated Disability Determination System. This was to be a 
microcomputer based automated case management system. The bid was 
advertised on June 6, 1990 with replies due July 6,1990. Two bids 
were received from IBM/Versa Management system the other Wang 
Laboratories in partnership with I. Levy Associates. After careful 
review by an evaluation committee composed of N.J. DOL, Purchase 
Bureau and 0. T. I. S. employees, a recommendation to award the 
contract to IBM was made on July 24, 1991. The contract was issued 

with the system to be operable 118 days later or 
. From the beginning DOD encountered problems from which they 

have yet to recover. 

PROBLEMS 

ODD did not have personnel with experience in automation of 
the size or scope about to be undertaken. 

The window of opportunity for the development of the proposal 
was too narrow resulting in too little user input into the 
proposal. 

The contract award was delayed due to disagreement between 
IBM/VERSA and the Treasury Department over the requirement to use 
Spectrum Methodology. 

The requirement to follow Spectrum Methodology was not 
retained which hindered the evaluation and acceptance of system 
modules. 

ODD was to be relocated from 1100 Raymond Blvd, Newark to 
124 Halsey St., Newark. The Division was moved August 16, 1990. 

The case load has continued to increase. 

Until March 1991, ODD was under a hiring freeze. 

STATUS 

The system is partially operational with the expectation that 
it will be fully operational by November 1991. 

Eight adjudicator units (80 employees) are utilizing the 
system for development of cases. 



LOCAL INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEM C LINCS l 

The case receipt update and closure process is operational. The 
entering of personnel data has been completed. New codes for the 
State Agency Work Sample (SAWS) are being entered for use in 
october. 

DETERMINATIONS 

The Personal Denial Notice (PDN) canned text and denial 
notices have been entered into the system. Testing to determine 
the cSpleteness of confirmed medical evidence of record (MER) 
sources and its inclusion into the body of the letter is to be 
tested theweek o~ September 23, 1991. 

··•·· CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS CCEl 
.: 

CE panalist··-and examination data is in the system. Payment 
information has not yet been entered into the system nor has 
accompanying correspondence because the accounting problems have 
not yet been resolved. Although this was expected to be completed 
by November, it appears that Versa may not have a programer 
available to work on the problem until December 1991. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE COAl 

The system is indentifying initial QA samples and generating 
reports. However, there is a problem as regards pulling samples 
involving concurrent cases. This appears to be outside of the 
contract and will need to be addressed as an enhancement. 

ENHANCEMENTS 

In the course of operating the system, ODD personnel are 
identifying changes they would like made to· the system's 
programing. These changes where within the scope of the contract 
are being persued. If it is determined they are outside of the 
contract's paramitors, they will be submitted as enhancements to 
attain greater efficiency and a more "user friendly" system. 

CONCERNS 

The original proposal called for the acquisition of 150 
terminals and 28 printers. These numbers are insufficient to 
provide equipment to all adjudicators. A subsequent request for 
150 terminals and 28 printers has been submitted but has still not 
been processed. It is not expected that the terminals will be 
available when and if the system is completed in November 1991. 

Spectrum methodology was not followed which has caused delays 
in the systems definition, design and implementation stages. 
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The system was developed with very little user input which has 
resulted in a system which requires, in some instances, additional 
keystrokes and processing time. Only recently has a "user group" 
been formed to review, prioritize, and suggest changes. 

;_.,. .. ~ 
The placement of printers away,~ the units they service causes 

additional supervisory problems for the clerical supervisors and 
additional time loss for the clerks as they transport output back 
to the adjudicators. 

The system is regarded as a cure for the processing time that 
is crippling ODD. It will result in definite time savings by 
eliminating many of the word processing functions which in the past 
resulted in several weeks of processing time lost to backlogs. It 
has the potential to eliminate manual tracking systems. In these 
respects, it will move cases· through the system more quickly; 
however, these gains will be lost unless other areas within the 
process which are bottlenecks are not opened wider. These areas: 
photocopying, medical review and quality assurance are discussed 
elsewhere in this report. 

Staff interviewed have indicated that very little has been 
told to them regarding the system, its capabilities and its effect 
on their positions. This has resulted in anxiety for employees 
especially clerical employees who see their functions i~ jeopardy. 
This is an example of the break down in communications elaborated 
on else~here in this report. 

The physical distance between DOD in Newark and the central 
off ice system support services magnifies the gap in technical 
expertise because oversight of the ODD automation by central office 
personnel with experience in programming is not as available as it 
would be if ODD were located in Trenton. 

The system still does not have the capability to be used as a 
tracking system. Until it can be used to monitor accountability 
for processing time, it will be difficult to assess the 
productivity of all individuals involved in the flow of claims from 
point of arrival in DOD to the point of departure. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Because upper management has a great expectation that the 
automated system will result in great processing savings and 
because the system is not yet assembled, a meeting should be held 
by upper management with members of the project team, IBM/VERSA 
representatives and the Office of Programs and Systems Development. 
The subject of the meeting should be an assessment of the systems 
capabilities (areas where it will help and where it will not), when 
the system will be fully operational and what future enhancements 
should be sought. 



The additional equipment for DOD should be given a high 
priority. Without the additional terminals and printers DOD will 
have to continue on a dual system (automated and manual) even when 
the system's programming is completed. 

The Office of Programs and systems Development and the 
Division should work together more closely to help bridge the gap 
in expertise and to hasten the system's completion. To this end, 
it would be advantageous to have someone from the Office of 
Programs and systems Development assigned to DOD full time until 
the project is completed. 

The newly formed users group should for::nulate with the 
project manager a list of program changes needed to make the system 
more "user friendly". They should prioritized these requests and 
submit the list to DOD's upper management for approval. 

Infoi1!1ation regarding the systems, its abilities and its 
impact on all employees should be communicated to 000 employees on 
a regular basis. This information should not be dispensed on a unit 
per unit basis as the unit is to go on line. It is not necessary, 
although it would be preferable, to communicate this information 
through staff meetings. The newly formed user/project management 
team can publish periodic system up date bulletins for distribution 
to all personnel. 

Employees whose functions will be absorbed by the system need 
assurances that other duties will be made available to them. 
However, they must also take responsibility for seeking out new 
opportunities and requesting skills upgrading. They must also 
demonstrate a willingness to learn and to adapt to the new 
situation. 

The automation of ODD processes will result.in significant 
changes for all personnel involved. These changes need to be 
assessed and where necessary positions required upgrading should be 
identified and reclassification sought as early as possible. 

The placement of equipment specifically printers should be 
reexamined. These should serve to maximize the efficiency of 
clerical and supervisory personnel. This should be a component of 
the space utilization recommendation elsewhere in this report. 

The systems capabilities as a tracking system must be utilizes 
as quickly as possible to achieve accountability · in processing 
time. currently processing time is chargeable to the adjudicator 
who has little or no control over the time the claims are not in 
hisjher possession. This has made it impossible to recognize good 
adjudicators for their performance and identify weak adjudicators 
requiring more training, guidance or assistance. Tracking by the 
system will make the foregoing possible while also identifying 
weaknesses in work flow. 
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COMMENT 

ODD project personnel and management in spite ot their lack 
ot automation experience and the problems out of their control have 
done a remarkable job of advancing DOD automation to the point at 
which it stands. 
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LAUNQRY LIST ITEMS 

MEDICAL EVIDENCE OF RECORD PAYMENTS 

ODD currently pays each physician, hospital, clinic etc. $10 
for providing medical information pertianing to the claimant in 
order to adjudicate cases. This reimbursement rate is too low. It 
is felt that a higher rate will result in reports that are more 
timely ana more informative. This should result in a decreasing 
need tor consultive examinations. While the increasing payment may 
cause the quality of the reports to improve, it may have no impac~ 
on response time. DOD may wish to consider a sliding tee scheauie 
whereby reports submitted within XX number of days will be 
reimburse at a higher rate than reports submitted later. A three 
tier schedule should be more effective than a two tier system yet 
should be easy to manage. 

PAYMENT OF PHYSICIANS ON STAFF 

DOD utilizer physicians both full time ana part time. The 
rate of compensation for physicians should be reviewed. Particular 
attention should be given to the manner of payment of the part time 
physicians. These are paid on a per diem schedule which does not 
permit DOD management to fully utilize their medical staff. 
Consideration should be given by the Department of Labor to change 
the method of compensation from a per diem to and hourly ana 
eventually a per case basis. The hourly basis will permit DOD to 
utilize physicians for a full day or just an hour based upon the 
needs of the agency ana the availability of the physicians. 

Eventually, the system could be enhanced to the point ~here 
the physician could review all medical evidence and sign off on the 
claim via the system. The system ~ould monitor the physicians 
closures and compensate him/her on a per closure basis. Different 
rates could be established to cover different "classes" of cases. 
It may even be possible, in the future, to contract with physicians 
to review cases via terminals at remote sites. 

SPACE 

There is an urgent need to examine the space needs of the 
Division of Disability Determination for both production and system 
requirements. current space as configured does not provide 
suitable work areas for the current class of trainees. ODD has 
plans for an additional 25 trainees by November 1991. Space must 
be identified or the current space reconfigured to accommodate the 
increase in personnel. The current lack of space is also a valid 
reason for considering the decentralization of DOD operations as 
discussed elsewhere in this report. 
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February 28, 1993 

Hon. James Florio 
Office of the Governor 
CN 001 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0001 

Hon. William J. Hughes, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Retirement Income & Employment 
House Select Committee on Aging 
714 O'Neill House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-6362 

Dear Governor Florio and Congressman Hughes: 

In February 1990, I wrote that the~e were •serious" 
operational problems" at the New Jersey Division of Disability 
Determinations. The response from the State Labor Department 
was a list of excuses. In February 1991, I wrote that the Social 
Security disability program in New Jersey was the "worst" in the 
nation. The response was an indignant denial which was disproven 
in public within three months. Today, once again, considering 
claims processing time, decisional accuracy and productivity, in 
the aggregate, Mev Jersey is the worst perforaing state in the 
nation for the processing of Social Security and SSI disability 
claims. Consider these developments: 

* Despite large doses of federal assistance throughout 1991 
and 1992, New Jersey's aean processing tiae per initial 
level case, for both Social Security and SSI, has remained 
significantly worse than coaparable national averages. 

* The Division is still loaded down with a high number of 
delayed initial level cases far in ezcess of national 
averages for both SSDI and SSI. The number of cases being 
held for double, triple, and even quadruple national 
average processing times is extraordinarily high in New 
Jersey. Recent Congressional testimony from the Social 
Security Administration shows a reluctance to acknowledge 
that even a few cases are held in any state for as long as 
double the national average. In terms of delayed claims, 
therefore, New Jersey is a basket case. 

* The average processing time for an appellate claia in New 
Jersey for the past year has been about double the national 
average. 
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* Decisional accuracy figures tor initial level claims tor 
the quarter ending January 1993 show New Jersey ranks Slat 
out or 52 agencies nationwide for overall accuracy. In 
particular, a very high percentage of New Jersey decisions 
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to deny benefits are incorrect or not adequately docu.ented 
to show what the correct decision is. [Caution: These figures 
are subject to sudden shifts due to administrative manipulation 
in the face of publicity.] 

* The Division's internal quality assurance review of 
completed cases presently shows very high error rates. 

* A relatively high percentage of appeals or initial denials 
are allowed by the agency's own senior examiners. This high 
reversal rate confirms the large number o~ errors made when 
cases are initially denied. 

Below is a chronology of events, with comments, designed 
to explain why disability claimants from New Jersey have not 
receiv~d a level of service comparable to that received in other 
states in recent years. 

May 1991 

The State Department of Labor told the press that it had 
not been informed by the Social Security Administration that the 
performance of the State Division of Disability Determinations 
was poor in any way except for having a backlog of cases. Twenty 
days later the Commissioner of Social Security declared New 
Jersey's record of handling disability claims to b~ the -worst• 
in the nation, particularly in terms of processing tiae delays_ 
and lov accuracy of decisions. Within a week the State Labor 
Commissioner said he was "in the dark" about federal figures 
showing New Jersey to be at the bottom. The news was "a lightning 
bolt." 

Comment 

On February 22, 1990, Governor Florio, I wrote the first 
of a series of letters to you detailing the extraordinarily poo~ 
performance of the Division of Disability. My letters were 
referred to the Labor Commissioner who wrote to me on April 6, 
1990, siating he knew about the problem and was working on it. 
However, nothing really changed. 

I kept writing to you-- 11 more letters from March 2, 
1990, through September 17, 1990-- most of which contained 
excerpts from SSA reports providing conclusive evidence that 
New Jersey was consistently among the poorest states in terms 
of timeliness and accuracy in handling disability claims. In 



letter after letter, I used terms such as "completely out of 
step," "one of the worst," "the worst," "among the poorest," 
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"one of the poorest," and "last (place)" to describe the 
Division's processing time and decisional accuracy record. On 
November 1, 1990, an Assistant Labor Commissioner wrote to me 
that all this trouble vas due to circumstances beyond the control 
of the Department of Labor. 

My letters to the Office of the Governor continued 
from November 30, 1990, right up to the time of the newspaper 
articles in May 1991. In fact, on March 4, 1991, I received a 
letter from the Department, at the request of Brenda Bacon, 
Office of the Governor, specifically noting that I had "asserted" 
on February 12, 1991, that the State's performance vas "the · 
worst in the nation" and that my "statistical review" vas not 
being challenged. 

In light of this correspondence, i~)t not fair to 
characterize the Department's public denial of any knowledge 
of the Division's profound problems in May 1991 as lacking all 
credibility? 

June through December 1991 

place: 

( 1 ) 

During this crucial period the following events took 

In June the Social Security Administration conducted 
and reported on a review of the state ageqcy's 
operations. The Division was allocated $3.3 million to 
hire 90 more claims examiners and five physicians. 
Funding was continued for a large scale automation of 
claims processing operations, for unlimited overtime 
during both weekdays and Saturdays, and for the 
assignment of federal personnel to help the state 
process claims. 

(2) In July the Star-Ledger published a lengthy article 
exposing the Division's problems. 

(3) In August a Department of Labor "management team" 
arrived to study the Division. 

(4) In September the agency's chronic accuracy problem just 
up and disappeared off the statistical charts. 

(5) In October the Division's entire internal quality 
assurance unit was ticketed to the production units. 



(6) In November the Department announced that it would 
move one-fourth of the Division to New Brunswick in 
about eight weeks. (Lease politics would cause a delay 
of 11 months.) 

(7) In December the Department exchanged Division 
leadership and submitted a budget to Social Security 
emphasizing the need for more managers and more 
operational offices. 

Comment 
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The June 1991 SSA reviev of the Division was a shallow 
effort. Two goals were imposed on the state agency: make the 
backlog disappear and raise the denial accuracy rate dramatically 
by the end of the year-- all at a time when a large number of 
new employees was being integrated into the staff. Once these 
bureaucratic goals were announced they became ends in themselves, 
to be achieved regardless of the methods used. Management simply 
required a success story. 

The $3.3 •illion staff increase began in May (28 claims 
examiners), continued in September (29 more examiners), and 
ended in December (33 examiners). This represented an expansion 
of the claims examiner staff of 66%, the largest in 18 years. 
The new people would be pushed from the day they completed their 
last training class to close as many cases a week as possible 
and damn the documentation requirements of the procedures manuals. 
Their presence would also be used, misleadingly, as a·rationale 
for resurrecting a decentralized configuration for the Division, 
the fondest goal of the Department and the new Division bosses. 

The Division grew increasingly dependent on overti•e in 
1991 to meet its basic production goals, not to go beyond them. 
The existance of so much overtime money masked the lack of 
productive capacity and hid the mismanagement of resources 
underlying that lack. Auto•ation, ever the panacea of choice, 
floundered for lack of efficient programming. (One Trenton systems 
maven met with a group of complaining supervisors at the Division 
and told them the system would be [obscenity] for a year and maybe 
for even five years.) The Department's battles with the systems 
vendors (IBM hardware/VERSA software) over "program change · 
requests" have been fought behind the scenes and remain largely 
unresolved today. Most importantly, due to insufficient live 
clerical assistance, the routine claims processing procedures 
are cumbersome to the point of driving examiners nuts. The 
Division paid for Big Blue and got Rube Goldberg. 

The August/September Depart•ent of Labor aanage.ent reviev 
tea• was a vehicle for imposing the Department's self-serving 
plans for bureaucratic restructuring, reorganizing, regionalizing, 
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and decentralizing. The review became, in part, a game to see 
who would grab the leadership of the demoralized Division with 
its expanding budget. In an era of "fiscal restraint" visions 
of dollar signs danced in their heads-- $$A. 

In September the agency's negative publicity over its 
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lov decisional accuracy had its predictable effect. The July
August-September 1991 quarterly federal accuracy statistics for 
the Division showed a 180-degree turnaround. After being the 
worst in the nation for denial accuracy for the period 1/88 
through 6/91 the numbers showed New Jersey had risen from 
the dead just like that. One of the best. Above the national 
average. Actually, the miracle was wrought by shifting aore of 
the Division's errors fro• the Group I category to Group II 9r 
Group III using a subjective review procedure known to disability 
technicians as the "probability of reversal rule." In essence, 
federal managers, themselves in an inter-regional competition 
to show goOd performance results, can control the accuracy rates 
of their assigned states by determining which errors are 
"chargeable" on the public record (Group I) and which are deemed 
"non-chargeable." Sort of like a cop who can give you a verbal 
warning or write you out a ticket. In just three months time, 
the absolute minimum valid reporting period for statistical 
purposes, the negative publicity for the Division inspired a 
two-thirds reduction in the number of Group I chargeable returns 
to New Jersey. What had been a basic three-year trend of poor 
performance ended, statistically speaking, overnight. (There 
would be no accuracy problem until November 1992, as explained 
further below.) 

In October 1991 the entire internal quality assurance 
unit of the Division vas reassigned to the line production units. 
The quality goal having been "met", it was time to push harder 
on the backlog. The idea was to facilitate production by ~emoving 
the inhibiting effect of accuracy reviews epnducted on a regular 
basis onsite. The new examiners cut their teeth in a period of 
prolonged documentational laissez faire. 

Ending months of speculation, the Labor Department 
announced in November its plans to open a decentralized office 
in Nev Brunswick as early as January 1992. Just a year pri"or to 
the arrival of the Department of Labor management review team, in 
August 1990, the Division had moved from its centralized 1100 
Raymond Boulevard location in Newark to 124 Halsey Street, also 
a centralized Newark address. The Halsey Street building, formerly 
the Kresge Department Store and then the Two Guys Store, had been 
renovated by the State and rented for tens of millions of dollars. 
The Division was to remain there for the foreseeable future 
following a failed decentralization attempt lasting from 1981 to 
1987 •. The Department once more had the green light: go forth with 
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the people's FICA taxes and build thee an empire, starting in 
New Brunswick. 
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December brought the changing of the Division's 
leadership. The team prepared a budget which vas a blueprint 
fQr quartering the Division and shipping three pieces out of 
Newark by 1994. Naturally you needed aore aanagers to do this. 
(Should we ever decide on an upper middle class welfare system 
in this country, the DDD Fiscal Year 1993, 1994 budget request 
should be mined for ideas.) 

The Division's focal event was the Congressional 
hearing entitled "New Jersey's Disabled: Has the Promise Been 
Broken?" held on May 22 in Ocean City, NJ, before the 
Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment of the House 
Select Committee on Aging. The hearing record shows that 
officials representing the Labor Department made these four 
points in their key testimony: 

(1) The aanag .. ent tea. which took over the Division of 
Disability vas taken from the cream of the crop at 
the Department of Labor. 

(2) There simply was not enough roo• in Newark to house 
the Division after the 1991 staff increase. Since the 
Department already had space available in Nev Brunswick 
it made sense to move part of the Division there. 

(3) The centerpiece of the Division's restructuring effort 
would be a regioaalizatioa plan creating four discrete 
geographic jurisdictions, one of whose operations 
staff would be moved 20 miles to New Brunswick. This 
new branch office would increase face-to-face contact 
with both claimants and sources of medical reports, 
while allowing management to test initiatives to increase 
office productivit7. 

(4) The Division would process about 3,500 continuing 
disabilit7 revi~vs during 1992. 

Comment 

The aanageaent teaa installed after November 30, 1991, had 
no prior experience at any level with the Social Security 
disability program. (The u.s. Department of Labor's "Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles" notes that it takes two to four years 
to become proficient at the position of disability claims examiner, 
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the basic professional occupation at the Division.) Thus, not 
only did the team take over an organization whose basic functions 
were unknown to them, they were charged with making dramatic 
improvements in its chronically poor performance in a short 
period of time. That effort has failed. 

. One more point: to equate the skills and knowledge that 
are necessary to run a state SSDI/SSI program with Unemployment 
Insurance, Employment Service or state plan Temporary Disability 
is farfetched. The complexity of the issues and the problems 
involved in the one far surpass those found in the others. Indeed, 
few government benefit programs of any description generate the 
number of complaints SSDI/SSI does. You are dealing with people 
who have lost their independence, lost their mental faculties, 
or have reached the edge of death. Upon their arrival, the team 
imagined that things could be managed nicely by remote control 
from Trenton or through subordinates. Today, they still mutter, 
"Why can't this place run like UI?" 

• • * 

Just weeks before the Congressional Hearing, the Labor 
Department was questioned about the Division's space needs by 
the Mayor of Newark. The Mayor vas told that •space concerns and 
high rent• were not a factor in •oving to Mev Brunswick. The 
Mayor got the truth; the Congress got a fictional story about 
a "space problem." Here is the background: 

In 1981 the Division set up a decentralized Camden 
branch office. This satellite office vas not able.to operate 
without draining significant resources from the larger Newark 
office. After a critical Labor Department study vas released in 
1987, the branch office vas closed since it had contributed 
disproportionately to an overall lack of agency efficiency. 

As mentioned earlier, in 1990 the entire Division was 
moved two blocks, from 1100 Raymond Boulevard to 124 Halsey Street 
in Newark. The new location was a former department store with 
eight floors, renovated by the state and leased from a private 
corporation. Division employees were ·told they would stay there 
indefinitely under a long-term lease. A year later, however, the 
New Brunswick deal vas moving on paper between the Department 
and Social Security. Why New Brunswick? 

While every Division employee knows who owns the Newark 
building, the owner, or owners of 506 Jersey Avenue in New 
Brunswick remain the subject of speculation. Some say the owner 
lives in Florida while others feel politicians have an interest 
in the property. One thing is clear: the conversion of a large 



industrial warehouse in a relatively inaccessible, relatively 
isolated part of the city, to the renovated home of a cluster 
of state government offices is not your everyday real estate 
story. In 1991 the Department of Labor succeeded in getting 
Social Security to fund the lease for 13,000 square feet at 
$17.30 for the Division. 
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Simultaneously, the Department has continued to lease 
the third and fourth floors of 124 Halsey Street in Newark. The 
Division has always utilized the third floor to capacity, but 
not all available space on the fourth. The 1991 new employees 
were shifted about for a year on the fourth floor even though, 
with some reconfiguration of the space (something done whenever 
there is the political will), all the Division's personnel could 
have been accommodated. In the wake of the New Brunswick move on 
December 12, 1992, much of the fourth floor has remained empty 
or under-utilized @ $19.08 per square foot. (This applies to 
both the so~theast quadrant of the floor, which is formally 
assigned to the Division, and the southwest quadrant (the area 
used temporarily by the Division ln 1992) which the Department 
has assigned to a cluster of non-Division mini-offices. The 
whole floor is leased by the Labor Department.) As the Mayor of 
Newark was told in May 1991, there was never a space problem 
for the Division at 124 Halsey Street. The Labor Department 
has preferred to leave much of the fourth floor unused. 

* * * 
The current geographic regiona1ization p1an is a retread 

from the 1980's. If the Division had preserved its institutional 
memory, the current management might recognize that ·reconfiguring 
the agency in this manner is ineffective. Such artificial 
compartmentalization creates unequal caseloads, intra-agency 
communication problems, wasteful duplication and unproductive 
bureaucratic turf battles. Regionalization, except for New 
Brunswick, has proceeded very slowly since the personnel 
arrangements are problematic. The Division favors regionalization 
for its value as a rationale for paying more managers· more money 
to run more offices. Regionalization is about spending. 

The need ror race-to-race contact with c1aiaants and 
aedica1 sources using branch offices like New Brunswick is highly 
contrived. The Social Security Administration operates 31 local 
field offices to serve the needs of New Jersey disability 
applicants in person. Nationally, each state disability agency 
decides, with the concurrence of SSA, on the number of branch 
offices and their locations in the state according to local 
experience and, of course, politics. After 35 years of experience 
with the program, the ratio of centralized to decentralized state 
agencies is 2:1 in favor of centralization, without any strong 
correlation to state population or geographic size, or performance 
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results. And in September 1991, after Social Security's umpteenth 
study of the personal contact issue, HHS Secretary Louis Sullivan 
informed the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and 
Means Committee that: 

Regrettably, no statistically verifiable results were produced 
through the personal appearance demonstration project. In 
particular, we can not determine whether a personal appearance 
had any effect on the quality of the disability determination-
the main purpose of the study. 

The argument that the New Brunswick branch office is 
needed to increase face-to-face contact has no basis in fact. 
The Labor Department admitted as much in 1987 when it abandoned 
decentralization, recognizing that the program functions primarily 
through mail and phone contacts at the state agency level once 
preliminary interviewing, when necessary, has taken place at a 
local federal Social Security office. Current Labor Department 
decentralization doctrine is rooted in the desire to justify 
federal spending on state management and selected lease property. 

* * * 
The primary goal established for the Division by the 

June 1991 Social Security management review team vas case backlog 
reduction. In 1992 SSA decided to redirect state agency resources 
from processing continuing disability reviews (medical 
investigations to determine whether those currently receiving 
disability benefits based on past claims have improved and 
regained their ability to work) to processing new initial level 
claims. (See SSA testimony before the House Ways and Means 
Committee's Social Security Subcommittee, August 12, 1992.) For 
years New Jersey had failed to do enough of these review cases, 
so that 5,000 of them had backed up in the files from about 1987 
to 1991. In 1992 Social Security told the Division to transfer 
the bulk of these cases back to federal offices without actually 
doing any work on them. Thousands of these continuing disability 
review folders were put in boxes and removed by federal employees 
working Saturdays on overtime during the period preceeding the 
May 22 Congressional hearing and in the summer months thereafter. 
To say the agency "did" 3,500 of these reviews in 1992 is like 
saying Milli Vanilli cut an album. Management was handed an 
inventory reduction and the major element in a "success story." 

This February 8th marked the official opening of the New 
Brunswick branch office. According to the Labor Department, this 
event has ushered in a new era of "top quality service" to the 
citizenry. 



Comment 

New Brunswick is the key to further decentralization. 
The Division's FY 1993-1994 budget request makes it plain that 
further decentra~ization depends on a dec~aration of success 
for Nev Brunswick. Accordingly, prior to the official grand 
opening ceremony, the Department moved to tilt the playing 
field to assure that the branch office could evolve into a 
showpiece. This is what was done in the months preceding the 
ribbon cutting: 
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(1) Caseloads of the examiners chosen to relocate to New 
Brunswick were either manipulated downward, or at least 
not allowed to rise as high as the Newark staff levels 
before the •ove. By moving day (December 12) there was 
a significant disparity in the average caseload size, 
favoring the new branch staff. 

(2) Instead of staffing the New Brunswick office like 
Newark, with only state employee clericals, the 
Department called in a private sector c~erica~ 
e•p~oyaent contractor, Kelly Temporary Services, "The 
Kelly Girl People." These temporaries were given added 
assign.ents, not performed in Newark, to give the 
branch examiner staff an edge. 

(3) There have been widespread •istakes in crediting 
production statistics for the months of December and 
January. According to many Newark examiners,· work 
performed in Newark during that period was somehow 
recorded as having been done in New Brunswick. A 
"systems problem." 

(4) The vo~u.e of c~ai.a received by the New Brunswick 
office is so controlled as to assure that whatever 
backlogs develop will be the responsibility of Newark 
and not New Brunswick. To pay Paul, you rob Peter. 

* * * 
New Brunswick has a second purpos~-- to serve as a 

focal point for spreading positive comments about the Division 
in the media. The Department arranged for TV coverage so that 
a story would be shown the night of the grand opening ceremony. 
A highly complimentary newspaper story appeared the next day. 
The gathering was used as a forum to give the impression that 
the Division is well managed and to push the line that performance 
is improving each month. Beneath this deception lie the following 
realities: 

* Due to ongoing criticism over the Division's inability to 
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achieve •ean case processing ti•es consistent with national 
averages, management has relentlessly pressured the examiner 
staff to bail out the bosses by meeting weekly production 
goals by focusing efforts on processing the easier, less 
complex claims, as they are newly received in the agency 
each day. This unsound .anageaent •aneuver generates 
iacreasiag auabers of delayed clai•s, even as it fosters 
aisleadiag processiag ti•e decliaes. This is because oaly 
cases beiag closed at the •oaeat are counted in the aatioaal 
processiag ti•e statistics for any given •oath. Those claims 
still pending in the agency, ao •atter how long, do not get 
counted in processing time data until they are finally 
closed out. As a cohort, they are statistically invisible. 
Desks and file cabinets are loaded down with these case 
folders-- neglected losers in management's drive to look 
good on paper right now. Many wait for double, tripple, · 
and quadruple the mean national processing time. Instead 
of serving all the people equitably, this management-driven 
adjudicative climate creates thousands of victims while 
affording management a "processing time~decline" defense 
against any criticism over delayed case totals. There is 
no more important management survival tactic employed at 
the Division today. 

* The average processing ti•e for New Jersey •reconsideration• 
claims (appeals of first-time denials handled for a second 
time in the state agency) has soared. This represents a 
"double hit" for many claimants: first they are pushed 
through the initial level claims process without obtaining 
adequate documentation and turned down for benefits. Then 
they wait and wait for a second decision, because these 
appeals cases are politically less sensitive than new claims 
and therefore less threatening to •anage•ent. Resources are 
not "wasted" on a non-threatening workload. 

* Another major consequence of management~s "production 
quotamania" is poor accuracy-- particularly when claias 
are denied. Many cases are rushed through the process, under 
management pressure, without obtaining essential documentation. 

·The true dimensions of the accuracy problem are effectively 
ignored at the state level and •asked at the federal level. 
The overall message to the examiner staff is that •Quality 
Is Job 2.• More specifically: 

(A) The day-to-day findings of the state agency quality 
assurance unit are effect.ively disregarded by Division 
managers. Far from being the ~ntended focal point of 
efforts to improve accuracy, the small unit operates 
largely for appearance, with several quality reviewers 
assigned to either production or administrative tasks 

~ unrelated to the unit's mission of detecting, correcting, 
and reporting on errors in specific claims decisions. 
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(B) Federal accurac7 statistics for New Jerse7 are 

Epilogue 

carefully managed by the Social Security Regional 
Office in Manhattan. Stripped of the statistical 
carapace, the •quality assurance• game is a deception. 
Behind such impressive sounding terms as •stratified 
random sample,• •weighted average,• and "95% confidence 
level for the sampling variability range• lie subjective 
administrative procedures used to put "improvement" on 
New Jersey's accuracy record whenever it is politically 
expedient. New Jerse7'• accuraC7 rate is never allowed 
to sink below a bureaucraticall7 set •threshold level• 
of 90.6S for two consecutive calendar (not rolling) 
quarters because that would require action b7 •anagemeut 
and au acceptance of respousibilit7. New Jersey fell to 
precisely 90.6% in the January 1993 rolling (not 
calendar) quarter. Phony "improvement" will break that 
trend as surely as the sunshine follows the darkness. 
Damage control. 

* * * 

From Social Security's June 1991 management review of the New 
Jersey Division of Disability Determinations: 

Based on interviews with adjudicators ••• the pervasive attitude 
was that if management did not care enough about.the claims 
processing conditions within the agency, then it was beyond 
the efforts of the adjudicators to improve the ~isability 
claims process and serve the claimants. 

From a February 1993 report to Division management by a committee 
of adjudicators who conducted an office-wide survey: 

General comments were also solicited and were indicative of a 
general dissatisfaction with management policies. Many respondents 
felt that management is not only out·of touch with the realities 
of the agency, but also doesn't care that it is out of touch. 
It is interesting to note that many of.the people who refused 
to respond to the questionnaire told individual members of the 
adjudication committee that they refused because they felt it 
didn't matter what they said, management would continue to do 
as it pleased and would skew the results of the poll to suit 
their own agendas. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~ 
Frank Aria 
31 West Street 
North Arlington, NJ 
(201) 648-7798/(201) 

07031-5544 
991-5417 



. . 

Postscript 

Nearly all the victims of the mismanagement at the Division 
of Disability Determinations-- those claimants who experience 
long delays in getting an initial level or reconsideration 
decision or are denied benefits based on inadequate documentation-
remain anonymous sufferers, unknown to the public at large. Their 
privacy is rightly protected by law: their medical records are 
properly kept confidential. Many hire attorneys for a quiet fight 
against their government, often for a substantial fee and 
expenses in the form of medical examinations the state agency 
should have purchased for them. Many threaten to go to the 
press: few ever do. These natural circuastances of the progra• 
serve as a passive defense for aanageaent against the negative 
publicity it seeks to avoid at all cost. However, each week, ·a 
number of applicants do contact federal and state elected and 
appointed officials to complain about delays and errors. For 
these cases, management has an active defense against publicity. 
First, Division policy calls for the special, expeditious 
handling of any "public relations problem case" under the 
direction of management. Secondly, any case involving a 
written or verbal inquiry from a public official is formally 
labeled "sensitive." A quality assurance specialist is assigned 
full time to compose letters of response to all written inquiries. 
The examiner must handle all such cases on a priority basis--
ahead of other cases-- under threat of criticism or disciplinary 
action from management. Through this combination of active and 
passive defenses, management has kept the level_of negative 
publicity as low as the performance of the agency it directs. 

******~*** 



Hon. James Florio 
Office of the Governor 
CN-001 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0001 

Dear Governor Florio: 

31 West Street 
North Arlington, NJ 07031 
September 26, 1993 

As you know, I have been writing regularly to you since 
1990 concerning the poor performance and mismanagement of the 
Social Security disability program in this state. Current 
federal reports again confirm the comparative underproductivity, 
slowness, and inaccuracy of the Division of Disability 
Determinations of the New Jersey Department of Labor. Here is 
what the latest data show: 

* As of August 1993, New Jersey ranked 44th among the 50 
states in yearly production per employee-- last among the more 
populous, more industrialized states. 

* As of August, New Jersey continued to have one of the 
worst records in the nation for numbers of delayed cases 
pending. Nationally, 27.6% of the pending inventory was in 
the "delayed" category versus 42.0% for New Jersey. 

* For fiscal year 1993 (October 1992 through August 1993) 
New Jersey ranks dead last in the accuracy of its decisions 
based on federal sample reviews. This state is rated below the 
acceptable minimum accuracy requirement of 90.6% for the most 
recent three-month period (June, July and August 1993). 

In my view, the administration's focus has drifted away 
from improving service to the public in favor of serving its 
own interests. Let me describe several key management actions 
which I would characterize as both unsound and deceptive: 

(1) Last December the Department of Labor broke apart the 
centralized Newark Division, placing one-quarter of the agency 
in New Brunswick. When questioned, the Department admitted to 
the Mayor of Newark that there was never a compelling space 
shortage or leasing cost problem in Newark. There was no federal 
mandate to make the move; indeed, most state disability agencies 
nationwide remain centralized. The move was strictly political, 
benefiting pr~ncipally the expanded top management group. 



Under these circumstances, New Brunswick has had to be 
declared a rousing success tQ maintain the momentum for further 
decentralization. Management has tilted the playing field:-

(a) From the outset, caseloads in New Brunswick have been 
carefully controlled to fix it so that New Brunswick 
case processing time averages would look better than 
those in Newark. There has always been a marked 
disparity in the workload per staff member between 
the two locations by management's design. 

(b) Whenever medical review backlogs have developed in New 
Brunswick, Newark has had to handle them, and on a 
priority basis ahead of Newark's own backlogs. 

(c) New Brunswick has received more intensive clerical . 
support, including private sector temporaries, giving 
the branch office an advantage over Newark. 

(d) Management has tolerated exceptionally poor claims 
accuracy in New Brunswick, as meas~red by the agency's 
internal quality sample reviews, to avoid damaging the 
branch's productivity record. 

This is just a short list of some of the more obvious 
administrative ingredients that have become part of the recipe 
for success in New Brunswick. 

(2) Management invariably mislabels overtime usage by 
calling it a "productivity gain." For example, from mid January 
1993 through mid July, with no overtime, the overall caseload 
increased about 1,500 cases. From mid July throug~ this month, 
a reduction of 1,400 cases was made using 7,710 hours of OT. 
New Jersey's regular-time productivity level has remained one 
of the lowest in the nation. 

(3) Management has created so much pressure for "presumptive 
disability" awards for SSI applicants that New Jersey has the 
highest error rate (decisions finally reversed to denials) in the 
country for fiscal year 1993. In other words, up to six months 
of cash benefits, in many instances, are being paid to people 
whose claims do not fit the procedural profiles established for 
these payments. Why so? Management benefits by creating a ·better 
SSI case processing time record for the agency since the claims 
paid in this manner are not fully "counted" on the processing 
time records. 

one final note. The Department of Labor consistently offers 
high case receipts as the excuse for New Jersey's problems. What 
is not acknowledged, however, is that the Social Security 
Administration has proyided the state with adequate resources 



to cope with the level ot claims received. As a result, the 
average caseload per examiner compares favorably in New Jersey 
with the national average. I~ tact, in recent weeks this figure 
has been reported as 131 cases per examiner nationwide versus 
only 127 tor this state. The Department's excuse is, it I might 
borrow a recently used phrase !rom one ot your cabinet otticers, 
both "misleading and erroneous." 

c: Janice Mays 
Chief Counsel 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Frank Aria 
Citizen 
(201) 648-7798 

House Committee on Ways and Means 

Renee Brown 
Shop Steward, Local 1037 
Communications Workers ot America 
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J'U'LI. 'l'IMB PCSI'nOHS PISCAI. YUR 1992 · 
n''92 

TITI.Z • WX MOS WOJUCtZAR l'UHI)S 
"l.f 
~ 

DIREC'l'OR 1 12 0.875 $74,682 
M'!DIOL DIUCl'Oil 1 12 0.175 $76,110 
REGIONAL DIR, CLUMS 2 14 1.750 $66,665 
ASST Dl~, OFC Dl3 1 12 0.875 $71,590 
StJPY Al»SDI AN~Ys..r l 8 0.583 s.n,t4S 
SUPVG MED BXAM 4 48 3.500 $314,120 
ra:DICAL EXAM 4 .&8 3.500 1261,'712 
EXEC ASS'l' II 1 12 0.875 $55,821· 
AD!CN ANALYST I 2 19 1.383 $88,383 

. CBIU', POLICY 1 ' 0.510 $34,614 
REGIONAL ~AGER 4 28 2.042 $138,458 
Cl:JIU, OA 1 12 0.875 $59,339 
MED RBL SPEC I 1 12 0.875 $53,162 
CA SPEC I 26 312 22.750 $1,348,02~ 
QA SPEC I 0 0 o.ooo $0 
HEARING OFC I 1 12 0.875 $53,162 
CAI 0. 0 o.ooo $0 
ADMIN ANALYST II 3 36 2.625 $151,890 
EXEC ASST III 1 3 0.219 $10,849. 
?RIN PROC ~~YS'l' 1 3 0.219 $9,839 
AOMIN ASSIS'r.AN'l' . 1 3 0.219 $7,341 
QA SPEC IJ: 12 135 9.84375 $'92,008 
MEO REI. SPEC I::t 4 48 3.500 $183,644 

·· SR ROC: ANAL!S1' 1 3 0.219 $9,563 
CA SPEC II 31 372 27.125 $1,193,254 
CASE CONSUL'l'AN'l'S 20 140 10.208 $569,578 
CA II 58 636 47.198 $1,984,879 
CA III. 125 1480 •106.458 $3,699,960 
SEC US~ I l 12 0.875 $36,3'75 
SEC"ASS'l' II 2 24 1.750 $62,852 . 
S'E!C ASS'l' III 2 24 1 .. 750 $54,274 
ADMlN ASST II 1 7 0.510 $19,833 
CA !'! EI.D REP 20 240 17.500 $545,24.& 
CA AIDE 65 .&55 33.17'7 $829,465 
'l'ECNI ClAN I MIS 4 12 0.815 $26,597 
PRJ:N CI.X TYPIS'r 11 132 9.62S $251,552 

·TECHNICAL ASS'l' 10 30 2.188 $57,4-'0 
SR CU S'I'ENO 0 0 o.ooo . so 
SA Cut ~I S'l' ·3 15 . ·1.094 $25,333 
SR CIJt·BOO'UPR 1 s 0.365 $7,505 
SR c:t..llt TR»>S 0 0 o.ooo. so 
CREW SOPV, LABORBltS 1 12 0.875 $23,154 
CIZRX TYPIST 2 10 0.'729 $14,180 
S'!NIOR CLDX 4 20 1 .. 458 $35,030 
CLERX 0 0 o.ooo so 
'l'O'l').L 435 4425 322.747 $13,040,427 

• • • 0 
. ;.·. 

# '11~ . . ...... ·. 



~A-B!~=N 2S '92 15:46 N.1 DIJ'l DI~. t£TER, P.2Z/25 

PtJI.L 'l'IME POSI~OtiS I'ISCAI.. YEAR 1993 
P"l'93 

TI'l'L2 I W& MOS WORX!'Dlt FUNDS 

0Ill2C"l'OR 1 ll 0.875 $78,416 
MEDI OL DIRECTOR l 12 0.875 $79,916 

. REGIONAL Dilt, CUIMS 2 24 1.750 $119,996 
ASST DIR I OI"C DI.R l ll 0.875 $75,170 
SUPV ADMIN AN~~sr 1 12 0.875 $67,638 
SUPVG MED EXAM 4 48 3.500 $329,826 
MEDICAL EXAM 4 48 3.500 $274,798 
!XEC ASST II l 12 0.875 $58,612 
~ANALYST I 2 24 1.750 Sll7,224 
CHIJ!ll' I POLICY l 12 0.875 $62,306 
~EGIONAL MANAGER 4 48 3.500 $249,224 
CHIU, QA l 12 0.875 $62,306 
MED REI. SP!!C I l 12 0.875 $55,820 
CA SPEC I 26 312 22.750 $1,415,427 
QA SPEC I 0 0 o.ooo $0 
HE.AIUNG ore I 1 12 0.875 $55,820 
CA I 0 0 o.ooo $0 
Ar:Mnt ANALYS'!' II 3 36 2.625 $159,-485 
EXEC ASST III 1 12 0.875 $45,565 
PRIN PttOC »>ALYS'l' 1 12 0.875 $41,.322 
>.DMIN .ASSISTAN'I' 1 12 0.875 $30,833 
QA SPEC II 9 108 7.875 $413,286 
MED REL SPEC II 4 48 3.500 $192,826 
S PROC ~YS'I' 1 12 0.875 $40,166 
CA SPEC II 31 246 22.313 $1,036,447 
CASE CONSULTANTS 20 240 17.500 $1,025,241 
CA II 69 679 60.375 $2,463,489 
CA III 125 1500 109.375 $4,0-i6,831 
SEC ASS'!' I l 12 0.875 $38,194 
SEC ASS'l' II 2 2( 1.750 $6S,99S 
SEC ASS'l' III 2 24 1.750 $56,988 

. AiiMIN ASS'I' II l 12 0.875 $35,700 
CA l'IEI.D REP 20 240 17.500 $572,506 
CA AIOE 65 780 56.875 $1,493,037 
TECNICl~, MIS 4 48 3.500 $111,707 
Y:UN CLX 'l"Ir:!S'!' 7 84 6.125 $156,967 
TEcmfiCAL ASS'!' lO 120 8.750 S24l,248 
S"R C!..R S'l'ENO 0 0 o.ooo so 
SR CU TYPIS"l' 0 0 0.000 $0 
S.R CLK BOOKK.PR 0 0 o.ooo $0 
SR CU 'I'IUNS 0 0 o.ooo so 
CREW SUPV I UJlORERS l 12 0.875 $23,154 
CI..DX 'l'YPIS'1' 0 0 o.ooo $0 
S:::NIOR CI.ER.1t 0 0 o.ooo $0 
CI.D..~ 0 0 o.ooo so 
TOTAL 429 4872.,6 370.563 $15,393,483 
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1"ULL. TID POSITIONS l'lSOL Y.Da 1994 
rr•t.t 

TI'rLB I Wit MOS WCIRXYEAI FUNDS 

DiltEC'l'OR 1 12 0.875 $82,337 
MEDICAL DIREC".rrR l 12 0.875 $83,911 
REGIONAL DIR, CLAIMS 2 24 1.750 $125,996 
ASST DIR, OVC DlR l 12 0.875 $78,928 
SUPV ADMIN ANAL'JS'r 1 12 0.875 $71.,020 
SUPVG MED ~ 4 48 3.500 $3-16,317 
MEDI C.U. EX»! 4 48 3.500 $288,537 
EXEC: ASS'l' II 1 12 0.875 $61.,543 
).DMlN ANALYST I 2 24 1.750 $123,085 
CHI'!!' I POLl~ 1 12 0.875 $65,421 
~lONJ.L MANAGER 4 48 3.500 $261,685 
ClnEF, QA 1 12 0.875 $65,421 
MEO REI. SPEC I 1 12 0.875 $58,611 
CA SPEC I 26 312 22.750 $1,486,1.99 
OA SPEC I 0 0 o.ooo $0 
H2.ARING OPC I l 12 0.875 $58,611 
CAl 0 0 o.ooo so 
AI»aN ).NALYST II 3 36 2.625 $167,459 
EXZC J.SS'I' III l 12 0.875 $47,843 

· PRIN PROC ANALYST l 12 0.875 $43,388 
ADMIN ~SSIS'l'~ l 12 0.875 $32,375 

. 01. SPEC II 12. 1U 10.500 $433,,51 
MED UI. SPBC II 4 -&8 )..500 $202,468 
SA PROC ANAL~S'I' 1 12 0.875 $42,174 
CA SP2C !I 31 372 27.125 $1,088,269 
CASB CONSULT.AN'l'S 20 240 17.500. $1,076,503 

.. CA !I 66 649 57.750 $2,867,801 
. , CA III 113 1356 . 98.875 $3,841,252 
·. SEC .ASS'l' I 1 12 0.875 $40,103 

Si!C ASST II 2 24 1.750 $69,294 
S'ZC ASS'r III 2 24 1.750 $59,837 
ADMIN ASS'l' !I l 12 0.815 $37,485 
CA FIELD RBP 20 240 17.500 $601,132 
C)l ).ID! 60 720 52.500 $1,447,097 
'I'ECNICI.AN, MIS 4 48 3.500 $117,293 
PRIN CI.X TYPIST 7 84 6.125 $164,815 
TZCENICAL ·ASS'1 lO. 120 8.750 $253,310 
SR CLX' STBNO 0 0 o.ooo so 
Slt CLX 'l'YPI S'r 0 0 o.ooo $0 
SR CU SOOl<ltPtt 0 0 o.ooo $0 
S.it CLX TRANS 0 0 0.000 so 
CREW SlJPV, LABORERS l 12 0.875 $2 .. ,312 
CLElUt TYP:IST 0 0 o.ooo $0 

SENIOR CLD..~ 0 0 o.ooo $0 

CLERK 0 0 o.ooo $0 

'l'O't'7U. 412 -'801.44 360.500 $15,9i5,783 

'l3X 



AFL~ c~v;r ~ ~J7 
JO OinON Sr ,_d Rooa 

Nn1uk, N.J. 07102 
PkoNE:(201)6V·182a 

FAX:(201)62J-Jn7 

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA 

Mr. Greg Williams 
OLS 
CN 068-LOB 
Trenton, NJ 08625-0068 

Dear Greg: 

october 6, 1993 

~x .. n 

Please find enclosed copies of documents addressing problems 
in the Division of Disability Determinations. Mr. Frank Aria 
recently sent these to Assemblyman Roma•s Paramus Office. 

I hope you find the information useful. If you have any 
questions, please call. 

DE/LCS 

ENCL: 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Denys Everingham 
Staff Representative 
CWA Local 1037 



Hon. Patrick J. Roma 
Assemblyman, 38TH District 
40 East Midland Avenue 
Paramus, NJ 07652 

Dear Assemblyman Roma: 

31 West Street 
North Arlington, NJ 07031 
October 5, 1993 

It is my understanding that the New Jersey Division of 
Disability Determinations of the state Department of Labor 
is to be the subject of a legislative hearing shortly. 

Enclosed are copies of letters and other materials which 
may be of interest to you. Please let me know if you have any 
questions about this information. 

A word of caution. This is a very complex subject. In 
my 20 years with the program I have yet to witness a reasonably 
successful legislative effort at breaking through the thick 
statistical defenses invariably thrown up around the executive 
agency. 

Good luck! 

Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Frank Aria 
(201) 648-7798 

15~ 
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Mr. Frank Aria 
31 West Street 

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY 

November 26, 1980 

North Arlington, New Jersey 07032 

Dear Mr. Aria: 

-.n.-X'I'N -····-

--.----J-0'.--IIT--- .. -._,..,_ 
•au waaw.,..., 

...... •• lla..I.M - .. -_ .. _ 

Fred Arner and Janice Gregory have informed me of the enormous amount 
of time, effort and money for postage that you have expended over the past 
three and a half years in working with our Subcommittee in trying to im
prove the administration of the disability program. They tell me that you 
have risked your livelihood in a continuing effort to bring examples of 
mismanagement and ineffective administration to our attention. 

Although our efforts may not yet have improved the administration of 
the program in New Jersey to any perceptable degree, the Social Security 
Administration and the State now know that they have a problem on their 
hands which must be dealt with. In addition, your assistance bas greatly 
increased the Subcommittee knowledge of quality assurance in the disability 
program in general, and therefore has had an important effect beyond the 
confines of one state. 

We appreciate your dedication to a well-run social security program. 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely, 

~.~ ~:curity Subcommittee 

J:IP/ab 



N.J. DUt'it:t Ctul-' 
STEVEN P. WEISSMAN 
USA MOROW1l2 
CLARE M. PESSOLANO 

LEGAL OFFICE 
COrrvnlDcationa 

Workers of America 
AFL.CIO, District One 

One Executive Drive, Suile 200 
Somerset, New Jersey 08873-<4003 

February 2, 1993 

Raymond L. Bramucci, Commissioner 
Department of Labor 
John Fitch Plaza 
CN 110 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

JAH D. PIERCE 

\tb PreM»nt., DWtriet 1 

TEL NO. 10e-!56.1--45e5 
FAX NO. 90&-5ee>9719 

RE: Retaliation for Whistle-blowing - Frank Aria 

Dear Commissioner Bramuccia 

Please be advised that I represent Frank Aria, a Quality 
Assurance Specialist employed by the Division of Disability 
Detez:minations. xr. Aria, an employee with ODD since 1973, has a 
long history of whistle-blowing activities. Be has written a 
number of letters to various public bodies, including the Bouse 
Weighs and Means Committee, critical of DOD's operation. 

On or about December, 1991, Maryann Polaski was appointed 
as the Director of DOD. Previous directors had knowledge of Mr. 
Aria's whistle-blowing and First Amendment activity and understood 
that he was legally entitled to engage in such activity free from 
coercion or retaliation. It seems that Ms. Polaski is of a 
different mind in this regard. 

Specifically, in March, 1992, Ms. Polaski called Mr. Aria 
into her office and stated that if he continued to write letters 
critical of the Division she would •deal with it• and that she 
would not tolerate any •challenge to (her) authority.• She also 
used profanity and threatened xr. Aria with violence •if (she) 
thought (the letters) were personal. • · 

Pol lowing that meeting, Xr. Aria sent out several 
additional letters critical of DOD operations. As a result 1 he was 
directed to attended a second meeting on December 16 1 1992. When 
he arrived iD the aanagement conference roaa, 11 senior-level 
management officials were seated around a table, including the 
director and assistant director of the Division and tbe chief of 
the Quality Assurance Onit. Everyone at the table had a copy of 
Mr. Aria's most recent letter. Ms. Polaski interrogated Kr. Aria 
for approximately 20 minutes as to the sources of his information, 
while the Regional Director inquired as to his motives for writing 
the letter. 



t 

Both the Karch and December, 1992 meetings were coercive 
and retaliatory of rights protected by the First Amendment of the 
United States Constitution, Article 1 of the New Jersey 
Constitution, the whistle-blower provisions of Title 11A and the 
Conscientious Employee Protection Act. 

All interference with Hr. Aria's right to engage in First 
Amendment and whistle-blowing conduct and all retaliation for such 
conduct must cease immediately. Any further meetings held with Mr. 
Aria concerning letters he writes or statements he makes which are 
critical of DOD's operation may necessitate legal action. Further, 
management has no entitlement to the sources of Mr. Aria's 
information. Rather than attempting to silence Hr. Aria through 
intimidation, Division management should be investigatinq the 
problems brought to light by Mr. Aria and initiating corrective 
action. 

Questions concerning this matter should be directed to my 
attention. 

Very truly yours, 

~ ~~~OOna~jdb-
District Counsel 

SPW:db 

cc: l'J'ra.Dk.~Aria . 
Hetty Rosenstein, Executive Vice President - CNA Local 1037 
Mel Gelade, Director - OER 
Skip Cimino, Commissioner - Department of Personnel 
Congressman William J. Hughes 



tlnittd ~tatts ~matt 
WASHINGTON, DC 2011o-3001 

Mr. Frank Aria 
31 West Street 

August 18, 1993 

North Arlington, New Jersey 07031-5544 

Dear Mr. Aria: 

Thank you ror your recent letter and 
documents pertaining to the New Jersey Division or 
Disability Determination. 

Please be assured that I have referred this 
matter to the appropriate officials at the New 
Jersey Department of Labor ror their information 
and whatever action they deem appropriate. 

I appreciate this opportunity to be or 
assistance to you. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Bradley 
United States Senator 

BB/lrh 

•. 
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Honorable Bill Bradley 
United States Senator 
731 Hart Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Bradley: 

August 24, 1993 

: ; . : ··,, " I 
C N 110 ·~' C: I 

TRENT~.NEWJERSEY ~110 

Thank you for your note dated August 17, 1993 in which you forwarded materials you 
received from Mr. Frank Aria, an employee of this Department 

Mr. Aria's protestations are well known to us. We have, on numerous occasions, 
attempted to provide Mr. Aria with an explanation and facts regarding the perfonnance of the 
Division in which he works. Unfortunately, he either cannot or will not be dissuaded from his 
campaign of writing misleading and erroneous correspondence. 

It has reached a point where it would be inappropriate for us to oontinue expending time 
and~~~ r~n~ ~-Mr. Aria, given his unwillingness to be persuaded by the realities 
of the st~.:::ttcn :.i ·f-.lt3 Di·v*ii•i. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to you. 

New Jersey Is An Eqlllll Opportunity Empl~ 

81X 



August 1993 

Delmar D. Dowling, Director 
Office of Public Inquiries, SSA 
4100 Annex Building 
6401 Security Boulevard. 
Baltimore, Maryland 21235 

Dear Mr. Dowling: 

This is to request, under the Freedom of Information Act, one 
copy of the following reports: -

(1) New Jersey DDS Monthly Profile report for July 1993, 
prepared by Disability Programs, New York Region. 

(2) National monthly report entitled DDS Performance Report 
for July 1993. 

(3) State Agency Operations Report for Month Ending 0793 (pages 
headed •usA• and •New Jersey• only) produced by Office of 
Systems, Office of Information Management. (FD:14/3-S4KB}. 

(4} 

(5} Federal Quality Assurance Review, Initial Disability 
Determinations, July 1993, prepared by the Office of 
Program and Integrity Reviews. 

(37-S4KB) 

(6) Approved New Jersey DDS Budget Request, Fiscal Year 1994 
and 1995. 

Please inform me in advance if there is a fee. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Aria 
31 West Street 
North Arlington, NJ 07031-5544 
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Sl.IMMUY OF BUOGE"l' DAft Jt.ELA1'En 1'0 
PERSONAL AND NONPDSONAL SERVI CIS 

--~-----~-----~-------------------
rt 1991 rY 1992 ------- F'l 1993 -------

P.Z/~ 

EXHIBIT 2 

·n 1994 -------
I. TOTAL PERSONNEL COSTS $15,606,614 120,301,601 123,646,623 $24,386,043 

a. Direct W~ges $12,418,597 $15, 942#645 $18,540,126 $19,120,609 
b. :Benefits $3,188,017 $4,358,957 S!,l06,.&98 $5,265,434 

I!. TO'rAL MEDICAL COS'l'S $3,942,029 S5,326,567 $9,151,564 $9,230,747 

l. CE Costs S3,00C,359 S-&,116,663 $7,567,905 $7,567,905 
2. MER costs $941,670 $1,209,904 Sl,583,65S $1,662,842 

I:I. '1""../r>.I. 'Im> =~cw.r $3,-&90,356 $5,668,207 So,S02,:3'i 5o,80S,SS3 
Rate ~o Perso~•: 22.36' 27.92' 27.3~\ 2i.9:\ 
Cost.s (A.l.H\l 

rt. TOr~ O'l'HD COS'l'S $3,213,335 $3,!30,250 $4,442,025 s-4,6oS,2os 
-· 

a. occupancy .$1,514,230 $1,6.CS,l43 $1,759,593 Sl,7Si,593 
b. C:ontza.cte~ Cut $550,362 . $663,976 S945,l13 $1,039,624 
e. EDP/WP Costs Sl-&7,460 $154,833 · S162,57S $170,70:3 

Ongoing $147,460 $154,833 $162,575 $170,703 
c!. Equipment $61,164 $195,544 $67,000 $67,000 

Purchases $15,308 S1S3,544 $25·,000 $25,000 
Rental $44,856 . $42,000 $42,000 $~2,000 

•• Communications $685,201 $889,4!1 $1,192,398 51,294,399 
f. Applic:L~t ~ravel Sl7,054 532,8!3 $49,4a5 $54,433 
g. DOS Travel $36,393 542,950 556,250 $65,650 
h. Supplies $!56,569 $l59,700 $l62,294 . $l5S,l52 
i. 1-'.iscellaneous $44,902 $45,800 '~o,'i:.s '4i;OSO 

Y. '!'CT.AL COSTS s:;,252,J3~ $35,125,625 $.:3,342,~~= $~3, C~ :~, 5-::'~ 

~,:. '!C'!'A!. 'WCRX:,"A:) 3l,Soo 63,900 ia,is~ i3,i!~ 
V!I. COS'!' PEA CAS~ $495.65 $549.71 $5.50.73 SS72.SS 
VII!. WORltYE.>.AS 283.86 355.25 402.7: 393.00 
IX. PP'n 182.73 179.87 195.55 2oo.3a x. AVG PDSCN!P..!. CCS':' 

PElt WOR..1tY'"-AR $53,841 SS7,147 $58,7!9 $62,C50 



E. INDIRECT 'l'IM! 

---~--------,. 
l. TRAINING 

FY 1991 

P.24/25 

The DDD hired 28 adjudicators in May 1991 and another 29 in September. 
Formal training is con4ucted for 14 weeks, cluring which the trai.nees 
receive the basic concepts and medical background needed to process 
disability claims. 

The learning curve for a new adjudicator is considered to ~ 65' 
pro4uction in the first thirteen ( 13) weeks following formal training, 
7 S' in the next thirteen ( ll ) weeks and 1 00' ;pro4ucticm thereafter. 

ongoing training fer adjudicators and review .physicians includes 
weekly unit meetings an4 tormalizecl training on medical issues and 
adjudicative issues that bave been affected by changes in the program 
and or have been shown to be problem areas in n 91. 1'hia has in
cluded phone mail training, AIDS awareness, extensive au.tcaateci system 
training, 41s&ble4 wi4cw claims han4ling, case preparation for meciical 
review, various medical lectures, procedural reviews, work.lhop 
evaluations an4 -ratem teat valiclation. 

***New Adjudicator Tra!ni~g*** 

Gr~up t l (May 1991) 

28 'l'rainees 
+ 3 Instructors 

31 
x 14 weeks · 

434 weeks 
x 3S· hrs/wk 

lS,l90 hours 

"Lost Productivity Hours• 

28 Trainees 
x 13 weeks 
x 35 hrs/wk 

12,740 hours . 
x • 35 rec!u.cec! procluctivity 

4,459 hours lost 

15,190 hra 

4,459 bra 
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011 · nsc:AI. YEAR 1992 

In order to reduce case backlogs &n4 replac. ·ataff lost to early retire
ment in 9/91 a claaa of 33 claims adjudicator trainees was hired on 
December 2, 1991~ 
~e continuing implementation of an automated case processing system 
will alao bave a significant impact oa training bours in 'I'Y 1992. 'twelve 
claims units and various •upport groups will be brought on-line. All 
systems users will require update tr&in1ng following implementation of 
planned enhancements. 
Finally, train.ing on revisec1 SSA regulations will be conductec! on the 
following topics: CElMER 4evelo~t; ).IDS/ARC cl&imsJ bv1se4 CarcU.a.c 
Listings; P&.in evaluation; Telephone Techniques; Vocational ).Da.lysis; 
Respiratory Impairments; "Where&houts Unknown" cl&iJu; an4 "Failure 
to Cooperate" claims. 

Group I 3 (December 2, 1991) 

3 3 'rra.i."lees 
+ 3 Instructors 

36 
x 1" weeks 
x 35 brs/wk 

17,640 hOurs 

"Lost Productivity Hours" 

3 3 1'ra.inees 
x 13 weeks 
x 35 hrs/wk· 

lS,OlS us 
x ·• 35 reduced pr~uc:tivity 

5,255 hours 

3 3 'l'r&inees 
x 13 weeks 
z 35 brs/wk 

lS,OlS hrs 
x • 25 rec!ueec! productivity 

3, 754 hour• 

***New Physician Training••• 

6 Phyaiei&na 
+ 2 Instructors 

8 
X 3 weeu 
x 18 hrs/wk 

432 hours 

. 17,6"0 hrs 

5,255 hr.s 

3,654 hrs 

432 hrs 
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· A new class of thirty-five (35) adjudicator trainee• will ~ added on 
OCtober ~, 1992 to cover attrition and increased receipts. ongoing unit 
meetings and update sessions will continue to take 2 hours each week. 
Anticipated program changes resulting from Program Operations Manual 
System (POMS) and SSA regulation revisions will require an estimate<! 
1.0, soo hours of training time • 

Group I 4 (OCtober 1 1992) 

3 5 'rr aineea · 
+ 3 Instructors 

~a 
x 14 weeks · 
x 35 hrs/wk 

18,620 hours 

"Lost Productivity Hours" 

3 5 1'raillees 
x 13 weeks 
x 35 hrs/wk 

15,925 his 
x .35 reduced productivity 

5,574 hours 

35 Trainees 
x 13 weeks 
x 35 hrs/wk 

1S,92S hrs 
x .25 rec!ueed productivity 

3,981 hours 

18,620 h:s 

5,574 hra 

3,981 ~5 

***Systems '!'raining*.** 
(Classroom and OJT for Local Integrated Computer system - LINCS) 

(289 professionals x 35 hrs) • 

(73 SUpport/ND ataff z 28 hrs) • 

101 X 

10,115 hrs 

1,533 hrll 

11,648 brs 



DATES OP' OCCUPANCY 

TIMB PRAM£ 10/90 10/91 04/92 
09/91 03/92 09/92 

SOUARB FBBT 
Newark 77,290 77,290 77,290 
New Brunswick 0 0 13,000 

COST/SOFT 
Newark $19.08 $19.08 $19.08 
New Brunawlck $0.00 $0.00 $17.30 

COST 
Newark $1,474,693 $737,347 $737,347 
Hew Brun.wick $0 $0 $112,450 

SPACE COST ~AL $1,474,693 $737,347 $849,797 ...... REPAIRS $39,537 $25,000 $25,000 
0 

~ 
SUMMARY FY 91 !'Y 92- n - --FY 93- n 

SPACB COST $1,474,693 $1,587,143 $1,699,593 

REPAIR COST $39,537 $50,000 $60,000 

MOVE COST $0 $8,000 so 
GRAND '.l'O!'AL $1,514,230 $1,645,143 $1,759,593 

it. ~ 
~------------------~--~ 

10/92 
09/93 

77,290 
13,000 

$19.08 
$17.30 

$1,474,693 
$224,900 

$1,699,59) 
$60,000 

FY 94 

$1,699,59) 

$60,000 

$0 

$1,759,593 

10/9j 
09/94 

77,290 
13,000 

$19.08 
$17.30 

$1,474,693 
$224,900 

$1,699,593 
$60,000 

; . • 1 

' -

, 
~ 
• 
L 
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The DOD currently occupies 77,290 squ&rc feet o! space at 124 Dalsey 
Street, Newark, N.J~ at a cost· of S19.08 per sq. ft .• We have exceeded 
our projected five-year growth pattern and mu.st retain sixty of our new 
Claims Adjudicator Trainees in the ~uditorium because insufficient wor~
stations exist in the established claims areas. 

New Jersey's Department of the Treasury has n~9otiated a lease agree
ment at 506 Jersey Avenue, New Brunswick, N.J •• If approved, the DDD will 
relocate 25\ of its worxforce to this site on or about April 1, 1992. we 
will occupy 13,000 square feet at a cost of $17.30 per sq. ft •• ~~s action 
will establish closer ties to the medical community and claimant population 
consistent with the master plan of the New Jersey Department of Labor, 
since the facility is shared by other NJDOL agencies. At the present time 
there is no plan to reduce space use in Newark. 

MOVE COSTS 
••*******• 

Minimal files, desks, automated systems hardware and other equlpment 
will be moved to our new location in April, 1990. A projected $8,000 will 
cover Newark realignment and moving of cases and Rupplies, to be done by 
NJDOL employees. This amount includes an overtime appropriation so that 
the move can take place on the weekend to minimize disruption of services. 

The following chart details occupancy costs in both locations. 

/O!X 
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3. ~ZM'lCM 
nsc:AI. uu 1112 ·· 

Ufec:tive April 1, 1992, the mm wiU open a 4ec:entraUae4 office in 
New BrwlSW1ek, Hew JerMy. Office site MlectiOD, layout uct deaigD, the 
c!eveloPDent of DeW procedures for remote site, u4 the estUUshmeat of 
all appropriate acccunta &D4 aervices is bein9 done lly 11.mor .. 'l'bia wi;I.l 
save the mm an estim&ted. 1,212 hours of a4mia1strative time 1A n 12. • 

7 employees x 21 c!aya x •7 hr (saved) • •1,029 hrs 
•1,029 bra/ 17'9 hrs per WY • 

nsc:AI. YD1t 1993 

•0.59 w 

Hefti torin9 of the New · BJ:"UUWic:k operatiOD will be dOne during :rr 93 • ':he 
anticipated success of this 1Ditiat1ve will 4etar.m1De whether further 
decentralization will occuz to the northern &D4 southern parts of the 
state. We optimistically project that. we will be involvecl in site selection 
&D4 related activities for a second c1ecentralize4 location~ April 1, 1993. 
This time we will ccmmit DDD resources to the task to ensure that enhance
menta required in the New Brunswick experience are initiate4 1D the new 
site. 

7 employees x 21 days x 7 hr (aavec!) • 1,029 hrs 
1,029 hrs/ 17.&9 hrs per WY • 

nsCAL '!DR 1994 

0.59 w 

It is uticipate4 that one ac!diticmal. c!ecentrallze4 office will be opened 
in Bew Jersey iD n 94. we project. that mm will coanit the sama amount 
of t.illle performed by the paret. a;enc:J' 1A ft 93. · 

7 · employees x 21 days x · 7 br (saved) • 1, 029 brl 
1,029 hr•/ 17'1 bra per WY • 0.59 WY 

.. 
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E!.iUIPMEHT PURCHASE 
•••••••••••••••••• 

A planned move to a renovated bulldinq in New Brunswick, New Jersey is 
scheduled for April 1990. Aa part of the renovAtion, modular workstations 
will replace standard desks and fila cabinets for most of the DOD staff. 
This will permit optJmum use of allocated space ~nd standardize workflow 
throughout the agency. A cost benefit proposal has been submitted to the 
social security ~inistration under separate cover which outlines the 
relative expenditures between Newark and New Brunswic~ modular furniture • 
There will still be a need for minimal free-standing equipment such as 
conference and sorting tables, chairs and centrali1.~d file cabinets. An 
estimated list of equipment is attached for consi~P.ration. 

Installation of the Local INtegrated Computer Sy~tem is nearly complet~. 
Durinq the development and testing stage it has bccorne apparent that it 
is most advantageous for each workstatirJn to have 1. ts own terminal and · 
tailored" access to LINCS for specific functions. In an effort to provide 
this access we have proposed, under separate cover, the expansion of the 
IBM AS/400 (central processor) capacity to enable us to attach up to 
~~9 terminals to fully automate the professional, support and medical staff 
workstations and position New Jersey to accommodate enhancements in the 
development stage at the Social Security Administr~tion. At present we 
have 300 terminals on hand. Seventeen personal computers previously used 
:for word processing functions will be connected to the AS/~00 through 
emulation boards. We are currently await:ing funding approval for theae items: 

82 IBI-! 3477 "dumb" terminals @ $1,102 each = 
5 IBM 5207 "Quickwriter" printers t $1,211 each = 
S Printer cables for above f $38 each = 
3 IBM 5299 Controllers @ 1,995 each = 

$90,364 
$6,055 

$190 
$5,985 

In addition, expan5ion of the administrative stn!f of the DDD will 
require the purchase of :five IBM PS/2 Model 70 computers @ $5,500 each. 

5 X $5,500 = $27,500 

Establishment of the New Brunswick office will r~quire the purchase of 
twelve communications modems @ $833 each. 

12 X $833.33 = $10,000 

Total EDP llardware coat: $140,094 

Free-standing furniture and equipment: 

20 folding-leg tables I $210 each = 
5 executive desks I $450 each • 
5 three-shelf open bookcase• e $300 each • 
10 three-drawer lateral file cabinets t $250 each = 
15 Coat trees I $200 each • 

Total free-standing: 

Grand Total of projected equipment costs in FY 92 = 

$4,200 
$2,250 
$1,500 
$2,500 
$3,000 

$13,450 

$153,544 

No significant equipment purchases ue anticipated for FY 93 or FY 94. 

/0~ 



. COHMtJNICATIONS 
•••••••••••••• 

Postage, facsimile, telephone, mailgram and communicationS forms 
(envelopes, flyers, etc.) costs are included in this line item. 

Effective April 1992 the decentralized New Brunswick will process all 
of its workload using communications modems connecting it with the IBM 
AS/400 central processor in Newark. Ongoing communication costs will ~ 
increase by $3,000 per month. An increase in the use of telefacsimile 
equipment to receiv~ medical evidence has been offset for the most part by 
a reduction in the number of followup calls required on those cases. 

New postal regulations will require envelope redesigns and postage 
increases in FY 92. An annual postal rate increase of 10\ has been 
projected into this document. 

FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 

Clearances 52,966 63,900 78,750 78,750 

Postage $292,885 $388,681 $526,909 $579,600 
Cost/Case $5.53 $6.08 $6.69 $7.36 
\ Change from PY 10.00\ 10.00\ 10.00\ 

Telephone $353,174 $452,603 $604,941 $653,040 
cost/Case $6.67 $7.08 $7.68 $8.29 
\ Change from PY 6.22\ 8.45\ 7.95\ 

Forms $39,142 $48,167 $60,548 $61,759 
Cost/Case $0.74 $0.75 $0.77 $0.78 
\ Change from PY 2.00\ 2.00\ 2.00\ 

Totals $685,201 $889,451 $1,192,398 $1,294,399 
Cost/Case $12.94 $13.92 $15.14 $16.44 
\ Change from PY 7.60\ 8.78\ 8.55\ 
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I'. 01 HER PROOOCTIVI'r.f 

1. FACE-'re-FAC!· nrn:KVIEWS 

It is proposed that, 4ur1Dg the second half of FY 1994, a pilot stu~y 
be conducted 1nvolv;:~l4in; face-to-face interviewa with claimants 
at the pcint a dete tion of ~eDial o't benefits is evi~ent. This 
pre-4enial interview will be utilize4 on a select~ number of claims · 
involving body systems with a traditionally high risk factor for 

·· reversal of the decision. An error profile will be developed to identify 
the tn:es of claims to be included in the sample. '1'he New Brunswick 
office will be ~ed to conduct this pilot study, thereby cont=ollinq the 
sample within a specific region servicing 25' of the total ODD caseload. 
We estimate that each claim will t&ke one hour of increased preparation 
time anci ~at 8\ of all initial .denials wUl l:e affected in 'F"l 1994. 

78,750 cla~~ x .48 (initial claims den!&l rate) x .08 • 3,024 claims 
3,024 claims x l hr • 3,024 hrs/ 1749 hr per WY • 1.73 WY 

In ad4it!on, the=e will l:e instructional sessions con~ucted by ss~ stat! 
to pre~are ~he adjudicators for face-to-~ace hea:inqs. ~!~ w!ll ces~ · 
the ODD l,200 hours of nQn-prcductive time. 

200 employees x 3 hrs/day x 2 days = 1,200 hrs 
1,200 hrs/ 1749 brs per WY = 

Grand "total - FY 94: 

2. nDE:lUL ~ P.Am:N'r AGENCY ASSIS'nNCI 

0.69 WY 

we have recently hired three classes of claims aajudicat~r t:ainees who a:s 
tracking through their formal and jourDeym&n level periods. It h&s tee= 
recognizee! that all remaini=q DCD resources must carry the agency's 
workloac! until they are fully productive. 'l'o c!o this, bo·th the New 
Jersey De~ar~~ent of tabor &ed the Social Securi~y Aaministraticn have 
committed personnel full-time tQ ~;. DOD ~c free support area employ~es 
to do ~irec~ case processing actions. ~s assis~a.~ce consists cf sys~==s 
spec!a!.is~, J:rogra..~ specialists, DisUiili ~~ c-.:.al!. t:r Bra:'1c!! ( ~~!) ir'.e:nl:e: • 
and acionilU.s~=a~ive su;pcrt 1=ersannel frc:c t~e ~J':CI.. 'r'..e avai:Oa!:ili~? ::: 
these e:q:erience4 pecple h&s sa.ve4 the Dm) !rem ~e task o~ selec-:i:g 
a.n4 training acidition&l. personnel for .ys~ss, quality review and various 

.administrative functions, which in turD saves the internal trainers' tL"ne. 
Also, the efficiencies intr~uced b,y tbe ex;erienc:e level of this assis- · 
tance team further saves the 1)00 time and ex;=~ense. It is es~~e4 that 
the total savings iA I'Y 92 will l:e 13. 61 WY. 

17 employees (estimated value of team) z -35 .hr/wk x 40 weeks • -23,800 brs 
~23,800 hrs/ 17.&9 hrs per WY = •l3.61 W"l 

IO'IX 
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NOTICE OF JOB VACANCY .. . --r!TU: . .. CP'P'ICTIYC OATI 0' THIS HOTICC 
'··· •.. . 

Supervising Administrative Analyst . January 6, 199! ;. _ 

... .. ·-· .. 
SAI.A,_Y M32 AUTHOllll%£0 HUUNG MTC IIOI1110NIAWU\Aa.& LOCATIOH(SJ ' ·-... .. . - . .... . ' .. . , .... --·~ ·.·.•.-
$48,461.38 
$67,851.46 1 Newark 

' 
JOB DESCRIPTION. 

.. '-· ·- .· ·Per \lob SpeeirtJ~i~~l/~N~,·,··with·;~~}G~;~~f.~inonnel. ·· .··': ~ •·:•· .. : ... _ -~;~,; ~ 

.. 

. . . . . ... 

CIVIL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS: 

Open to employees in the Division of Disability Determinations who have been 
permanently functioning in Range 29 for one year and who meet the open competitive 
requirements for the above position. 

t 

... ~ . ·. 

IF INTERESTED WRITE TO THE PERSON AND ADDRESS LISTED BELOW WITHIN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM 
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN ABOVE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THE ABOVE POSITION: 

Maryann Polaski, Director 
Division of Disability Determinations 
P.O. Box 649 
124 Halsey Street 
Newark, NJ 07102-0649 

POSTING AUTHORIZED B_"( OtiEF .: . . :, ·~·,..._ .. 
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES 

ROOM 1213 

LABOR AND INDUSTRY BUILDING 

TRENTON. NEW JERSEY 08625 

.·· .- . .. 

'This is not a promotional announcement. Any appointments resulting from this posting will be of a temporary 
nature Pendi"ng a Civil Service examination and certification • 
• 
.,.. .... : • ..:·-- : -- ...... " ro~ oolt ;,., N>rc:nnnPI ~tions fi!XI 'reauire 'fiMI approval by the Department of Labor . 
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NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

NOTICE OF 108 VACANCY 

TITLE , 

Regional Director (Proposed·) 
IFFICTIVI DATI OF r .. •S ~o· C£ 

January · 21, 1992 

,_.NGE l SAL,.UY ~ITIONS AVAII.AILI LOCATIOM 

$48,461.38 - $67,851.46 2 Disability Determinations 
JOI DESCRIPTION: 

Under the Director, Division of Disability Determinations, Department of Labor, has 
administrative and management responsibility for the planning, direction and 
evaluation of two regions of personnel engaged in the adjudication of claims filea 
under Title II and XVI of the Social Security Act. 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL lt£QUIAEMENTS: 
Open to employees in the Department of Labor who served in a per.anent capacity for 
one year 1~ a range 28 or above, and who ~et open competitive requirements of s1a 
years of professional experience in a large"scale benefit clai•s progra., inclua1n9 
three years of supervisory experience in the administration of an area of a benef1: 
claiMS operation. 

IF INTERESTED WAITE TO THE 'IASON AND AODAESS LISTED IELOW WITHIN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS f ·~ 
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN AIOYE TO IE CONSIDERED FOA THE AIOVE POSITION: 

Maryann T. Polaski 
Director 
Dhh1on of Disability Oeterwinations · .. 
P~O. Box 649 
124 Halsey St. 
llwlrk, N.J. 07102 

POmNG AUTHOtUDD IY ASSISTANT DtUCTOA 
OFFICI OF PERSONNIL,_TaAINING ·ROOM tl Z 
CNO&& 
OEPMTMENT 01 LAIOI 
TUNTON, NIW JlltSIY ~ • 

This is nat a promotional~ Alf'l appointiRMts resulting from this posting will be of a provo~• 
nature ptndinga Dept~ of,. ••Ill eumination n clftification. 

This J*ting may result ill,.._...,., actions which will ,..,.,. fiNiapproval t., the Department of ~- ..-. · • 
O.,.nment of '-noMil ...... , ............. ..-.-~ ....... , ..... __ ....._ 
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AQDENDUM TO REGIONAL DIRECTOR JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

As the result of a reorganization in the Division of Disability Determinations, 

there are two new Regional Director positions being established. Under the 

Director, DDO, individ.uals seleded for these positions will have management 

and operational responsibiDty for ensuring accurate and efficient processing of. 

disability claims for multiple regions located in Newark and New BNnswick. 

In order to be considered for the position(s) of Regional Director, you are asked 

to .reply to the following question: · 

Please describe what experiences, skJIIs, and abilties you possess that lend 

themselves to managing a large, production-oriented claims processing 

organization. 

In addition to your response to this question, please enclose a copy of your 

resume. 

/15~ 



NEW JERSEY DEP~RTMENT OF LAlOR 

NOnCE OF JOB VACANCY 

Regional Hana&er ( Proposed ) January 21, 1992 

.-osmoHSAVAIWLI &.OCATIONS Newark ( J) 
$43,955.29 - $61,536.57 4 Disability Determinations New Bruns•ick (1) 

JOI OESCJtiP'TlOH: 
Under the direction of a hi&her lewl IMftaleDent position in the Division of 
Disability Oetuminations has management responsibility for the plaming, 
direction and evaluation of a decentralized rqion of personnel enpaed in the 
adjudication of el.&ims fil.c1 under Titles II and XVI of the Soeial Seeurity .-\ct 
or 1118Mges personnel responsible for defining and iq)leenting policies and 
procedt.zres; c.onducting staff trainina and proc:.ustna sensitiw inquiries or 
manages staff responsible for a federal Q.Jality Assuranc.e Syst1111 and a State 
Intemal lleview. 

OEI'AATMENT OF PIJtSONNIL ltiQUIUMENTS; 

Open to employees in the Division of Disability Determirsations who have served 
a ~t c:a~ty of one year in ran'ae 26 or above md who meet the open 
carapetitive- requirlments for the above position. 

_., 

IF INTERESTIO W1UTI TO THE PlltSON AND ADORI5S USTIO IILOWWITHIN SEVIN (7) CAUHOAA DA Y1 I -aM 
EFFICTIVI DAn SHOWNAIOVI TO II CONSIOIUO ~THI AIOVI ~: 

Maryann t. Poluki 
Dine tor 
Division of Disability Deteminationa 
P.O. Boa 649 
124 Hals~ St. 
s.w.rk, N.J. 07102 

~NG AUTHC-imiY ASSISTANT Dluc:T'OA 
omCIOfPUSONNILMGTUI,._·IOOM 112 
CNOM 
OIPM!MINTOf LMol 
TIINTON. NIW JDIIY .aMOM 

Thllltnotaiii•MIONI•Ilau......,.. Anr•••a· ••=•,..,.,.._1Hipalll,.wilblofa•a w • ftlllft,..... c., ..... ., ....... ...,.,.... .... Gftifladon. 

THspaldng fMJNUtln,...,_. ..._which_. ,...,.flftll.,...aull llrttle~of a... .... 
DlprtiMnt of,.,.. ..... 

............... _,.._ ___ ,a.. __ __ 
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ADDENDUM TO REGIONAL MANAGER JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 

The restructuring that is occurring in the Division of Disability Determinations 

will now provide the new Regional Managers (4) with the responsibility and 

authority to manage a relatively large claims operation consisting of multiple 

adjudicative units and supported by a pool of medical consultants. Given this · 

regional approach to managing claims processing, please state why you feel 

you have the necessary experience and leadership skills to assume this new 

management position. 

In addition to your response to thts question, please enclose a copy of your 
.• 

resume. 

111'/.. 



NEW JERSEY DEPARnAENT OF LABOR 

NOTICE OF JOB VACANCY 

IFFICTIYI DATI 01 THIS NOTICE 

Executive Assistant ·II January 21, 1992 
RANGE l SALARY ~SITIONSAVAIL.UU LOCATIONS 

~ $41,861.66 - $58,610.70 1 Newark DOD 

JOB DESCRIPTION: 

Per Job Description on file with Dep~rtment of Personnel. 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS: 

Open to employees of the Department of Lab~r who have been permanent in range 
26 or above. 

IF INTERESTED WRITE TO THE PERSON AND ADDRESS LISTED IE LOW WITHIN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM 
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN ABOVE TO IE CONSIDERED FOR THE AIOVE POSITION: 

Maryann T. Polaski 
Director 
Division of Disability Determinations 
P.O. Box 649 
124 Halsey Street 
Newtrk, · N.J. 07102-0649 

POSTING AUTHORIZED IY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
OFFIQ OF PEitSONNELANO TIWNING ·ROOM 912 
CN04C 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOlt 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 0105-0C* • 

This is not a promotional announcement. Any appointmenu resulting from this posting will bt of a prow~....W 
Nture pending a O.Pirtm•nt of Personnel examination and certification. ... 

~ ...................................................................................................................................................... ----------~-

This posting may result in personnel actions which will require final approval by the Department of Llbot ~ '"
OePirtment of Personnel. ----.......................................................................................................................................................................... ~~ ...... , ...... ....,, ....................... ·--~ ... 

ff8X 
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NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

NOTICE OF JOB VACANCY 

TITL£ PROPOSED IIIFECTIYI OA T1 Of THIS NOTICE 

Mareb 9, 1992 
CHIEF, ijUAL1TY ASSURANCE 
CHIEF, POLICY l PROCEDURES 

RANGE I SA~RY PROPOSED 

- $43,955.29 - $61,536.57 
..aSIT10NSAVAit.AILJ LOCATIONS 

2 Disability Determinations 

JOB DESCRIPTION: Under the general direction of the Assistant Director, Policy, Phnning and 
Programs in the Division of Disability Deter.inations, has direct responsibility for 
professional and administrative support staff. 

If assigned to Quality Assurance: Directs the evaluation and analysis related to the per
formance of Adjudicative staff and those ~thods used in cases processed under SSA's Titles 
II and XVI, Disability Insurance Programs; is responsible for the maintenance of a Quality 
Assurance System as prescribed by the Social Security AGiinistration, and directs the 
development and coordination of special evaluations or progra. i~rov.-ent studies as 
requested by the Director. Acts as liaison with regional ~dfcal, educational and govern
mental authorities to communicate agency goals and requirements. 

continued see attached sheet 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS: 

Open to employees in the Division of Disability Determinations who have served in a 
permanent capacity of one year in range 26 or above and who meet the open competitive 
requirements for the above position. 

*NOTE: IF YOU APPLIED TO THE JANUARY 21, '1992 POSTING FOR THE REGIONAL MANAGER 
POSITION, YOU DO NOT NEED TO REAPPLY. 

IF INTERESTED WRITE TO THE PERSON AND ADDRESS LISTED IE LOW WITHIN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM 
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN ABOVE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THE ABOVE PC•\ 'TIC I ' 

MARYANN POLASKI 
DIRECTOR 
DIVISION OF DISABILITY DETERMINATIONS 
P.O. BOX 649 
124 HALSEY STREET: 4TH FLOOR 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 

POSTING AUTHORJZED IY ASSISTANT DlltECTOR 
OFFia OF PeRSONNEL AND TRAINING· ROOM 912 
CNOU 
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 01625-004& 

This is not 1 promotionallnnounc•m•nt. Any1ppointm.nts resulting from this posting will ~of 1 provisional 
naturt pending 1 DePirtment of Penonnei•XImin~tion lftd certifiation. 

This posting m1y result in personnellctiom which will requirt fin111pprov1l by tM DePirtm•nt of Labor 1nd tM 
DePirtmentofP•~· 

...... , ... _ __,DJ _., .................. __ ..,_ 



• . 

CHIEF, QUALITY ASSURANCE 
CHIEF, POLICY I PROCEDURES 

JOB DESCRIPTION (continue~) 

If assigned to Policy and Procedures: Is responsible for directing 
the review and &nalyzation of current operating procedures and overseeing 
the development and disseMination of new and/or revised operating 
instructions; dtrects 1 unft of personnel responsible for the trafnfng 
needs of the Division and directs and ~nitors the receipt of and 
response to sensitive inquiry correspondence to ensure ti .. ly and 
accurate replies. Acts as lfafson with regional -.dfcal, educational 
and governmental authorities to caa.unicate agency goals and requi~nts. 
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NEW JERSEY ~JIARTMOO Of t.ABOR 
NOTICE OF JOB VACANCY 

TITI..I U~ICTIVI OAT& 0~ THIS NOTICE 

ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYST I November 18, 1992 

1-"'-""v RZ9 AUTHOIUUO HlaiNCI aATI ~ITIONS AYAI'-"~ LOCATIONCSJ Division of 
Disability Determinations 
Newark 

... $41 ,861.66 -
$58,610.70 

JOB DESCRIPTION: 

1 

Under the supervision of a supervisory official in a State department or aaency, 
performs duties of sianificant difficulty and/or supervises staff involved with 
the review, analysis and appraisal of current departaent adainistrative procedures, 
oraanization and performance and prepares recommendations for chanaes and/or 
revision therein; does related work as required. 

CIVIL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS: 

open to employees in the Division of Disability Determinations who have served in a· 
permanent capacity for one year and aeet the open coapetitive requireaents in 
ranaes 26 and 27. 

IF INTERESTED WRITE TO THE PERSON AND ADDRESS LISTED BELOW WITHIN SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS FROM 
EFFECTIVE DATE SHOWN ABOVE TO IE CONSIDERED FOR THE ABOVE POSITION: 

~;,.-:;.-·· · . . 
·~·.;.., . .:.-;r.- .• . . -... ~ ____ .., 
-~ ·· 

POSTING AUTHORIZED IY CHIEF 
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES 
ROOM 1213 
LABOR AND INDUSTRY BUILDING 
TRENTON,NewJERSEY ~ 

Maryann T. Polaski 
Director 
Division of Disability Deterainations 
124 Halsey Street 4th floor 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 

This is not 1 prOmotional 1nnourament. Any tPpoinanena ,...,lti~ from lhis posting will be of 1 ~mporlrf 
ntturt pending 1 Civil Servic:leumiMtion lnd certification • 

This posting may I'IIUit in penonnel actions which will require firwl appi"'VVI by the DIPinment of Labor 
and the O'Pirtment of Civil Service. 
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HARDL 
A CWA Union Publication 

news 1he 
boss 

doesn't 
want you 
to know 

0 On the first Sunday in June of 
this year, the Bergen Central Labor 
Council [BCLC] held a luncheon 
honoring none other than the DOL 
Commissioner Ray Bramucci as 
Labor Leader of the Year! The 
event did not take place exactly as 
planned. Stationed at intervals 
around the hotel parking lot, 

Lionel Letlch, Carolyn Carmon, Renee Brown. approximately 40 members of CW A 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• leafletted most of the attendees, 

• • • AND WE DO WINDOWS 
TOO! 

W hat if you ordered an 
expensive meal and the 
waitress served it to you 

with 35% of it missing? This is 
essentially what is happening 
when William Parikas of the NJ 
Dept of Personnel states that it's 
okay for Disability Adjudicators to 
spend as much as 35% of their time 
doing clerical work. 

In an Out; of-Title Work Appeal 
filed by CWA Local1037 in 
October 1992, 130 unhappy 
Workers made known their 
displeasure at being forced to 
spend hefty amounts of time 
(anywhere from 10-35% of their 
day) on routine clerical work in 
addition to their extensive job 
responsibilities for which they 

underwent 6 months of specialized 
training. Predictably, the 
Department of Labor initially tried 
to stonewall all complaints by 
refusing to acknowledge the 
situation in the first place. This is 
known as the "Ostrich Approach" 
and, unfortunately, it demonstrates 
the outer limits of the OOL's 
nearsighted management practices. 

However, as a buried ostrich 
periodically needs to come up for 
air, so too does the DOL and in 
mid-December, Bob Bocci of DOL 
Personnel surfaced, met with Local 
1037 and discussed the matter, 

. focusing particularly on nine 
examples of specific activities 
which constitute clerical work. 
Continutd on ntrt pagt 

,~..,~ 

missing only the usual percentage 
of gutless wonders who sneaked in 
through a back door several hours 
earlier. 

As a former organizer and leader 
of the lLCWU, Bramucci's 
credentials would seem impeccable 
to qualify fo~ the job of New Jersey's 
Labor Commissioner. However, 
somewhere along the line, Bramucci 
switched from representing labor to 
fronting for management His recent 
behavior surely qualifies him for a 
prominent spot in 'Who's Who in 
Management Goons". A few 
highlights: 

• Converted hundreds of full 
time jobs with benefits and job 
security into hourly and/or 
"temporary" positions having 
no benefits and no job 
security. 

Ctmtilllltd on pg 3 

• 
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DDD Continued Carolyn Carmen has been with the 
While a November 1992 memo D.D.D. for over 19 years, Renee 

states that the DOD's intention is to Brown for 13 years (minus 5 years 
provide "adequate clerical as a Staff. Representative for CWA 
coverage" for all units, no Local1037) and Lionel Leach is the 
Adjudicator realized this meant newest Adjudicator at 2 years. 
that they themselves were to When the long-awaited federal 

• provide this coverage. funding arrived, much of it was 
WHO USES THE D.D.D.? used to rearrange things at the 

People who are on permanent management level: titles were 
disability and unable to work changed, paper was shuffled 
because of physical or mental around and more management 
problems apply for D.D.D. help people were added to an already 
through Social Security. Up to 1500 top-heavy situation. On the plus 
cases are submitted each week, side, computers were purchased 
with an annual total of and ninety trainees were hired -
approximately 55,000-60,000 cases a with Lionel among them -but even 
year. When New Jersey Labor though the system was already 
Cqmmissioner Raymond Bramucci short OJl Clericals, not one new 
noted that the state's 6 month Clerical was hired to assist with the 
backlog of uncompleted cases was incoming 90. "We did our own 
twice that of the rest of the nation, clerical work until we were totally 
he expected that the application of overwhelmed", Lionel recalled, 
$3.3 million in federal funds would "and then the 0 .0 .0. pulled 
take care of the problem. Two Clericals from other areas to help." 
years later, in spite of the use of all After awhile, the clerical tasks were 
that money, the problem has not rotated and the Adjudicators 
gone away. In fact, it has became, in effect, a hands-on part 
worsened. To find out why, we of their own secretarial pool! 
talked with three Adjudicators to Today, Adjudicators struggle 
hear about the problems firsthand: through their workloads with the 

!!!!!!!!!!!~~ 

Hard Labor 

help of one Oerical for every five 
Adjudicators- formerly, the ratio 
was one for every three, or at most, 
every four. · 1 

Renee stated that, "By definition, 
the word Adjudicator means 
decision-maker. And I believe that 
is what most of us came here to do . 
But we are all key punchers now. 
We are spending 50% of our day as 
word processors." Carolyn was 
told when she was hired that could 
forget all about needing any skills 
she might have as a typist - that her 
job would be strictly analysis. She 
is glad that she maintained her 
typing skills because "I'd be in big 
trouble without them today." 

Lionel remarked, 'The caseload 
is supposed to be 10 new ones per 
week. Now we're getting 18-30 
new cases a week. One Adjudicator 
Continued on next page. 

DOL Charged 
On Part-timers 

0 /1\ significant hurdle was 
cleared on June 4, 1993, when 
P.E.R.C., [the Public 
Employment Relations 
Commission] heard unfair 
practice charges filed by CW A 
against the Department of 
Labor, in agreement with 
CW A, decided that the issues 
warranted further pursuit. A 
hearing has been scheduled in 
Trenton on November 23, 1993 
to present evidence on the 
following Unfair Practice 
charge: that the State has 
replaced full-time Workers 
with temps and part-timers in 
order to avoid paying the 
benefits that only full-timers 
are entitled to. Further 
developments on this case are 
sure to be fascinating - watch 
for them! • 



Hard Labor 

DOD Contin11~tl 
recently received 44 cases! Other 
agencies handle 85-120 caseloads 
but we are carrying caseloads of 
185-300. We are doing 2 1/2 times 
the work that other agencies are." 

Other barriers to efficient 
processing of claims involve newly 
enacted laws. which change the 
rules about who is. entitled to what . 
. . not only for current cases but for 
past ones as. well. Often, neither the 
Adjudicator or the clients cases but 
for pas.t ones as well. Often, neither 
the Adjudicator or the clients hears 
of these changes until months 
down the road as. this. information 
is. not always front page news and 
the 0.0.0. has done nothing to 
keep people apprised of the facts. 
Change also comes. about due to 
increased medical knowledge -
known as Current Medical 
Evidence- which means that the 
case must be constantly updated in 
light of the new information. After 
6 months, the doctor must be 
recontacted and asked for an 
update. Additionally, it is. often 
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necessary to research back 1 or 2 
years for information that may 
have been destroyed. Often, the 
Adjudicator finds that the patient 
has died while waiting for the 
endless paper process to be carried 
out. This is. especially unpleasant 
to hear directly from the grieving 
family whom the Adjudicator has 
called for an update. 

Both Carolyn and Renee agreed 
that the complaints are the same 
that they have been making for 
years, and yet the improvements 
have not been forthcoming. 
"Basically", says Renee, "Nobody 
gets it - they just don't see what the 
job is and what it requires in order 
to getit done." In comparing the 
Adjudication job today with what it 
was before her five year leave, 
Renee says that the difference is 
"phenomenal". All three feel that 
the responsibility they take on as 
Adjudicators is. a heavy one. As 
Lionel says, "During this. 
determination process, people's 
lives are literally in our hands." 

WHAT'S NEEDED 
''The 0.0.0. is. the largest division 

in the O.O.L.", observes Renee. 
"Because of the nature of our work 
as well as the size of our 
department, we need an on-sight 
nurse, services of a psychiatrist 
and a decent counseling service. 
We also need a Division Director 
that has come up through the · 
ranks. We ourselves are the best 
judge of who can do the work." 

"We need state of the art 
equipment. If we can afford 
computers, we can afford to get 
ones that do the job", says Carolyn. 
''The O.O.O.'s computers are so bad 
that I'd be better off using a manual 
typewriter and carbon paper. 
Moreover, our software stinks - it 
does not do what we need to have 
done." 
Continued on next page. 
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Br11m11cd Continllftl 
• Took millions of Federal 

dollars aUocated to improve 
processing time on Social 
Security Disability claims and 
spent it instead on new 
management titles, office 
space and glitch-ridden 
computer system. 

• Hired his. son to a full time job 
in Unemployment Insurance 
just weeks after 1,000 State 
Workers (many Oericals) 
were laid off. Bramucci then 
filled these positions . with 
Kelly Temporaries. 

3 

While some of the luncheon 
guests had no idea who the Real 
Ray is., they weren't in the dark for 
long. After reading the leaflets 
which detailed Bramucci's 
anti-union behavior, many became 
curious and open to discussion with 
the demonstrators. When one guest 
charged, "You're hurting Labor by 
doing this.", he was quietly 
answered by one leafletter who 
said, ''You're hurting Labor by 
honoring him. We need to show 
responsibility and clean out Labor's 
house first." 

In an effort to encourage 
Bramucci to consider doing a little 
housecleaning of his own, two 
members of CW A Local 1037 
leafletted not only the building 
where Bramucci Jr works but also 
dropped leaflets on desks 
throughout his. work area of 
Paterson.• 
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DDD Continutd 
Uonel notes that 'The current 

computer software was issued 
under contract. The programs are 
faulty and although the original has 
been improved, it won't be installed 
until contract is up· so we're stuck 
with it." 

The three Adjudicators also feel 
the need for recurrent training. 
Renee is aware that Lionel has 
received information and updates 
that she doesn't have as it wasn't 
available when she was last trained. 
Time and stress management 
training would also be of great 
benefit. Renee admits that while 
she probably shouldn't get so 
upset, it nonetheless, "just wrecks 
my day when I hear that a client 
has died". Help dealing with this 
would be very useful. 

"Basically, this administration has 
no idea of what it is that we do", 
said Renee. "Originally our main 
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tool was just a phone. We used it to 
obtain lay evidence, doctor 
information, etc. With the addition 
of the computer, management 
maintained that this was simply 
changing one tool for another. But 
the phone work, which takes up a 
lot of time, still continues. And the 
computer is a dinosaur while the 
software is achaic as well. It doesn't 
do anything that an Adjudicator 
needs for it to do. Worse, you can 
spend maybe 3 minutes waiting for 
the screen to change!" The D.O.P.E. 
likes to believe that they helped by 
adding a useful tool but in truth, 
this particular tool is outdated and
in the estimation of the three 
Adjudicators- dimishes job 
performance by as much as one 
third to one half. While 
'Computer-Typist' is not part of the 
job title, the D.O.P.E. doesn't seem 
to have noticed. 

COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA 
JO CliNTON Sr • hd Flooa 

Newuk, N.J. 07102 • 
-$ij;i)x-m 

Hard Labor 

For one brief and shining 
moment, it appeared that the 
D.D.D. actually noticed that 
additional Clerical help was sorely 
needed. It was soon obvious that 
the D.D.D. hoped to prove by 
example that everything was just 
fine as it was. Unfortunately for all 
who were involved, the attempt 
backfired and the Adjudicators 
were left to clean up the mess when 
a Management flunky was sent in 
to help stuff envelopes- the kind 
with those irritating little plastic 
windows that invite mistakes. Sure 
enough, the Management whiz 
stuffed 200 of the letters in 
backwards! She then dealt with the 
situation by throwing up her hands 
and stalking out of the room. 

Is this as good as it gets? Is this 
the finest example of responsible 
and responsive direction that the 
D.D.D. has to offer? • 

BLLK RATE 

U.S. POSTAGE 
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Deborah Smarth 
Senior Policy Advisor 
New Jersey state House 
LB 142 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Deb, 

October 28, 1993 

As promised, I am sendinq you follow-up materials which you 
may wish to include in the record of the Assemblf Labor Committee 
Hearinq on the Division of Disability Determinat1ons, October 19, · 
1993. . 

Enclosed are: 

1. The transcript of the hearinq on DOD of the Huqhes 
Committee, March, 1992. 

2. A report done by the Department of Labor on needed 
improvements in tne DOD office. 

3. A letter to Tom Bird, Reqional Director from the 
Adjudicator Committee concerninq the results of a worksite 
questionaire conducted by the committee. 

4. An appeal by our office on behalf of 130 Claims 
Adiudicators to the New Jersey Department of Personnel (headed by 
Anthony Cimino) concerninq out-of-Title work. As you can see, the 
appeal was denied by DOP. We appealed their dec1sion on May 14, 
1993. We have not heard from DOP since that time. They have 
refused to deal· with our appeal eventhouqh OOP is clearly 
responsible for enforcinq requlations reqardinq out-of-Title Work. 

s. The Browde Report. 

If there are any other materials which you feel the Committee 
may be interested in, I will be happy to qet them to you. 

As I said to you, our members were ve~ enthusiastic about 
their experience before the Committee. They nave all e~ressed to 
me their stronq hope that this issue does not qet buried beneath 
bureaucratic answers and official DOL smokescreens. 

Sincerely, 

~aringha. 
Staff Representative 
CWA Local 103 7 

cc: Greq Williams, Senior Research Associate 

t.).8X 

" 
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COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA 

October 28, 1993 

Janet Zatz 
Department of Personnel 
Div. of Appellate Practices & Labor Relations 
CN 312 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Ms. Zatz, 

JO CliNra.. Sr J.d Aooa 
NEtiuk, N.J. 07102 

Pltorc:(201)62J-1828 
FAx:(201)6D-Jn7 
~XUl 

Enclosed please find a copy of an appeal of Out-of-Title work 
sent in June 2, 1993. 

we have gotten no response. 

Please explain. 

HR/LCS 

Encl: 
c: Assemblyman Roma . 

All DOD Shop Stewards 

Yours 

\.. 

Hetty Rose 
Executive ce 
CWA Local 103 7 



Zatz 
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June 2, 1993 

Department of Personnel 
Div. of Appellate Practices & Labor Relations 
CN 312 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Ms. Zatz, 

JO OiNraN Sr Jad Flooa 
NEwAitlc, N.J. 07102 

PltaNE:(201)62J-1828 
FAX:(201)62J-J777 

... MD 

We hereby appeal the enclosed decision of William Parikas, 
received in this office on May 14, 1993. 

We believe that Mr. Parikas' response does not address the 
fundamental issue in this appeal, that is, that the out-of-title 
work comp~ained of is essentially clerical in its nature and that 
Professionals are spendinq anywhere between 10% and 35% of their 
time doinq this work. 

The example Parikas qives of a Data Entry Machine Operator 
(DEMO) emphasizes the out-of-title work nature of the duties rather 
than arques aqainst our position. In the case of the DEMO 
"Application of computer technoloqy" has not caused "the 
fundamental job" to chanqe. That is because the DEMO job is 
essentially a clerical job in which the computer allows the Worker 
to perform these clerical "operations faster, to achieve greater 
volume, and in many cases greater accuracy." But Claims 
Adjudicators never enqaged in the disputed activity before. They 
are not being asked to now use computer technoloqy to accomplish 
what they formally accomplished manually. This is not a case where 
the tool has merely been changed - this is a case where the work 
has been chanqed. 

The Parika s response qives no analysis of work that includes 
opening and collectinq of mail, date stampinq, punchinq holes, 
filinq and sortinq of disability claims materials. This type of 
work is, by definition, clerical work. It should be performed by 
someone paid between Ranqe 6 and Ranqe 13, not by someone paid at 
a Ranqe 19 throuqh Ranqe 23. To state that the Definition section 
of the Job Specifications does not preclude such work and, 
therefore, that the work is not out-of-title is pure sophistry. 
If one is qoinq to arque that the clerical work necessary to 
process a claim comes under the definition of related work, one 
could also arque that Claims Adjudicators should make Medical 
determinations because such determinations are related to the 
appropriate determination of entitlement to disability benefits. 

130)C 



The purpose of the Classification and Compensation System, as 
well as the system in which work is catagorized as Clerical, 
Professional or Supervisory, is, at least in part, to insure a 
proper allocation of Tax Payer resources. It is a waste of such 
resources to give specialized training to Adjudicators for 6 months 
and pay them between $30,000 and $45,000 a year to do the work of 
someone who had no need for the special training and who earn 
between $15,000 and $29,000 a year. This is particularly 
ridiculous when one considers that the Division of Disability 
Determinations is so back logged with aged cases that the Federal 
Government, last year, allocated additional funds to hire 
Adjudicators. This money is obviously best spent having 
Adjudicators do what they are supposed to, that is, adjudicate, 
rather than punch holes, date stamp, etc. 

Please use the good services of your office to correct this 
matter. 

cc: All ODD Shop Stewards 

:0~~~~~-
~~tein 
Executive Vice President 
CWA Local 1037 

Raymond Robertson, Director of Human Services 
Office of Personnel & Training 
Department of Labor Relations 
John Fitch Plaza, CN 044, Rm. 912 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

I3JX 
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Jim 'Iorio 
Governor 

&tatt nf Ntm 3ftrsty 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 

CN 313 
TRENTON, NJ 08625 

Raymond P. Robertson, Director 
of Human Services 

Office of Personnel & Training 
Department of Labor 
John Fitch Plaza, CN 044, Rm.912 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Everlyn Liebman 

May 10, 1993 

Anlllony J. Cimino 
Colnniuloner 

Undo 11. l(oaettert 
Deputy ~aaloner 

WIUiclft !. Partkoa 
Aaftlniattator 

Olftce al P-nnel llanaq-n\ 

Staff Representative 
C.W.A. Local 1037 
30 Clinton Street 3rd Floor 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 

Re: Out-of-Title Work Appeal 
Claims Adjudicator II, D.D. 
Claims Adjudicator III, D.D. 
Claims Adjudicator Specialist II 

Dear Mr. Robertson and Ms. Liebman: 

This is to inform you of my determination, upon review and analysis of 
the material submitted, concerning the out-of-title work appeal 
referenced above. 

Issue: Ms. Everlyn Liebman, Staff Representative, C.W.A. Local 1037 
represents one-hundred and thirty ( 130) appellants including thir.ty-two 
(32) Claims Adjudicator II, Disability Determinations (P21) positions, 
sixty-eight (68) Claims Adjudicator III, Disability Determinations (P19) 
positions, thirty (30) Claims Adjudicator Specialist II (P23) positions, 
and alleges that the positions at issue are performing out-of-title 
work. 

The alleged out-of-title work includes the following: 

o Types various assigned disability claims correspondence on the 
computer. 

o Opens, date stamps, punches holes, and obtains all incoming mail 
concerned with assigned disability claims. 

o Files assigned disability claims to relevant case files. 

o Collects and sorts disability claims material from printer. 

o Obtains follow-up disability claims material from files. 

New Jersey is an Equal Opportu.n.i.ly Employer 



·Mr. Robertson and Ms. Liebman 
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o Processes disability claims information and confirms the receipt 
of assigned disability claims via the computer. 

o Inputs medical information into the computer to produce checks 
for physician services. 

The appellants also maintain that the above work has increased their use 
of the computer which they consider out-of-title work. 

Back~round Information: Theresa Sturdivant, et al. filed a contractual 
group grievance with Raymond P. Robertson, Director of Human Resources, 
Department of Labor alleging out-of-title work. 

On November 9, 1992, the Department of Labor responded to Theresa 
Sturdivant, et al. out-of-title work grievance by stating Article IV, 
C.1. (Scope of Grievance) of the Professional Bargaining Unit Agreement 
which directed the out-of-title work appeal to the Department of 
Personnel. Ms. Everlyn Liebman, Staff Representative, C.W.A. Local 1037 
was copied on the letter. 

On December 3, 1992, Ms. Liebman submitted the out-of-title work appeal 
to Janet Share Zatz, Director, Division of Appellate Practices, 
Department of Personnel. The appeal was forwarded to the Office of 
Personnel Management, Department of Personnel on January 5, 1993. 

On January 22, 1993, Audrey Duess, Personnel Management Analyst, 
Department of Personnel granted an extension of time to Ms. Liebman to 
supplement the file with the Position Classification Questionnaires 
(DPF-44s) representing a sampling group of the one-hundred and thirty 
positions at issue. 

Orianization and Function: The Claims Adjudicator II and III, 
Disability Determinations, and Claims Adjudicator Specialist II 
positions are located in the Newark office. The Newark office is 
divided into three Claims Regions, each with a supervisor using the 
working title, Regional Manager. 

The Claims Regions are divided into units with Region I and Region II 
having five units each and Region III having seven units. Each unit is 
supervised by a Claims Adjudicator I, Disability Determinations (R26) 
position. 

Discussion: On April 14, 15, and 16, 1993, members of my staff· audited 
the positions at issue. 

The audits included interviews with twenty (20) representatives of the 
Claims Adjudicator II and III, Disability Determinations, and Claims 
Adjudicator Specialist II positions. 

The audits revealed that the Claims Adjudicator I, Disability 
Determinations positions have supervisory responsibilities for the 
Claims Adjudicator II and III Disability Determinations, and the Claims 
Adjudicator Specialist II positions. 
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The Claims Adjudicator II and III, Disability Determinations and Claims 
Adjudicator Specialist II positions' primary duties are adjudicating 
various disability cases. This includes performing the following 
duties: 

o Review, define, analyze, and evaluate medical, non-medical, and 
educational documentation concerning disability claims. 

o Determine type of consultative services to be rendered to 
claimants. 

o Relate information-concerning claimants' disability to physician 
for final decision. 

o Complete various forms for functional assessments of children 
being ~onsidered for disability. 

o Analyze vocational needs of claimants. 

o Use the computer to type initial claims, reconsideration claims 
and decision letters. 

Analysis: The definition section of the class specification for the 
Claims Adjudicator II, Disability Determinations states: 

"Onder the direction of a Claims Adjudicator I, Division of 
Disability Determinations, Department of Labor, reviews, analyzes, 
develops, and evaluates medical and vocational evidence in order to 
make determinations on the more complex Initial and Reconsideration 
claims in accordance with the provisions of the Social Security 
Disability and Supplemental Income Disability Programs; does 
related work as required." 

The definition section of the class specification for the Claims 
Adjudicator III, Disability Determinations states: 

"Onder the direction of a Claims Adjudicator I, Division of 
Disability Determinations, Department of Labor, and in accordance 
with the regulations of the Social Security Act, analyzes both 
Title II and Title XVI initial disability applications; develops 
medical and non-medical data; evaluates all evidence compiled and 
makes an appropriate determination of entitlement to disability 
benefits; does related work as required". 

The definition section of the class specification for the Claims 
Adjudicator Specialist. II states: 

"Onder the direction of a Claims Adjudicator Specialist I or a 
Claims Adjudicator I, Division of Disability Determinations, 
reviews, analyzes, develops, and evaluates medical and vocational 
evidence in order to make determinations on the more complex and 
specialized claims for Social Security disability including CDI, 
Special Study, Informal Remand, and out-of-state claims; analyzes 
vocational issues; develops and conducts skill assessment and 
training; acts a.s a technical expert and expediter in a. claims 
adjudication unit; does related work as required." 
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~ is nothing in the definition section which would indicate that the 
work assignments contested by the appellants are out-of-title. Simply 
because the definition statements do not include specific ver~iage to 
reference the alleged out-of-title work does not indicate that the 
performance of such work assignments constitute out-of-title work. 

The task of typing various correspondence concerning assigned disability 
claims, processing the mail related to these claims, and following-up on 
their assigned disability cases with the results, in some instances, of 
producing checks for physician services through the computer system are 
considered duties related to Claims Adjudicator II and III,_ Disability 
Determinations, and Cla.ims Adjudicator Specialist II positions. 

The performance of these tasks does not evidence substantive change in 
job content in that the tasks being performed by the appellants are 
related to their individual titles and positions. 

The second issue involves the appellants' increase use of the 
computer. The standards for the Data Entry Machine Operator title 
series, revised May 11, 1981, are applicable here. They state: 

"Most office operations have been affected by the presence of the 
computer. Application of the computer technology has provided the 
means to perform many of these operations faster, to achieve 
greater volume, and in many cases greater accuracy. However, there 
is a tendency to lose sight of the fact that the fundamental job 
has not changed. What has changed is the medium.N 

The increase use of the computer by the appellants is a result of the 
advancement of the computer technology which allows a larger application 
of the computer in processing disability claims. Most of the class 
specifications have updated examples of work to include the following 
phrase: 

"May be required to learn to utilize various types of electronic 
and/or manual recording and information systems used by the agency, 
office or related units.N 

Determination: It is my determination, based on the comparative 
analysis stated above, that the positions at issue are not performing 
out-of-title work. 

Therefore, the out-of-title work appeal is denied . 

. I3S.X 
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Please be advised that in accordance with New Jersey Administrative Code 
4A:3-3.9, you may appeal this decision, within 20 days of receipt of 
this letter, to the Division of Appellate Practices and Labor Relations, 
Department of Personnel, CN 312, Trenton, New Jersey 08625. Please note 
that in an appeal of this nature the burden of proof is on the 
appellant. Therefore, your appeal must include a detailed basis with 
documentation and/or written argument substantiating the merits of your 
appeal. 

WEP/BNR 

Sincerely, 

w ~:._~~ ~.;:_hf~ 
William E. Parikas 
Administrator 
Office of Personnel Management 

.. 



February 8, 1993 

To: Tom Bird 

From: The Adjudication Committee 

·subject: Results of Work Station Questionnaire 

One hundred and fifty-six questionnaires were distributed 
throughout the agency, seventy-six of the questionnaires were 
returned. The questions dealt with phone mail, satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction with cubicle layout, equipment needed, and 
general suggestions for improvement. 

Regarding phone mail: the overwhelming response was to keep 
phone mail. Of the seventy-six responses received, sixty-three 
wanted to keep phone mail, four respondents did not have phone 
mail but wanted it, and only three wanted to dispose of phone 
mail altogether. The only suggestions made regarding phone 
mail were to increase the number of message units and to re
establish the busy signal. 

Regarding cubicle size: Forty-three respondents wanted to keep 
the cubicle lay out as it now exists (high walls), four did 
not respond to the question at all, and five felt that the layout 
should be altered. Specific suggestions for change included 
more file cabinets, more drawer space, larger sized cubicles, 
better lighting, and locked over head cabinets for personal 
belongings. 

The questionnaire also asked for comments on the type of 
equipment needed to facilitate the adjudication of cases. 
Suggestions included: better access to stationary supplies, 
copy machines for each unit, more printers, printers that work 
reliably, a current and centralized DOT and POMs kept up dated 
by the supervisor in his/her cubicle, better chairs, two chairs 
per cubicle, new telephones, new typewriters, and one fax machine 
per unit. 

General comments were also solicited and.were indicative of 
a general dissatisfaction with management policies. Many 
respondents felt that management is not only out of touch with 
the realities of the agency, but also doesn't care that it is 
out of touch. It is interesting to note that many of the people 
who refused to respond to the questionnaire told individual 
members of the adjudication committee that they refused because 
they felt it didn't matter what they said, management would 
continue to do as it pleased and would skew the results of the 
poll to suit their own agendas. 

there were suggestions for improvements with in the agency, 
these included: more clerical support (or Kelly Girls), a return 
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to silent review, better air quality, piped in music, 
improvements in the computer program to make it more user 
friendly, shifting the computers for left handed people, less 
management, and that management should learn the job that is 
done by adjudicators. 

The results of the questionnaire were enlightening. It revealed 
that adjudicators wish to keep phone mail and the cubicle's 
as they currently are while revealing the need for changes in 
other areas. 
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BROWDE & ASSOCIATES 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 

Honorable Charles Serraino 
Commissioner 
Department of Labor 
CN 110 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Commissioner Serraino: 

HUMAN RESOURCES- LABOR .:lAfiO,.._ 

409 Hillside Place, South Orange, NJ 070 
201-761-5515/761-05 1, 

April 7, 1987 

! am pleased to submit this final report on the Division of 
Disability Determinations. The results and findings of the 
Study, together with recommendations to accomplish greater 
efficiency and increased productivity, are contained in the body 
cf the report. 

I ~ish to record my appreciation to members of your staff 
for their cooperation in the study. 

I consider it a privilege to have performed this assignmen~. 
I believe.the implementation of these recommendations should 
=esult in be~efit to the Division and to the Department of Lacer. 

cc: George M. Krause 
· Lawrence L. Arcioni 
Robert J. ~kav~nus 
Mary Jane Meehan 
William McGann 



The functions which should be performed by the Aide~. as -
stated above, are clerical in nature. 

(2) A new job title of clerical above the Senior Clerk or 

Senior Clerk Typist position Ghould be establish~d for 

those who funciton in the clerical support of the 

Adjudicator, but have additional compe";ency in 

gathering and recording me~ical evidence and 

interviewing oedical Gources. 

This will require an understanding of medical terminolo~y, 

but will not require 60 semester hours of schooling or its 

equivalent. 

D. The Job Functions of the Unit Clericals 

There is a question of whether the Division is (1) properly 

iJtilizing its total clerical staff and (2) properly staffed in 

the Claims Areas with clericals. The question to be answered is: 

"Is there a proper proportion of Unit clericals in Claims ·areas 

to P..djudicators?" 

Locking at national statistics, the percentage of 

Adjudicators and clericals to the total work force is as follo~s: 

Adjudicators. 

FT Clericals 

National 
Percentages 

31.4 

27.9 

N.J. 
Percentages 

39.5 

23.9 

The· Adjudicator Aides ara not included in these clerical 

figures, as the Aides do not identify themselves as clericals, 

but consider themselves "para professionals" and, in fact, are 

not performing the ~ccessary clerical duties. 
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The clerital functions in the Claims Units are essent .1 to -
the timely and efficient processing of Claims. 

In Newark, however, the percentage of Unit clericals to 

.l\dj udicators is 22. 4%. 

RECOMMENDATION 

( 1) The ratio of Adjudicators to clericals should be 

established at no more than four bo one. 

This oay be accomplished by reassigning clericals from other 

areas to work in units, and assist the Adjudicators. 

(2) Clerical personnel should be transferred from staff 

support areas into Claims Operations to perform the 

duties of the Unit clericals. 

Of the 78 clericals in Newark, only 39, or exactly SO%, are 

in the Claims Operations area, with 26 assigned to Units. The 

other 501 are all in support functions. 

The division should review the exact number and proper 

allocation of pG~sonnel, but there appears to be an imbalance of 

clericals in non-production related work. 

s. Organization of Staff and Administrative Functions 

.\.. 0 v- e r v i e w - 'I he pre sent 0 r g ani z at i 0 n s h 0 w s a 

disproportionate build-up of the staff and administrative areas. 

The emphasis En the Division should be placed in the Claims area, 

as the need for productio~ increases. 

In addition, ther~ are a number of staff functions which are 

closely involved in the Claims process. These functions include 

(1) tr~ining; (2) the medical relations unit; and (3) the 

consulting ~xamination unit. 
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A Performance Ass.assment Review Program (PAR) has 

been established for the Department's personnel. If properly 

implemanted by Division personnel in Newark, the system is in 

place for proper evaluation of employees. But in order for the 

program to work, the Division must establish "Performance 

Standards" for each position. As noted in the previous section, 

performance standards for SCA's were not cl~arly defined. 

In the case of Adjudicators, the following 

performance standards have been established: 

Performance Standards 

Productivity 

Aged Cases 

Internal Quality Accuracy 

PER Accura·cy 

:ederal QA Accuracy --Processing Time 

Consultative Exam Purchase 

15 closures per week for caseload 

of 100 or more. 15' of inventory 

for caseloads less than 100. 

45 day cases (18-24') 70 day cases 

(5-8\) 

91' decisional accuracy below-aU\ 

will result in Supervisory review 

of cases on a more intensive 

basis. 

No ffiore than 2 per quarter. 

No more than 1 pe~ quarter. 

Title I!-59.9 da~•s Title XVI 67.9 

days 

Rate 45' 

Adherence to Agency 
Personnel Procedures Punctual and re')ular in 
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Maintenance of Work 
Station and Manuals 

~ t tendance. Adheres to off ice 

regulations. 

Keep desk clean of extaneous 

material. Files, POMs and AI 

regulations on a timely basis. 

The performanc~ standards raise some issues: 

( 1 ) 1-li th respect to "Productivity" - a standard of 1 5 

clo!:iur~s per week when applied to a caseload of 101, is far 

different than applying it to a caseload of 180. 

(2) The "Consultative Exam Purchase Ratio" for the Division 

is now much lower than 45%. The goal of the Division is now in 

the 30-35% range. Therefore, this standard should change as 

Divisional goals change. 

RECOMMENDATION 

(1) The standards in the area of production should be 

established as a percentage of pending caseload in 

ranges, in the !allowing manner: 

13t ~..bove Excellent 

11.0% i2.~% Very Good 

9.0% 10.9% Good 

7.5";; 8.9% Fair 

Below 7.5% Unsatisfactory 

The percentages could be changed by the Director as he 

evaluates agency workload and policy changes uhich may adver!':ely 

affect examiner performance during a given time period. For 

example, if there is a "hold" on certain type of cases, this 
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might be considered a workload/~licy change that would adv~~sely 

affect production from the date of the "hold" to the date of the 

release of these cases. 

The percentages should not be set at a point which is 

unattainable by a majority of Adjudicators. Therefore, if the 

situation arises where the majority of \djudicators fall in the 
#' 

less than good category, the need for an adjustment should be 

reviewed by management. 

(2) The s~andards should be reviewed periodically to 

determine their accuracy and correctness. 

As pointed out with respect to the Consultative Exam 

percentage standard, there should be a process in place for 

changing the standard as the goals of the Division change. The 

changed standard of performance should then be communicated to 

the Adjudicator and sufficient time given for them to adjust to 

the new standard and have a reasonable chance of its achievement. 

(3) Punctuality, regular attendance and adherence to office 

regulations should not be part of the perform~nce 

standards. 

Any deficiencies in these areas should be handled by 

disciplinary action. 

B. The Job Function of the c:Adjudicator Aides" 

·_In addition to the l' .. djudicators, the Units are staffed 

with "Adjudicator Aides". The job fcnctions of the Aides varies 

between North and South. In the North, the Aides were 

responsible for the initial development of a case, writing to the 
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treating source. -
On the basis of this report, the Medical Director and his 

staff should attempt to close those cases by phone calls. Very 

often, one doctor will s9eak to another doctor, when the 

Adjudicator was not able to get through to the doctor and was not 

able to yet the needed information to close the case. 

6. Morale ·~ithin the Division .. 

On the basis of the interviews with personnel, the vast 

majority feel that morale within the division is poor. The 

consensus is that this had developed over a number of years. The. 

causes are numerous, but involve (1) distrust of management; (2) 

poor communications downward from management to Supervisors and 

from Supervisors to staff; (3) constant changes within the SSA 

Disability Program itself, which keeps the staff confused and 

frustrated and (4) inequitable application of discipline. Many 

of these areas have been discussed previously. 

In addition, from my experience and background, there is a 

"negativism ... among the staff which I have rarely observed 

previously. It is an attitude of mind marked by skepticism about 
. 
nearly everything attempted by management. This attitude is 

shared by the Supervising Claims Adjudicators as well. Since 

they are t~e second level management in the Division, this frame 

of mind of the total staff is destructive and must be changed. 

The most important factor in initiating change and in 

overcoming resistance to change is to build a relationship of 

trust among managers, supervisors and employees. In the 

paranoid world of the Division's work arena, the key to 
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developing trust is to be ~sitive to employee needs. The need 

to know is primary. The need to .be involved is equally 

important. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The new Director should start the proc~ss of change by 

recogniz:ng that the key to effecting change is honest 

commitmentr communications and feedbacK. 

The formula ~hich should be followed is: 

(1) There must be a personal commitment and belief in the 

change needed. 

(2) Total, honest and clear co~~unication is the hallmark of 

successfully implementing change. Therefore, he should begin 'by 

holding group meetings in which the reasons and details of the 

change can be explained. 

(3) Follow these group meetings with smaller ones in which 

he·can explore with employees specific problems and concerns and 

attempt to lessen the apprehension that will always be present in 

one form or another. 

(4) He should develop a feedback loop in order to fully 

appreciate whether his message has gotten across. If he develops 

a continual flow of reliable feedba~k, he can then decide whether - . 
or not his instructions to effect change have been understood and 

implemented. He can then, also, make any changes that may be 

indicated. 

(5) The change should be implemented, in small doses, with 

positive verbal reinforcement to the ~taff for accomplishment at 

each stage. 
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(6) Positive acclaim when someone is doing someth.ng righ! 

is essential to change the-negativism which exists. It will bE 

helpful in promoting a more prideful atmOsphere. This positivE 

reinforcement and acclaim should be uniformly and consistentl: 

applied in all areas. 
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Background 

SSA is required by law to-ensure the effective and uniform 
administration of the disability programs. To meet this . 
requirement, each disability determination services (DOS) is 
expected to meet performance standards of claims accuracy and 
processing time. ouring the past year, the New Jersey DOS has 
had continued problems in meeting these standards (see 
exhibit 1, oos Performance Chart). An onsite review was 
conducted April 25-29, 1988 in the DDS to identify the 
underlying causes of these problems and to develop measures to 
help the ODS perform at acceptable levels in the future. 

The following items represent major items for State and SSA 
management consideration and implementation. 

Administrative/Personnel Management 

The Division of Disability Determination (000) is part of the 
New Jersey Department of Labor. The ODD is located in Newark 
and is under the management of the director, Bill McGann. 
support services, e.g., budget, personnel, and word processing, 
are provided by the Department, with offices located in Trenton 
(see exhibit 2, DOS Organization Chart). 

The director and top staff seem committed to making 
improvements in productivity and cost effectiveness. TOugh 
management decisions (closing the Camden office and eliminating 
flextime) were made and carried out smoothly to a~hleve 
productivity gains. 

Findings 

Production requirements, budgetary restrictions, and 
quality goals are understood at all levels. Unit 
supervisors and adjudicators have performance assessment 
plans to meet these goals, but no overall agency workplan 
exists. Problem identification and corrective action 
initiatives focus on one problem area at a time, rather 
than taking a comprehensive, balanced approach to the 
entire claims operation. 

Staffing since the closing of the Camden office has been 
under budgeted levels. New hires have been slow to come on 
board, especially adjudicators positions which are critical 
vacancies. 

The amount of space the ODS has seems more than adequate, . 
but the layout is inefficient and not conducive to a good 
working environment. 
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Recommend at: ions 

ODS management: should: 

1. Expand emphasis on product:ion ~o include a balance of 
all performance areas, especially qualit:y and 
cimeliness of case developmen~ and adjudicat:ion. 

2 

First: and foremos~, management: should address scaffing 
shorcages and cricical adjudicacor vacancies as soon 
as possible. 

2. Escablish overall agency plans t:hac spell out: DDS 
goals and address problem areas idencified. 
Individual st:aff responsibilicies in implement:ing 
chese plans should be det:ailed: 

a. Region managers and cheir s~bordinace supervisors 
should have specific workplans ~hac include 
crackable accion icems wi~h ~imeframes. 

b. The Scace performance assessment: review (PAR) 
should include uniform performance scandards, as 
much as is permissible, for physicians, clericals, 
and examiners t:o maximize ~heir concribucions co 
che overall agency effort:. 

3. If a move co anocher building is no~ imminent:, 
reconfigure space co provide for a more efficient: 
operacion. Use movable part:icions co provide privacy 
for supervisors and co cut: down on noise levels. 

Qualicy Assurance (QA) 

overview 

The QA unic is a specialized funccion of che New Jersey DDS and 
is separace from t:he claims operacion unit:s. The QA unic is 
locaced in che Bureau of Planning and Evalua~ion and is headed 
by che QA chief, a second level supervisor, who reporcs co che 
supervising adminiscracive analyst: (see exhibit: 2, Organizacion 
Charc). There are cwo QA uni~s; each a firsc-level supervisor 
who report: t:o che QA chief. seven QA specialises are in ~ach 
unic. 

The primary responsibilicies of che QA uni~ are quali~y zeview 
of sample cases (che "core" funccion) and a midline review of 
error-prone cases. The QA unic also performs an end-of-line 
review of high-risk cases such as sensi~ive inquiries, i~icial 
Jl denials, and AIDS cases. The QA funct:ion has varied 
hiscorically in che New Jersey DDS ranging from heavy emphasis 
on case review co an emphasis on special scudies and more 
recencly co che midline review • 
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A~ all level~ of personnil, ~he OA s~aff demons~ra~ed 
proficiency in performing ~he OA f~nc~ion. The s~aff also 
indica~ed an in~ere~~ and a willingness ~o ge~ involved in 
special sc~dies and projec~s designed co enhance adj~dicacor 
skills and overall agency performance. · 

3 

A ~echnical review componen~ is also loca~ed in che OA unic and 
is ~nder ~he direccion of ~he OA chief. There are 
~wo cechnical reviewers who review ~he de~erminacion forms 
(SSA-831/832/833) for cechnical acc~racy before cases leave ~he 
DDS. sample selec~ion of QA cases is done in che OA ~ni~ by 
~he dispacch clerk. 

The OA medical scaff has ~wo f~ll-cime and ~wo parc-cime 
physicians who par~icipa~e in case reviews, face-co-face case 
discussion, and midline reviews. 

Sampling 

The QA clerical s~pervisor is responsible for sample selec~ion 
for ~he in~ernal QA review. Sampling occ~rs afcer each case 
pick~p (5 ~imes daily) and is done by ~he dispacch clerk using 
a card sys~em mechod. This is a man~al syscem chac has been in 
place for years. No problems have been decec~ed in pro~eccing 
sample incegri~y. Federal OA and preeffec~ua~ion review (PER) 
samples are a~~oma~ically selecced ~hro~gh ~he Nacional 
Disabili~y Decerminacion Services Sys~em. cases noc selecced 
for OA ~ndergo ~echnical review before clos~re. 

sample incervals are decermined in conjunc~ion wich che 
regional office (RO). The c~rren~ sampling scheme is 
l/7 inicial denials: l/12 ini~ial allowances: 
l/8 reconsidera~ion cases: 1/7 con~in~ing disabilicy 
review (CDR) con~in~ances: and 100 percen~ of ~he CDR 
cessa~ions. 

QA S~pervisor Responsibilicies 

QA s~pervisors review a sample of che QA specialis~s· cases, 
disc~ss cro~blesome cases, prepare scaciscical reporcs and 
analyses, iden~ify crends/problems, and make appropria~e 
recommendacions. They in~ervene in resolving disagreemencs 
wich line s~pervisors over OA rec~rns co· ~he ~nics. The OA 
specialises are eval~a~ed yearly wich an incerim eval~acion a~ 
6 monchs. Thir~y cases per specialis~ are review~d each 
q~ar~er and performance records on che vol~me and acc~racy of 
each specialis~ are kep~ on a weekly and monchly basis. 
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OA Specialist Functions· 

The OA specialist's primary responsibil"ities are end of line 
quality review of sample cases and midline review of 
error-prone initial cases •. They also review nonsample cases 
such· as sensitive inquiries, AIOS cases, and initial denials 
coded Jl (capacity for other work). Folder realignment of 
reconsideration CDRs being sent to the disability hearings unit 
is also done by OA specialists. Specialists also assist in 
special studies, preparing reports, and reviewing Federal OA 
returns. 

The OA specialists are permanently assigned to the QA unit 
(i.e., they are not rotated in and out from operating 
components) • Since 1984, there has been a State administered 
test to qualify for selection into the QA unit. TWo or 
three specialists currently are considered temporary pending 
achievement of satisfactory test scores. However, these 
employees have been in QA for several years. Training is 
mostly on the job. 

Salary is at the CDR adjudicator level, which is the highest 
adjudicator level in the agency. All the specialists ·have at 
least several years of QA experience. They rotate monthly 
between QA case review and midline review. 

QA Medical Staff 

The QA unit has two full-time medical consultants--
one psychiatrist and one internist. Another internist and a 
psychiatrist work part-time in QA. Front-end medical review is 
done on all initial denial sample cases. The medical staff 
review and sign off on all the other cases they review but not 
on a front-end basis. All writebacks contain a written 
analysis of the medical deficiencies. The medical staff 
provide face-to-face feedback to the QA specialists whe~ 
necessary. 

OA medical staff are also available for consultation with ODS 
adjudicators, supervisors, and other review physicians as 
needed. Priority, however, is supposed to be given to QA 
duties. Disability quality branch (DQB) and central office 
returns are reviewed and analyzed as a training tool as well as 
for determining if a rebuttal is appropriate. Disagreements 
over internal QA returns are resolved with the reyiew_physician 
face to face. Or. Birenbaum, the DDS Medical Director, is the 
final word on unresolvable disputes. 
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OA clerical s~ppor~ 

The OA clerical s~aff s~pervisor repor~s ~o ~he OA chief. The 
clerical scaff is responsible for p~lling ehe OA sample, 
packing cases (i.e., associa~ing prin~o~~s. e~c., before 
maillng) and collec~ing s~atistical da~a for the weekly, 
monthly, and q~arterly reports. Data are kepc on the n~mber of 
OA cases reviewed and approved and ehe eype of deficiencies, 
ehe n~mber of cases reviewed by ehe QA medical seaff, and the 
n~ber of cases reviewed by each DDS physician and eheir 
acc~racy. 

The technical reviewers are co-locaeed wieh ehe QA clerical 
s~aff b~t they work ~nder the QA chief. All determinacion 
forms are reviewed for technical acc~racy before leaving ehe 
DDS. Errors easily correceed are fixed by ehe eechnical 
reviewers. The others are ret~rned eo ehe adj~dicaeors for 
correc~ion. 

OA Case Review 

Each specialist reviews, on the average, 8-12 cases per day. 
case assignments are random and incl~de all body systems at all 
levels and types of cases (excepe disability hearing 
decisions). Average processing eime for cases in QA is 
2.5 days. Writebacks are handwriteen eo avoid delays 
associated with typing. 

Case review emphasis is on decisional/doc~meneational acc~racy 
(i.e., s~bseaneive iss~es). Technical deficiencies, 
significant developmental delays, etc., are noted and 
informational ret~rns sometimes occ~r •. However nons~bstantive 
iss~es are not normally noeed beca~se of heavy caseloads. 

Interaction with QA medical staff is mostly face to face, 
altho~gh written questions are acceptable .if a doctor is not 
available. All writebacks have written medical staff comments 
and are signed by the s~pervisor. 

-.,idline Review 

Midline review is currently the second major QA f~nction and 
has been in effect since February 1988. ·This is a review of 
error-prone cases (determined from Federal and· internal QA 
statis~ics) before a determination is made. This innovation is 
designed eo improve agency quality, provide er·a ining eo DDS 
adj~dicaeors on developmental and telephone techniq~es, and 
enhance the image of the OA unit within the agency (i.e., eo be 
viewed as a partner with the operating units rather th~n as a 
"watchdog"). 
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QA specialises work side by side wi~h adjudica~ors and review 
physicians in ehe operaeing uni~s on selec~ed ca~egories of 
cases offering inpu~ and advice. If addi~ional medical 
evidence of record (MER) is needed and is available by 
eelephone, ehe QA specialise will of~en make ~he call. The 
purpose is eo correce errors before closing ~he case, improve 
processing eime, serve as ~raining for ehe adj~dica~or, and 
improve QA rela~ions wi~h ~he claims uni~s. 

The ~wo QA ~ni~s ro~a~e d~~ies mon~hly al~erna~ing be~ween ~he 
core func~ion and ~he midline func~ion. A mon~hly repor~ of 
midline ac~ivi~ies and findings is issued ~o ~ni~ supervisors. 
QA errors are noe charged during ~he midline review. 

The midline review has been successful in preveneing erroneous 
or poorly documen~ed cases from leaving ~he DDS before being 
correc~ed. The effor~ seems eo be improving ehe relaeionship 
beeween ~he QA uni~ and ~he claims unies. 

QA Repor~ing 

6 

A quar~erly QA repor~ is diseribu~ed ~o ~he agency direceor and 
~he su~erin~enden~s of disabili~y claims opera~ions. The 
repore char~s agency performance in cerms of ~o~al cases 
sampled, ~o~al cases wi~h subs~aneive and ~echnical 
deficiencies, doc~men~a~ional and decisional error ra~es, and 
medical evalua~ion errors. S~bs~aneive errors are also broken 
ou~ by level of claim, by decision, by basis code, and by body 
sys~em. Federal PER and QA re~~rns are char~ed similarly. 

The q~ar~erly repor~ provides an analysis of ~he findings, 
iden~ifies problem areas and recommends sol~eions. The repor~ 
also serves as a basis for deeermining ~he error-prone cases ~o 
~arge~ for midline review. 

A rolling 13-week repor~, a calendar 13-week repor~. and a 
rolling 52-week repor~ are also prepared meas~ring agency 
performance, adjudica~or performance, and physician performance. 

Findings 

The New Jersey DDS QA ~ni~ func~.ions in accordance wi~h SSA 
regulaeions in moni~oring incernal agency performance. 

QA case review places emphasis on docu~en~a~ional and 
decisional accuracy (subs~an~ive iss~es) b~~ does no~ 
appear ~o place s~fficien~ emphasis on nonsubs~aneive 
iss~es s~ch as developmen~al delays. 



The OA tJn i 1: prod 1.1ces s1.1bscanc ia 1 d aca on agency 
performance. This informacion does noc appear co be fully 
~cilized as a so~rce for feedback co 1.1nic s1.1pervisors in 
meas~rin9 uni~/adjtJdica~or performance againsc agency 
scandards. 

The midline review funccion appears co have favorably 
impacced on agency qtJalicy. We cotJld noc decermine, 
however, if midline review provides an effeccive so1.1rce of 
feedback co tJnic adj1.1dicacors and review physicians on 
processing error-prone cases and for improvin9 case 
developmenc cechniq1.1es, parcic1.1larly for obcaining MER by 
celephone. 

Recommendacions 

Managemenc shotJld: 
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4. S1.1pporc qualicy efforcs by placing greacer emphasis on 
che 1.1se of QA sample restJlcs and encouraging more 
feedback by: 

a. Iss1.1ing QA reporcs cimely, e.g., che December 1987 
q1.1arcerly reporc was noc released uncil March 1988. 

b. oiscribllcing che QA reporcs an~ che res~lcs of QA 
tJnic reviews--correcc as well as incorrecc--co 
managers and ~nic supervisors co tJse in assessing 
and improving adjtJdicacor performance chro1.1gh 
early dececcion of problem areas. Review 
physicians sho1.1ld receive a copy of che reporc as 
well. 

5. Expand che scope of QA accivicies wich special sc1.1dies 
of problem areas. Scr1.1cc~re che midline· review so 
chac ic becomes more inscr1.1ccional and provides 
feedback co che StJpervisor and adj1.1dicacors in caking 
necessary accion(s). 

6. Place more emphasis on che nons1.1bscancive aspeccs of 
che OA case review, parcic~larly developmencal 
delays. The incernal QA revie~ sho1.1ld foc1.1s on agency 
scandards (i.e., agency g1.1idelines for follow1.1ps; 
ecc.) inscead of modeling case review on Federal QA. 



Production/Workload Management 

case Processing 

The "ew Jersey DOS has twa operating units: Disability 
Operations, North and Disability Operations, South. These 
units are headed by regional superintendents. There are 
two supervisory claims adjudicators (SCA) for each operating 
unit. Disability Operations, North, is composed of 
five initial units, two CDR units, and two reconsideration 
units. Disability Operations, south, is composed of 
five initial units, two reconsideration units, and two COR 
units. Each processing unit is supported with claims 
adjudicator aides (assist the adjudicators with claims 
development) and clerical units, that are supervised by a 
principle clerk typist. 
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In the New Jersey DOS, as of ~arch 1988, over 28 percent of the 
initial disability cases were over 70 days old. Processing 
time was among the highest in the nation (with 79.5 and 
89.3 days for title II and title XVI, respectively). The 
pr~sumptive disability (PO) allowance rate was one of the 
lowest in the country, while the PO reversal rate was one of 
the highest. (See exhibit 1, ODS Performance Chart.) 

High workloads and significant changes, such as closing the 
Camden office, have resulted in low morale among many of the 
operations staff, particularly the adjudicators. No incentives 
exist for accurate and timely case processing. Supervision 
places emphasis on the number of dispatches per week. 
Processing time and pending caseload are all but ignored. The 
adjudicators perceive case receipt assignments as inequitable. 
Once adjudicators allow their pending caseload to become too 
high, they are exempted from new receipts. Thus, the better 
adjudicators with lower pendings receive more cases to process. 

Findings 

There are considerable unexplained delays in claims 
processing not so much between workstations but at 
particular workstations and when awaiting subsequent action 
(e.g., followups, medical referral). (See 
exhibit 3--Elapsed Time Study.)· 

workload management and controls, e.~ •• aged case 
processing, vary greatly from unit to unit. There does not 
appear to be any uniform control of aged cases or any 
systematic approach in attacking this workload. This lack 
of control of aged cases is being aggravated, and in some 
cases caused, by unmanageable workloads close to or in 
excess of 200 cases in some breakdowns. 

151~ 
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use of examiner pending listings, both as a management and 
examiner control, varies greatly from unit to unit and 
examiner to exa~iner. There are c~ses, some very aged, on 
the individual examiner listings that cannot be accounted 
for or have already cleared the agency. There is no 
uniform nor consistent method for reconciling these eases. 

Aged cases are highlighted on pending listings yet there is 
no concerted effort to work these eases on a priority 
basis. There are substantial gaps, in some eases several 
months, in taking any kind of action. 

There is considerable variations between the regions 
concerning supervisory reviews. Some unit supervisors are 
doing virtually no ease reviews, while others are reviewing 
a prescribed number of certain kinds of cases every week. 
The level of effort, the focus of the reviews, the 
reeordkeeping, and feedback from these reviews differ from 
supervisor to supervisor 

Recommendations 

7. Use systems support as much as possible and ·institute 
standardized practices to foster expeditious case 
processing: 

e. 

a. Institute uniform management controls and 
procedures for attacking the problem of aqed cases 
with appropriate priority and resources devoted to 
this workload. The Office of Systems can produce 
a management control listing of 180-day cases, by 
examiner, at DDS management request. This listing 
is available on a weekly and/or monthly basis and 
useful as a management control. 

b. Institute a uniform procedure for reconciliation 
of cases on examiner pending listings. Line units 
must work with the systems unit in removing 
previously cleared pending cases from pending 
listings. The systems unit should provide 
feedback to the line units when reconciliation 
transactions are input. 

Continue to explore incentives to reward adjudicators 
who have better productivity along with good accuracy 
and processing time. 

The unit supervisor should: 

9. Expand inline reviews and implement spot checks of 
each adjudicator's caseload, in various ~tages of 
processing, to assist the examiner before their 
pending caseloads approach the level where new 
receipts are not assigned. In conducting these case 
reviews, the supervisor should document all cases they 
review. 

JS~-~ 
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Cas~ Development and Adjudication 

Findings 

In some units, the disability examiners did not review 
cases upon their receipt in the agency nor did they 
complete any required first or second follow-up actions. 
Instead, aides initiate initial MER requests, as well as 
first and second follow-up letters to the claimant. All 
initial development requests and most followups are done by 
mail. Telephone contact is minimal. While the elapsed 
time study revealed that half of first followups occurred 
within 11 working days, numerous followups were not 
conducted timely. There were several significant 
unexplained development gaps ranging up to 64 working 
days. These delays significantly impact on overall DDS 
performance. 

Under this system it is possible to delay review of the 
case by the adjudicator until medical evidence arrives or 
the second followup is not productive. More accurate and 
timely adjudication of cases could be accomplished if the 
adjudicator were required to review the case file upon its 
arrival in the unit and again before any followup requests 
are initiated. Review of cases prior to followup and 
encouragement of phone usage by examiners may result in 
lowered processing time and fewer aged cases. 

It is the exception rather than the rule that the internal 
DDS progress record is completed or used as a control on 
outstanding development. As a result, it is impossible to 
determine the status of a case without reviewing the entire 
folder. 

Clericals pencil in followup dates on.fold~r tabs. When 
followups are updated, old dates are erased and new dates 
repenciled. When multiple sources of evidence are 
involved, the followup dates become almost illegible 
because the multiple erasures and entries on the folder 
tabs. 

ouring the course of our unit reviews, we found a number of 
cases which could not be located~ Case files can leave the 
line units when a consultative examination (CE) is 
involved, sensitive inquiry~ medical relations problem, etc. 

Recommend at ions 

The DDS should institute standardized practices to promote 
more efficient case development including: 

10. Consider the us~ of worksheets {DDS progress records) 
to better document claims de,•elopment such as 
followups on MER, CEs, and to pose quP.stions to 
medical consultants and to document physician response. 
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11. Consider the use of out cards when folders leave the 
adjudicator's workstation for nonclosure purposes, and 
color coded flags/tags to identify aged cases at all 
workstations for priority processing. 

12. Require adjudicators to review all initial cases upon 
their receipt in the agency, initiate all appropriate 
development actions, complete/control first and second 
followup of MER requests via telephone contact with 
treating sources. Minimize unnecessary processing 
delays by encouraging increased involvement by the 
adjudicator in all case development and increased 
review by the unit supervisors. 

13. ·Require adjudicators to document all cases for 
physician review with appropriate questions or 
comments before the case is taken or routed to the 
physician. Likewise, the file should contain the 
physician responses. 

14. Require examiners to use individual pending listings 
on a regular basis to assist them in managing their 
caseloads. Follow through and feedback by the 
first-line supervisor is important. 

15. Evaluate latest initiative to consider presumptive 
disability (PO), when appropriate: monitor PO usage 
and reversals. 

16. Consider the use of a task force (along with overtime) 
as a short term means to reduce aged cases and weeks 
work pending to assist the most heavily impacted 
examiners. 

Mental Impairment Case Processing 

Findfngs 

We noted several problems in adjudicating mental 
impairments. There were inaccuracies and inconsistencies 
in the completion .of the Psychiatric Review Technique form 
(PRTF) and the Mental Residual Functional Capacity (MRFC} 
form. Development of activities of daily li~ing was 
initiated at the same time as medical development and was 
not directed at addressing sp.cific issues in the medical 
development. 

Mental impairment development wa_s often done prior to 
development of physical impairments, there were 
inconsistencies in completions of the PRTFs and RFCs, and 
the development of activities of daily living (AOL) was 
often prematurely done and not directed to resolving 
specific issues in the medical development. 



The PRTFs are completed by psychiatrists and psychologists 
only. However, the physician that complet-.s the PRTF and 
the worksheet may not necessarily sign the SSA-831. The 
reason given, is the ODS medical consultant does not like 
to sign a blank 831. so, when the 831 is completed, the 
adjudicator takes it to any psychiatrist/psychologist for 
signature. 

Recommendations 

17. The ODS should review mental impairment case 
processing and: 

Case flow 

. a. Conduct refresher training with RO assistance to 
ensure that psychiatric consultant staff 
understand the use and completion of the PRTF and 
MRFC forms in mental cases: 

b. Redesign the AOL form(s): shorten, devise, and 
organize the questions in a systematic fashion. 
Telephone contact with the medical source and/or 
the claimant should be encouraged to clarify the 
claimant's functional limitations before 
considering contact with a collateral source: 

c. Develop AOL questions based on the evidence in 
file: avoid general AOL questions: ask specific 
questions to resolve specific issues in the 
medical evidence: and 

d. Provide refresher training on the proper timing 
and use of AOLs to ensure that development for 
AOLs is being done only when necessary. 

Teletyt:>e Unit 

ouring the course of our visit, we found the teletype unit 
current and up to date despite serious systems outages the 
previous week. The teletype unit staff seemed 
knowledgeable and hard working. ·Adjustments are made when 
appropriate and work Us well organized according to agency 

·priorities, particularly: 

a. Receipts and Case Assignments 

Receipts are keyed every morning as folders are 
received and are usually in the units by the 

12 

afternoon. Case assignments are tightly controlled and 
are made on as equitable a basis as possible by the 
assignment clerks. 

/biX 
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b. Case Clearance 

As noted above, priorities are well organized in the 
DDS teletype unit. Clearances are keyed immediately 
after receipts and .every effort is made to keep them as 
current as possible. However, the time study indicates 
that three or more days usually elapse between the last 
signature and case clearance. 

Mailroom 

Mail flow through the mailroom is smooth and current. 
Internal pickups are made five times daily. Incoming mail 
is picked up at 7:30a.m. and cases are delivered to the 
assignment clerks first thing in the morning. All outgoing 
mail is sealed and packaged by close of business. 

Claims Units 

While some units were encountering serious problems, other 
units, e.g., unit 2, seemed to have their workload under 
control with comparable receipts. 

word Processing Unit 

Both the elapsed time study and review of work stations 
showed significant delays in word processing--particularly 
in effectuating first action requests for MER. On average 
over five working days elapsed between case receipt and 
request for MER. Similarly, 5 days elapsed between the CE 
request and actual mailing. According to DDS management, 
the problem began with the closing of the Camden office and 
has been further exacerbated by attendance problems 
resulting from illnesses and other employee absences. The 
word processing unit gives priority to preparation of 
personalized denial notices which are delayed only about 
2 days, in comparison to first actions which we estimate 
current backl~s of S-7 days. 

Recommendations 

The DDS should: 

18. Develop both short and long term plans to improve the 
word processing. unit's efficiency and eliminate 
lengthy delays. The plans could include reviewing the 
capabilities of the present equipment and develop~ng a 
proposal on procurement of new state-of-the-art i 
equipment, if warranted. : 

/lo~ 



Training 

The training staff completed training o·f 16 adjudicators in 
February 1988. Two of the 16 adjudicators returned to their 
former positions because the job of adjudicator was too 
difficult. ~ 

In 1985, there were 3 full days devoted to training on mental 
case adjudication, subsequent to the training received by the 
training staff and medical staff in the RO. The ODS used the 
old and new video tapes and the case studies provided by SSA 
for mental training. 
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There has been no mental refresher training for adjudicators: 
however, the same mental case adjudication was given to the new 
adjudicators who completed the disability course in 
February 1988. 

Whenever a new physician is added to the medical consultant 
staff, or. Birenbaum and the MRO is responsible for providing 
the necessary training. Staff has been quite stable so there 
has not been a need to train physicians. 

The training staff has not been involved in an ongoing 
technical training program. 

The training staff perform other duties, such as adjudicating 
decision review (OR) cases--Riveria Court Case. They also 
handle tuition reimbursement for ODS staff: keep track of 
personnel taking training courses, etc. In the past, the 
training staff did seminars for the clerical staff. There have 
been no new hires recently: hence, no need for clerical 
training. 

The adjudicator aides are given a "watered down" version of the 
disability examiner training. They primarily perform clerical 
duties for the adjudicator, such as making followup telephone 
calls to doctors and hospitals for medical evidence of record. 

Course evaluations are not completed by new adjudicators upon 
finishing the basic examiner training. The training unit 
informally asks about problems the new adjudicator is 
experiencing. New adjudicators sometimes come back to the 
training staff to ask questions concerning specific cases. 
supervisors may or may no~ provide training feedback to 
training unit. There is no formal feedback from the QA Unit on 
areas that may require training based on internal OA re~ults, 
OQB returns, or observations from supervisors, based on~case 
reviews. 



Three n~w adjudicators were asked to comment on their course. 
All three adjudicators volunteered the following: 
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o More training needed in vocational evaluation/assessment of 
claims since a majority of the cases involve a medical/ 
vocational decision. 

o Prefer making their own telephone calls for medical 
evidence rather than the a~judicator aide. 

o Training needs more organization, and there should be 
enough materials for all trainees. 

Trainees liked the idea of staying together as a unit. It 
provides support for each of them. 

No training has been given to adjudicators on how to obtain and 
read queries. There are queries the adjudicator can get that 
are no problem to read. The CDR adjudicators were given POMS 
instructions to read the "coded" queries. 

Findings 

Course evaluations are not done by the training unit. 
There is no formal system for feedback on areas that may 
require training based on internal OA feedback, DOB returns 
or recommendations from supervisors based on observations 
from case reviews. 

Recommendations 

(See also recommendations lSa and l8d.) 

The DDS should: 

19. Establish mechanisms to evaluate the training courses 
of new adjudicators and institute a formal system to 
share feedback from deficient areas and trends from 
various levels of case review to all adjudicators. 

20. Assess the vocational assessment training given to new 
adjudicators and increase the emphasis and/or case 
practice in this area. Refresher training for 
experienced examiners may also be in order. 

21. Provide systems training to examiner staff in terms of 
availability of disability related informationifrom 
the federa 1 syste!JI. · In addition, examiners shc>uld be 
familiar with the internal ODS query (DDSQ) and know 
how to use it to assist in adjudicating and tracking 
cases. In addition, the DDS should cons~der providing 
examiners with systems access. 



CE/MER Monitoring 

New Jer~ey has done an excellent job in monitorinq CE usage. 
CE requests are reviewed by a physician prior to referral to 
the CE unit and again afte~ arrival in the unit. It appeared 
the second review caused very little delay in scheduling CEs 
and contributed to the lower CE rate. The current CE rate is 
25.8 percent. 

Address information is stored on the word processing equipment 
for most of CE providers of medical evidence. This central 
location of address information allows easier, more efficient 
and accurate updating and ensures that the correct address and 
procedur~ is used in requesting medical information. 

Findings 

There is no central file maintained for all CE providers· 
showing the date of the last visit, the results of the · 
visit and the date the next visit is due, as well as all 
information on any complaints or reporting problems. 
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There is also no mechanism to supply information on the 
results of the Medical Relations staff efforts. Such a 
mechanism might include comparative data to show accuracy·, 
completeness and timeliness of reports, the number and 
nature of any complaints or problems along with the number, 
dates and results of all visits and training efforts. This 
information could be used to determine how ef~~ctive 
training efforts are and could identify those that are more 
successful. 

use of Liaison Staff--Liaison staff is used to pick up 
medical evidence from hospitals, etc., and to get ADLs from 
claimants that cannot be reached any other way. Use of the 
liaison staff and the arrangements with certain hospitals 
have not been fully reevaluated for some time. 

Recommend at ions 

The DDS should: 

22. Maintain a central file for·all CE providers showing 
the date.of the last visit, the results of the visit 
and the date the next visit is due, as well as all 
informat~on 6n any complaints or reporting problems. 

/lo5X. 
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vocational Assessment 

Background 

case reviews have suggested that weaknesses in handling 
vocational issues disproportionately contribute to the 
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New Jersey oos• error rate. With this in mind, the review team 
specifically evaluated the ODS' practices and procedures with 
regard to vocational assessments. 

we learned the position of vocational specialist is no longer 
used in the New Jersey oos. At one time the position was a 
viable one. 

New adjudt.cators are trained in vocational assessment. 
However, if the adjudicator needs to consult with someone about 
a medical/vocational issue, he/she comes to the training unit 
or consults with their supervisor. 

oiscussion included how cases are handled in QA when the 
reviewer disagrees with the vocational assessment of the 
adjudicator. 

Apparently, this type of situation has not occurred very 
often. Usually, the person in QA with strong vocational 
background reviews the case and makes the call as to whether 
the assessment of the adjudicator is right or wrong. 

A vocational specialist is really needed when there is a 
"bounce" from the OQB and there is a need to prepare a 
successful rebuttal when the ODS QA disagrees. 

Finding 

Based on interviews and QA data there seems to·be a lack of 
expertise in the vocational area, especially among new 
adjudicators. Persons interviewed felt that all 
adjudicators could benefit from ongoing vocational 
assessment training, especially new adjudicators. 

Recommendation - See recommendation 20 

VR Referrals 

Lin Jenkins was interviewed: a VR employee stationed in the 
oos, at length about how VR referrals are hand~ed within the 
New Jersey oos. His permanent work station is !located on the 
second floor of the same building. · 



CDRs 
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Findings 

Mr. Jenkins does all VR referrals for the DOS. In 
reviewing several SSA-83ls, it was apparent that the ODS 
adjudicators arbitrarily checks block 21 (VR block) screen 
out. It was obvious that some of the cases were screen-ins 
instead of screen-outs. DOS adjudicators sometimes make a 
VR referral: however, the percentage of referrals by 
adjudicators have decreased since he has been onsite in the 
ODS. 

Mr. Jenkins refers mostly denials. One of three referrals 
becomes a client of VR. He has referred 5,400 cases to VR 
in the past 3 years he has been statinned in the ODS. Lin 
did not have good information on how many referrals were 
closed VR code 26 (closed rehabilitated) and VR was 
reimbursed by SSA. 

Recommend at ion 

23. So that adjudicators are more alert to possible 
referrals, conduct brief training on the SSA VR 
reimbursement program and the VR referral screening 
criteria contained in POMS OI26520.00l-26520.035. 

The ODS is doing a very good job processing its CDR workload. 
Through May 6, 1988, (62 percent of the fiscal year completed) 
New Jersey had processed 67 percent of its budgeted CDR 
dispositions. They. project that for the entire fiscal year 
they will realize about 125 percent of budgeted CDR clearances. 

In the course of the review we found that all CDR receipts have 
been assigned to adjudicators. The very significant progress 
in CDR case processing can we attributed to the high caliber of 
the COR supervisors and by the technical knowledge and 
aggressive development techniques of the COR adjudicators. 

The DDS shortly plans to implement formal COR "fast tracking" 
procedures, utilizing the experience of the joint OPB-DDS 
experiment in New Jersey. This should further enhance CDR 
productivity. The process essentially involves special 
handling of cases where a continuance is likely and the 
claimant has· a current treating ph~sician, and is geared to 
speedy, high quality processing of these casesr An important 
part of the process involves review physician ~elephone calls 
to treating physicians to secure MER. After gaining ex~erience 
ODS management should consider extending the fast track1ng 
concept to help process initial and reconsideration cases. 

Doc 2459F 
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ACCURACY 

Combined Initial 
(Rank) 

Initial Allowance 
Initial Denial 

·Mental 
Mental (122 Cases) 

combined CDR 

COR continuance 

CDR cessation 

All (I, R, and COR) 

PROCESSING 

Title II (days) 
(Rank) 

Title XVI (days) 
(Rank) 

WORKLOAD 
Rece1pts (YTO) 

\ Realized 

Dispositions (YTD) 
\ Realized 

Aged Cases 
(over 70 days). 

Weeks' work 
Pl!ndin; 

?ERFORMANCE 

Initial Allowance Rate 

CDR Continuance Rate 

Consultative Exa~ 
Rate (quarterly)· 

MER Rate 
(quarterly) 

Cumulative PPWY 
(annual target) 

FTE On Duty--end of qtr 

New Jersey 

12/86 

90.4\ 
(44) * 

100.0\ 
83.3\ 

N/A 
79.0\ 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

!1.!! 
93.6\ 
( 35) * 
95.6\ 
92.0\ 
80.0\ 
93.0\ 

6/87 

91.1\ 
(47)* 

97.9\ 
85.8\ 
77.3\ 
97.0\ 

89.0\ 91.9\ 

88.9\ 93.2\ 

89.3\ 85.4\ 

93.2\ 88.2\ 

Exhibit l 

9/87 12/87 

90.9\ 90.9\ 
(49)* (52)* 

96.90\ 96.3\ 
86.4\ 86/5\ 
79.5\ 77.4\ 
98.0\ 99.0\ 

99.0\ 97.8\ 

98.8\ 98.7\ 

100.0\ 91.9\ 

89.0\ 91.5\ 

93.1 88.6 70.5 72.5 75.5 
(46)* (46)* (43)* (45)* (48)* 

100.5 97.0 79.3 83.0 84.2 
(46)* (44)* (43)* (46)* (47)* 

N/A 26,365 41,986 54,713 15,166 
81.1\ ~6/l\ 84.1\ 102.6\ 

13,928 28,686 44,105 58,242 13,636 
88.8\ 91.9\ 96.7\ 95.8\ 91.1\ 

37.2\ 26.5\ 26.6\ 33.5\ 27.6\ 
(44)* (44)* (45)* (50)* (43)* 

14.1 12.2 12.0 11.9 14.0 
(49) (42) (42) (44) (51) 

40.8\ 42.1\ 42.7\ 45.2\ 43.9\ 

90.6\ 87.9t 84.8\ 87.3\ 86.~' 

37.6\ 30.2\ 14.1\ 12.0 25.7 
(35)* (20)* (2)* (1)* (7)* 

61.4\ 59.5\ 55.2\ 39.6\ 72.4\ 
(23)* (18)* (9)* (3)* (40)* 

157.4 164.5 173.0 182.3 202.6 

371.6 357.2 345.3 272.6 274.6 

* ( ) • Rank ** (N/A) • Not Available 
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New Jersey ODS FAMR 
ODS Elapsed Time Study· 

Exhibit 3 

Sixty end-of-line cases were reviewed. The average age at the 
time of review, which was held between April 25 to 29, 1988, 
was 48.1 days. The charts below list the DOS actions and the 
corresponding processing times in working days, i.e., holidays 
and weekends were not counted. The first panel provides the 
summary data for all cases combined, and the other two 
differentiate cases based on the presence of a consultative 
examination. 

ACTION 

I. All Cases 

Cases Received to 
First Action 

cases Received to 
First Evidence Received 

First Action to 
First Followup 

CE Report (or Last 
Evidence Received) 
to MC for Signature* 

Last Signature to 
Clearance 

Total Elapsed Days 

II. Cases Without CEs 

cases Received to 
First Action 

case Received to 
Firat Evidence Received 

First Action to 
First Followup 

Last Evidence Received 
to MC for Signature* 

Last Siqnature to 
Clearance 

Total Elapsed oays 

MEAN -

5.3 

21.7 

14.0 

5.5 

3.7 

48.1 

5.9 

21.7 

12.5 

2.6 

3.8 

37.3 

l'l3X . 

MEDIAN 

5 

21 

11 

2 

3 

40 

6 

18 

11 

2 

3 

33 

RANGE 

1-14 

5-88 

7-61 

0-64 

0-12 

16-144 

2-ll 

7-88 

0-30 

0-15 

1-12 

16-96 

CASES 

60 

56 

41 

59 

60 

60 

39 

38 

26 

38 

39 

39 
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ACTION MEAN MEDIAN RANGE CASES 

III •. cases with CE Reguest 

cases Received to CE Request 30.5 27 1-94 21 

No MER 1.3 2 1-2 3 

MER 35.6 32 8-94 18 

CE Request to CE Request 
Mailed s.o 4 2-11 21 

CE Mail to CE 9.5 9 7-14 17 

CE to CE Report Received 10.7 9 4-23 17 

CE Report (or Last Evidence) 
to MC for Signature 3.5 2 0-9 17 

Last Signature to Clearance** .3 .5 3 0-6 21 

Total Elapsed Days 68.2 68 26-144 21 

* In 20 cases, the HC signed 831 before DE (average days before 
was 1.7). 

** In one case, the CE report was received after 831 signatures 
but before the case cleared. 
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New Jersey Onsite Review 
Recommend at ions · 

Admin i s.trat i ve Management 

Disability determination services (DOS) management should: 

1. ·Expand emphasis on production to include a balance of all 
performance areas, esp~cially quality and timeliness of 
case development and adjudication. First and foremost, 
management should address staffing shortages and critical 
adjudicator vacancies as soon as possible. 

2. Establish overall agency plans that spell out DDS goals 
and address problem areas identified. Individual staff 
responsibilities in implementing these plans should be 
detailed: 

a. Region managers and their subordinate supervisors 
should havP. specific workplans that include trackable 
action items with timeframes. 

b. The State PARS should include uniform performance 
standards, as much as is permissible, for physicians, 
clericals, and examiners to maximize their 
contributions to the overall agency effort. 

3. If a move to another building is not imminent, reconfigure 
space to provide for a more efficient operation. use 
movable partitions to provide privacy for supervisors and 
to cut down on noise levels. 

Quality Assurance (QA) 

Management should: 

4. Support quality efforts by placing greater emphasis on the 
use of QA sample results and encouraging more feedback by: 

a. Issuing QA reports timely, e.g., the December 1987 
quarterly report was not released until March 1988. 

b. Distributing the QA reports and the results of QA unit 
reviews--correct as well as incorrect--to managers and 
unit supervisors to use in assessing and improving 
adjudicator performance through early detection of 
prob\em areas. Review physicians should receive a 
copy of the report as well. 

J7SX 
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s. Expand the scope of QA activities with special studies of 
problem areas. Structure the midline review so that it 
becomes more instructional and provides feedback to the 
supervisor and adjudicators in taking necessary action(s). 

6 •. Place more emphasis on the nonsubstantive aspects of the 
QA case review, particularly developmental delays. The 
internal QA review should focus on agency standards (i.e., 
agency guidelines for followups, etc.) instead of modeling 
case review on Federal QA. 

Production/Workload Management 

The oos should: 

7. use systems support as much as possible and institute 
standardized practices to foster expeditious case 
processing: 

a. Institute uniform management controls and procedures 
for attacking the problem of aged cases with 
appropriate priority and resources devoted to this 
workload. The Office of Systems can produce a 
management control listing of 180-day cases, by 
examiner, at DDS management request. This listing is 
available on a weekly and/or monthly basis and useful 
as a management control. 

b. Institute a uniform procedure for reconciliation of 
cases on examiner pending listings. Line units must 
work with the systems unit in removing previously 
cleared pending cases from pending listings. The 
systems unit should provide feedback to the line units 
when reconciliation transactions are in~ut. 

8. Continue to explore incentives to reward adjudicators who 
have better productivity along with good accuracy and 
processing time. 

The unit supervisor should: 

9. Expand inline reviews and implement spot checks of each 
adjudicator's caseload~ in various stages of processing, 
to assist the examiner-before their pending caseloads 
approach the level where new receipts are not assigned. 
In conducting these case reviews, the supervisor should i 
document all cases they review. 

/7b~ 
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The DDS should institute standardized practices to promote more 
efficient case development including: 

10. consider the use of worksheets (DDS progress records) to 
better document claims development such as followups on 

·MER, CEs, and to pose questions to medical consultants and 
to document physician response. 

11. Consider the use of out cards when folders leave the 
adjudicator's workstation for nonclosure purposes, and 
color coded flags/tags to identify aged cases at all 
workstations for priority processing. 

12. Require adjudicators to .review all initial cases upon 
their receipt in the agency, initiate all appropriate 
development actions, complete/control first and second 
followup of MER requests via telephone contact with 
treating sources. Minimize unnecessry processing delays 
by encouraging increased involvement by the adjudicator in 
all case development and increased review by the unit 
supervisors. 

13. Require adjudicators to document all cases for physician 
review with appropriate questions or comments before the 
case is taken or routed to the physician. Likewise, the 
file should contain the physician responses. 

14. Require examiners to use individual pending listings on a 
regular basis to assist them in managing the\r caseloads. 
Follow through and feedback by the first-line supervisor 
is important. 

15. Evaluate latest initiative to consider presumptive 
disability (PO), when appropriate: monitor PO usage and 
reversals. 

16. consider the use of a task force (along with overtime) as 
a short term means to reduce aged cases and weeks work 
pending to assist the most heavily impacted examiners. 

17. The DDS should review_mental impairment case processing 
and: 

a. Conduct refresher training with RO assistance to 
ensure that psychiatric consultant staff understand 
the use and completion of the PRTF and MRFC forms ir 
mental cases: l 

. . I 

lB. Develop both short and long term plans to improve the word 
processing unit's efficiency and eliminate lengthy 
delays. The plans could include reviewing the 
capabilities of the present equipment and developing a 
proposal on procurement of new state-of-the-art equipment, 
if warranted. 

1'1'1:t. 
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b. Redesign the ADL form(s): shorten, devise, and 
organize the questions in a systematic fashion •. 
Telephone contact·with the medical source and/or the 
claimant should be encouraged t·o clarify the 
claimant's functional limitations before considering 
contact with a collateral source: 

c. Develop ADL questions based on the evidence in file: 
avoid general ADL questions: ask specific questions to 
resolve specific issues in the medical evidence: and 

d. Provide refresher training on the proper timing and 
use of ADLs to ensure that development for ADLs is 
being done only when necessary. 

Training (See also recommendations 18a, 18d, and 23.) 

The ODS should: 

19. Establish mechanisms to evaluate the training courses of 
new adjudicators and institute a formal system to share 
feedback from deficient areas and trends from various 
levels of case review to all'adjudicators. 

20. Assess the .vocational assessment training given to new 
adjudicators and increase the emphasis and/or case 
practice in this area. Refresher training for experienced 
examiners may also be in order. 

21. Provide systems training to examiner staff in terms of 
availability of disability related information from the 
federal system. ~n addition, examiners should be familiar 
with the internal ODS query (OOSQ) and know how to use it 
to assist in adjudicating and tracking cases. In 
addition, the DDS should consider providing examiners with 
systems access. 

CE/MER Monitoring 

Th'! DDS should: 

22. Maintain a a central file for all CE providers showing the 
date of the last visit, the results of the visit and the 
date the next visit is due, as w~ll as all information on 
any complaints or reporting problems. 

VR Referrals 
I 

23. so that adjudicators are more alert to possible \referrals, 
conduct brief training on the SSA VR reimbursem~nt program 
and the ~ referral screening criteria contained in POMS 
DI26520.001-26520.035. 

· Doc 2416F 
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NEW JERSEY'S DISABLED: HAS THE PROMISE 
BEEN BROKEN? 

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1992 

U.S. Housz OF REPIU!:SENTATIVES, 
SELEcr CoMMITrEE oN AGING, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT INcoME AND EMPLOYMENT, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a:m., in the 
Ocean City Council Chambers, Ninth Street and Asbury Avenue, 
Ocean City, New Jersey, the Honorable William J. Hughes (chair
man of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Hughes and Saxton. 
Staff present: William Johnston-Walsh, Professional Staff 

Member. · 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CIIAIRMAN WILLIAM J. HUGHES 
Mr. HuGHES. The Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Em

ployment of the House Select Committee on Aging will come to 
order. 

Good morning and welcome to this morning's hearing. The sub
committee has received a request to cover this hearing in whole or 
in part by a television broadcast, still photography, or by other 
similar methods. In accordance with the rules, permission will be 
granted unless there is objection. Is there objection? 

[No response.] · 
Mr. HuaHES. Hearing none, permission will be granted. 
Today we will examine a very serious national problem that is 

forcing thousands of disabled Americans to wait over half a year to 
receive their insurance benefits and it costa the taxpayers nearly 
$250 million in incorrect benefit payment. over the last 3 years 
alone. I am greatly concerned that disabled Americans, retirees, 
and taxpayers are paying a ·heavy. price for massive ·reductions in 
the administration of the Social Security and Disability Programs. 

Over a 6-year period, social security staffing was put through a 
rapid downsizing process, eliminating about one-fourth of its per
sonnel. While steps were needed to streamline and improve the 
agency, the evidence is overwhelmingly clear that we have gone 
much, much too far. 

Despite completing more casework with fewer staff, the nation's 
disability program is barely treading ·water under a sea of 
800,000-that is 800,000-unprocessed cases, a 250 percent increase 
in just 3 years. The average disabled applicant now must wait 7 

(1) 
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1onths in some areas of the country to have a disability insurance 
laim reviewed. 
What is worse, according to the flscal year 1993 budget submitted 

y the President, we can expect the pending caseload to balloon to 
total of nearly 1.4 million cases within a year. It will take an un

·recedented 213 days to process an initial claim-that is, if every
hing goes right, but the fact is that this initial decision is often 
ITOng. 
The General Accounting Office recently found that in two-thirds 

f these appeals, an administrative law judge will overturn the 
.enial and rule that the person is in fact disabled. The situation is 
imply unacceptable. People who have paid disability insurance 
axes have a right to expect that when they or their dependents 
.acome disabled, the Government will live up to its part of the con
ract and pay the benefits that are due. 
Ironically, while disabled Americans are waiting several months 

·r even years for their casework to be processed, persons who are 
10 longer eligible for disability insurance assistance are costing 
axpayers tens of millions of dollars a year, people that are no 
onger disabled that we are not reaching because staff can't reach 
he continuing disability review cases that are piled on their desk 
n mountains along with new claims. 

The situation is occurring because there are simply not enough 
.taff to review these cases as required by law. The Agency's lack of 
Lbility to conduct these reviews has cost the taxpayers nearly $250 
nillion over the last 3 years. While our own State of New Jersey 
1as one of the highest backlogs of cases, totalling some 30,000, I am 

' mcouraged by recent efforts at the national level and among our 
~ew Jersey State officials to address this very serious problem. The 
~ood news is that New Jersey has just received additional resources 
md 90 new adjudicators. I am proud of the efforts .being made by 
>ur Commissioner, Ray Bramucci and others within the New 
Jersey Department of Labor who are working very, very hard to 
:educe the backlog. 

I think the recent reforms initiated by Commissioner Bramucci 
md his staff are an important step in the right direction, but my 
fear is that the scope of this national problem is so large that his 
!fforts may only help to slow the crisis, not eliminate it. 

Moreover, I have iome additional observations that I would like 
tO make and hopefully some additional reforms that the Commis
Jioner .and hie staff will consider which I think will really help 
move the process forward in New Jersey. 

The purpose of today's hearing is to gather a range of realistic 
and practical solutions to this serious and costly problem from our 
distinguished witnesses today. I look forward to their excellent tes
timony and thank those that have travelled a long distance to be 
with Us today. 

[The prepared statement of the Chairman Hughes follows:] 

• 
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Opening Statement 

Honorable William J. Hughes, Chairman 

Hearing of 
The subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment 

Select committee on Aging 
May 22, 1992 

"New Jersey's Disabled: Has The Promise Been Broken? 11 

Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. Today we will examine a 
serious national problem that is forcing thousands of disabled 
Americans to wait more than hal! a year to receive their insurance 
benefits . 

I am greatly concerned by previous testimony provided to the 
Subcommittee which reveals that disabled Americans, retirees, and 
taxpayers are p~ying a heavy price for massive reductions in the 
administration of the Social Security and disability programs. 

Over a six-year period, Social Security's staffing was put 
through a rapid downsizing process, eliminating nearly one-fourth 
of its personnel. While steps were needed to streamline and 
improve the agency, the evidence is overwhelmingly clear that we 
have gone too far. 

The Nation's disability program is barely treading water under 
a sea of unprocessed claims and paperwork. Despite completing more 
casework with fewer staff, the nationwide backlog of unprocessed 
disability cases is approximately 800,000, a level which is more 
than 250' larger than it was just three years ago. The average 
disabled applicant must wait six to seven months in some areas of 
the country in order to have his or her initial disability 
insurance claim reviewed. 

What is worse, according to the Fiscal Year 1993 "bare bones" 
budget submitted by the President, even if the Congress provides 
all the funding the administration is requesting, we can expect the 
pending disability caseload to total nearly 1.( million cases by 
the end of the fiscal year. It will take an unprecedented 213 days 
to process an initial claim in even the average state. That is if 
everything "goes right." 

But the fact is that even after these lengthy delays, tens of 
thousands of disabled applicants who are initially denied benefits 
must wait several more months while they appeal the decision. The 
General Acco:.mting Off ice recently found that in two-thirds of 
these cases where benefits are initially denied, the decision vas 
wrong. Sixty-six percent of the time, an Administrative Law Judge 
eventually rules that the person is in fact disabled and eligible 
to receive benefits. 
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This situation is simply unacceptable. People who have paid 
Jcial Security Disability Insurance taxes have a right to expect 
1at when they or one of their dependents becomes disabled, the 
JVernment will live up to its part of the contract and pay the 
anefits that are due. A disabling accident or illness is tragic 
1ough. We should not, and can not, make our friends and neighbors 
!it more than half a year to receive their insurance benefits. 

Ironically, while disabled Americans are waiting several 
Jnths or even years for their casework to be processed, persons 
~o have improved to the point that they are no longer eligible for 
isability assistance are costing taxpayers tens of millions of 
Jllars a year. This situation is occuring because there are 
imply not enough staff to review these cases as required by law. 
ne Social Security Administration estimates that about eight 
ercent of the time, an individual will improve enough medically 
hat he or she can return to the labor force. If this estimate is 
orrect, the agency's inability to conduct these continuing 
isability Reviews has likely cost the taxpayers a total of nearly 
250 million over the past three years. 

Clearly we are not saving money in this situation. We ought 
o admit we made a mistake by cutting back too far on essential 
ersonnel. This system is now creating severe and undue hardships 
or many of our most vulnerable citizens and it is not effectively 
sing our limited tax dollars. 

While I am encouraged by recent efforts at the national level 
nd among our New Jersey state officials to address this very 
erious problem, I am afraid that these improvements will only help 
.o slow the crisis, not correct it. I do not believe a day goes 
•Y that I do not receive another letter from a New Jersey resident 
•ho feels wronged or frustrated by the system. 

The purpose of today•s hearing is not to assess blame for the 
;erious problems we have. Rather, we have invited a very 
tistinguished panel of experts who I believe can help provide us 
~th a range of realistic solutions. 

It is clear that we need to work to eliminate these costly 
.nefficiencies in the system and discuss how the disability program 
.tself might be reformed. Perhaps there is a need for an earlier 
'face-to-face" meeting between the applicant and those making the 
·ulings on benefits. 

At any rate, I am convinced that we can, and must, do better. 
:t is to that end that I have called for this hearing today. I 
.ook forward to the testimony and I wish to thank thoee who have 
:aken the time to travel long distances so they could be with us 
:oday. 
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Mr. HuGHES. It is my pleasure now to welcome to Ocean City a 
colleague of mine who I have worked with for a number of years, 
not just on aging matters, matters that affect the disabled, but a 
whole boat of ocean policy matters. In fact, Jim Saxton and I are 
truly partners in working on behalf of the State of New Jersey, the 
southern part of the State. I am happy to report that it was Jim 
Saxton who was my ally in ensuring that we finally passed the 
Ocean Dumping Bill, the second one, so that we could force all the 
dumpers out of the ocean and we worked together in a true biparti
san fashion to advance t}{e interests of not just southern New 
Jersey but the State and the country and I am very happy that 
Jim, who is very well respected as a distinguished member of the 
Aging Committee, can be with us today . 

Jim? 
Mr. SAXTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's my pleasure to be 

here in Ocean County this morning. The ride in was marvelous. 
The weather is ·great. It sounds like it is going to be over 90 today 
but I think it will be cooler in Atlantic City than Ocean City. · 

I would just like to submit my opening statement for the record. 
Many of the same things that Mr. Hughes had included in his 
opening statement are included in mine and I would just like to 
say additionally that this is an opportunity, and I thank Mr. 
Hughes very much for giving me the opportunity to be here to hear 
testimony as to the problems that are faced by the State and Fed
eral officials who are responsible for administering the Social Secu
rity Disability Program. 

This is certainly an important issue to many Americans and Mr. 
Hughes and I know full well through our co"nstituent service offices 
and our activities in our offices how frustrating it is for individuals 
who come to us for help with regard to disability claims to fmd 
that we can look at their applications, we can suggest that perhaps 
something is not quite right with regard to an application or a 
reapplication, or a submittal for one purpose or another and then 
of course the papers, the applications are re-submitted and we then 
tell our constituents that we are a month or 2 months or some
times 4 or 5 or 6 months away from some kind of determination. 

So it is frustrating and at the same time, as Mr. Hughes very 
clearly pointed out, we recognize the limitations because of staffing 
shortages and the huge amounts of work that are involved in their 
determinations with regard to applications for disability, so we are 
here today to seek information that will help us or put us in a 
better position to help rectify problems which exist with regard to 
these determinations, so I am pleased to be here today and look 
forward to hearing from and talking with our witnesses. Thank 
you . 

[The prepared statement the Mr. ·Saxton follows:] 
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Statement o! Representative Jim Saxton 
be!ore the 

Select Committee on Aging 
Ocean City, New Jersey 

Friday, Hay 22, 1992 

---....... " ..... .................. .. ~ ............ 

I am pleased to make the trip to Ocean City today to discuss 
an issue o! importance to thousands o! New Jersey residents 
disability benefits. 

The federal government made a promise to Americans to 
provide benefits to persons with disabilities. To 80,000 New 
Jersey residents, this promise has come true. 

But unfortunately, hundreds o! state residents are waiting 
!or their disability cases to be reviewed. The number o! 
disability cases pending is intolerable. Although the federal 
government vas able to give New Jersey added financial assistance 
to hire to new ~djudicators, the caseload bas not decreased. 

The New Jersey Division of Disability Determinations bas 
seen a rise in new case claims. This increase in volu.e .. y be 
due in part to the economy, but nonetheless, improvements upon 
how our nation reviews disability benefits must be .. de. 

In addition, I am concerned with the inability of the 
program to conduct continuing disability reviews. Certainly we 
must determine whether rehabilitation can allow a person to 
return to the workforce. The intent of continuing disability 
reviews is to determine whether their condition bas •medically 
improved. • 

I vas shocked to hear Social Security Commissioner Gwen Xing 
testify that because of the lack of resources to perform 
continuing disability revievs,·some 34,000 persons should not be 
receiving disability benefits. This costs the system an 
estimated $200 million annually. 

Hr. Chairman, I am pleased to see the panel o! state experts 
which you have assembled !or this hearing. I look forward to 
their testimony and hope that they can provide insights in to the 
disability claim process. 

Thank you. 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you, Jim. I would like to introduce and wel· 
come to today's hearing our first witness, the Honorable Raymond 
Bramucci, Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Labor. 
Accompanying Commissioner Bramucci is Ms. Maryann Polaski, 
Director of the New Jersey Division of Disability Determinations. 
We are very happy to have you both with us today .. 

We have your statements, which, without objection, will be made 
a part of the record in full. We hope you can summarize for us but 
you may proceed as you see fit. 

Ray, we welcome you today. 

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND L. BRAMUCCI, COMMISSIONER, NEW 
• JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; ACCOMPANIED BY MAR· 

Y ANN POLASKI, DIRECTOR, NEW JERSEY DIVISION OF DIS· 
ABILITY DETERMINATIONS 

-

Mr. BRAMUCCI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yes, my statement is 
in the record and I would just like to hit a couple of points that I 
think bear some repetition in a less formal way. 

You know, I come from a family whose father was a social securi
ty disability recipient, and after a series of illnesses and injuries
he was a man who made fun of people who needed alarm clocks to 
get up in the morning because he was,alwaya there because he had 
to be there-and my sister similarly, 36 years of work getting up at 
quarter to 5 every morning, only to become disabled and is present
ly receiving disability benefits under social security, so it is close to 
home. I think we do poorly, even while we're making progress. 

Because our clientele is so at risk, we can't afford to be blase or 
even comfortable with progress since 91 days, which is the turn
around time in the country, is not very reassuring when someone 
is seeking adjudication to a claim that is central to the future, to 
their lives, and it bothered me to take over an agency that was not 
doing that well and seeing that several physical moves with the 
same troops didn't yield much that you could say gave one reason 
to hope, and so that when we were on the road we could look at an 
elderly person or a disabled person and say we are on your side, 
we're going to try to help you and we are going to do it rapidly. 

So this has effected not only the bureaucratic reality of those 
numbers but me personally, that to be associated with something 
that was not sensitive and not doing as good a job as we possibly 
could for people who had real needs to be respected is a fundamen-
tal issue that we are beginning ·tO address now. · · 

Social Security sent in their team and made some recommenda
tions. Well, we also sent in our team. Since it is not always simply 
important to say we don't have the resources, and we didn't, and I 
quarreled a little bit with the Commissioner since I thought there 
was some unfairness in some remarks that were made, yet a~ base. 
we didn't seem to have the morale and the sense of puri>ose and. 
the professionalism to tum this around and so our team that went. 
in there were the best people that we have in the Department of 
Labor, people that had demonstrated their ability to efficiently and 
sensibly deal with such issues as training and unemployment in
surance and disability insurance under our TDI law. 

fi8j. 
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We made some real changes. Maryann, who is sitting to my 
right, has been a long-time professional, a person of great integrity, 
and she was put in there and given carte blanche to select the 
people she needed to begin to turn this thing around. We then 
began to move on a parallel course with the Commissioner, Ms. 
King, who not only made funds available to us to enable us to hire 
those 90 people and to hire the five medical experts, the doctors, to 
begin to break this logjam, but she took the time to come to our 
office in Newark, and stand in a receiving line with me for better 
than 2 hours to greet every single employee in that place and en-
courage them to do better. · 

We are beginning to move in the right direction. We have re
duced the backlog 4,000 cases but the onslaught continues so those 
numbers are only relatively important. 

We have now an idea in place that would seek to regionalize our 
approach. I know that people will say, well, you go from centraliza
tion to regionalization-if you had regionalization, you'd centralize, 
but our team from the Department of Labor made that recommen
dation to us, that we seek to break up the caseload to reflect more 
closely face-to-face connection with applicants and it would also 
give us a yardstick to measure productivity and so as a first step 
we opted to move to New Brunswick, where we had a physical loca
tion with all of our other units-DVR, UI, ES-a place where the 
Department of Labor had a flag and we thought demographically 
and in terms of our people it would be an attractive place to set up 
a store so that we would basically take the 90 new people and our 
overage and move that into New Brunswick as a way of focusing 
our performance and not just painting it all with one brush. 

I think that the New Brunswick move is a very critical move for 
this Department. It has gotten caught up in a understandable need 
to review the leases that were granted and the irony of course is 
that this is a lease that the State of New Jersey doesn't pay a 
nickel for and it's been endorsed by the Social Security Administra
tion specifically. We have done the on-site inspections of our real 
estate in Newark and looked at the spot in New Brunswick and 
they are on-board totally. 

I have received assurances from the new Republican majority, 
not so new now, that they will be sympathetic and the first lease 
that gets unloosened will be that one, but I would say to you that 
this is a critical part of our ability to come back to you in the 
future, Mr. Chairman, and give you some good news because we 
think that this move will give us great opportunity to try some
thing new and to install a new system and a new appreciation for 
the importance of efficiency and sympathetic and effective han
dling of these claims. 

I am not happy. You are not happy. Our staff that cares is not 
happy and we want to make it better! But I will end this statement 
with this observation: I would hope that people would give us an 
opportunity to do it our way. If you are going to hold me responsi
ble, which I am responsible, then give me a chance to do it the way 
I think it should be done and then if it fails, then I nm just not 
efficient or I am not with it, or I am over my head, but we need 
that move in order to serve New Jersey people better, so I think 
it'r nc; fflrc~f,tlly t:~Rid AI: T can make it. I think th~r~ iR reason for 
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hope. A year ago if I were here, I would not be as hopeful because 
we have done some reductions. We have closed cases. We do have a 
little bit of a better spirit but we do have a problem with the 
'rthem and us" mentality among too many of our people and we 
are working. on it. 

I welcome the opportunity to answer whatever questions I can 
and Maryann will help me when I am a little deaf. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bramucci follows:] 

Testimony of 
New Jersey Labor Commissioner Ray Bramucci 

to the Subcommittee on Retirement Income and Employment, 
U. S. House of Representatives' 

Select Committee on Aging 

May 22, 1992 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before this 

committee and outline the priorities that I have set at the Department of 

Labor for improving the operations of lhe £?ivision of Disability 

Determinations, as well as my plans for carrying out those priorities. 

I have personal reasons as well as professional ones for wanting ODD 

to succeed, thrive and flourish. · 

As a youngster growing up in Massachusetts, I saw first-hand how a 

Social Security benefit check can impact upon the quality of life of people · 

who suffer disabling injuries or illnesses that keep them for earning their 

livings in the workplace. 

My late father received Social Security benefits when an injury 

prohibited him from working and my sister is presently receiving Social 

-Security disability benefits. Neither of them wanted to stop working, but 

when circumstances forced them to they had no qualms about applying for 

benefits because they knew they·had contributed to the insurance system all of 

their working lives. 

Let me start my formal testimony by telling you candidly that, although 

we are beginning to see improvement, I am still not satisfied with the 

productivity of our DOD. It takes far too long for claims to be processed. Our 

disabled citizens deserve better, and our performance needs major 
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improvements in efficiency if it is to become more deserving of public 

confidence. 

Our record today is somewhat better than it has been in the recent past, 

and that is something on which we can build for the future. But we have set 

our sights higher and we will keep pushing until this program is one of the 

best in the nation. 

As you know, DOD was the subject of an on-site management and 

process review by the Social Security Administration in June, 1991, and my 

own management review team reported directly to my office in October of 

last year. 

These reviews determined that the system was in dire need of 

overhaul. They cited problems with communications, medical review, 

staffing, workload, production, relationships between adjudicators, quality 

assurance and clerical support. 

In response to recommendations made by the review teams, we have 

implemented a wide range of program improvements in the areas of 

workload management, staff and management development, and quality of 

service. Also, as a result of those recommendations, there has been a 

considerable increase in the level of support provided by the parent agency 

and regional office staff, and our restructuring of the division which is well 

under way, will be completed in the next several months. 

Let me list some of the steps we have taken: 

-We hired more adjudicators. All of the 90 adjudicators that we have 

hired since May, 1991 have been trained and are assigned to caseload 

management. I'm happy to report that the more experienced ones are now 

beginning to make a noticeable contribution to the DOD's weekly 

productivity. As part of their training all of the trainees were involved in an 
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initial case development project that provided valuable assistance to the 

agency so that experienced adjudicators could spend more time closing cases. 

-We added five review physicians to the staff to evaluate medical 

evidence. 

-We appointed a new director and assigned some of the top managers 

in the Department of Labor to be part of ODD's new management team . 

-A new computer system was put on line to help us improve 

productivity levels. Additionally, modern copying equipment has been 

installed. 

-The consultative examination (or CE) process was streamlined to 

avoid case delays. 

We also revamped overtime schedules. Where previously overtime 

was scheduled without setting specific goals, it is now scheduled by 

management whenever it can maximize the overall productivity of the unit. 

The Social Security Administration has directly provided valuable staff 

assistance and support to our agency. nus help includes providing clerical 

assistance on Saturdays to work in the consultative examination unit to 

reduce the number of cases awaiting appointments and to conduct telephone 

interviews with clients. 

Mandated quality review is now conducted by SSA staff, enabling the 

ODD to reassign the internal quality staff to directly assist claim operations . 

The SSA also recently embarked on a project which will relieve our 

adjudicators of the need to initiate requests for medical evidence for about 15 

percent of our case load. That will improve our processing time and free up 

staff to work on the aged cases . 

The final piece of the equation-and the one I consider the most 

important-will be the opening of our first regional office, i.~ New Brunswick. 

3 
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We anticipate that this operation will give us a yardstick for measuring the 

caseload performance of our staff and management in two diverse operating 

environments. 

We are somewhat behind our schedule for the opening of this office 

because of the hold placed on new lease signing pending the State 

Legislature's review of all state leasing arrangements and procedures. I will 

keep you informed about our progress on getting approval for our lease. 

The New Brunswick office will represent an important phase of our 

restructuring program wh;::h is based on the concept of regionalization. 

We've divided the State into four parts to handle incoming cases. One 

will be in New Brunswick and for the time being at least the other three 

regions will be housed in the Newark Office. Each region will have its own 

consultative examination scheduling unit; field personnel, medical relations 

specialist, case consultants, and physicians who will report to the regional 

manager. The regions will also have sufficient paraprofessionals whose 

primary function will be to assist the adjudicators in obtaining medical 

evidence and information from claimants themselves. 

Even if three of the regions remain in Newark, they will receive cases 

from the designated district offices and will relate to facilities under their 

geographic jurisdictions. 

We anticipate that regionalization will result in improved and more 

personal relationships with doctors, hospitals, clinics, consultative 

examination sources, workshop facilities, claimants and SSA district offices. 

Our staff will need all of the additional assistance it can get if it is to 

meet the challenges of. the anticipated future workload. 

As a result of the Zebley decision, which expanded the number of 

factors that must be considered in determining children's claims, we 
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anticipate that DOD will receive 5,610 cases in Fiscal Year 1992 that will 

require special handling and involve a unique set of adjudicative principles. 

In order to process this large and complicated workload, we have assigned 

these cases to the most experienced members of the DOD staff. 

The Wilson decision, which prohibits denials without consideration of 

a claimant's vocational background, also will have a significant impact on 

our workload by adding 6,000 to 7,000 new cases. We are awaiting 

instructions for the handling of Wilson cases from t}:\e SSA in order to 

adequately plan for the processing of these claims. 

In response to the committee's question ~bout the SSA's Plan for 

Disability Program Initiatives, I must state that these initiatives have had a 

positive effect on our ODD because they have helped the staff to process 

claims more expeditiously. lhe initiatives eliminated the need for specific 

medical documerft:ation and reduced the number of form entries a physician 

must make. That sped up the processing time for those case situations. 

If I learned anything by my experience in the labor movement, it is 

that when people feel good about their jobs, they take more pride in their 

work and productivity increases. One of the biggest issues for me is to 

eliminate any "us vs. them" attitude between management and workers. I 

have made it a personal priority to address this situation. What we need is 

teamwork not confrontation. 

Almost immediately after coming on board as director Maryann 

Polaski began conducting weekly meetings with all eighteen unit supervisors. 

These meetings provide the director with an excellent sounding device to 

receive feedback from workers and in the-long-run help dispel the we/them 

attitudes. 
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Let me give you an example of the problem. We had a sign reading 

"administration" which artificially separated management from the workers. 

MaryaM took that sign down. 

It is my feeling that staff morale has been improving steadily. All of us 

have gone to great lengths to tell DOD staff that we care about them and value 

their hard work . 

We have established two adjudication committees and a workforce 

committee to provide employees with opportunities to discuss issues of 

concern with supervisors, managers and directors. 

MaryaM also has held briefings to introduce the staff to the members 

of the new management team and to review the state and federal reports. 

More of this is plaMed for the future. 

Meetings also have been held by management to inform staff 

members of career advancement and training opportunities within the 

agency. 

In the list of questions you forwarded to me, Mr. Chairman, you noted 

that the state review team had "concerns about the high expectations 

management staff have that the new computer system will be a major factor 

in reducing case processing time." 

Mr. Chairman, I want to assure you that we understand the importance 

of compu.ters. But we also understand that they are no panacea. We do have 

high expectations for our computers to help with the work, but I know that it 

is our people who will make the decisions- and the difference. 

I think you will agree that we have made substantive changes at DOD. 

The Division is no longer conducting "business as usual" and we are 

seeing tangible results from our efforts. Since May, 1991 there has been a 

steady and sustained improvement in the quality of the Division's 
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determinations, with the initial denial accuracy rate increasing from 80.6 

percent to 93.9 percent. In fact, the division's overall initial claims accuracy 

rate for the first quarter of this year was 95.4 percent, a rate higher than the 

national average . 

Thanks to the assistance from the SSA and our own restructuring, our 

pending workload has declined by over 2,400 cases since the beginning of this 

year. The drop in the pending caseload has been achieved in spite of a steady 

rise in new cases. The division received 39, 286 cases for the seven-month 

period from October, 1991 to April, 1992 compared to the 32,286 cases 

received in the same period in the previous year. 

Commissioner King and I have had some disagreements, but they are 

behind us now. And I must say unequivocally that without the financial 

assistance she provided we would have been hard-pressed to find th~ 

resources for new staff and equipment and to put in place the 

recommendations of the federal and state review teams. 

I've stated publicly that thanks to Ms. King's help, the days of excuses 

for DOD are over and if we fail now, we do so on our own. No longer can we 

use the excuse that all the problems with DOD were inherited ones. We are 

the masters of our fate and I hope we will have the support and opportunity 

to make this operation succeed on our own terms, or fail trying. 

But I feel good about what we're doing. Our speed is still too slow, but 

our quality and accuracy levels are above the national norm and our backlog 

is deaeasing. 

Our experience has shown that adequate funding levels, and good 

management do make a difference; The return on investment by the SSA in 

New Jersey has been profitable and positive and we are proving that quality 

and productivity can be compatible and achievable goals. 
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Our goals and objectives are necessarily high and they are not limited 

to national averages. I don't think it is fair to tell a disabled person that he or 

she has to wait 91 days before they are notified of their eligibility. 

My staff designed and implemented the programs that let us pay 

unemployment benefits to thousands of jobless workers the first day they 

were eligible to receive them under the nation's first state-funded extended 

benefits program. We achieved the same thing when a federal program took 

its place. 

I believe our disabled citizens deserve no less than the same kind of 

effort. And I am determined that they will get it. 

Our concern for our disabled citizens extends beyond the limits of 

DOD's responsibilities. For instance, we have directed DOD staff to identify 

1 • and refer to our vocational rehabilitation program disabled persons who with 

the proper assistance and training are capable of becoming productive 

members of the workforce. Things like that may not show up in the statistics, 

but they mean a lot to the people who benefit from the process. 

In our efforts to improve the disability determinations program in 

New Jersey, we have learned a great deal about the SSA program and the big, 

important and complex issues that this committee must consider. 

With your permission, I would like to offer to you some suggestions 

for changes in the program that could benefit disability agencies in all states. 

I believe we need a means of providing contingency funds when our 

programs face unanticipated increases in their caseloads. We need a 

mechanism that responds to these needs quickly before the weight of new 

cases bogs down the entire system. Such a model exists already within the 

unemployment insurance system and could be easily modified for this 

purpose. 
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The funding for disability agencies should be off budget to enable them 

to deal with the reality of caseloads as they occur without being hampered by 

arbitrary budget constraints. This also would enable agencies to reinstate the 

continuing disability reviews, as well as provide for other activities. 

Next I would suggest that the temporary changes by the SSA that 

eliminated some excessive and unrealistic documentation requirements 

should become our permanent method of operation. If we can do a good job 

without them let's not slow the system with extra and unnecessary steps. 

Another important point I would like to make is that to my knowledge 

there has never been a comprehensive study on what really constitutes 

adequate reimbursement to doctors for the kinds of requests we make. A 

national study could examine the impact of these medical costs on various 

disability programs. That information could help all agencies determine how 

best to allocate their funds. 

For example, the amount paid for consultative examinations and 

medical requests varies from state 'to state. We pay $10 for each medical 

request in New Jersey, an amount that seems unrealistic in today's economic 

c:Ilmate to say the least. But there is no hard evidence to show that we would 

see faster turnaround times if we spent more of our limited resources in this 

area . 

One of the things we plan to take a look at is the difference between 

lapsed tiine and actual processing time. For us, lapsed time means the 

number of days that pass from when a case comes into the IN basket and 

finally goes out the our basket II it turns out that we are spending too much 

time waiting for information rather than evaluating data and making 

decisions, we will know better where to attack the problem. 
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Finally, there should be a way to assist disability programs to explore 

and develop innovative methods to speed the processing of claims. 

Possibly, a grants program like those used to fund pilot programs in the 

unemployment insurance system could help in the development of a 

common data base of. medical information from welfare agencies, vocational 

rehabilitation services, hospitals, mental institutions and clinics to be used in 

the processing of Social Security disability claims. 

There does not seem to be one solution nor one program that will 

work in all states. I believe the entire program needs the ability to experiment 

at even local levels with funding for reasonable and sound activities 

provided by the SSA. 

I offer these suggestions from a state that has made a very serious 

commitment to improve its services. 

We applaud the efforts of Commissioner King who, along with her 

staff, has worked closely with us to make 'the improvements we have talked 

about. The rest is up to us. We must maximize our creative talents and 

explore every alternative to provide the disabled community with the 

prompt, efficient, dignified and respectful service it expects and deserves. 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you very much, Commissioner. Did you want 
fu add anything at all, Ms. Polaski or are you just going to respond 
to questions? 

Ms. PoLASKI. I think I just would like to add that I had the op
portunity this past week to attend a meeting in Baltimore where 
all of my other colleagues across the country were in attendance 
and that the feeling from all of them was great concerns echoing 
your concerns about where we're going, yet realizing the difficulty 
with funds and basically most people spent a lot of time talking 
about what they could do about th~ situation that was within their 

· control and I came away with some good ideas, some new things 
that may help us in our processing time and things that hopefully 
then will let the staff see the effect of what we are doing. 

The staff very much needs to recognize that this is a difficult 
process, one that is not gomg to tum around over ni~ht, but yet we 
can't give up because I always feel that folder that s sitting there 
isn't a folder. It's a person who really doesn't care about our 
budget problems, our computer problems, our staffmg problems. 
They want to know when will they receive the decision and we 
have to constantly try and focus on that part of the problem. That 
person deserv~ a response. 

Mr. HuGHES. Thank you. Well, my colleague alluded to what we 
see day in and d~y out in our own offices and we Cio see it anecdo
tally. Like my colleague, I sign my mail every week. It's ready for 
me when I return on Fridays, and I see the letters coming in and 
the letters going out and some of the frustrations that disability 
claimants suffer. 

I also see the number of reversals. I don't think a week goes by 
that I don't sign two or three letters indicating that an Administra
tive Law Judge has reversed a decision. In my own humble judg
ment, part of the problem is the lack of face-to-face meetings. I 
think that would help considerably. 

Another part of the problem is unfortunately when you have a 
caseload of 200 to 250, you are going to experience a certain 
amount of burnout and morale problems. I mean it's because they 
are being hammered, the adjudicators are being hammered on all 
sides. They want to do right. They sense that there are a lot of 
cases that they can't reach. They are going to end up with people 
dying before they can even reach them, and so they have an awful 
olot of responsibility. They leave often at 4:30 or 5, realizing that 
there are more cases in the pile than they started with that morn
ing beca~e of the incoming cases, it shouldn't be surprising that 
we have such a morale problem~ 0 

• 

I am encouraged by your suggestion that you want to regionalize. 
I do have somewhat of a problem with when you r~~~alize and 

0 you take it to New Brunswick, you are not region · · g it and 
taking it to the people in areas like southern New Jersey. 

My colleague and I have pretty much maintained our Congres
sional districts intact. We had to pick up-I had to pick up a few 
thousand people, whereas my colleagues in northern New Jersey 
'had to pick up 100,000 or 110,000. That is because of demographic 
shifts in population. 0 

This area is growing by leaps and bounds and it's-and I am 
going to get to asking you about the possibility of making some 
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changes in the regional approach. It would be far better, would it 
not, to have an office in the southern part of the State where you 
could have that face-to-face contact, where you would have some 
degree of familiarity with the medical examiners, evaluators that 
are called in, and you'd have that personal understanding that 
often exists. I mean they are small communities, by and large, and 
people know a lot about what is happening in their communities 
and it seems to me it would facilitate the process. 

What is your response to that? 
Mr. BRAMUCCI. There is a lot of truth in what you said. In the. 

real world we are dealing with our employees and with our leases 
and all of that, it was our judgment that it was more doable to do, · 
in terms of geography, a minor move to this area. I mean it's not 
as dramatic as going to Atlantic City or Camden or someplace in 
more rural south Jersey, but it was more doable. We could get it 
done. We had a piece of real estate and we had people· who would 
not contest the issue of reassignment. We could more easily deal 
with the issue of reassignment internally. 

Now I grant you that all the arguments you make are valid and 
we certainly have four regions in mind in the State of New Jersey 
in our reorganization plan that we have in effect. One of them is 
south Jersey, because I do believe that the concentration of people 
in one area does make anonymity and a lack of personal touch-a 
feeling of being out of touch with large groups of people around the 
State of New Jersey who are moving to places and living in places 
that were not envisioned 20 years ago. 

Congressman, I can only tell you that within the bounds of what 
is possible to do, we will be moving in that direction. 

Mr. HuGHES. I am sympathetic to the concerns that you are 
locked into a ·lease and I know that when you have a morale prob
lem that when you suggest that you are going to be regionalizing, 
that doesn't help the morale problem. . 

But in the fmal analysis, don't you agree we need to look at the 
long-term solutions and, frankly, that means biting the bullet and 
while it may mean some disruptions, we've got 90 new adjudicators 
coming on board. That is an ideal opportunity to really begin that 
process. 

New Brunswick isn't that far. I went to school in New Brunswick 
from Newark. The problem is that we have altogether different 
problems in southern New Jersey and frankly a lot of the people 
who make that trip to Newark have a difficult time. They are dis
abled, seriously disabled. Many of them have terminal illnesses, so 
it is a hardship to begin with but more importantly it seems to me 
it is not very efficient, if we agree that v:e need to decentralize, just 
to move to New Brunswick Center, although I think your concept 
of decentralizing is probably the right approach. I think it was per
haps, while a noble experiment, a mistake to try to centralize. 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. Well, I'd just reiterate, at this point we need a 
yardstick. We need an alternative to centralization that can be put 
into effect as quickly as possible with the troops we now have 
which does not do damage to our commitment to Newark. I am not 
talking about an emotional commitment· but a legal commitment, 
because we simply don't have the room in Newark to expand with 
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those 90 people or so-maybe 90, maybe 80, maybe 100. We'll see 
how it works out. 

So in this case, ;·Mr. Chairman, this move is less responsive to 
your need for local recognition and local adjudication than it is for 
our attempts to establish some efficiency in the general picture, so 
that I don't discount what you are saying at all, but in terms of 
what we could do under the circumstances given the enormity of 
this problem, it is a reasonable attempt to deal with the case load 
issue and the lack of speed . 

·By the way, our rate of being correct is among the highest in the 
country. We are slow but we are correct. Our rate is up near 95 
percent, which puts us in the top 10 percent. It is kind of ironic, 
but I would say that putting all the light of day and sunlight on 
the issue that that was a prudent move to New Brunswick without 
discounting at all the ·concerns that you have that regionally were 
not present. · 

Mr. HuGHES. How many continuing disability reviews, CDRs, are 
you doing? · 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. Well, I saw a couple of numbers and I'd ask Mar
yann to respond to that. 

Ms. PoLASKI. We have proceeded in f1Scal year '91 about 2,300 
and this year so far we have done around 2,100 and anticipate that 
we would be doing about 3,500 this year. • 

Mr. HuGHES. How many should you be doing? . 
Ms. PoLASKI. Probably a lot more than that. I don't even thin}t 

that we can project because some of those cases have not really 
been ~roperly flagged by SSA. We know -the number is high. 
There s defmitely a concern and a need to do them and that is an 
area where resources becomes relevant. 

Mr. HUGHES. I'm not being critical because you have got a terri
ble problem. I mean you have got a tremendous backlog----30,000 
cases-but the difficulty is that we need to make it very clear to 
those that craft budgets in Washington, the administration and in 
the Congress, that. we have a serious problem and that we are 
being penny wise and pound foolish. 

We probably should be doing four times that, five times that. 
Mr. BRAMUCCI. Given the nature of the program. 
Mr. HUGHES. And we are losing not tens of millions of dollars but 

hundreds of millions of dollars because people are no longer dis
. abled collecting benefits, so we have at the back end people taking 
monies away from the fund that are not entitled to. 

At the front end we have people that are often dying that we 
can't reach because of a backlog at the front end, and that brings 
me to my next point . 

How many additional adjudicators do you need in New Jersey to 
clear up your backlog and do the disability reviews that you need 
to do? 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. I would like to take a crack at that one. If we 
keep getting different rulings on what our clientele is, like the 
Zebley decision and the Wilson decision, there is no rational person 
that could ever answer you because we keep broadening the scope 
of the law and what we are now doing is simply catching up with 
what we had, so thAt. every day there secmJ; to be a new concern. 
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This gets us, this 90 gets us in a reasonable mode to keep up 
under the present rules but it doesn't allow us to do the reviews 
that you so reasonably point out we should be doing, nor does it 
give us time, for instance to refer people that we see as being em
ployable to our disability vocational retraining. That would be a 
very good linkage to get people into the workforce. 

Mr. HuGHES. See, part of the problem is that Commissioner 
King, whom we both admire and who I think is trying to do a good 
job, goes in like a good soldier and tells the Appropriations Com-
mittee that she doesn't need any more money. • 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. Well, I don't k.now-
Mr. HuGHES. And our colleagues this past week had awful time 

trying to get a number out of her just because the Office of Man- · 
agement and Budget doesn't want her to give any numbers. 

I am sure she would probably challenge me but I believe that she 
wants to try to do right and it's all because even though the admin
istrative expenses are around 1 percent in the social security area, 
we don't spend a lot of money on administration. 

We cloak the magnitude of the budget deficit once again by not 
spending monies that should be spent for administrative expenses, 
and it is being penny wise and pound foolish. That's why I am 
asking what you need really-forget Zebley-and what would you 
need just to clear up your backlog? Put aside Zebley and put aside 
the Wilson case. 

Okay, Maryann? 
Ms. PoLASKI. I was going to say, with the staff that we have right 

now, the new staff, and their ability to assimilate into the process 
and the overtime that we are currently getting, we feel that we 
would have been able by the end of the year to clear up the back
log. We are projecting that we will be doing about 70,000-71,000 
cases. 

The problem right now is unfortunately that was based on re
ceipts that we thought would be in-maybe between 1000 and 1200 
each week. They have been a lot higher. 

Mr. HUGHES. Like how much? 
Ms. PoLASKI. They have been averaging 1400-1500 a week so 

when you take that into account, we would need maybe another 10 
or so adjudicators or overtime hours-

Mr. HuGHES. How about to get to-
Ms. PoLASKI.-to deal with that. 
Mr. HuGHES.--continuing disability reviews at the same time, 

the ones you should be doing? How many would you need to do 
that? 
_Ms. PoLASKI. That I am really not sure of. 
Mr. HuGHES. See, we need to get some numbers. 
Ms. PoLASKI. Okay. 
Mr. HuGHES. We need to start getting some numbers so that we 

can as policymakers start developing a consensus for additional re
search. 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. We've got to get back to you with the number of 
what would be a reasonable percentage of the CDRs in terms of 
case load because you asked that question-

Mr. HUGHES. That's right. 

• 
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Mr. BRAMUCCI. I think that is a reasonable question and I think 
it would yield savings that would not be unreasonable in terms of 
the recipient of the benefit. We'll need to get back to you as to the 
specific number-! am reluctant at this point since we have a re
spectful and understanding relationship with the Feds presently
they have responded to us, I am reluctant to throw any dirty water 
.out because Ms. King has been terrific and we are now finding less 
and less reason to give you our excuses because now we are being 
given some funds to move ahead in a reasonable way. 

But you are raising a different question. You are saying let's not 
talk about just progress. Let's talk about how we get control of this 
thing and I want to be responsive to you and we'll get back to you. 

Mr. HuGHES. All right, thanks. The gentleman from New Jersey. 
Mr. SAXTON. I wonder if I could just ask Maryann if she would 

walk us through what it's like with a case which you receive ini
tially and the initial processing of that case and then how it might 
be reconsidered, or submitted for reconsideration and the process 
from the beginning to the end of a normal case. 

Ms. PoLASKI. An individual fJISt goes to their local Social Securi
ty office, and they are spread throughout the State, and they file 
their claim for disability, where the claims representative in that 
office attempts to gather as much information as they can about 
the individual, particularly what are they alleging is their disabil
ity and who have they seen in the recent past, what medical treat
ments have they received. 

They then forward that application to our offices, where, of 
course, we have the computer input for tracking purposes, and 
then they are assigned to an adjudicator, and at this point, they 
are assigned randomly. 

When we talk about that regionalization, that is point number 
one. They will by assigned by geography. 

That individual then reviews the application and begins to re
quest all the medical evidence that is available and then must wait 
for the response of that medical evidence in order to be able to 
make a decision. 

We do have a follow-up system within our computer that gener
ates followups, but that is an area that we need to attack, because 

_ often, the longness of the processing relates to receiving that infor
mation back from a physician. 

If the information we first receive makes it very clear that it is 
an allowance and it is good documentation, you are in pretty good 
shape. You can move forward and close that case. 

If the initial information does not appear like an allowance, it 
appears to be a denial, but there are two or three other potential 
sources, I have to go and contact those sources, because perhaps 
that information is what the claimant is alleging. 

That is very often why denials take longer than allowances, and 
so·, for your issue of reconsideration, if I am that individual who 
wants a reconsideration, I don't agree with your denial, I am al
ready taking longer to get notification in the first place, because of 
the laborious job that is necessary for the adjudicator to do to 
gather all the medical evidence. 

This is an area where we have begun to reach out to our human 
services department to see if the general assistance program that is 
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referring individuals to us, if that social worker can be of assist
ance to us in getting better information; those who are being re
leased ·from mental institutions, if we can be working with their 
case worker there, who, again, would have access to that informa
tion, because we are dealing with many, many individuals who
they do not have one doctor or they are dealing with a clinic. 

It is just not always easy to get the information that we need, 
and I know that is a very frustrating part for the adjudicator, be
cause without the medical information, they are nowhere. 

It does not matter how efficient they are, it does not matter how 
good they are; they cannot make a decision without it. 

Mr. SAXTON. Are physicians responsive, generally? 
Ms. PoLASKI. Yes and no. It varies tremendously. We pay $10 for 

a medical report, and quite frankly, that is-I do not know how 
you would feel about it if you were a physician. 

In some cases, they are copying a report, and it is probably fine. 
In other cases, we are asking them for different types information, 
but that, again, becomes a budget issue. 

If we were going to give you a real figure of what we need, we 
really need to address what is reasonable in the medical area to 
have physicians cooperate, and there is a tremendous need, as I 
said, to see if we cannot reach out to other sources. 

At this meeting I referred to, that I attended, some of the agen
cies are working very closely with their workers compensation 
agencies, where an individual may have already gone through that 
process and the medical documentation is available. 

That seemed to me like a good thing to reach out, since that is in 
our own department, because anything that we can do to get that 
medical as quickly as possible is going to assist the claimant. 

Mr. SAXTON. Let us say we have an original approval. 
Ms. PoLASKI. Okay. The approval is done, and then that is for

warded back to the district office, who, at that point, will do what
ever verification is required in terms of their wage history as to the 
actual entitlement. 

My understanding is that there are backlogs in that area as well 
right now, and that can take several weeks. I do not know the 
exact number, but it is certainly behind. 

As we have begun to clean up and send more cases out each 
week, we are drowning the district office, Social Security offices, 
with our work. 

If an individual could be selected for what they call the quality 
review, that will also delay them receiving the benefits, because 
they have been selected in the pool that will be checked to deter
mine if, indeed, it was a correct decision. 

Mr. SAXTON. In the case of a denial, it goes back to the local 
office; also? 

Ms. PoLASKI. Yes, again for the-there is also final review of the 
denial. 

Again, basically, we are the conduit for reviewing the medical in
formation. We are not the fmal decision-maker. 

Mr. SAXTON. When a denial is made, then the applicant has the 
opportunity to resubmit. 

Ms. PoLASKI. Right. 

• 
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One of the things we are seeing right now, it is like this water
fall, I think. Because, again, we have been getting more of our 
cases out a little more timely, now we are seeing our reconsider
ations increase.. · 

So, the adjudicators that we recently promoted at that reconsid
eration level are starting to get higher caseloads, because people 
are coming back in again, either because they do not understand 
what we told them about the denial or, indeed, there is more medi
cal information there than we realized, or it was not presented to 
us properly. It is very difficult to say. 

Mr. SAXTON. So, then a resubmission is made, and in the case of 
a denial of the resubmission, then there is an opportunity to appeal 
to an administrative law judge. Is th$lt right? 

Ms. PoLASKI. Correct. 
Mr. SAXTON. You are not part of that process, correct? 
Ms. PoLASKI. No . 
Mr. SAXTON. My staff has conveyed to me from time to time that, 

as they put it, almost everybody gets rejected the flr&t time. Is that 
an accurate statement? 

Ms. PoLASKI. No. Our allowance rate is about 58 percent. 
Mr. SAXTON. Is that right? 
Ms. PoLASKI. Yes. It is a little higher than the national average, 

which is probably around 45 percent, 48 percent. 
In fact, recently, as our production was getting a little bit better 

and our allowance rate was going up, I became a little concehled, 
thinking, oh my goodness, now we are probably just sending out 
things that are incorrect. 

Fortunately, as Commissioner Bramucci already mentioned, our 
accuracy level is very high, and I think that our allowance rate 
probably also relates to some of the t}'pes of people we are seeing 
in our case fue. We have many AIDS cases, many with psychiat
ries. 

The proportion of our cases that are psychiatries is very high, 
and I think, again, high unemployment rates, the stress, family sit
uations, etcetera, just what is happening in communities right now, 
is contributing to that. 

Mr. SAXToN. The situation that you describe is certainly one that 
we understand what you have to deal with in terms of the quantity 
of cases that you have, as well as the difficulty that you must have 
in securing information that makes it possible for you to make a 
valid judgment one way or the other. 

If you were able to say that there are three things that should be 
done as national policy to make things better and you more able to 
deal with these issues that we have been talking about, what would 
they be? 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. Well, the first thing would be a recognition that 
the physician's role in this is critical and we have treated it in a 
cavalier way. 

As an example, in New Jersey's worker compensation law, the 
doctor's allowance for an examination is $250. We are talking 
about $10. My own physician called me and said, hey Ray, are you 
guys kidding? Ten dollars to do a kind of detailed analysis of this 
poor guy's life? I get $50 for an office visit, and then I spend 5 min
utes most of the time. So, that is one of the areas, I think, in stat-
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ute, that we ought to address, a reasonable fee so that that is not 
the reason why somebody's file is sitting there, because a physician 
is putting that-and understandably so-at the bottom of his pile. 

We have this dilemma: If we increase our physician charge, that 
is possible, but that means we cannot do overtime. It means we 
cannot do some of the things we need to do administratively to 
attack the caseload. So, we have a Hobson's choice. We do a reason
able remuneration of the doctor, and we fall back because we do 
not have the man-hours put in to do the job. So, that would be one 
thing, because in all other parts of social service schemes, the doc-
tor's fees are specifically accounted for. . 

Ms. PoLASKI. I would see that one as a significant one. The other 
is really just the whole area of funding needs to be changed. There 

, . has to be the ability for contingency funding that does not take for
ever to know if you are going to get it. 

, . It is not too difficult right now to see that receipts are higher 
1 : than anyone planned for in the budget process, and we really 

cannot be looking to flScal year '94 to resolve that problem. There 
has to be an immediate way to deal with it, and I think we would 
be really strong advocates of taking the caps off, not being in the 
discretionary pool. It is not reasonable, when every citizen is being 
taxed so that Social Security can be effectively administered, that 
we cannot get those dollars out. So, I would see that as really one 
of the other significant keys. 

I think the third one that I would like to see, particularly-! felt 
this way before, but I believe it even more after attending this 
meeting this week; it was the flrSt opportunity that I have had to 
meet with all the other directors. There also has to be some special 
funding that you can apply for if you want to try a new way to 
approach something, and again, that is not something that should 
take you four budget cycles in order to be able to do it. 

If I feel, right now, that I need more advanced personal comput
ers, software packages, it should not be a major project to get that 
done if I can reasonably show that it is going to provide an im
provement, and I think there need to be some of those on the na
tional level. 

On medical documentation, as we said, not only the cost of it, it 
is a very big issue. We need strides to go forward with some kind of 
computer bank, because we are not the only program that looks for 
medical documentation. I mean there is Medicaid, there are all 
sorts of welfare agencies. Lots of people need that medical docu
mentation. Why can't we fmd, as a national effort, a more efficient 
way, so the cost of that isn't strangling us and preventing us from 
doing other things? 

Mr. SAXTON. Thank you very much. I have no further questions. 
Mr. HuGHES. Why aren't we doing that? I mean, for instance, in 

manr instances, there is medical information available, particular 
if it lS a very clear diagnosis. 

Is it because we do not have clear-cut national policy formulated 
to be able to accept, for instance, a determination that somebody 
has a particular disease that has been diagnosed very clearly? 

Ms. PoLASKI. From listening to some of the discussions in Balti
more this last week, some of it also is that )ust the information is 
not even kept in some kind of uniform fashion, so that we need to 

• 
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get to the point where, if I called a doctor and he had a report on 
someone's EKG, as an example, that I could really just say give me 
A, B, and D. We do not have to get into a lot of details if people 
were keeping it in one way, and also, you are right about the uni
formity. 
. Is there a uniform criteria of what is disability? Not really. Voca

tional rehab has one. We have another one. Other people have 
something else. So, sometimes the type of information you need is 
not the same, but we do have to work harder that, if it is there, we 

• ought to at least look at it and see if it is what we need before we 
go asking a physician again for something, and that is something 
that I am going to work on as much as possible. 

Mr. HuGHES. Is the information being shared with an applicant 
for disability clear as to what is required of them? I have seen a lot 
of applications completed that were inadequate; they did not have 
sufficient information. They have been to a doctor, but the doctor 
was not very clear on what basically was expected of him, and that 
engenders additional delay, because then an evaluator has to send 
it back and wait for the doctor to get to it, and that may take 2 or 
3 months. In the meantime, it goes back in the pile again. Are we 
clear on what we require of the applicant, what is needed on the 
first contact? 

Mr. BRAMUCCI. I think that, Congressman, you would be apt to 
have a much clearer delineation of the claim when the doctor 
knows the patient, and so often, in the State of New Jersey, frero 
quently, there is no such relationship, you will see a doctor; howev
er, he may not be articulate and clear in expressing himself. So, 
where we really have the problem is where we have the third 
party, sort of a stranger, reviewing some piece of paper or what
ever, and so, there is not this need to be exact or understanding 
about what the issue is. 

Yes, there is a breakdown, generally, in this area, and I think 
that the loser gets to be the recipient. 

Mr. HuGHES. Okay. Let me ask you another question. When my 
staff was up visiting your offices, he observed the absence of sup
port personnel. 

Often, you had one person trying to take care of the caseload for 
10 evaluators, and I remember those difficulties when the pecking 
order was a little different, when I worked for an office, and I 
ended up basically having to compete with my senior and junior 
partners in the firm, how difficult it is to get your work out, par
ticularly if, in fact, you are overwhelmed, as is the case. 

What is being done to try to rectify that, because if you· can do 
the work but it just sits there for 3 weeks or a month because the 
support personnel is inadequate and you cannot get it out, you 
really have not accomplished very much. What is being done to 
rectify that problem? 

Ms. POLASKI. One of them is, when the 90 new adjudicators were 
brought on board, there was an expectation that the computer 
system would be completed a lot faster and that there would be 
functions that previously had to be performed by clerical staff that 
would be done by the computer, but that probably was not good 
planning, since, of course, the computer did not move as quickly as 
anticipated. So, we kind of had a little dilemma there. 
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Secondly, we have some of our staff who are doing some func- . 
tions in the accounting area and what we call word processing that 
we will be shifting to provide support in the clerical area once the 
computer system is functioning properly. We are also looking to 
take the staff and make them into paraprofessional positions. In 
fact, we just this week began some initial training of some of the · 
staff, because we think we also need to provide them with some 
skills. 

Lastly, what we have just asked from our regional office is the 
ability to hire perhaps some temporary staff through the end of 
this year, some temporary clerical staff, so that we can begin a 
kind of weeding out the backlogs and deal with the fact that every
thing did not catch up in quite the way we had hoped. 

So, the mix is not what we had hoped for, because we agree that 
that is really an important area that has to be addressed. Then, 
from there, we are going to have to evaluate whether all the expec
tations from the automation system are accurate. Maybe they were 
not. Then we would have to make some shifts in staffmg. 

Mr. HuGHES. My colleague asked you about the process. When a 
decision is made, is it reviewed by the regional office? 

Ms. PoLASKI. On a sample basis. 
Mr. HuGHES. Just a sample basis. Does that engender very much 

delay? 
Ms. PoLASKI. Right now, they are doing it for us pretty promptly. 

In fact, we are dealing with a courier that brings them over, so 
that we are not dealing with the mail, because we have been, obvi
ously, trying to eliminate anything within our control that is not 
going to add to processing time. So, they have been giving us very 
good turnaround time . 

Mr. HuGHES. I have some additional questions, but I am going to 
leave the record open for 10 days and submit them in writing, and 
maybe you· can respond to them, rather than take additional time. 

Mr. SAXTON. I would just like to thank both Maryann and Ray 
for very, very good testimony, and it should be of interest that ev
erybody here know that this testimony is made part of the perma
nent record, and when we are back in Washington, we will be able 
to share this information with our colleagues who are also on the 
Select Committee on Aging or on other committees which-<>bvi
ously, there is a great deal of concern about this issue. So, we 
thank you very much for helping us understand much better the 
situation in which you fmd yourselves. . 

Ms. PoLASKI. Thank you. 
Mr. HuGHES. Thank you, Commissioner and Maryann. We appre

ciate your being with us today, and you have been very helpful. 
Thank you. 

Ms. PoLASKI. Thank you. 
Mr. BRAMUCCI. Thank you for the opportunity. 
Mr. HuGHES:" I would like to welcome our second panel of wit

nesses here this morning. 
The first panelist is Ms. Barbara Kressman, a Social Worker 

with the Early Intervention program in Cape May County, and our 
second panelist is Ms. Doreen Wirzman from Absecon, New Jersey, 
who will discuss the experience she has been through in her appli
cation for disability. 
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We welcome you, Ms. Kressman, once again, and Ms. Wirzman, 
welcome. 

Why don't we begin with you, Ms. Kressman? 

STATEMENT OF BARBARA KRESSMAN, SOCIAL WORKER, EARLY 
INTERVENTION PROGRAM, CAPE MAY SCHOOLS FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICES, CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NEW JERSEY 

Ms. KRF.SSMAN. It is my pleasure to testify today on behalf of my 
clients and their families. 

I am a Social Worker at the Early Intervention program at Cape 
May Schools for Special Services. My clients are babies, ages birth 
to 3 years, with development delays. 

The problem I am here to discuss is the fact that it is taking 6 
months to process SSI and disability claims. This delay, in my opin
ion, is unnecessary and is causing financing hardships on families 
who are already emotionally drained due to their medical prob
lems. The delays are occurring during the medical review process 
in Newark. Currently, huge amounts of documentation are request
ed from many doctors and hospitals, which is holding up the deter
mination process. 

In cases where a client has a clear-cut diagnosis such as cerebral 
palsy or Down syndrome, I feel that a simplified form sent to a pa
tient's doctor and maybe one specialist would surely be enough to 
make a decision. In cases where there is no clear-cut diagnosis, 
then I feel the client needs to be seen by a local medical revieower, 
who could request the appropriate documentation. If reviews were 
handled locally, there could be a dialogue between the doctors- and 
evaluators, which could speed up the information process. Some in
formation could be obtained over the phone and by talking to par
ents, rather· than waiting for records through the mail. Many re
views take so long that, by the time a determination is made, the 
patient's condition may be totally different. When Social Security 
makes an error, the mistake, many times, is not picked up for an
other 6 months, when it is time to review. 

An added concern is that, when clients are eligible for SSI, they 
are also entitled to Medicaid. This insurance coverage is as impor
tant or more important than the financial payment. These clients 
are not only waiting for the SSI approval but then have to wait for 
Medicaid to issue them a card and a number once Social Security 
advises them of the client's approval. Many times, this is their only 
insurance coverage. Sometimes families are waiting for this insur
ance so that they can have certain medical procedures done or go 
to different specialists. This application process has them on hold. 

Medicaid also pays for prescription drugs. So, while this applica
tion is pending, the family must lay out this money, also. Although 
SSI will pay retroactively back to the date of application, Medicaid 
begins when the application is approved. This presents yet another 
financial hardship on the family. I feel, with some simple changes, 
this application review process should take only a few weeks, not 6 
months. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kressman follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF BARBARA KRESSHAN TO 

SUB-COMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT INCOME AND 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING 

(Friday May 22, 1992) 

It is my pleasure to testify at this hearing regarding 

the status of processing SSI claims in the state of New 

Jersey. 

I am employed as a Social Worker with the Early 

Intervention Program at Cape May Schools for Special 

Services located in Cape May Court House, New Jersey. My 

client population consists of babies, ages birth to 3 years, 

who exhibit developmental delays. These delays could be 

caused by a specific birth defect such as~spina bifida, · 

cerebral palsy, etc., or the delays could-be caused by 

environmental factors such as drugs and alcohol, or physical 

and/or emotional abuse. Some of our clients have clear cut 

medical diagnoses while others may have problems caused by • 
neurological involvement but with no specific diagnosis. 

Children are referred to Early Intervention by parent~, 

hospital staffs, and medical professionals. I handle all new 

referrals and meet with the families first to assess their 

needs. If I feel a child may be eligible for SSI I refer 
the parent to Social Security as well as set up 

developmental evaluations with the Early Intervention team. 

As you can well imagine, this is a very stressful time for 

the pa5ents as they are looking for answers to their child's 

problem and assurances that they will be able to live a 

normal and productive life. 

The Early Intervention team is comprised of 

developmental teachers and various therapists. Should a 

child show a significant delay in one or more areas of 

development, he or she is eligible to receive services 

until the child's third birthday. The program is state and 

federally funded with some added monies coming from the 

Special Services School District. When a child turns 3, the 
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local school district then takes responsibility !or that 

child's programming needs. 

During my initial home visit following the referral, I 
advise all parents who have a child with a disability/delay 
to contact the Wildwood Social Security office to see if 

they qualify tor SSI. The Wildwood Social Security office 
handles nearly all my clients' SSI applications. They now 
have the computer capability to let the client know over the 

phone whether they f~nancially qualify for any bene!i~s. The 
medical determination is another story altogether. 

· Occasionally I have a client who applies for SSI and is 

scheduled to be seen at the Pleasantville Social Security 

office. The application process is usually more time 
consuming as the Pleasantville office is much larger and 

much more impersonal than Wildwood. When parents appty for 
SSI for their children, they are informed~that the ti~e 
between application and final approval takes between 4 and 6 . 
months and that they will be paid:retroactively if approved, 
back to the date of the initial application. I have found 
the process to be taking 6 months for moat of my clients. 

Once they learn if they are financially within limits for 
application, the fiasco begins for medical approval. The I 

problema are now more complicated since the Zebley case with 
the increased volume of applications due to the many 
children with developmental delays vith unspecified 
diagnoses. 

I vill begin by taking you through this process as I 
have experienced it pointing out its problems and concluding 
with •bme possible suggestions to expedite the medical 
approval process. 

After the family has made the initial contact by phone, 

they are usually given an appointment to go to the Social 

Security office to fill out applications. At that time, 

parents sign permission slips for release of information 

from all medical and educational providers vho have seen the 

applicant. once these ~eleases are signed, then requests 

are sent to all listed medical doctors and specialists. The 
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list can be lengthy with many hospital records being 

requested. I feel the biggest delay begins during this 

procedure . as ... m~ny times a request can go unanswered for weeks 
. . . ·.· ... 

or months, therefore holding up this applicant's review. 

The requests also may include a questionnaire to be filled 
out by the doctor, specialist, teacher, parents, etc. These 

too, are frequently returned on an untimely basis or not 

returned at all. To complicate matters, many times the 

delay in.receipt of these requests is so long that the· 
applicant's condition may have changed, therefore creating 

more new requests for information. All records are sent to 

the Dlvision of Disability Determinations in Newark, New 

Jersey . 
. To expedite this process, I have had parents bring 

important medical reports and evaluations to their • 

application interview at the Social Secu~!ty office, only to 

have them misplaced during their re-routipg to Newark. The 

request process then has to begin'again. 
I 

In my caseload, I find that approximately half of the 

SSI applicants have a specific diagnosis. When this is the 

case such as a child with Down Syndrome, C.P., or Spina 

Bifida, then I do not understand why'requests need to be 

sent to 5 or 6 providers. I do feel that maybe a report 

from the applicant's primary physician and possible school 

or early intervention records would be enough to provide the 

information needed to make a determination. The other half 

of .my cases without. a clear cut diagnosis are more difficult 

to assess. These are the children that require much more 

docume~tation. Even with medical reports and records I 

wou~d imagine that a determination is many times a really 

difficult task. Many things can happen.over a 6 month 

period to change that child's condition. For example, we 

evaluate many children for speech delays beginning at age 

2-2 1/2. We find many children ·to have re-current ear 

infections which may cause mild hearing losses and therefore 

the child may be delayed in his speech. When a child has a 

delay in one area such as speech at age 2 1/2, it is 
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difficult to assess him in other areas such as cognition 

since his is unable to communicate. Many times when these 

children hav~-t~~i~·-h~aring difficulties corrected they 

begin normal speech development. In the course of this 

child's interventions, this documentation does take months 

to send to Newark and then many times the information is 

outdated therefore possible qualifying a child on the basi~ 

of old records. The behavioral problems with unknown cause 

such as "autistic-like" behavior or attention deficit ~ 

disorder childrin are difficult to assess as their behavior 

changes in response to their environment. Many times the 

best informants of these children are their parents or 

care givers. These children are frequentiy seen by 

psychologists and/or medical doctors and··their behavior may 

be.inconsistent or difficult to catagorize. These revievs 
-t. • 

generally take a long time. Also vhen reports are received . . 

on these many times additional questionn~~res are also sent 

out folloving receipt of medical records.' These additional 

requests only add to processing delays. 

As you can see, the reasons for these processing delay 

are numerous. I feel the folloving suggestions may be 

helpful to expedite the process: 
. . 

I suggest a regionalized medical review system to 

alleviate processing delays in Nevark. By utilizing a loca 

medical review I feel the bureaucracy and red tape involved 

in dealing with Newark would be eliminated. I feel that a 

local reviewer has many advantages such as personalized 

contact with doctors, medical personnel, and school 
I 

of!ic1'a1s. This personalization can eliminate much time anc 

papervork. 

First, regarding the applicants llith a clear cut , 

non-reversible diagnosis, I offer the folloving suggestion: 

Sending a simplified form to the applicant's primary 

care physician and/or one specialist in the 

appropriate discipline to document the applicant's 

diagnosis. I do not feel that complete records from 

numerous hqspitals and specialists are needed vhen th 
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applicant has a clear cut diagnosis. All these reports 
tend to_ be redundant and therefore cause unnecessary 
delays. 

-Next, regarding undiagnosed applicants and/or 
applicants with special emotional/social problems, I feel 

that by keeping these files in their local social security 
office applicants could then be seen by a local reviewer who 
could evaluate the child and parent and determine what type 
of documentation is appropriate. This reviewer.could 

-
then request this information on a local basis with parents 

• assisting in obtaining some reports rather t~an waiting for 
months of unanswered requests. Many times applicants have 
in their possession much of tqe needed information. By 
getting this )asic information locally and then either 

making the determinations locally or forwarding ~his ..... . . 
information to Newark, at least so~e Of the unnecessary 
redundant paperwork is elimin~ted.~ Additionally, a local 

I 

review system could utilize some phone contacts with 

professionals instead of more paperwork. If clients can do 

much of the information over the phone, there is no reason 
why phone consults could ·not b.e arranged between re~ievers 
and doctors to expediate determinations. When a mistake is 
made by Social Security on a determination, the appe~l 
p:ocess only extends a lengthy process to a lengthier one. 
on the other hand, when Social Security approves a client in 
error, many times it is not detected or corrected for 6 
months to 1 year. 

Th~ outreach attempts by Social Security are limited . 
.I 

I did recently attend a program which was held at our school 

district for the parents of the pre-school handicapped and 

Early Intervention children. Bob Mazotta from Social 

Security presented an informative program regarding SSI. 

This program was arranged by the psychologists at Special 

Services School District. I also attended a vorkshop last 

year in Hammonton tor professionals explaining the new SSI 

guidelines following the Zebley case. That, too, was quite 

informative. 

• 
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The outreach efforts should be extended to hospitals, 
medical providers, and schools so that referrals could be 
made on a timely basis. They should al.so provide communi t 
based in-services for local county residents to make Socia 
Security information available to all. · 

I 

• 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you, Ms. Kressman. Ms. Wirzman, welcome. 
Ms. WIRZMAN. Thank you. 
Mr. HuGHES. We have your statement, which, without objection, 

will be made part of the record. You may summarize or whatever 
you would like to do. We welcome you today. 

STATEMENT-oF DOREEN WIRZMAN, PUBLIC WITNESS, ABSECON, 
NEW JERSEY 

Ms. WIRZMAN. Thank you. Well, I was just asked to come here 
and recount my experience with my application for the disability 
benefits. 

In March of 1990, when I was approximately 3 months pregnant, 
I began having severe headaches on the left side of head, and I 
began to hear my pulse in my left ear, very loudly. Thinking that I 
had an ear problem, I went to an ear specialist and found that I 
did not have an ear problem, and after approximately 6 weeks of 
various tests, they found what they call an arterio venous malfor
mation on the left side of my brain. 

It is a disfigured blood vessel. It was approximately the size of a 
half-dollar and could rupture at any moment. I was sent to several 
specialists. Finally, I was sent to the New York University in Man
hattan, where I was told that I would be unable to have it surgical
ly removed because of the location. If that were the case, I would 
have been left paralyzed. 

There were other procedures that they could perform to alleviate 
the problem. However, because l was pregnant, they could not do it 
at that time. I was told I had to go home, rest, stay off of my feet. I 
could undergo no physical or emotional stress, no work whatsoever. 

I was told I would have to have my baby by a C-section approxi
mately a month early so that there was no chance of me going into 
labor. After that, approximately 6 weeks after the baby was born
well, immediately after the baby was born, I was placed on anti
seizure medication. During my entire pregnancy, I also had sei
zures, but I could not take the medication, because I was pregnant. 

In September of 1990, a few weeks after my child was born, I ap
plied for Social Security disability. The entire year of 1991, I was in 
and out of the hospital up at New York for procedures, surgical 
procedures, to close this malformation, also at the University of 
Virginia. 

My initial denial for Social Security wa.s--1 think it was in Janu
ary of 1991 I received my first denial, although I had, at that time, 
I think about five physicians' reports stating my case, my illness. I 
was told there was not enough evidence, and it was denied. I asked 
to have it reviewed.- I applied for the review, and again, the adjudi
cator, who I was in touch with on the phone, said there was not 
enough evidence. At that time, I had added-there were about 
three more physicians who I had seen at NYU, and their reports 
were also included for that review, but again, I was told there was 
not enough evidence. After some of the surgical procedures that I 
had done, my right arm is numb and partially paralyzed. I still 
remain on anti-seizure medication. 

I was on phenobarbital for most of 1991, I could not walk from 
here to there withoul someone else's help. This was how debilitat-
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ing the medication itself made me. I am now on dilantin, and I 
take such a high dosage that it usually makes me very, very 
groggy. I did not take it today. Aside from that, I live with horrific 
headaches and take very strong painkillers, prescription, for that. I 
undergo various tests. I still go to NYU for angiograms. 

They have told me it will take another 2 years of these proce
dures and radiation treatment I have undergone down at the Uni
versity of Virginia to close up and irradiate these lesion to shrink 
·it so that the risk of a hemorrhage will be eliminated. Again, I was 
in touch with the adjudicator all through 1991, all through that 
spring, to find out how my case was going. Not good, he said. He 
just did not think that I would be eligible for the benefits. He said I 
did not have enough evidence. I said, well, what could I do? What 
can I do now? He said, well, you could see one of our physicians. 

My primary physician in New York, who had filled out a form 
that Social Security sent him, he personally fllled out the form and 
sent it back to them. My adjudicator told me we never received it, 
and yet, my doctor told me he most certainly did send it. Then the 
adjudicator told me maybe I should see one of Social Security's 
physicians. I agreed. I said fme. Whatever it takes, that is fine with 
me. 

He told me he would set up an appointment but that it would 
take approximately 6 weeks before I would be able to see a peysi
cian. He said he would call me and let know when and where. Two 
weeks later, I received another denial in the mail. No appointment 
was made for me. I just received another denial. • 

At that time, an attorney, who was a personal friend, said to me, 
9 times out of 10, it is denied, do not bother with it. Until you see 
an administrative law judge, you are not going to get the benefits. 
So, rather than call them and say that I had not seen their physi
cian, I just went ahead and let it go and continued with the appeal 
until I did see the administrative law judge, and I received my first 
check last month from my initial application, which was Septem
ber of '90. So, it was a year-and-a-half from the time I applied until 
I received my first check. 

Mr. HuGHES. Ms. Wirzman, were you employed prior to your dif-
ficulties? 

Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes, I was. 
Mr. HUGHES. In what capacity? 
Ms. WIRZMAN. I was a blackjack dealer here in Atlantic City. 
Mr. HuGHES. In one of the casinos? 
Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes. 
Mr. HuGHES. I see. At any time, did you have a face-to-face meet-

ing with the adjudicator? · 
Ms. WIRZMAN. No. The only face-to-face contact I had was here 

in Pleasantville, at the local office where I initially applied . 
. Mr. HuGHES. Did you determine-! presume you talked on the 
telephone from time to time with the adjudicator. 

Ms. WIRZMAN. Several times. 
Mr. HuGHES. Did you determine whether he had the medical evi

dence in the file that was submitted _by your physicians? 
Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes, several times. Most of the physicians I myself 

called to make sure. I called my physicians and said you will be 
notified and asked by Social Security for certain information, and 
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they were most happy to give it. In fact, the one primary physician, 
as I said, took the time himself, not one of his nurses or reception
ists but himself, to fill out the form, and then I was told that it was 
never received, and when I asked is it possible it could have gotten 
lost in the mail, the adjudicator said yes, very often things get lost 
in the mail here. 

Mr. HuGHES. Did you confirm that he had other medical reports? 
Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes. 
Mr. HuGHES. I think you related six or seven, maybe eight doc

tors, at one time or another, treated you . 
Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes, that is right. By July of '91, there were at 

least eight or nine physicians who had sent reports, and he had it 
and told me there was still not enough evidence. 

Mr. HuGHES. Was he specific insofar as what he needed from the 
physician? 

Ms. WIRZMAN. No, just stating my condition, what my illness 
was, what the diagnosis was, and all of that was very clear. Many 
of them sent copies of my medical report. When I finally went to 
Toms River in January, this past January, for the administrative 
law judge hearing and they showed me my file, that was the first 
time I had seen the file that they had. It had to have been at least 
an inch-and-a-half thick of information that they had that fmally 
found itself before the judge, and I thought to myself, if they have 
had all this information all this time, why was it still denied? 

Mr. HuGHES. Did the evaluator ever say to you this is what I 
need from the physician; he has never addressed this question as to 
whether you are permanently disabled or totally disabled? 

Ms. WIRZMAN. No. He just said we need this information regard
ing your condition and why you are disabled, why the doctor feels 
you should not be working. . 

Mr. HUGHES. Did any of your physicians ever talk directly to the 
evaluator? 

Ms. WIRZMAN. I do not believe directly. Oh, wait, no. The one 
doctor in New York did speak directly with the adjudicator. He 
told me he did. He told me he spoke directly with him, and the ad
judicator told me, yes, I spoke with Dr. Choi in New York, and I 
told him what we needed, and fmally, they ended up just sending 
all of my records. There were records from both hospitals and from 
eight or nine physicians. 

Mr. HuGHES. During that period of time, how many surgical pro
cedures did you undergo? 

Ms. WIRZMAN. Three. 
M~. HuGHES. I see. Okay. Ms. Kressman, how many Zebley cases 

do you see coming into Cape May County? 
For those that may not know, Zebley cases deal with adjudica

tions involving young people because of some court decisions re
quiring additional consideration being given. 

Ms. KRESSMAN. The population that I deal with is birth to three. 
So, I usually recommend parents making application for their child 
as soon as there appears to be a problem. Early Intervention is one 
part of Cape May Schools for Special Services. The rest of the 
school district deals with children thflt are preschool handicapped 
up through anrl including t.h" RlternalivP school. 

• 
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Many of the cases which would fall under Zebley would be the 
older children who may have been rejected a few years ago. So, I 
do not really see that much. . 

Mr. HuGHES. Let me ask you about something you may see, 
transportation for ~ople in southern New Jersey to get to Newark. 
How much of a problem is that? ... 

Ms. KRESsMAN. It· is im~ssible. The county transportation 
system in Cape May Cou!!tY 18 wonderful, fare-free transportation, 
and it goes within Cape May County. My parents have problems 
getting to medical appointments in Camden, have problems getting 
to medical appointments in Philadelphia. Getting to Newark is vir
tually impossible. · 

Mr. HuGHES. I hear the COII!plaint all the time myself. The gen
tleman from New Jersey, Mr. Saxton. 

Mr. SAXTON. You both have had many experiences or long expe
riences in trying to accomplish your objectives, on the one hand 
personal objectives and on the other hand professional objectives in 
trying to help others, and we have heard this morning that there 
are a number of reasons that the situation which currently exists, 
which is unsatisfactory to all of us, reasons as to why it may exist. 
In some cases, apparently adjudicators have too many cases, or 
there are too few adjudicators, a different way of saying the same 
thing. In other cases, perhaps the correct information is not made 
available to adjudicators, which is another problem that we have 
pointed to, and there may be others. 

I am just curious to ask each of you, from your experien~s, per
sonal and professional, how do you see these lSSues? Do you believe 
that these are the true issues that we need to deal with? Are ther 
important? Are there perhaps other things that we have not identi
fied here this morning? 

Ms. KREBSMAN. Well, I am not totally convinced that the problem 
is the fact that there are not enough adjudicators. I think the prob
lem is the documentation that is requested from physicians, from 
schools, from hospitals, doctors, whatever. The req,uest form says 
please send all pertinent information regarding thiS individual to 
our office. 

Now, when we enroll children into our program, we also send for 
medical records, and when you send a request for medical records 
to a hospital, you receive a packet which is tremendous, which in
cludes all nurses' notes, any type of documentation, every aspirin 
that person has taken from the time that they entered the hospital 
until they left, plus all' these added reports from specialists. 

Number one, you usually can't read them, because they have 
been copied and recopied. The scribbling is hard to read, and no 
one ever reads it. So, you basically do not need that information. 
Whatlou need is the diagnosis and certain pertinent questions an
swere . I have heard this morning that maybe doctors should be 
compensated at a greater amount than $10. I do not feel that is the 
problem. I feel, if you gave them a form that was simplified, you 
would not have to pay them anymore, because it would take them 
less t!rne. 

The information that is needed to make a determination is clear
cut information. I think the problem is there is too much informa
tion. The adjudicator has packets of information on individuals 
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which is unnecessary, and I also think that, if there was communi
cation, one to one, with adjudicators speaking to doctors and physi
cians and if it was done in a localized region, it would speed it up. 

I testified in Washington about having clients call on an 800 
number to make their application. This is clients who are disabled, 
clients who have psychiatric problems, clients who do not have a 
phone, who are call-ing from a phone booth, and that seemed to be 
okay, to let clients make this call on the 800 number. Yet, there 
seems to be a breakdown where a medical evaluator cannot pick up 
a phone and say I need to know this, this, this, and this about this 
client. So, that is the problem that I see. I think it is just these 
enormous amounts of paperwork that are requested. 

When I get a request for a child's developmental reports to go to 
Social Security, I know the amounts I am sending. I do not need to 
send that amount to make a determination. I do, because the form 
says please send them all, and if I do not send them all, I am going 
to get a second request saying that you did not send them all, but I 
think that, basically, that is the problem 

Ms. WIRZMAN. I agree. Here I had eight or nine physicians all 
sending different reports, all saying the same thing, and was still 
told it was not enough, and somehow, I just felt that I was being 
put off, and I was being told we do not have the money, we are 
going to say no. . 

So, no matter how many physicians you have send a report 
saying that you are disabled, forget about it, and I felt very dis
couraged, and it was a year-and-a-half before I saw any money, and 
I just felt there was no need for it, no need for that many doctors, 
that many reports, and to still be told there was not enough evi
dence of my illness. 

Mr. SAXTON. Thank you. 
Ms. KRESSMAN. I would like to just add one thing. We have a lot 

of cases where there are not clear~ut diagnoses. We have children 
who have attention deficit disorder and children with autistic-like 
behavior and children who just basically are not functionally nor
mally, and requests are sent to doctors where they are sending 
their immunization records. I mean it just adds to the paperwork. 

Mr. SAXTON. What you are saying is that there may be an over
load of information that is in the system. 

Ms. KREBSMAN. I think that is what is backlogging it. I think, if 
you hit the key people and got the key reports, you would have less 
work. You would not need to hire more people. You would have 
your people ·working on a more efficient basis. 

Mr. HuGHES. Well, I gather that you really never had a face-to
face meeting to begin with, and that is always helpful. Any face-to
face meetinglou had was when the administrative law judge took 
testimony an could see for themselves. 

Ms. WIRZMAN. Yes. 
Mr. HuGHES. That is why I asked the commissioner much more 

about how much information is being given at the front end as to 
what is needed, so that we can get a clear-cut picture of what is 
needed. 

Ms. WrRZMAN. I was fortunate enough that I had a family and 
friends who helped us when we were going through the difficult 
time em0t.ionnlly and flnnncio.lly, but 1 nm Rure many people do 
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office and Newark. I mean that, in itself, if somebody would have 
been there locally to look it and review it there-it just gets lost in 
the paperwork. You can get the families to do a lot of the work for 
you. I mean a lot of the stuff can just be done differently and ac
complished much quicker. 

Mr. HuGHES. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testimo
ny. You have been very helpful to us. I would like to welcome our 
third and final panel this morning. 

Ms. Susan LaMorte is an adjudicator with the New Jersey Divi
sion of Disability Determination and is also the Northeast Regional 
Director for the National Association of-Disability Examiners. 

Our second panelist on our third panel is Ms. Carolyn Carmon, 
who is a claims adjudicator with the Division of Disability Determi
nation in New Jersey. She is also a shop steward with the Commu
nication Workers of America, Local1087. 

Our final panelist on this third panel is Mr. Joe Rippman. Mr. 
Rippman is a claims representative with the Social Security Ad
ministration and is also a member of the American Federation of 
Government Employees. We have been joined also by Evelyn Lieb
man and Renee Brown, and we welcome you this morning. We 
thank you for coming. 

We have your statements, which, without· objection, .will all be 
made a part of the record, and we hope you can summarize for us, 
so we can get rig~t into questions, if we can do that. 

Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Chauman, unfortunately, I have an appoint
ment in Cherry.Hill at 1 o'clock. I am just saying this because, if I 
ge~ up and leave, it is not because I am not interested, and I do not 
mean to be rude, but I just wanted to say that ahead of time, be
cause come about 12 o'clock, I'm going to have to leave. 

Mr. HuGHES. We are happy the gentleman could join us for this 
morning's session, and we are probably going to fmish fairly close 
to that time anyway. Let me begin with you, Ms. LaMorte. Wel
come. 

STATEMENT OF SUSAN LaMORTE, NORTHEAST REGIONAL 
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DISABILITY ELUIINERS 

Ms. LAMoRTE. Chairman Hughes and Mr. Saxton, I am Susan 
LaMorte, Northeast Regional Director, the National Association of 
Disability Examiners, and I am employed with the New Jersey Di
vision of Disability. I appear before you todar representing Martha 
Marshall, the President of National Associat1on of Disability Exam
iners. We appreciate the invitation extended to our Association to 
offer comments regarding the status-the processing of Social Secu-

- rity Disability claims in New Jersey. 
As stated in the written testimony you have before you, the 

Social Security Disability Program is facing perhaps the Jl'eatest 
crisis in its history, with excessive cases pending, project1ons for 
continued excessive fllings and long delays in processing time. Cur
rently there are approximately 800,000 claims pending nationally, 
and projections are that this number will increase to more than 1.3 
million claims pendin¥ by the end of fiscal year 1993. 

The current situation in New Jersey DDS is not unlike that 
which is being experienced in many other States. Each State hA~ 
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its own unique problems incidental to its own operation. The cur
rent manifestations of heavy workloads, delayed processing time, 
and job stress are very similar to most other DDS's. The States are 
unable to recruit, hire and train disability e:uminers as quickly as 
needed. We are seeing the byproduct& of' a national problem. 

The National Association of Disability Examiners has consistent
ly called attention to this growing crisis in our testimony before 
various committees and subcommittees of Congress. NADE believes 

_ the following four factors have contributed to the current situation. 
First, insufficient funding by Congress; second, phenomenal in
creases in disability workloads nationally as a result of multiple 
cases, such as national recession, joblessness, homelessness, court 
decisions, and administrative, mandated outreach initiatives. 

It is interesting to note that New Jersey may be especially hard 
hit with case receipts of homeless claimants and those with AIDS. 
The 1991 edition of the Statistical abstract of the United States 
shows New Jersey to have the flfth highest incident of AIDS cases. 
A count of persons from shelters and streets shows that New 
Jersey is one of the top six States in terms of street people and 
shelter people. 

The third contributing factor is the increase involvement of the 
courts. At the present time, every State is operating under at least 
one court order, Zebley. Some States, however, are adjudicating 
cases under four or more different court orders. Not _only does this 
dramatically affect case processing, it virtually· destroys the ·con
cept of a uniform national program. . • 

The last contributing factor is SSA's lack of national policy ·to 
deal with crisis-level workloads. We have perceived SSA's strategy 
at times· to be a divide and conquer reaction. SSA crisis manage
ment actions of moving cases from one State to another, or seek 
volunteers from one DDS to be detailed to another, and pushing 
the DDS's to implement overtime, are nothing more than short
term solutions at best. 

Further, SSA's previous threat to send in a strike force to New 
Jersey and California DDS's further contributed to the erosion of 
staff morale, rather· than providing a positive contribution to the 
ongoing efforts of management and staff. 

Our association offers the following five proposals for the consid
eration, as steps that can improve the processing of disability 
claims nationally as well as in New Jersey. First, Congress must 
provide adequate funding if we are to be successful in carrying out 
our mission. NADE has testified in favor of removing the adminis
trative costs from the discretionary budget cap. We appeal to Con
gress to provide adequate funding for the next fiscal year. The As
sociation believes that at least $1.3 billion is necessary to begin to 
reduce anticipated workloads. 

Second, procedures should be developed for controlled case flow 
to the DDS's. 

Thirdly, in view of the phenomenal increased workloads, as pre
viously stated, there should be a temporary moratorium on the re
cently-instituted outreach initiatives. All these initiatives have 
good intent. They further contribute to the inability of the States 
to process pending work or searching out additional clinics to add. 
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SSA should negotiate with advocates and the courts to reduce 
strenuous procedures. 

Fifth, SSA should consider restructuring the quality review proc
ess. There needs to be a national consistency and interpretation of 
adjudicative standards. 

The National Association of Disability Examiners is not in a po
sition to· comment specifically on the working conditions of adjudi
cators in the New Jersey Division of Disability Examinations. It is 
our understanding the caseloads in New Jersey, as in probably all 
other States, have experienced significant increases. Again, a 
higher than average number of homeless or sheltered applicants 
would have a negative impact on both productivity and processing 
time as these claims are traditionally more labor-intensive and dif
ficult to adjudicate. 

NADE had consistently testified that when individual examiners 
have caseloads of about 80 to 100 range, they begin to lose effec
tiveness and work productivity. When caseloads exceeds 200 they 
become unmanageable. Results are that the disability examiner ex
periences decreased morale, increased stress and burnout. The 
claimant does not receive the prompt decision they deserve. 

Until actions are implemented to bring caseloads to a managea
ble level, these problems will continue to exist in New Jersey and 
elsewhere. • 

We appreciate the interest you both have demonstrated in the 
crisis facing the disability program. We urge your consideration of 
the actions we have proposed to deal with this crisis. Again, I 
would like to thank you for being able to appear on behalf of the 
National Association of Disability Examiners. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. LaMorte follows:] 

• 
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Chairman Huqhes and Members of the Sub-Committee: 

· I am Susan LaMorte, Northeast Reqional Director for the 

NatiQDal Association of Disability Examiners. I' am employed 

in the New Jersey Division of Disability Determinations. I 

appear before you today representinq Martha Marshall, 

President of the National Association of Dieabili ty 

Examiners. We appreciate the invitation extended to our 

Association to offer comments rec;ardinq the statue of the 

proceeeing of Social Security disability claims in · New 

Jersey. 

PROBLEMS CON!"ROHriNG 'l'BB DISABILIT'f' PROORAII 

The Social Security Disability Proqram ie facing perhaps the 

greatest crisis in ita history. The volume of claims being 

filed and the pending backlogs in state DOSs is greater than 

at any time in the history of the program. Whereas in 1988 

we had approximately 300,000 claims pending nationally, in 
' 

1992 there are in excess of 800,000 claims, and by the end 

of next fiscal year that number very likely will surpass 
... 

1,300,000 claims awaitinq decision. The inordinate'number 

of claims receipts, building backlogs and delayed processing 

time is not unique to the state of New Jersey. It is a 

national phenomena. 

The National Association of Disability Examiners has 

consistently called attention to this growing crisis in our 

testimony before various committees and sub-committees of 
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the _ Conqress. We are not alone in soundinq the alarm. 

Other qroups also have pointed to the impendinq disaster and 

have appealed for action to be taken. 

Briefly a~ated, there are four factors that are contributing 

to this situation. They are: 

1) Insufficient Funding. The fundinq restrictions of 

the past decade resulted in approximately 17,000 staff 

reductions in Social Security. Restricted 

appropriations to the Diaabili ty Proqram resulted in 

the states beinq unable to replace staff lost • by 

attrition. As a result, the staff (work years) 

decreased, and the states have not been able to 

re-build their cadre of experienced, seasoned 

disability examiners who are capable of handline; the 

heavy receipts now beinq realized . 

2) Increased Workloads. The phenomenal increase in 

the disability workload nationally is a result of 
... 

multiple causes. This includes the current recession, 

homelessness, court decillions and 

.pecifically the Zebley Supreme Court Decision, and 

last, Commissioner Kinq's "outreach" initiatives. All 

of theae factors have caused the spiralinq workloads in 

DOSs throuqhout the country. It is interestinq to note 

that New Jersey may be especially hard hit with case 
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convey to any state in "trouble", individually, that 

they are not doing as well as other states. While some 

states may not be staging cases, no state is doing all 

that well at present. SSA's crisis management actions 

of moving cases from one state to another, or seekinq 

volunteers from one DDS to be detailed to another, and 

pushing for the DOSs to implement overtime are nothinq 

more than short-term solutions at beat. They do not, 

and will not address the long-term needs of this 

program. Further, SSA's previous threat to send in a 

"strike force" • to New Jersey and California DOSs 

further contributed to the erosion of staff morale 

rather than providing a positive contribution to the 

on-going efforts of the management and staff. 

RECOIIIIEHDA'l'IOHS FOR ADDRESSING '1'BE PROBLEMS 

At a Field Hearinq held in Austin, Texas, July 12, 1991, .. 
Vernon W. Arrell,. Commissioner, Texas Rehabilitation 

Commission testified: "It is obvious that the qap is 

qrovinq between budget/staffinq allocations and workload 

expectations. Furthermore, that qap is beinq magnified by 

increased proqram complex! ty which has aiqnificantl y 

expanded the amount of time DDS staff must spend in 

processing each case ... Traditionally top-per!orminq 

disability examiners now struqqle to manaqe their caseloads 
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while averaqe examiners have lost control in a morass of 

paper and cases. Increased use of sick leave and incidents 

of interpersonal conflict in the workplace are seen as 

manifestations of unrelentinq stress . 

With the increase in the complex! ty of the adjudication 

process, the lenqth of time for a new disability examiner to 

assimilate the skills to manaqe a caseload has also 

increased." 

This situation was not then, and is not now, unique to Texas 

and 1 s even more true today throuqhout the country. Our. 

Association o£fers the followinq five proposals for the 

consideration of the sub-committee ae steps that can 

improve the processinq of disabi~ity claims nationally, as 

well as in New Jersey. 

1. The Congress must provide adequate funding. 

Adequate lonq-term fundinq for this proqram i a the 

first requirement if we are ever successful in carrying 

out our mission. NADE has teeti£ied in favor of 

removinq the SSA administrative coat from the 

discretionary budqet cap. We appeal to the .Conqreaa to 

provide adequate fundinq for the next fiscal year that 

must bo at least $955,000,000, but should be closer to 

$1,307,000,000 if we are to beqin to reduce the 

workloads. 

• 
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2. Procedures should be developed for controlled case flow 

to the DOSe. 

The claimant must be afforded the opportunity to 

protect their filinq date, but the takinq of new claims 

and forwardinq to the states must be on some type of 

controlled case flow as the DOSs are able to handle 

them. While this is not a recommended long-term 

procedure, it would afford some temporary relief over 

the next 12 to 18 months thereby permitting the states 

to work out from under their current pending backlogs . 

• 
3. Place a temporary moratorium on the recently institute~ 

"outreach" initiatives. While these initiatives have 

good intent, they are further contributing to the 

inabilit~ of states to process pending work by 

searching out more claims to add to the backlogs. We 

believe that these outreach initiatives may actually be 

"over reach". Unfortunately, both the "successes" and 

the "failures" of SSA's outreach have disadvantaged the 

applicant. The "successes" have resulted in 

unmanageably high backlogs and unacceptably long delays 

in development and adjudication. The "failures" have 

produced an inability to adequately assist applicants 

in filing and processing claims which, in turn, 

contributes to the backlog and processing time crises. 
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4. Social Security should negotiate with advocates, and 

the courts, to reduce superfluous procedures. 

These procedures are not havinq the deei~ed effect. In 

fact, they are contributinq to the mora•• we are eeeinq 

in case proceeeinq. There are now eo many procedures 

to follow tl;lat the dieabili ty examiner does not have 

the time nor the necessary exercise of professional 

judgement to efficiently manaqe the adjudicative 

process. 

5. SSA should coneider restructuring the qual! ty review 

process. 

There needs to be a national consistency in 

interpretation and adjudicative standards. This. would 

qo a lonq way in enhancing expeditious processing. The 

lack of a national quality review process has produced 

inconsistent application procedures in case 

adjudication. This has created the climate that 

prompts advocacy groupe to challenqe decisions in 

various states. As a result, the courts have ruled 

aqainat SSA in various circuits, but -still with 

inconsistent application of adjudicative standards both 

amonq SSA regions and court circuits. 

The National Association of Disability Examiners is not in a 

position to comment specifically on the working conditione 

of adjudicators in the New Jersey Division of Disability 

Determinations. It is our understandinq that caeeloade in 

• 
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~ew Jersey, as in practically all other states, have 

experienced a significant increase. There has been a 19% 

increase in receipts in New Jersey between October, 1991 and 

May, 1992. A higher than average number of homeless or 

shelter applicants will have a negative impact on both 

productivity and processing time as these claims are 

traditionally more labor intensive and difficu1 t to 

adjudicate. Disability examiners work effectively when 

caseloads are in the 80-100 range, but begin to lose 

effectiveness as that numbe.r increases. Case loads above 200 

become unmanageable. It is impossible to give timel~ review 

to all the claims files and to initiate developrt:~ent at. 

appropriate staQes. The net results are that: 1) The 

disability examiner experiences increased stress, decreased 

morale, and "burnout" and the claimant does not receive the 

prompt de~ision they deserve. Until actions are implemented 

to bring case loads to a manageable level, these problems 

will continue to exist. 

We appreciate the interest this sub-committee has 

demonstrated in the crisis facing the Disability Program, 

and we urge your consideration of the actions we have 

proposed to deal with this crisis. 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you very much. Ms. Carmon, who's an Adju
dicator with the New Jersey Disability Determinations, Communi
cation Workers of America, we welcome you. 

STATEMENT OF CAROLYN CARMON, CLAIMS ADJUDICATOR II 
SPECIALIST, DIVISION OF DISABILITY DETERMINATION, STATE 
OF NEW JERSEY; AND SHOP STEWARD, COMMUNICATION 
WORKERS OF AMERICA, LOCAL 1037, NEWARK, NJ 

Ms. CARMON. I want to thank you for inviting us to present our 
views on the situation in New Jersey. We care very deepiy about 
the disability program and the clients we serve. Rather than last in 
the nation, we would like to see New Jersey to be number one in 
its service to the citizens. 

Our work environment is characterized by stress and crisis. For 
the greater part of last year, we have been working overtime in the 
morning and in the evenings and Saturdays, many of us volunteer
ing to work during our lunch or break. Still, the caseloads are un
consciously high, and the sheer stress of working with hundreds of 
seriously disabled men, women and children is, in itself, over
whelming at times. 

Most adjudicators have caseloads between 200 and 300. This situ
ation exists despite the availability of overtime and the addition of 
90 new adjudicators. These caseloads are absolutely unmanageable. 
They effectively put us in the situation whereby we are forced to 
work on the easiest case first, and relegate the most difficult cases 
to the bottom of the pile, in the face of pervasive pressure to 
reduce processing time and push the cases out the door. This is not 
doing our clients any favor. 

We are also continually advocating for a caseload cap of no more 
than 150 cases which, even at that level, stretches to the limit the 
talents and skills or our staff. 

We recommend that when caseloads begin to approach these 
levels, management immediate take the necessary steps to train 
and hire additional staff rather than wait until caseloads reach the 
crisis portions they are now. 

Yes, we do have new adjudicators, 90, however, we do not only 
evaluate and process these cases on our own; much of the day-to
day work surrounding the adjudication of the claim is done by ad
ministrative or clerical workers. Not only that. It normally takes 
from the beginning of hire to at least 2 years to become proficient 
as a new adjudicator. 

Just as caseload sizes have reached crisis portions or us, so has 
the situation of our clerical staff. Ten years ago, there were about 
three clerks of varying levels for every 8 to 10 adjudicators. Today 
thee is an average of 1 clerk for every 10 adjudicators. In practice 
this means that one clerk may be responsible for 2,000 to 3,000 
cases. Despite the severe clerical shortage, the division did not hire 
one new clerical to support the 90 new adjudicators. The division 
has informed us that they have no plans to hire additional clerks, 
as they believe the new computer system will eliminate many cleri
cal tasks. 

For example, the new computer system is designed to speed up 
the processing and issuance of the development needed to adjudi-

; 
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cate a claim. Development used to be handled by a traditional word 
processing unit and it was not common for it to take probably 3 to 
4 days to generate a letter to a doctor. However, with the computer 
system in place, we now can generate such a letter in 10 minutes, 
admittedly, a vast improvement, but because there are so few cleri
cal workers, there is actually no human being available to physical
ly remove the letters from the printer. I have received complaints 
that some letters have sat around in the basket for 30-plus days 
before they are mailed out. This is really understandable, when 

. you realize that one clerical worker may be. responsible for the de
velopment, however, they also have to open up letters and do other 
clerical duties to support us. 

While we support the administration plan to upgrade clerical 
workers to claims adjudicator aides, we have two concerns. It is not 
the job of the aide to be a clerk. Basic clerical functions will still be 
required. To ask an aide to perform two jobs for the price of one is 
not fair. 

The lack of clerical support is not a new issue. In 1987 an inde
pendent management consultant advised the Department that New 
Jersey was below the national standard for the percentage of cleri
cal workers to adjudicators. There is a report attached to this. This 
issue has never been satisfactorily addressed. 

The administration has informed that, after years of being stuck 
in low-paying, dead-end jobs, clerical workers will be upgraaed to 
the claims adjudicator aides, a paraprofessional, who assists in the 
follow-up on medical and non-medical issues, telephoning claim
ants, et cetera. This title was abandoned 5 years ago, and it felt 
that the job was not necessary. This had the effect of depriving ad
judicators of invaluable assistance and was deeply demoralizing for 
clerical workers who viewed the job as a real opportunity to be 
something other than a clerk. 

Mr. HuGHES. Ms. Carmon? 
Ms. CARMoN. Yes? 
Mr. HuGHES. We have made your statement a part of the record. 

It is a good statement, comprehensive. What we would like to hear 
from you is a little summary. 

Ms. CARMON. Okay. 
Mr. HUGHES. You hit the high points for us. 
Ms. CARMON. Okay. 
Mr. HuGHES. That is what we would like you to do. We have the 

benefit of your statement, which we have read. 
Ms. CARMON. Okay. Also we did have a decentralization. There 

was an office that was located in Camden at one time. In 1987 the 
management decided to close that particular office. It was my un
derstanding that the workers there did have a relationship with 
the doctors and the hospital in the areas and were able to establish 
some kind of rapport by getting the reports sooner and stuff like 
that. 

Our union fought ver:· hard to keep that office open. However, 
they decided to close it, and it did not have anything to do with the 
money situation. 

Also, we used to have a long-standing workers' benefit of flex
time. That also attributed to the morale of having to change your 
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lifestyle and created many problems for a lot of people there--some 
having to leave because of not having the flexible hours. 

We continue to have serious problems with the way that our 
work is performed and evaluated. These evaluations affect our 
salary, our promotional opportunities, and we continue to be evalu
ated year after year about these impossible standards and, again, 
circumstances over which we have no control. 

Despite years of hostility toward the workers, we agreed to work 
with the-Department when they, in the face of growing media at
tention, decided to send in an audit review team. However, I par· 
ticipated in the meetings with those teams and I worked hard and 
in good faith to represent the interest of my coworkers. However, 
despite our willingness to cooperate, we have not even been ex
tended the courtesy of a copy of this report, which is supposingly 
based, in part, on my recommendations. 

Unfortunately, management has never been willing to open up 
direct lines of communication with the staff, some of them have 
not formally been introduced to the different management teams 
that are now in place in our office, and one of the recommenda
tions from the Browde Report was to improve the staff relationship 
with management, and it still holds true today. 

Workers should not have to hear about our changes through the 
grapevine or through newspaper articles concerning our agency. Ai1 
a caseload must be implemented, this is the only way that adjudi
cators, aids, clerks and supervisors will believe that management 
truly recognizes that a person can only do so much with the re
sources at hand. 

Moreover, we are forced to develop ongoing systems to address 
rising caseloads before they reach a crisis level. Management 
should reevaluate its decision to relocate the staff to New Bruns
wick. The reality is, we do not have face-to-face contact with cli
ents; our work is done through written correspondence and the 
telephone. 

In closing, I would like to say that we 'are deeply concerned 
about the services we provide to disabled citizens. We want to see a 
real change where they count, among the hundreds of workers who 
struggle every day to do a good job. Unfortunately, top level man
agement, reorganization every 5 years and buzzwords like "region
alization and centralization" will not, in the long run, tum things 
around. 

We stand ready to assist this administration in developing and 
implementing proposals for a real change. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Carmon follows:] 

.. 
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Summary of CWA Local 1037's 
Testimony Concerning New Jersey's 

Division ot Disability Determinations 

I. The current working conditions tor Adjudicators is not 
conducive to improving services. Caseloads are unmanageably high 
- two to three hundred per Adjudicator. There is not enough · 
support stat! to facilitate the processing ot claims in a timely 
manner. There is currently only one Clerk tor every 10 
Adjudicators, on average. The Division has not and will not hire 
additional Clerks to replace those who will be upgraded to Claims 
Adjudicator Aides. This policy is detrimental to our work and 
should be changed. 

II. Case loads should be capped at a manageable level tor 
Adjudicators. This would let Adjudicators know that the Division 
recognizes that a Worker can only do so much with the time and 
resources at hand. It would also force the Division to address 
caseload sizes before they reach crisis levels. 

III. Despite a new management team, morale continues to be 
extremely poor. Thera is no open linea ot real communication; 
top level management operates with in a "closed door" policy. 
changes that have bean implemented over the last six to seven 
months have only r~volved around the creation ot a new management 
team. Nothing has been done to alleviate the stresses ot the 
adjudicative and support stat! in a meaningful way. While the 
new compute:- system has been installed W4 don 1 t even have the 
support stat! necessary that the system requires to improve 
processing time. 

IV. The Division should re-evaluate the use ot ita resources 
within the con! inea of a tight budget. we have yet to be 
convinced that simply moving one quarter of the office, along 
with all of the systemic problems ot the Newark ottice, will 
improve services. Being physically closer to clients doesn 1 t 
improve processing time - more Adjudicators and more support 
staff does. 

... 
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Page l o! 12 

Good A!ternoon. My name is Carolyn Carmon. I am a Claims 

Adjudicator II Specialist with the Division o! Disability 

Determinations in New Jersey. I have worked with the NJ 

Department o! Labor for 30 years, the last 16 with the Division. 

I am also a Shop Steward with the Coli\JIIunications Workers of 

America, Local 1037. Local 1037 represent approximately 6,000 NJ 

State Workers; at DDD w~ represent Administrative/Clerical 

Workers, Professional and Supervisory Workers. With me today are 

Renee Brown a fellow Adjudicator currently on a leave of 

absence to work full-time with our Union and Evelyn Liebman, a 

Staff Representative with Local 1037. 
• 

At the Outset I would like to thank Congressman Hughes .and the 

Sub-Committee for this opportunity to present our views on the 

situation in New Jersey. We care very deeply about the 

Disability Program and the clients we serve. Rather than last in 

the nation we would like to see New Jersey tl, in its service to 

our citizens. 

You have or will hear from members o! ODD's Administration that 

things are getting better. Production is up, regionalization and 

centralization is moving forward. I wish I could say the same. 

For those o! us who do the day-to-day work things are not 

better. In many ways things are worse and absent a genuine effort 

to fundamentally change the way work is produced at DOD we cannot 

see things changing for the better. 
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our work environment is characterized by stress and crisis. For 

the greater part of the last year we have been working over-time 

in the morning in the evening and on saturdays many of us 

volunteered to work during our lunches and breaks. Still, the 

caseloads are unconscionably high and the sheer stress of working 

with hundreds of seriously disabled men, women, and children is 

in and of itself overwhelming at times. 

Most Adjudicators have caseloads of between 200 and 300. This 

situation exits despite the availability of over-time and the 

addition of 90 new Adjudicators. I don't ever remember caseloads 

being this high, and quite frankly don't see any end in sight. 

These case loads are absolutely unmanageable. They effectively 

put us in a situation whereby we are forced to work on the 

"easiest" cases first and relegate the most difficult cases to 

the bottom of the pile in the face of the pervasive pressure to 

reduce processing time and push cases out the door. This is not 

doing our clients any favors. 

We have co~;tinually advocated for a caseload cap of no more than 

150, which,' even at that level, stretches to the limit the 

talents and skills of our staff. We recommend that when 

caseloada begin to approach these levels management immediately 

~axe the necessary steps to train and hire additional staff 

rather than wait until caseloads reach the crisis proportions 

they are now. Otherwise we will again find ourselves during the 

next crisis bringing on large numbers of new staff who won't be 

adequately trained to assume full caseloads for up to two years 

from the date of initial hire. 

• 

'·' 
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While we certainly applaud the recent commitment o! funds to hire 

90 new Adjudicators. We do not evaluate and process caaes ~n 

our own. Much o! the day-to-day work aurroundinc; the 

adjudication o! a claim is done by an administrative or Clerical 

Worker. Yet just as caaeload sizea have reached crisis 

proportions !or us so has the situation with our Clerical sta!!. 

lO years ac;o there were about 3 Clerks o! varyinq levels !or 

every 8 to lO Adjudicators. Clerks open the mail associated with 

cases, track development and other correspondence and perform 

other day-to-day tasks. Today there is, on averac;e, l Clark !o~ 

every lO Adjudicators. In practice this means that l Clerk may 

be responsible !or 200 to 3,000 cases. 
• 

Despite this severe Clerical ahortaqe the Division did not hire 

one new Clerk to support the 90 new Adjudicators. The Division 

has informed us that they have no plana to hire additional Clerks 

as they believe the new computer system will eliminate many 

clerical tasks • 

However, thinqa haven't worked out that way. For example, the 

new computer system is desiqned to speed up the proceasinc; and 

issuance o! the development needed to adjudicate a claim. 

Development used to be handled by a traditional word processing 

unit and it was not uncommon for it to take 3-4 daya to qenerate 

a letter to a doctor o! a claimant. The computerized ayatam in 

place now can qenerate auch a letter in 10 minutes, admittedly 

a vast improvement, but because there are so few Clerical Workers 
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:here is actually no human being available to physically remove 

:he letter from the printer. I have received complaints that 

letters have sat in printer baskets for 30 days because no one 

.. as available to retrieve it from the printer or mail it out. 

rhis is readily understandable when you realize that one Clerical 

~orker may be responsible for the development (which in and of 

itself may represent 5 to 10 letters at any one time per case) of 

2-3,000 cases. 

The work for Clerks is even more exasperating when you 

realize that the system utilizes 6 printers which are scattered 

throughout the Division, housed on two floors of a building in 

Newark the size of a city block. When the computer generates a 

piece of development we don't know which printer it is sent to. 

Somebody then has to walk the equivalent of as much as a city 

block to find the letter. or as an alternative, one of the few 

Clerical Workers is taken away from an Adjudicator's unit to staff 

the printer. This is not an efficient use of resources. 

While we support the Administration's plans to upgrade Clerical 

Workers to Claims Adjudicator Aides, we have two concerns. 

1. It is not the job of an Aide to be a Clerk too. Basic 

Clerical functions will still be required. - To ask an Aide to 

perform two jobs for the price of one is not fair, is not 

eftieien1; and will only increue the level of stress· for our 

staff. While there may be a need for fewer Clerical Workers, 

from our perspective there will not be no need at all. 

.. 
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The lack ot clerical support is not a new issue !or DOD. In 

1987 an independent management consultant advised the Department 

the. t NJ we s below the national standard !or the percentage ot 

Clerical Workers to Adjudicators (see Browde Report). He 

recommended that the ratio be established at one Clerical Worker 

tor 4 Adjudicators. This issue was never satisfactorily 

addressed then and has certainly contributed to our current 

caseload crisis now. We recommend the administration utilize its 

current resources to finally address this problem now. 

2. The Administration has informed us that after years of 

being stuck in low-paying dead-end jobs, Clerical Workers will b~ 

upgraded to Claims Adjudicator Aides - a para professioaal who 

assists in the initial development of a case, following up on 

medical and non-medical sources, telephoning claimants, etc. The 

Division, with obvious shortsightedness made the decision to 

abandon this title five years ago as it felt the job wasn't 

necessary. This had the effect of depriving Adjudicators ot 

invaluable assistance and was deeply demoralizing tor Clerical 

Workers who viewed the job as a real opportunity to be something 

more than a Clerk. Despite our continual protest over the years 

over this decision the Division refused to re-establish the 

title. When we were informed last year by current management 

that these jobs would be resurrected we were certainly 

supportive. The job is necessary and provides much needed career 

advancement for low paid Workers. 
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Today, months and months later not one Worker has been 

upgraded to an Aide and we have no basis to believe these 

upgrades will occur anytime aoon. Yet a new "management" team 

has been put in place, new management titles created, new 

managers hired. If the Division has a real commitment to moving 

the day-to-day work through the process we recommend they spend 

more energy and resources on those who move the work than on 

creating a new bureaucratic structure. Until such time as that 

happens we question this Administration's commitment to making the 

systemic changes necessary to improve our operations and provide 

better services to our clients. 

The staff's working relationship with management is poor. 

this committee to understand why, a little background 

necessary. 

For 

h 

In 1987, Sanford Browde documented severe morale problems within 

the Division. He noted that there was a consensus on the causes: 

(l) distrust of management: (2) poor communication on many 

levels 7 ( 3) constant changes within the program ( 4) 

inequitable application of discipline. He also characterized the 

Division as "paranoid" and skeptical about nearly everything 

attempted by management. 

Despite a aeries of reco.aendationa offered by Browde, management 

di4 almost everything in ita power to further fracture our 

relationship. 

• 
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1. In 1987, management closed our sister office in Camden. 

This vas not done for financial reasons. Management said 

"Centralization" vill fix ODD's ills and make vay for a more 

efficient operation. (It's hard to believe that a short 5 years 

later management now says decentralization is the answer.) As a 

result of this closing, 16~ Workers lost their jobs, hundreds of 

other were either reassigned or demoted. The then Division 

Director held meetings with Newark Workers and told us we were to 

blame for the closing of the office. 

our union fought very hard to keep that office open, 

introduced legislation to appropriate additional money to keep 

the office open only to face a brick wall erected •by the 

Division' a own Administration and then a veto by then Governor 

Kean. 

2. In 1987 Division management also eliminated a long

standing Worker benefit - Flex-Time. This forced a disruption of 

hundreds of Workers lives, prompted widespread protests from the 

staff and added to the already pervasive "us against them" 

atmosphere. We have continually fought tor the re-implementation 

of this benefit. Finally, last y·ear, the Division's then 

Management Transition Team stated that the Division would be 

willing to institute a small scala pilot project aa a first step 

towards restoring ~lex-time. However when we followed up with 

Director Polaski ve were informed that Management would not be in 

a position to address this area of concern until after her 

"management team" was in place. Again, we find a management 

insensitive to the needs of those of us who do the day-to-day 

processing of work at the expense of what might or might not be 

good for management. 
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J. We continua to have serious problems with the way our job 

performance is evaluated. As NJ Civil Service Workers we are 

evaluated annually pursuant to a Per!onance Assessment Review 

Process. These evaluations affect our salaries, our promotional 

opportunities and our seniority rights. We continua to be 

evaluated year after year against impossible standards and 

against circumstances over which we have no control. Despite 

grievances, labor management meetings and consultant 

recommendations (see Browde) management continues to ignore this 

problem. 

Despite years of-hostility towards Workers we agreed to work with 

the Department when they, in the !ace of growing media attention, 

decided to send in an Audit Review Team and created the 

Management Transition Team to replace then Director William 

McGann. I was part of the Audit Review Team - I thought. From 

Auqust 7, 1991 to October 4, 1991 I participated in seventeen 

(17) meetings with this tea111 whose mission it was to review 

operations and recommend changes. I worked hard and .in good 

faith to represent the interests of my co-Workers, our clients 

and the Department of Labor. Despite our willingness to 

cooperate, despite my good faith effort, the Department has not 

even extended me the courtesy of a copy of this report, which is 

supposedly based in part on my recommendations. I have 

repeatedly tried to secure a copy of this report only to at best 

be told "I don't Know;" at worst 111y phone calls are not returned. 

.. 
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Unfortunately I shouldn't be surprised. Management never has, 

an_d it thie situation is any example o! what the tuture holds, 

never will be willing to open up direct linea ot communication 

with staff. Thus, I wasn't surprised to learn that our current 

Director essentially has a "closed door" policy and has yet to 

make the so called "rounds" on the floor or tormally introduced 

herself to the entire sta!t. While we would not presume to be in 

a position to manage the Department, this type o! management style 

is not going to go tar in improving the sta!t's relationship with 

management. 

Many o! Sanford :Browde's 1987 recommendations tor improving the 

statt•s relationship with management hold true today. Perhags it 

they had been implemented then our relationship would not have 

grown !rom bad to worse. We suggest the following. 

1. A personal commitment on behalf ot the Director, Regional 

Directors and Regional managers to a change in the relationship. 

An open door policy would go a long way in alleviating some o! 

the deep rooted mistrust ot management. 

2. Honest, clear and timely communication on issues 

involving the aqency. Workers shouldn't have to hear about 

agency chanqes through the "grapevine" or !rom the newspaper 

concerning such significant issues as when and U: twenty-tive 

percent of the stat! is being relocated to New :Brunswick. I! 

large single group meetings are cumbersome, smaller unit-type 

meetings can be accommodated. 
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Morale among the Agency Staff is not just low, its terrible. over 

the last week we have taken an informal survey of our members as 

to their opinions concerning the morale level. Many can't even 

believe we have to ask. Moreover, low morale is not 

characteristic of just one group of Workers - Clerks feel 

demoralized, Adjudicators feel demoralized and supervisors feel 

demoralized. 

Morale does not improve by wishing it would or simply saying 

things take time to change. At DOD the only way morale will 

improve an thus production is through concrete, systemic 

changes to assist the adjudication process. 

Aa we have not been privy to much of the documentation, reports, 

and statistics the Administration has shared with this Committee 

to support ita proposals and progress we are unable to critically 

evaluate their analysis. (Would they be willinq to share their 

information, we would provide that analysis.) However, there are 

several steps this Administration could taka that would 

immediately improve working conditions, morale and production. 

1. ODD should direct its limited resources to providing the 

ldjudicative staff the necessary technical and support resources 

:equired to speed the process along. Clerical Workers should be 

\ired immediately so that we can avoid correspondence sitting in 

•rinters for weeks simply because there's no one around to 

etriPe it. 

• 
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2. The upqrade of Clerical Workers to Claims Adjudicator 

Aides or some other like title ehould be put on a much !aster 

track. It was a serious mistake to qat rid of the Aides in the 

first place. There is no qood reason !or the current delays in 

re-establiahinq these positions. After all, manaqement was very 

successful in creatinq and fillinq new manaqement positions in 

short order. 65 Aides will qo a lot farther in reducinq case 

processinq time then a handful of brand new manqaqers. 

3. A case load cap must be implemented. That is the only 

way Adjudicators, Aides, Clerks and Supervisors will believe that 

manaqement truly recoqnizea that a parson can only do so much 

with the resources at hand. It will improve .services to ou1: 

clients who are desperately in need of more attention than we can 

now qive them. Moreover, it will force the Division to develop 
• onqoinq systems to address risinq caaeloads before they reach 

crisis levels. After all, what are we qoinq to do when over-time 

money is not available, and new class actions a end thousand o! 

additional claims to the Division. 

4, Manaqement should reevaluate ita decision to relocate 25\ 

of the staff to New Brunswick. Aqain, qiven limited financial 

resources (not to mention the current scandal in the State over 

the state's leaainq proqram) we must question whether or not this 

ia the wisest way to spend the resources of an already tiqht 

operation·. Despite the claims of the Division that New 

Brunswick will improve services l:lecauaa we will l:la closer to 

clients, the reality is we do not have much face-to-face contact 

w 1 th clients • our work is done throuqh written correspondence 

and the phone. 
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Perhaps, rather than move to New Brunswick we should hire Workers 

who would simply be responsible for answering routine questions 

from claimants, thereby freeing up the time of the Adjudicator. 

Claimants may well be better served this way than by an office in 

New Brunswick which, even if they wanted to visit, is barely 

accessible by train or bus. 

In closing, I would just like to reiterate that we are deeply 

concerned about the Services we provide to disabled citizens. We 

want to see real changes where they count, among the hundreds of 

Workers who struggle every day to do a good job. Unfortunately 

top level management reorganizations every !iva years and buzz 

words like ragionalization and centralization will· not, in the 

long run turn things around. We stand ready to assist this 

Administration in developing and imple~enting proposals for real 

change. 

Thank you. 

.. 

• 
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BROWDE & ASSOCIATES 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 

Honorable Charles Serraino 
co-issioner 
Oepart~ent of Labor 
CN 110 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Commissioner Serraino: 
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HUMAN RESOURCES • LABOJi .:LATIONS 

409 Hillside Ploce, South Orange, NJ 07079 
201-761·551 51761-0504 

AprU 7, 1987 

I am pleased to submit this final report on the Division of 
Disability Determinations. The results and findinfls of the 
Study, to9ether with recommendations to accomplish 9rootor 
efficiency and increased productivity, are contained in the body 
cf the report. 

I ~ish to record my appreciation to membeia of your staff 
for their cooperation in the study. 

I consider it a privile9e to have perfor11ed this assiflnmen.t. 
I believe.the implementation of these recommendations should 
:•sult in benefit to the Division and to t~e Cepartment of La~or. 

cc: Geor9e M. Krause 
Lawrence L. Arcioni 
Robert J. ~kav~nus 
Hary Jane Meehan 
William McGann 
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:The functions which shout2 be performed by the Aide~. as 

stated above, are clerical in nature. 

(2) A new job title of clerical above the Senior Clerk or 

Senior Clerk Typist position Ghould be establish~d for 

those who funciton in the clerical support of the 

Adjudicator, but have additional compe ';ency in 

gathering and recording oed~cal evidence and 

interviewing oedical sources. 

This will require an understanding of medical terminology, 

but will not require 60 semester hours of schooling or its 

equivalent. 

D. The Job Functions of the Unit Clericals 

There is a question of whether the ~ivision is (1) properly 

i.ltilizing its total clerical staff and (2) properly staffed in 

the Claims Areas with clericals. The question to be answe.red is: 

"Is there a proper proportion of Unit clericals in Claims ·areas 

to Adjudicators?" 

Locking at national statistics, the percentage of 

Adjudicators and clericals to the total work force is as follo~s: 

Adjudicators. 

F'T Clericals 

National 
Percentages 

31.4 

27.9 

N.J. 
Percentaqes 

39.5 

23.9 

The· Adjudicator :..ides arc not included in these clerical 

figures, as the Aide£ do not identify themselves as clericolJ.s, 

but consider them!:elves "para professionals" and, in fact, are 

not performing the ~ccessary clerical duties. 

SG 
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The clerical functions in ~e Claims Units are essent .1 to 

the timely and efficient processing of Claims. 

In Newark, however, the percentage of Unit clericals to 

l\dj udicators is 22.4\. 

RECOMl".ENOA~I()N 

( 1) The ratio of Adjudicators to clericals should be 

established at no more than four bo one. 

This may be accomplished by rea$signing clericals from other 

areas to work in units, and assist the Adjudicators. 

(2) Clerical personnel should be transferred from staff 

support areas into Claims Operations to perform the 

duties of the Unit clericals. 

Of the 78 clericals in Newark, only 39, or exactly SO\, are 

in the Claims Operations area, with 26 assigned to Units. The 

other 50~ are all in support fun~tions. 

Th~ division should review the er.act number and proper 

allocation of personnel, but there appears to be an imbalance'of 

clericals in non-production related work. 

:; . Ot·c;.:.~ni.~.ltion ul! 5t4tC .1ml J\dmlniotrativc !!unctions 

!.~ 0 v· e r v i e w - The present o c g ani z at ion shows a 

disproportionate build-up of the staff and administrative areas. 

Tile cmphilsis l"n the Division should be pl<!ced in the Claims area, 

as the need for procuctior. i~crea:;es. 

In addition, ther~ are ~ number of staff functions which are 

closely involved in the Claims process. These functions include 

(1 l tr<lininq; ("2) the medical relations unit; and (3) the 

consulting P.xamination unit. 

57 
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A Performance Ass.a.ssment Review Program (PAR) has 

been established for the Department's personnel. If properly 

implemanted by Division personnel in Newark, the system is in 

place for proper evaluation of employees. But in order for the 

program to work, the Division must establish "Performance 

Standards" for each position. As noted in the previous section, 

performance standards for SCA's were not cltfarly defined. 

In the case of Adjudicators, the follo·.ling 

performance standards have been established: 

Performance Standards 

Productivity 

J.ged Cases 

Internal Quality Accuracy 

?E?. ,;cc·.;rai:y 

:ecerai QA ,;ccur~cy 

? :-occss i:-11; T i~a 

Consultative Exam ?urchase 

15 closures per week for caseload 

of 1 00 or more. 1 5\ of inve,tltory 

for caseloads less than 100. 

45 day cases (18-2<\) 70 day cases 

(5-8\) 

91\ decisional accuracy below'SU\ 

will result in Supervisory review 

of easel> on a r:lore intensive 

basis. 

No ~ore than 2 per quarter. 

~lo r.:ore t!'tan ;:E:- =1uarter. 

Tit 1 e I z- 59.9 dar s Title >:vI o 7. 9 

days 

Rate 45\ 

~dherence to Agency 
Personnel Procedures Punctual and re')ular 

52 
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Maintenance of Work 
Station and Manuals 
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Jttendance. Adheres to c.:fice 

regulations. 

Keep desk clean of extaneous 

rna t e ·r i a 1 • Files, POMs and AI 

regulations on a timely basis. 

The performanc~ standards raise some issues: 

( 1) Hith respect to "?roductivity" - a standard of 15 

clo~~rcs per week when ~p~lied to a caseload of 101, is far 

different than applying it to a caseload of 180. 

(2) The "Consultative E:.<am Purchase Ratio" for the Division 

is now r.~uch lower than 45\. The goal of the Division is now in 

the 30-35\ range. ThereZore, this standard should change as 

Divisional goals chan9e. 

RECOMMENDAT!ON 

(1) The standards in the area of production should be 

established as a p~rcentage of pending caseload in 

ranges, in the !ollo~ing cann~r: 

13t A.bove Excellent 

11.0\ i2.:1 Very Good 

9.0t 1C.9l Good 

7.5\, 8.9~ Fait" 

Below 7.5\ Unsati:o!actory 

The percentages could be changed by the Director as he 

~v3luates agency workload and policy changes uhich may adver~cly 

affect eY.aminer performance during a given time period. ror 

e:r.ample, if there is a "hold" on certain type of cases, this 

53 
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might be considered a workload/~licy chanqe that would adv~~sely 

- ,:~ffect- production from the date of the "hold" to the date of the 
I 

1 release of these cases. 

The percentaqes should not be set at a point which is 

unattainable by a m4jority of Adjudicators. Therefore, if the 

situation arises where the majority of 'djudicators fall in the 
.. 

less than qood cateqory, the need for 4n adjustment should. be 

reviewed by manaqement. 

( 2) The s<;andards should be reviewed periodically to 

determine their accuracy and correctness. 

As pointed out with respect to the Consultative Exam 

percentaqe standard, there should be a process in place foe 

chanqinq the standard as the qoals of the Division chanqe. The 

chanqed standard of performance should then be communicated to 

the Adjudicator and sufficient time qiven for them to adjust to 

the new standard and have a reasonable chance of its achievement. 

(3) Punctuality, reqular attendance and adherence to office 

requlations should not be part of the perform~nce 

standards. 

Any deficiencies in these areas should be handlea by 

disciplinary action. 

B. The .Job Function of the "•\dj•.1dicator Aides" 

·.In addition to the Adjudicators, the Units are staffed 

with "Adjudicator Aides". The job f~nctions of the Aides varies 

!:letwecn. North and South. In the North, the Aides were 

responsible for the initial development of a case, writinq to the 

54 
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treating source. 

On the basis of this report, the Medical Director and his 

staff should attempt to close those cases by phone calls. Very 

often, one doctor will speak to another doctor, when the 

Adjudicator was not able to get through to the doctor and was not 

able to yet the needed information to close the case • 

6. Morale ~ithin the Division 

on the basis of the interviews with personnel, the vast 

majority feel that morale within the division is poor. The 

consensus is that this had developed over a number of years. The. 

causes are numerous, but involve (1 l distrust of management; (2) 

poor communications downward from management to Supervisors and 

from Supervisors to staff; (3) constant changes within the SSA 

Disability Program itself, which kee~s the staff confused and • 

frustrated and ( 4) inequitable application of discipline. Many 

of these areas have been discussed previously. -· -· 

In addition, from my experience and background, there is a 

"negativism". among the staff which I have rarelr observed 

?reviously. It is an attitude of mind marked by skepticism about 

nearly everything attempted by management. This attitude is 

shared by the Supervising Claims Adjudicators as well. Since 

they are the second level management in the Division, this frame 

of ~1nc of the total staff is destruc~ive and must be changed. 

'rhe most important facto:: in initiating change and in 

overcoming resistance to change 1s to build a relationship of 

trust among managers, supervisors and employees. In the 

paranoid worid of the Division's work arena, the key to 

61 
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developing trust is to be unsitive to employee needs. The need 

to know is primary. The need to .be involved is equally 

important. 

RECOMKENDATiml 

The new Director should start the process of change by 

recogni%:ng that the key to effecting change is honest 

commitment, communic~tions and feedbacK. 

The formula ~hich should be followed is: 

(1) There must be a personal commitment and belief in the 

change needed. 

(2) Total, hon~st and clear com~unication is the hallmark of 

successfully implementing change. Therefore, he should•begin by 

holding group meetings in which the reasons and details of the 

change can be explained. 

(3) Follow these group meetings w~th smaller ones in which 

he·can explore with employees specific problems and concerns and 

attempt to lessen the apprehension that ~ill al~ays be present in 

one form or another. 

(4) He should develop a feedback loop in order to fully 

a~preciate whether his ffiessage has gotte~ across. !f he develo?s 

a continual flow of reliable feedback, he can then decide whethe= 

or not his instructions to effect change have been understood a~d 

ir.!~lemented. lie can then, also, make any changes that may be 

indicateJ. 

(5) The change should be implemented, in small doses, 1>'ith 

positive v~rb~l reinforcement to the rt~ff for accomplishment ~t 

each stage. 
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(6) Positive acclaim when someone is doing someth.ng right 

is essential to change the-negativism which exists. It will be 

helpful in promoting a more prideful atmosphere. This positive 

reinforcement ind acclaim should be uniformly and consistently 

applied in all ar~as. 

• 

• 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you, Ms. Carmon. Ms. Liebman is with the 
communication Workers of America. We welcome you today. Do 
you have a statement? 

STATEMENT OF EVELYN LIEBMAN, COMMUNICATION WORKERS 
OF AMERICA 

Ms. LIEBMAN. Congressman, I don't have a statement, and in the 
interest of time, I would just respond to questions. 

Mr. HuGHES. All right, thank you very much. Rene Brown, who 
is an Adjudicator, also a member of the Communications Workers 
of America. We welcome you today, Rene. 

Ms. BROWN. Thank you. I also don't have a statement, but I 
would like to highlight a few points. 

STATEMENT OF RENEE BROWN, ADJUDICATOR, NEW JERSEY 
DDD, COMMUNICATION WORKERS OF AMERICA . 

Ms. BRoWN. I've been a Claims Adjudicator since July of 1980. 
During that time, Congressman, I would like you both to know that 
there have . been numerous committees, there have been a variety 
of different kinds of ideas, we have gone from face-to-face review 
with physicians to silent review numerous times, almost two or 
three times per year. 

Face-to-face review is wonderful. It is very helpful, I feel, to our 
blients, but it's tremendously time consuming and would cE!'rtainly 
would insist that there be both more adjudicators and more cleri
cals. Also, I've heard the two clients and advocacy people speak in 
terms of their needing to have a direct person in the local offices. 
We have also done that, gentlemen. 

We have had an outstation person in some of our more urban 
areas, and that was very helpful, but, again, that was also stopped. 
What is needed here is everything. 

We certainly need support staff, we need to have more adjudica
tors, but there had to be the complementary support staff-clerical 
workers and claims adjudicator aides. There certainly had to be 
adequate physician help. We have a very difficult time recruiting 
doctors that want to work. 

Another point, and maybe my fmal point until questions come; I 
think that a lot of people get the impression that both claims adju
dicators and clericals have no interest in their work. The point 
that I would like to make to you here is that we are bound by the 
Federal Guidelines for Disability, and these are very, very frustra t
ing for adjudicators. 

I certainly have had clients die on my caseload. Sometimes I 
-needed to take the next day off. If you have really worked hard to 
advocate for a client and to have them die before they got the bene
fits, it's a horrendous experience. The same thing is true in terms 
of a child case, and people think that we are doing-making these 
decisions arbitrarily and capriciously. Clearly, it's not the case. 

There also needs to be some redoing of those Federal guidelines. 
That's my final point before we have questions. 

Mr. HuGHES. Thank you very much. Mr. Rippman, we welcome 
you today. 

New Jersey State Ubnly 
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::>lAT.t.:MENT OF JOSEPH A. RIPPMAN, JR., CLAIMS REPRESENTA
TIVE, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, BRIDGETON NEW 
JERSEY DISTRICT OFFI.CE 

Mr. RtPPMAN. Thank you. I welcome the opportunity to testify in 
front of this Committee. I guess this is the third go-around for our 
office. Twice before, Linda Thomas, a Claims Representative in our 
Office, has been called to testify and she has. 

This time, I was asked to testify. I am also a Claims Representa
tive in the Bridgeton Office. I take both SSI Disability Claims, proc
ess them. I also take Social Security Disability Claims and am re
sponsible for processing them. 

Some of the points I want to cover-I'll just highlight my written 
testimony to bring up some of the key issues. When I started work
ing for the office-now, this is close to 6 years-part of the applica
tion that we take, the most painful part of the application, has 
been to tell the client in response to the question; how long is it 
going to take before I hear something, how long will it take before 
I can expect a decision on this claim-6 years ago, that figure was 
60 days. It increased to 80 days, gradually to 90 days, to 120 days 
we were told to tell them, and now at this point, the figure local 
management has instructed us to tell the clients is 180 days; that's 
6 months, a ballpark figure, if you might. 

What I normally tell them, Congressman Hughes and Congress
man Saxton, is that this is an average waiting time, comprised of 
some kind of average statistic on all claims flled. Your claim may 
take a month; it may take up to a year. · 

Granted, this is a disability insurance program, an earned right 
that these people have due to their paying FICA taxes. 

People who come to our office are coming here as a last resort 
for them, whether it's because they've been thrown out of their job 
due to the economy going bad, but most likely, these people gener
ally just have nowhere else to turn. They're disabled. What do you 
mean, 6 months? 

I mean, I can remember 6 years ago, what do you mean 2 
months? What do you mean, 3 months? Now it's 6 months? People 
just practically faint. Six months? And you have to tell them this. 

You can't make excuses for them, but you're the Claims Repre
sentative and the face-to-face liaison to the public. They come to 
the Social Security Office to flle and we are their contact, very 
often their~ole contact with the Agency. 

And it's been tough. What's been compounding the problem re
cently is that the amount of disability claims that have been 
filed-and I know, Congressman Hughes, this has been brought to 
your attention and brought to the attention of the Committee
we've- seen a tremendous rise in the amount of disability applica
tions over the last 2 to 2¥2 years, and especially over the last years. 

We have to repeatedly tell people, 6 months. This is very upset
ting to them. Very often, they're temporary disability benefits. 
Their unemployment has run out. They just have nothing left. 

We send them to local welfare offices, we send them to the 
County welfare offices, and these people-what do you do? What do 
you tell them? 

• 
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To compound the problems, the workload has been increased-! 
can't even give you a figure. The Zebley court case decision, a 
recent court case decision in the Supreme Court, offices throughout 
the State, throughout the country, have been assigned a certain 
number of cases that we are required to review. 

Our office alone is responsible for a total of 256 additional cases 
. as a result of the Zebley court case review. Out of this, these 256 

cases, and additional cases that we have to process, it's required 
that our office take a complete new disability application and send 
it to New Jersey DDS for adjudication. . 

· Out of these 256 cases that have been assigned to our office, we 
have only been able to get to a scant amount of these number of 
claims so far. We have at the current time, about 60 cases pending 
in New Jersey DDS. Ten cases that I know of, that we've been able 
to identify in the office over the last couple of weeks, have only 
been worked to completion, so we have a lot of work left still to do. 

As Ms. Thomas may have brought to your attention in the past, 
the outlook for staffing in Social Security Offices is not good. Na
tionwide, we were given a figure-I'd like to bring this to your at
tention. You may already have this figure-October of 1990, 28,736 
in duty in field offices full time permanent employees. 

The projection for September of 1992, 28,562. Now, that's an 
overall drop in the number of employees, and yet we're going .to be 
responsible for not only what's been happening with the disability 
cases now, the increased workloads which we have seen no dropoff 
in these cases. In addition, the Zebley cases which we have to 
review, and not only that, the regulations have now changed with 
the children's claims and we're seeing just an incredible influx of 
applications over the last, I'd say 12 months to 2 years, even in an
ticipation of these new rules coming out. 

It's compounding the waiting times of clients, the frustrations 
that they feel and the Claims Representative, you know, like I had 
said, we have to deal with all of this and it's tough. These people
! mean, if-say you were the Insurance Commissioner of the State 
of New Jersey having to tell clients tiling an insurance claim, this 
is 6 months. Six months to get my insurance claim filed? 

You just have to treat them politely and with respect and say, 
that's the best that I can tell you. Offer them some assistance: go 

·to your doctor, get medical reports, get what you have and we will 
· _ forward these up to the State agency. 

Very often, they'll come back and tell you, the doctor wants $50 
_or $60 or $70 for these reports and I don't have it in my pocket. So, 
they're stuck. 

With that, I'll just leave the rest up to your questioning. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rippman follows:] 



WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR A HEARING OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON RETIREMENT 
INCOME AND EMPLOY~ENT OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES' 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING 

In opening, I would first like to thank the members of the 
subcommittee for aftording me the opportunity to testify at this 
hearing. My name is Joseph Albert Rippman, Jr. and I have been 
employed for six years by the Social Security Administration's 
Bridgeton New Jersey District Office. · 

I have been called here, in fact, to update the subcommittee on 
several issue areas, and to address the subcommittee on other 
related issue areas. Specifically, I will address the following 
issue areas: 

.Current working conditions for a Social Security Claims 
Representative in New Jersey 

.Increases in the number of disability cases coming in 

.The Claims Representative's role in the disability process 

.The impact of the recent Zebley court case decision and the 
resulting workload 

.Other related issue areas such as Congressionally-mandated 
Continuing Disability Reviews; and field office staffing 
that continues to decline while overall workloads continue 
to increase dramatically 

I will begin with a description of the Claims Representative role 
in the disability process. It is the job of a Claims 
Representative (CR) to conduct an in-depth interview of each 
applicant, either in person, or by telephone, and to complete the 
required Federal and State forms. This interview can last up to 
an hour or longer in some cases. The forms must then be reviewed 
carefully before they are sent to the New Jersey Division of 
Disability Determinations (DDS). Once DDS has the necessary 
forms, it is often the responsibility of the Claims 
Representative to act as a conduit of information between the 
applicant and DDS. 

Once the decision has been made on a disability claim, it is 
often the responsibility of the Claims Representative to 
effectuate payment or to complete appeal forms in the case of a 
denial. The Claims Representative in a lot of cases can become 
the sole contact between Social Security and the 
applicant/beneficiary. In a majority of cases, decisions on 
payment amounts, representative payee decisions, and auxiliary 
benefits are made in the field office by the Claims 
Representative. 

• 
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In the past 2-2 1/2 years, the agency has endured a doubling of 
disability cases. In the last year alone, there has been a 32 
percent rise in the number of claims pending. Unprecedented 
writing times on disability claims has occurred throughout the 
nation and, in particular, New Jersey. As of this date, there 
are at least 13 disability claims taken in our office that are 
pending a decision by New Jersey DDS that are at least one year 
old. 

In addition to the already burdensome workload, the Bridgeton 
District Office has been informed that it must review a total of 
256 cases as a result of the Zebley vs. Sullivan Supreme Court 
decision. Our central office in Baltimore, Maryland has released 
186 of these cases to our office to date. There are 70 
additional cases h~ading our way in the near future. Of the 186 
cases released to our office, about 60 of these cases are pending 
at New Jersey DDS. To date, our office has only worked about 10 
of these cases to completion. 

The New York Regional Office has indicated that there will be no 
additional staffing to handle this workload. The Regional Office 
also has indicated that they also miscalculated the amount of 
funds that were to provide overtime hours to help offset the 
increased workload. The end result has been that very few of 
these court-mandated claims reviews have been completed in our 
office. Travel money has been almost non-existent. Training is 
not being provided as it was in the past. 

What this all adds up to is a very bad situation for the Claims 
Representative in New Jersey. More is being requested in the way 
of documentation on disability forms. More forms are necessary 
to complete most disability applications, especially SSI disabled 
children's applications. Moreover, since the Claims 
Representative is often the sole contact between the applicant 
and the agency, increased disability waiting times have resulted 
in more complaints and inquiries from the public and often other 
social service agencies. 

To compound these problems, communication between the field 
office and New Jersey has been suffering of late. NJ ODS has 
instituted the use of •voice mail• for its disability examiners 
and supervisors. Telephone messages are often not answered. 
Applicants who attempt to contact disability examiners from 
Southern New Jersey often must call collect. In numerous 
instances, their attempts to contact ODS are in vain, as they 
often cannot speak to a •live person• who can take information 
and answer questions. These applicants often become frustrated 
and phone or visit our office with their complaints. The field 
office often receives the same •voice mail" service and no live 
person to contact and messages go unanswered. 

-2-
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Better communication between the field offices and NJ DDS is 
sorely needed to say the least. fax machines would help. I do 
not know of any Social Security offices that have fax machines. 
As a matter of fact, my invitation to testify had to be faxed to 
my wife, Michele, who works for an ad agency in Philadelphia. A 
copy of this written testimony was also faxed from her office to 
subcommittee. This is sad commentary, indeed. field Offices 
have no fax machines, inadequate telephone systems, obsolete 
office equipment and finally inadequate staffing levels. "Lack 
of funding• we are being told time and time again. "We're over 
our staff ceiling.• We are told repeatedly by regional and local 
management, •we'll have to make do with what we have• and •we 
better hope no one quits or retires• is another recurring 
statement I've heard over my six year tenure with this agency. 
I've seen a staff ~f about 40 persons reduced to a staff of less 
than 30 over the course of my tenure. I've gone six years 
without being given a hand-held calculator which is necessary to 
do my job. I bring one in from home. I often bring my own pens. 
Again, this is due to lack of funding. This is unfortunate, 
because over the last six years I have observed with grea: pride 
the dedication of our staff who have somehow managed to provide 
good quality service to a public whose demands on our resources 
have increased dramatically. And I take pride in knowing that I 
have been part of the staff. 

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify before the 
subcommittee. I am sure the subcommittee has listened to similar 
testimony in the past. Not long ago, another employee of the 
Bridgeton District Office, Linda Thomas, also testified before 
the subcommittee on similar issue areas. I never read her 
testimony but ~ am sure she emphasized topics such as lack of 
funding, staffing shortages, erroding levels of service, and the 
like. I would like to close this testimony with two words -
PLEASE HELP. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph A. Rippman, Jr. 

-3-
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RECEIVED HAY 2 5 1987 

REPORT OH '1'lm 

DIVISIQK OP DISABILITr" 

DEr.!RMINATIOHS OP 

'rJIB HEW JERSE!' 

DEPA1t'l."MEH'r OP LABOR 
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t3ROWDE & ASSOCIATES 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 

Honorable Charles Serraino 
COIIIIIIissioner 
Department of Labor 
CN 110 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Commissioner Serraino: 
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HUMAN RESOURCES· lABOI\ .:lATIONS 

409 Hill1ide Place, Sovth Orange. NJ 07079 
201·761-551 51761·0504 

April 7, 1987 

I am pleased to submit this final report on the Division of 
Disability Determinations. The results and findinqs of the 
Study, toqether with recommendation11 to accomplish qrootcr 
efficiency and increased productivity, are contained in the body 
cf the report. 

I ~ish to record my ~ppreciat~on to members of your staff 
for their cooperation in the study. 

I consider it a privileqe to have performed this assiqnmen~. 
I believe.the implementation of these recommendations should 
:'sult in benefit to the Division and to the Department of La~or. 

cc: Ceorqe H. Krause 
Lawrence L. Arcioni 
Robert J. ~kav~nus 
Mary Jane Meehan 
William McCann 
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;The functions which shou~ be performed by the Aide~. as 

stated above, are clerical in nature. 

(2) A new job title of clerical above the Senior Clerk or 

Senior Clerk Typist position Ghould be establish~d for 

those who funciton in the clerical support of the 

Adjudicator, but have additional compe':ency in 

qa ther inq and recordinq csed·ica l evidence and 

intervievinq l:ledical Gources. 

This will require an understandinq of medical terminoloqy, 

but will not require 60 semester hours of schooling or its 

equivalent. 

o. The Job Functioas of the Unit Clericals 

There is a question of whether the Division is (1) properly 

atilizinq its total clerical staff and_(2) properly staffed in . 
the Claims Areas with clericals. The· question to be answered is: 

• 
"Is there a proper proportion of Unit clericals in Claims ·areas 

to Adjudicators?" . 
Looking at national statistics, the percentage of 

~.djudicators and clericals to the total work force is as follo\·:s: 

Adjudicators. 

FT Clericals 

National 
Percentacres 

31.4 

27.9 

N.J. 
Percentaaes 

39.5 

23.9 

Th~ Adjudicator Aides are not included in these clerical 

figures, as the Aide!: do not idantify themselves as cleric~ls, 

but consider them!ialves "para professionals" and, in fact, are 

not performing the ~ccessary clerical duties. 

SG 
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The clerical functions in ~e Claims Units are essent .. 1 to 

the timely and efficient processing of Claims. 

In Newark, however, the percentage of Unit clericals to 

1\djudicators is 22.4\. 

RECOMMENDA'l'ION 

(1) The ratio of Adjudicators to clericals should be 

established at no more than four bo one. 

This cay be accomplished by rea$signing clericals from other 

areas to work in units, and assist the Adjudicators. 

(2) Clerical personnel should be transferred from staff 

support areas into Claims Operations to perform the 

duties of the Unit clericals. 

Of the 78 clericals in Newark, only 39, or exactly SO\, are 

in the Claims 09erations area, with 26 assigned to Units. The 

other SO~ are all in support fun·ctions. 

The division should review the exact number and proper 

1· allocation of personnel, but there appears to be an imbalance'of 

clericals in non-production related worY.. 

~. or~~nl~~tlon oC Staf! dO~ Adm1n1otrat1vc Punctions 

,a.~ ov-erview - The present organization shows a 

disproportionate build-up of the staff and administrative areas. 

The emphasis £n the Division should be pl~ced in the Claims area, 

as the need for procuctior, increases. 
1 
;. . In addition, ther~ are ~ number of staff ·functions which are 

closely involved in the Claims process. These functions include 

(1 l tri:lining; ('2) tha medical relations unit; and (3) the 

consulting ~xamination unit. 

57 
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Mr. HuGHES. Thank you. Let me just say that one of the pur
poses of hearings like this is to trr_ to hear firsthand from those 
that have to deal with the cases. That's helpful because it helps 
identify a whole host of problems. It helps us understand what is 
needed in policy changes. It also helps us make the case for addi
tional resources --before the Appropriations Committee. You may 
know I've appeared the last several years and have testified before 
the . Appropriations Committee, attempting to get additional re
sources. 

Every time Commissioner King comes in, I make an effort to ba
sically get some more information from her as to what is needed 
nationwide so that we can build a case for getting resources .. But 
resources is not my only concern. It's how we can make it more 
efficient. 

Let me tell you, I have a very positive impression of the people 
that work in the Social Security Office. I deal with them directly, 
my staff deals with you every day on issues, and so my impression 
is favorable. I have the sense that we have a lot of dedicated 
people. We have some that are burned out, and that's easy to do, 
particularly when you have caseloads of 250-300 cases. 

The procedures are convoluted and unfortunately, it's easy to put 
the tough cases at the bottom of the stack. The tough cases are 
often the more serious cases, too, the more difficult cases, but 
that's human nature. I understand that. 

My first question for you, basically, is, what do you think we can 
do to simplify the process? I get the impression that we are asldbg 
for a lot more information than we need, and we build up those 
flles with a lot of information that is not very helpful, that maybe 
we don't even look at. Am I wrong? Is my sense wrong? Are we 
getting too much information and is that making it more difficult? 
Anybody on the panel? 

Ms. BROWN. I think one of the ~roblems, Congressman, is that 
we often get information we haven t requested. I heard two of the 
prior individuals testify about medical records. Some medical 
records are particularly difficult to get. Often, what's required for 
fmal diagnosis is a discharge summary. The discharge summary is 
often not even released until 2 weeks to a month after the cbent 
has left the hospital. · 

So, while a physician that we're working with may require this, 
you, quite frankly, are not going to get it. Now, that does not stop 
the Medical Records Department for sending you what the have, 
and often what they have is certainly ·not what you need. There 
are a variety of different other tests that fall into the same catego
ry. 

Mr. HUGHES. Let me just back up a little bit. Why don't you, for 
the record, walk me through just exactly what you're looking for in 
making a determination. What are you looking for in the statute? 
What are you looking for? When you receive an application, initial 
application, what is it that you look for in that file to be able to 
make a final determination that this person is entitled to disability 
insurance? 

Ms. CARMON. Basically, if it's the medical records from the hospi
tal or the doctor, it depends on the person's impairment, but what 
we need most of the time, which I ask the hospitals for, is lab stud-
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ies. I also ask for the discharge summary. If I need EKG tracings, 
rest or stress, I ask for those things. Most of the time, we do not 
get them. 

Ms. BROWN. I was going to say, additionally, on the case, Con
gressman, is the onset date, so you have to have medical informa
tion to meet that onset date, as well as being current. 

Mr. HUGHES. Well, that's one of the questions that they must re
spond to, first of all, when they make the application; do they not? 
Do they indicate to you when the disabling condition occurred? 

Ms. BROWN. When it occurred. 
Ms. CARMON. A lot of times, the application isn't completed as 

far as the correct address that the doctor is-the person that he's 
going to, the doctor that he's going to, telephone number or any of 
those things. Especially, I notice with the children's cases, if 
they're a student, they don't have the teacher's name or either 
they'll just have-that will be missing or either they'll just have 
the school without having the town that needs to be ther··. So, you 
have to either call the parent back or either call to the school to 
try to find out who the teacher might be. 

Mr. HuGHES. You actually call, or do you write? 
Ms. CARMON. I call first, because where am I going to send it? I 

don't have the address, so I would need to call before I waste time 
sending it someplace and let it. come back undeliverable. 

Mr. HuGHES. You mean you don't even have the address to re
spond to? 

Ms. CARMON. No. Sometimes we do not have the address, the cor
rect address of the doctors. 

Mr. HuGHES. How many of your applications are deficient in 
even giving you basic information? 

Ms. CARMON. I would say quite a few. 
Mr. HuGHES. Well, 10 percent, 20 percent, 5 percent? 
Ms. LAMORTE. I would probably say closer to 40 percent. 
Mr. HuGHES. Forty percent are deficient? 
Ms. LAMORTE. Right, where they would require additional infor

mation where before you stated to initiate any development, you 
would probably have to call the treating sources or the claimant to 
find out if the-you know, the doctors that they had seen or get 
more information on their allegations and all. Especially with the 
Zebley cases that we're receiving, they require a lot of documenta
tion. Because we're under the court, there are certain procedures 
that have to be met for it. 

Mr. HuGHES. Well, the Zebley case is special. Let's separate out 
Zebley. How about on regular disability cases? You say 40 percent 
of the applications are deficient. 

Ms: CARMON. Right. 
Mr. HuGHES. Is that representative? Does anybody want to quar-

rel with that figure? 
Ms. BROWN. No. 
Mr. HuGHES. Mr. Rippman? 
Mr. RIPPMAN. I can only speak for our own office, but there has 

been a problem in the past. I agree with her. Looking at applica
tions that go out of our office, they are being reviewed now. We 
keep and maintain a list in our office which was prepared by local 
management. The list of names, address and telephone number of 
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every doctor in our service area, a list of every hospital in New 
Jersey, a list of the names, addresses, telephone numbers of the 
hospitals in New Jersey, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and nearby 
areas of Delaware, Puerto Rico, the names of hospitals, so at least 
in our office, a concerted effort has been made. We've heard these 
complaints from State agencies about this, and apparently it is a 
problem. 

Mr. HuGHES. Do you have that information available to you, 
Ms.-

Ms. LAMoRTE. I don't have it available now, but I will get it for 
you. We do-Joe was on the committee with the district offices 
when we did do a spot check of the applications coming in. There 
were reports made on it where people from the SSA office came in 
and helped go through it . 

Mr. HuGHES. Let's assume that they forgot on the application to 
indicate the name of the teacher. What is the general practice, Ms. 
Carmon? What do you. do when you fmd that the application is 
fairly complete, except they haven't given you the name of the 
teacher? What is your response? 

Ms. CARMON. I could try to call the parent to find out who the 
teacher is, if they have a telephone. 

Mr. HuGHES. You call on the telephone? 
Ms. CARMON. Yes, I would call the parent to try and find out who 

their child's teacher is. I fmd that a lot of parents don't even know 
who their child's teacher is. • 

I have to call sometimes to the school to fmd out who the teacher 
might be, so that I could properly address the letter to them,- and if 
not, I find that that's becoming time consuming. I'm just sending it 
to the school with teacher for the student of so and so; that's what 
I've been doing, to no further delay of doing that particular case. 

Mr. HUGHES. Ms. Brown, what do you do? 
Ms. BROWN. Congressman, I have been on leave of absence to 

work for my union since January of 1988, so Zebley cases are not 
relevant to my current vocational experience, however, in the past 
when I've had a gap of any kind-it could have been a discharge 
date-then I certainly did call. 

Just to follow up on something Ms. Carmon said, often people do 
not have telephones. Then you are forced to write and go through 
the regular followup dates which are about 12 days. 

Mr. HuGHES. We run into the same problem in my own office op
erations. Many times you don't have a telephone or they haven't 
given it to you, it's unlisted or they don't have one. 

Ms. Liebman, is that your experience? How do you handle a defi
ciency in the application? 
. Ms .. LIEBMAN. Congressman, just to clear up the record, I'm not 

an adjudicator. I'm a representative from the local union that rep
resents clerks, adjudicators and supervisors. 

Mr. HUGHES. Okay, I see. Let me ask you this: In how many in
stances do you fmd that the physician's report is deficient in that it 
doesn't address the question of whether or not the individual is to
tally or permanently disabled, providing enough information? 
What do you do? 
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Ms. CARMON. I think it's around 50 percent. A lot of time, the 
octor just States that my patient is disabled without really giving 
1formation. 
Mr. HuGHES. What do you do? What do ~ou do, though, when 

ou get a report from a physician that doesn t give you the kind of 
ocumentation such as a diagnosis, discharge, prognosis for the 
1ture, doesn'f indicate the disabling conditions that exist with 

' 1at particular patient? What is your response, Ms. Carmon; what 
o you do? 
Ms. CARMON. I would have to call the doctor to clarify if I asked 

im certain questions that he did not respond to. I would have to 
ill him for that additional information. Then, if he's not able to 
ive that information to me, and I wasn't able maybe to get it back 
·om the hospital or whatever, then normally I would suggest that 
consultive examination be purchased so that we could have this 

1formation to process the person's claim. 
Mr. HuGHES. Anybody else want to comment? 
Ms. LAMORTE. In agreement with what Carolyn said, as trainer 

f the division, we do instruct the adjudicators that if they don't 
~ceive sufficient information from the doctor, to get the doctor on 
1e phone. A lot of times, most of the adjudicators run into the 
roblem that the doctor won't come to the phone or they'll be able 
> leave their questions with the nurse and get them answered. I 
·ould say most adjudicators do make the attempt to get the addi
.onal information, and rather than it going through the mail, 
1ey'll get on the phone and get the information. 
Mr. HuGHES. I just got the sense, Ms. Brown, when you testified, 

1at you're a little concerned over the change in policies over the 
ears. First, we went from a decentralized system to a centralized 
y-stem. Now, there's an effort to decentralize again. Was l-am I 
1 error in gleaning that you have some concerns whether a face
>-face meeting between the adjudicator and the applicant is of 
1at much value? Did I misread that? 
Ms. BROWN. No. I think that what you read, Congressman, is 

learly my frustration with the vacillation that has gone over the 
ears. There have been several things that have been done by man
gement which, quite frankly, have worked. The Camden office, 
m assured, did, indeed work. I think outstationing worked. We 
ad claims adjudicator aides in the past; they worked. We had di
ided our organization into North and South and that worked. 
What has happened is that I think that people want to fix some

:ling that isn't broken and pull something out and make a new 
'ave. All _of these things are needed, all of those were solutions 
nd they were solutions that I think really lower the processing 
:me and kept the quality the way it was. 
So, what I see is management's attempts to go back and forth. 

fow, I am assured-and I've done it myself- that face-to-face 
eview v.tith a physician, where you as a claims adjudicator can tell 
ne work that have done and the communications you have had 
rith medical practitioners in the State; that works. It is very time 
onsuming. Things like Susan and Ms. Carmon have talked 
bout-calling the rhysician, calling the parent, calling the teach
r. It works, but its very time consuming and so there's been an 

• 
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effort to cut the time in areas where, quite frankly, the time should 
not be cut. 

Mr. HuGHES. Wellp let me just start with-so that everybody is 
clear-I think it was an absolute mistake to close the Camden 
office, period. As far as I'm concerned, that's beyond debate. That 
was supposed to be a cost saving move and it hasn't cost us any
thing. Frankly, I'm happy that management's taking a look at the 
picture and talking decentralization because I think it's an ac
knowledgement that it isn't working very well and that we need to 
take a look at the system. 

I understand the concerns of those who live and work in Newark 
about decentralization and what that means. But in the final anal
ysis, we're all professionals and we want to try and make the 
system work better. We don't save any money when we keep seeing 
these de novo reviews resulting in reversals. We're not saving any 
money when people are taking disability benefits that they're not 
entitled to because we can't reach them and review the cases and 
take them off the disability rolls so that the funds are there for the 
people that need them. 

I believe in face-to-face meetings. I think you can learn a lot 
about a person by talking to them. Seeing for yourself now, I real
ize, that doesn't always say everything about the individual be
cause some people basically walk in crippled, and 2 hours later, 
walk around pretty well. 

So, you know, that's not always the case, but you can learn a lot 
about people face-to-face, and you get a lot more done when f'OU 
can pick up the telephone and call a local doctor, you know. You 
learn a lot more about the individual that way. · . 

Frankly, so decentralization, while it does create some pain-we 
always like the status quo-is going to work in your ultimate bene
fit because if I hear you correctly, one of your concerns-and I 
think it's correct-is that you're not doing the job you want to do. I 
know the kind of pain that's involved when you become familiar 
with a case and you're going to get to it, but unfortunately they die 
on you in the meantime, and so the never had the benefit of the 
monies they were entitled to. 

So, what we need to do is try to change the system, and it's going 
to require some sacrifice, but if it, in the fmal analysis, profession
alizes what you do and serves the public interest, then it seems to 
me that that is something we should support. 

Ms. LIEBMAN. I do not want to leave you, Congressman, with the 
impression that workers are against regionalization. We have not 
been informed that a move to New Brunswick is so much for an 
increase in face-to-face contact but, rather, is a move premised on a 
need for more space and lower rents. 

We would also question New Brunswick in terms of its accessibil
ity both to the workforce and to the clients that it would ostensibly 
serve. New Brunswick, as you said, is not far from Newark. It is 
really only about 20 miles away, and the location, just in terms of 
mass transit and speaking as a person who takes the trains every 
day, is much less accessible than even Newark. I think only one 
train stops in New Brunswick near the area where the office would 
be, which is not even in downtown New Brunswick, is some miles 
away, on the outskirts of town. 
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When we were first informed that the administration was consid
ering regionalization, our first reaction was, well, why not Camden 
again, if there is some realization that perhaps that was a mistake, 
and at the time, the administration took the position that they 
were not closing that office for a cost saving. 

Mr. HuGHES. When was it closed? 
Ms. LIEBMAN. In 1987-that they did that strictly for efficiency's 

sake, that there was no cost savings involved, and in fact, had said 
that, even if the money was appropriated to keep it open, they 
would not use it to keep it open. So, our initial reaction, now, in 
1992, was why not Camden again? After all, Camden is a distressed 

t city, could certainly use the jobs, and would be that much closer to 
real south Jersey claimants. We were told that, well, the depart-

1 ment has some space in New Brunswick. 
r So, while we are not opposed to it, we would ask the administra-

tion to really look carefully at what it is trying to accomplish, and 
if what it is trying to accomplish is simply housing 90 people some
where else, what we would rather see is those limited resources
and we are certainly willing to fight and realize we need to in
crease the resources to this program to make it the effective pro
gram it really must be. 

If we have got limited resources now, let us apply those resources 
to those areas that will really improve the work, and we think that 
what will really improve the work is more adjudicators, more sup
port staff, and more open communications with the staff, not 
3imply a geographic move where you are moving the same prob
:ems in Newark to the area in New Brunswick. 

Mr. HuGHES. Well, I think that the increase in adjudicators with
mt increase in support staff is of dubious value. I mean it all goes 
1and in hand. You have to have support staff to get the work out. 
".A!t me ask about the morale problem that I hear about. 

How can we improve that, aside from the fact that, with a work
cad of 250 or 300 cases, with that kind of a burden, any conscien
ious person is going to suffer some serious psychological concerns, 
~nd that has got to weigh very heavily on the workforce? 

It is obvious we need to provide more resources, do a better job, 
•erhaps, of streamlining the system, perhaps a little better job of 
rying to, at the very beginning of the process, indicate to those 
hnt are applying what is needed. Maybe we need to take a look at 
he information that we are getting to them. · 
The medical profession needs to understand what is needed. That 

1ight mean more education, perhaps, meetings with medical soci
ties to try to get to them exactly what is needed to make out a 
isability claim. I think there is a lot of confusion there. We need 
> do a better job there. Those are the obvious things. What else 
m we do to improve morale? 
Ms. LAMORTE. We are trying to find some streamlining proce

·Jres that would help the adjudicator get the job done, and I think 
tat will be a big step, because we are at least getting the groups 
1gether that are doing the work and having some input in some 
1ange, in some policy, and I think that has been a positive step. 
'e have different committees together P.nd hnve had meetings 
ith management, listening to whatever suggestions they have, 
1d I think that has had a positive effect. 

• 
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However, I do think, with the caseloads, that that is the down 
side on it, because you do not have that much time to be able to sit 
in meetings and discuss things. 

Mr. HuGHES. Anybody else? 
Ms. BnowN. Yes. With all due respect to Ms. LaMorte, I do feel 

that there needs to be-and this is not a cliche. Most adjudicators 
have been on one committee or another over the years, and I think, 
additionally, most adjudicators, barring the new class, have at least 
5 to 7 years of tenure. There needs to be open and honest commu-
nication with management. . 

This division has been through tremendous traumas over the last 
few years. They have seen, way back in 1987, a division director 
leave and replaced and several promises made, many things they 
were not involved in, they were not asked for their input, and no 
input was had by them. 

Currently, they have seen another division director leave, an
other division director now come in with a full complement of her 
own administrative staff. Many adjudicators and friends of mine, 
quite frankly, have reported to me they have not even met the new 
division director and have not a clue as to what policies and proce
dures or plans for the division is going on. 

Now, this is fundamental, that you want to have an open-door 
policy, you want to encourage workers to communicate with you 
and share their ideas, and I really am skeptical as to whether or 
not the current environment includes that. 

Mr. HUGHES. Has a request been made for that type of communi-
cation? Has that been communicated? · 

Ms. BROWN. I am not sure, but people have reported to me that 
there was a reception, but other than that, they feel fairly isolated 
from the division director and her staff. 

Mr. HuGHES. I see. Ms. Liebman? 
Ms. LIEBMAN. Yes. I would hope that we would not have to re

quest those things, that they would come naturally. I just wanted 
to say that-

Mr. HuGHES. You know, that reminds me of a story. Tip O'Neil 
used to relate it. I will never forget it. 

He said that, every time he went in to vote, he would put his 
arm around his wife, Millie, and he'd said, Millie, I hope you are 
going to vote for me today. So, sometimes you do have to, and they 
should not have to ask, but sometimes you do have to communi
cate. Communication is a two-way street. 

Ms. LIEBMAN. Well, as representatives of the unions, we have 
had several meetings with Director Polaski and have made many 
of these concerns known. I would just like to add, on top of what 
Renee has said and Susan, that, unfortunately, I think morale is so 
lo:w in the office-and this is based on my 5 years of experience 
with dealing with DDD workers on a day-to-day basis-that we just 
have to have some action. 

Committees just will not do it anymore. We need to see some 
support staff on the floor. We need to see if a caseload cap is not 
possible, given the situation in Washington. We at least need to see 
some recognition that workers are not going to get failing perform
ance evaluations because they cannot manage a case load of 300. 
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There has to be some recognition that workers can only do so 
much in an 8, 10-, 12-hour day with the resources at hand, and I 
think that, if there was a commitment to that and if that was com
municated to the staff very openly and honestly, I think that 
people would say, well, maybe they really do care about what we 
3.re doing out here on the floor and what the conditions are like. 

Mr. HUGHES. Let me just change gears a little bit. Is there any 
3ffort to identify those cases that are coming in that are terminal 
3.nd process them as a priority? 

Mr. RIPPMAN. Yes. These cases are flagged. They are called TERI 
~ ~ases. Any terminally-ill case has to be flagged to the district office 

)efore it is sent to the State agency, and it should be readily identi
·~ :iable. 

Mr. HuGHES. Let me move to a case that is a very clear debilitat
.ng case, where the diagnosis is pretty clear, it is a degenerative 
lisease that leaves them totally and permanently disabled, unques
:ionable. How long does it take to process that kind of a case? Is 
:hat just thrown in with the rest of the pile, where it is a clear 
:ase? An application comes in, it is rather clear from the medical 
!vidence, has been diagnosed having a serious disease, prognosis to
ally permanently disabled. What do you do with that case? 

Ms. LAMoRTE. If it does not come in with some information, usu
tlly the adjudicator will just pick up the phone and just get some 
nformation from the doctor, and then send it out for signature, 
md it is usually right away. 

Mr. HuGHES. Well, I have some other questions, but I am going 
o direct them to you in writing and leave the record open. Let me 
ust thank you very much for coming in today. 

I know we have serious problems, and I have had a series of 
1earings on the disability issue, because it is an important issue, 
md I think that we need to continue to focus some sunshine on the 
1roblem, try to build the consensus we need to get the resources we 
teed and make the changes we need to make this program work. It 
5 inexcusable. People pay into this program, monies are set aside, 
rust fund monies. Our administration expenses are very low, 
.round 1 percent to administer Social Security programs. It is not 
s if we are abusing trust funds. 
We just need to keep at it until we get the resources, make the 

·olicy changes we need to make this program work, and with your 
•.elp, we are going to do that. Thank you very much. 

Let me thank Bill Walsh of my staff. He does a very good job. He 
isited your office, as you know, in Newark, not very long ago, and 
arne away very much impressed by the commitment but also un
erstood a-lot more of the frustration that exists. 
We are going to see if we cannot be of some help. 
That concludes the hearing for the day, and the subcommittee 

tands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:21 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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8 • STATE OP NEW JERS!Y 
0 .. A.IITWDI1' OP LA•oa 

DMSIOH ~ lnA811JTY Dn!RIIINATIONS 
___ ... ----· .... _ 

June 2"4, 1992 

Mr. Bill Johnaton Walsh 
u.s. Houae ot Repreaentativea 
Subcommittee on Retirement Income 
and Elllployment 
7U Bouae Annex 
300 New Jeraey Avenue, S. E. 
Waahinqton, o. c. 20515 

Dear Mr. Walah: 

'l'hank you for the opportunity to reapond to your· 
qu .. tiona reqardinq diaability evaluation in the New 
Jeraey Diviaion ot Diaability Deterainationa. 

Attached pleaae find a copy of your request and 
our raaponaea to aame. If you have any further 
queationa or commenta, please do not heaitate to contact 
••• 

Sincerely, 

~ ... 
Director 
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The Social Security Administration 
Zebley eases (nationwide) will be 
end of this year? Do you believe 
case in New Jersey? 

believes that the 
completed by the 
that this is the 

It is unlikely that Ne~ Jersey will complete its 
budgeted projection of ~.610 clearances in Federal 
Fiscal Year 1992. Through week ending June 19, 1992 
we have realized only 4,202 of the projected 8,300 
Zebley receipts. If we were to receive the remaining 
49.4\ of Zebley claims in the last three months of 
the year, it would compound an already excessive receipt 
pattern. In addition, national processing time for 
these claims is over ninety days, which would exclude 
most claims received after June 30, 1992 from possible 
closure action. 

In April, 1989 the General Accounting Office recommended 
that the Social Security Administration have selective 
face-to-face interviews with disability claimants 
at the reconsideration stage. Do you aqree with this 
recommendation? Do you think that this option would 
reduce reversals by the AdminiAtrative Law Judge? 
can this recommendation be imple.ented with the current 
staff level? What about a face-to-face on an initial 
level of the disability process? 

New Jersey aqrees with the position of the National 
Association of Dis~bility Examiners CNADE) and the 
National Council of Disability Determination Directors 
CNCDDD) with reqard to the effectiveness of face-to-face 
interviews. We believe reversals would be reduced 
since as with the ALJs, we would have previously 
unavailable evidence or even evidence which may have 
been overlooked. 

The existing caseload pending in New Jersey, coupled 
with an overrealization of new claims, would make 
this initiative difficult to implement with the current 
staff. While training nt'!eds would be minimDL since 
Wf! hcve a cadre of staCf who hllve done face-to-face 
interviewing, we would need to reduce their individual 
caseloads to permit time for the interviewing and 
reporting of their findings. There are no excess 
adjudicative staff members available to absorb this 
additional work. We would require additional 
adjudicative staff. 

.. 
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Face-to-face on the initial level could be most 
beneficial to the claimant. A potential denial could 
be reversed to an allowance due to evidence previously 
unavailable or overlookec. This eliminates a great 
deal of anxiety and delay in claims processing.. It 
must be recognized that an elevated allowance rate 
at the· initial level, while raising the cost of the 
SSA Disability Program, is offset by the savings in 
the more costly reconsideration and appellate sta9es. 

Nationally 60\ of initially denied disability cases 
are being approved by the Administrative Law Judges. 
Why do you think this is occurring? What can be done 
to change this at an earlier level? 

The 60\ reversal rate occurs as previously stated 
because at the hearing, evidence is presented which 
may not have been available at the initial and/or 
reconsideration level. Also, the ALJ'a hearing gives 
the judges the opportunity to question the •laimant 
closely on their symptoms and any treatment the claimant 
may not have previously reported. 

Of course, this can be changed at the initial level 
through a face-to-face process but this requires 
additional staff and or the concomitant requirements 
of either branch offices and/or hearing sites . 

. -
What is your working relationship with the Social 
Security field offices in the State? What can be 
done to improve this relationship? 

The New Jersey DDS enjoys close ties with the Social 
Security Field Offices (FOs) through ongoing dialogue 
both directly and indirectly through. the New York 
Regional Office of SSA. .At the present time three 
of the FOs are conducting a summertime project to 
complete initial development of disability claims 
prior to sending them to the DDS for medical 
determination. Known as FORME (Field Office Request 
for Medical Evidence), this pre-screening of diaability 
applications and early development action haa proved 
to be helpful in the adjudication process. 

Automation plans at both the DDS and SSA include the 
eventual sharing of electronic files which will enable 
the offices to communicate and, conceivably, introduce 
folderless flow of information regarding disability 
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claimants. This will tie the agencies together in 
the common process of disability determination. As 
a first indication of this success, the sharing of 
data screens on the National NDDSS System has proved 
to be beneficial in reducing telephone contacts for 
claim status. 

Will New Jersey be able to deal with the backlog of 
cases with its current funding? 

Significant steps have been taken with the funding 
provided to date. Hiring of much needed adjudicative 
staff, enhancement of our integrated automation system 
and the purchase of specific equipment and supplies 
to improve work flow have been accomplished. Extensive 
use of overtime has enabled us to improve our 
performance while unprecedented staff 'development 
took place. Trainee development has been accelerated 
and we are beginning to realize increases in 
productivity, reduction of aged cases, and maintenance 
of a high degree of accuracy. However, backlog 
reduction has been slowed by an overrealization of 
receipts to date. If we are not funded to continue 
overtime through the end of the fiscal year we will 
likely see a decrease in productivity and an increase 
in the caseload pending until the trainees are fully 
functional. Additional staff will be required to 
maintain a lowered backlog and keep abreast of increased 
receipts. . .. 

What are some of the restraints that you have and 
would like to see changed by the Social Security 
Administration (example: coat of medical information, 
clarification on confidentiality, etc.)? 

We will con~inue to encourage SSA to extend and expand 
temporary expedient measures which have been implemented 
on a limited basis in ~he New Jersey DDS. Decisions 
have been expedited without impact on accuracy. 

New Jersey has not raised its payment of $10 for Medical 
Evidence of Record (HER) since 1985. The existing 
fee schedule for consultative examinations (CEs) is 
also outdated in comparison with private and public 
sector insurance agencies. Budgetary constra·ints 
continue to limit our abili~y to pay for needed medical 
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evidence. This places us in a secondary 
when competing for the attention of the 
community at large . 

position 
medical 

The medical community should be directed to accept 
that the ODS has proper authorization to pursue any 
existing evidence on the claimant's behalf. It should 
not be necessary to delay processing while we secure 
and forward multiple copies of authorization letters 
to all medical sources for evidence which may or may 
not be essential to our decision. 

A pre-screening of disability claims to eliminate 
nonessential sources and identify allegations· more 
clearly would speed the development process. To a 
degree, the FORME project has met this need, but it 
could be expanded to other types of claims which were 
excluded from FORME. 

Where do you see the Division 
Determinations in three years? 

of Disability 
• 

Within the next three years we expect our reorganization 
to be completed, establishing four geographic regions 
to serve New .Jersey residents, at least one of which 
will be operated at a decentralized location. 
Adjudicator trainees added at the beginning of Federal 
fiscal year 1992 wil.l be fully productive. Workstations 
will be automated to the degree necessary to comply 
with State and Federal regulations. 

Given these successes we expect to reduce caseload 
pending to the point where it will again be feasible 
to conduct Continuing Disability Reviews (CDRsl . 
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lfsy 28, 1992 

Bonorab1~ William J. Hugh~• 
U.S. Bous~ of Repr~s~ntativ~s 
341 Cannon Bous~ Offic~ Building 
Washington, DC 20515-3002 

D~ar Congressman Bugh~s: 

·./::.;~ 

,,·:'\. 

w~ appreciate th~ opportunity afforded th~ NationRl 
Assccistion of Disability E~raminers to offer t~stimony st 
your hearing on th~ probl~ms in th~ Disability Program in 
Nf!N Jers~y. 

As a follow-up on our stat~raents, I would like to also make 
svailabl~ to you th~ enclosed article entitled "AL.Js and 
DDS: Different Pr~mises, Different Decisions" writt~n by 
Rob~rt Burgess, • Bearings Officer in the Te1ras DDS and a 
member of the HADE Legislative co .. ittee. This pRper v~ry 
succinctly sets forth the differences between the adjudicate 
procedures at the two levels, and vhy decisions denied at 
tbe state level are fr~~quently reversed at the lfLJ level. 
The HADE Board agre~s vith snd has endorsed this paper. 

Please feel free to contact me if we can supply any further 
informatioa for your inquiries into the problems of the 
SSA Disability Program. 

Very truly yourR, 

Carroll D. Moore 
Legislative Chsirman 
PO BOIC 775 
Nashville, TN 37202 

CDif:pc 

Enclosure 

c: Martha Marshall. HADE President 
Robert Burgess 

0~.. /;;. 
::.;., t..:otion:~l Association of Disnbilitr Ex:~minr.rs __..._ . 
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ALJs AND DDS: DIFFERENT PREMISES, DIFFERENT DECISIONS 

The ALJ reversal rate has always been high (currently around 601): that fact 
has growin~ significance due to the high rate or appeals: 72.202 in 1973: 121.504 
in 197-4: 363.533 in 1983: 289,421 in 1988.1 If the high ALJ re...-ersal rate reflects 
rcOJlislic decision m01~ing, the function of DDS, by implication, ·is to contain 
entitlement costs by making it as difficult as possible for claimants to appe:~l to 
ALjs. Therefore. Advocates argue for the elimination or the reconsideration step1 
to open acce~~ to ALjs and that DDS !thould adopt the procedures and make 
decisions similar to ALjs. 

But if DDS decisions. generally. are more realistic. overly generous ALJ reversals 
may be costing taxpayers over 2 billion dollars annuaUy.3 ALJs, generally, are 30 
- SO degrees to the left of center while some DOSs, may be up to 1 S degrees to the 
right, but one thing is sure: the reversill rate has created il gap wide enough, i.e .. 
lucrative enough, to turn dis01bility advocacy into 11 growth industry. Some 
explanations th11t purport to account for the size of the gap merit exploration. 

PART 1: EXPLANATIONS FOR TUE SIZE OF THE GAP 

1. ALjs go by the Act and the Regulations: DDS goes by the POMS, i.e .. 
the Residual Functional Capacity Guidelines (RFCG). 

• 
a) After 11 DE had observed a hearing, she was asked what she thought. She s01id 

that the impairment was non-severe. The ALJ told her he intended to allow the 
claim. When asked how, in view of the testimony and the medical evidence of 
record (MERl, the ALJ respo~ded, ·when you have been around as long as I have. 
you learn to read people. This person is going to apply and apply until she gets 
benefits. so we may as well allow the claim now: Another ALJ says. ·what I look 
for is character. When I determine a person's character, I ~now whether s/he is 
lying to me or not." Others in a different region tell of an encounter with ALjs who 
advised, "You don't need to know anything about medical evidence. AU you need to 
know is the law." The decisional approach in each instance deemphasizes the 
importance or the MER, and that conflicts with the Act. 

b) The adjudicative climate was eicessiveJy stringent in the early '80s,-i but a 
few years ago. before the current initiatives. SSA aJJowed DDS more latitude with 
regard to residual functional capacity assessment.5 Because the program lacks 
nation;J/ consistency, that latitude has been slower in coming to some Regions,6 
but DDS does h:1ve a little more room to make re011istic decisions now. Some 
individual DOSs already have the necessary latitude, so it is not altogether accurate 
to say that DDS, in practise, is rigorously bound to the POMS. 

E:rplanation I, though popular. does not survive objective scrutiny because 
neither statement is entirely true. Not all DOSs adhere rigidly to the RFCGs and not 
aii-AL,Is follow the Act's requirement to evaluate medical evidence substantively. 
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2. ALJ:s get to see claimants; DDS does not. 

a) In 1981. Senator BeUmon prompted a study of Al.J decisions.' Part of the 
study included I 000 hearing decisions by -48 ALjs: the reversal rate was 63 ~
Later. transcripts were prepared for each case but edited to remove any evidence 
related to the hearing. The transcripts were distributed to ALjs who' had the same 
grant rate as the Al.js who had heard the cases originally. This second group of 
ALjs, relying on the written record alone, reversed only -46t.. FTF made a 
di!ference. but which way? Instead of making decisions more accurate, FTF may 
have contributed to overly liberal decisions. ALJ subjectivity seems to be reflected 
in the wide variation of individual reversal rates ( 10 - 90:. ). 

Hearing Officers' lHO) reversal rates are fairly consistent, comparative!>' 
speaking. HOs have both FTF contact and as much latitude as ALjs in making 
decisions, but their reversal rate does not approach that of ALjs. This is doubt}' 
s'igni!icant because HOs deal exclusively with Continuing DisabiHty Review cases 
(except for special studies), so HOs' reversal rates are inflated by the medical 
improvement review standard (MIRS). My own reversal rate is -40~. but half of 
that is due to no Ml-; A "MIRS" reversal is based solely on a paper review. FTF has 
been pivotlli in only 3 - 5~ of my reversals. HOs are less influenced by the 
claimants' demeanor. This latter point was made obliquely in testimony before the 
Social Security Subcommittee or the Committee on Ways and Means.a FTF has 
convinced me that the RFCAs 1 made during the 60s and 70s were more realistic 
than many 1 have had to make from the 80s to the present (as a D.E, not as an HOl. 

b) In a non-government study.' physicians drew up a list of 12 clinical 
variables that they deemed most signi!icant in determining the severity of 
rheumatoid arthritis. The list included such things as morning sti!fness, sed rate. 
functional capacity, etc. Using the list, nine rheumatologists rated the disease 
activity over a two-week period. Weeks later the same doctors were given copies 
of the forms of the patients that they had e:ramined. Some forms were duplicated. 
All of the forms were interleaved with those containing information from the 
patients of the other physicians as well. The correlation of disease ~everity 
between the real patients and the "paper patients" was extremely high (r·•0.90 I). 
The correlation was higher for duplicates of paper patients {r••0.971 ). The study 
concluded, ·_'Paper palient.s', while simple in design and apparently unlike clinical 
circumstances. are in fact a valid representation or real patients and provide a 
useful tool for the further investigation of actual clinical judgment." A r~li!J:ftic 

thr~~-dimensionll/ portr;rit of cfllim:r.nts rv11s conv~yed on p11per over 90: o/ the 
time rvit.houl 11 h:r.nds-on. c/inic:r/ e.r:rmin:rtion. 1:e .• FTF. If p11per p:rlien/S :rre line 
lor scienlific mediCIJ/ studie!. p:~pt>r rev1esv is lldequ111e /or the VIIS/ OJIIJOrily of 
dis;rbility c/Jzim.f. 

c) In a study.ID by non-government physicians. forty-eight "paper patients" 
with back pain were created to be assessed by Stale Agency Medical Consultants 

- (SAMC) and Medical Examiners who performed consultative eums for DDSs 
(CEMD). Each ·patient" was to be evaluated for: pain, mobility, physical 
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examination. X-ray findings, and occupational history. All physicians said that they 
needed .a high degree of certainty before they were willing to call an applicant 
disabled: the severity of pain experienced by the patient did not affect the level or 
cert01inty of dis01bility. The result w01s that CEMDs • _hild :1 significantly gre01ter 
me:1n certainty of dis:1bility th:1n :1gency physicians, 0.37 vs. 0.07 (p <0.0 I)." 
SAMCs' estimates of the certainly of disability were almost uniformly quite low, 
and virtually unaffected by any of the vignettes. The different results were due to 
the CEMDs freedom to use their medical knowledge and clinical experience, 
whereas SAMCs assessed patients according to the ·recipe." FTF rou/d not /J:rve 
beeJJihe /1c1or in the uniformly higher dis1bilily r:rlings by 1/Je C£MJ)s. 

Explanation 2 may hint at the reason for the high ALJ reversal rate, but it 
fails to expli!in the much lower HO revernl r:1te - even though HOs h:1ve the s01me 
l:1titude :1s ALjs. Studies, purporting to demonstr:1te th:1t FTF is the m:1in re:1son 
for the wide gap between ALjs and DDS. pruume rather than establish that 
conclu~ion. 

3. FTF helps to establish credibility. 

Establishing credibility is what decision making is all about. ·x has never lied to 
me." or "I ·v.:ouldn't trust Y at au: :1re assessments of credibility based on wh:1t :1n • 
observer has seen and heard over time. The credibility of disability claimants . 
cannot be tested over time, because the clamaint is a stranger. An ALJ or an HO 
would be recused from hearing the case of a long-time acquaintance .. Does FTF help 
to establish the credibility of a stranger who believes that s/he is disabled7 

In yet another non-government studyll ten people were videotaped either 
lying or telling the truth about their feelings. The subjects (housewives, police. 
college students. judges, psychiatrists. Secret Service agents. etc.) watched the tapes 
and tried to identify the truth tellers vis-a-vis the liars. Only young Secret Service 
01gents scored better than chance at detecting the liars. ju~ges, psychiatrists, police, 
and attorneys scored no higher than one would score by random guessing. 
Professionals scored no higher than non-professionals. Those who claimed great 
sl:.ill in detecting liars scored no higher than those who made no such claim. 
According to the researchers. "Lies fail for many reasons. The lie m:w IJe e.rposed 
IJy f;rcts that contradict the lie or by a third party who betrays the liar's 
confidence. Somelimes, such outside information is not available or is ambiguous. 
Then the lie succeeds or fails solely, or primarily, on the basis of the liar's behavior. 
which the legal profession terms deme:t/Jor_. • !Italics mine!. If someone is truly 
convinced that s/he is disabled, his/her testimony will appear to be credible. FTF. 
ap1r1 Ji'om the 1/Ji/ity to rveigh M£1? .fV/JSIVJiive/y. J.r insulli'cient 10 e.rtablJ:<'JJ 
crediiJi/Jiy. 

Explanation 3 may furnish a basis for the high ALJ reversal rate. but it fails to 
explain why the "true· HO reversal rate has not risen that much beyond the regular 
DDS reconsideration reversal rate. When one fails to recognize that "Severe 
Vilginitis" or "Squomous (sic) Cell Metaplasia {sic) of the Prostate" or "Stiltutory 
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blindness. left eye." (the right eye being normal) are not medically disabling, the 
intent O( the laW is Circumvented When claimants With these kind O( impairments 
are allowed. 

When the merit or FTF is treated as a hypothesis to be tested instead or an 
:uiom, the non-government studies, which cannot be accused of bias, support 
NADE's contention that FTF would not raise the DDS allowance rat~ significantly. 
Much is made of the value or FTF in pain cases: however, more often than not. one 
can only see the projected effects of pain. which may or may not be credible. FTF 
does not permit a look inside a knee joint or a heart: FTF may be helpful in a few 
cases. more so Cor mental cases, but It would not change over 90~ or DDS decisions. 
So; how is the size or the gap between ALJs and DDS to be explained? That brings 
us to PART 11. 

PART II: WB.\T ACCOUNTS FOR TBE SIZE OF TBE GAP BETWEEN ALJS AND 
DDS? 

The disability decision is a blend or both medical and legal requirements. and 
the experts in each of these fields are poles apart in their training Cor service. The 
passion or the legal mind is upholding due process of law to ensure one's rights. 
Knowledge of the law is the major weapon against the abuse of rights, and correct 
procedures guarantee rights.t2 lC ones rights are perceived to have been violated, 
the legal mind may not stop to consider whether a claimant is truly disabled. Legal 
minds are not eiperu at assessing RFC. 

The passion of the medical mind is healing people and getting them back to 
their optimum level of function. t.:nowlegable physicians are e1pert.s at assessing 
disability. One or the studies above noted that all physicians needed a high degree 
of certainty before they would call a patient disabled: more than anyone, 
physiciuns know that the patient's ;rtlitud6 toward a disease is often 'more 
debilitating than the disease itself. It is a disservice to the claimant to allow 
him/her when s/he is not disabled. 

The point is that DDS works more closely with physicians than with lawyers. 
DDS works more closely with physicians than do ALjs. Eiperienced DEs are trained 
to weigh MER and assess RFC. Throuahout their career, DEs are reviewed by 
physicians. DDS decisions are. /tf.ED/CAJ./l.£(;.A.l. in character. ALJ decisions are 
lEGA/./-.tiul. By means ot sequential analysis. the vocational grid, etc., SSA has 
done extremely well in guidina DDS to correctly apply the law to the established 
facts or a case. It is lh6 f)IJS 6JJJphllsis 011 su/JstiJJtiv~ .1116diCII./ 6VJZ/u;rtion, vis-11-vis 
th~ Al} d~~mpb:ISJ's o/ su/Jsllzntive JZJ6dicJZ/ 6vJZ/u1tion JYbidJ 6.rplllil1s lh6 siz6 of 
1/J~ $1P /)6/IYH/1 .A.lj.f IIJ1d JJ./)j: 

To conclude PAR.T II. the difference between ALjs and DDS is based on the 
different levels of MER evaluation. The difference between ALjs and DDS. therefore. 
is not just a procedural difference: we are operating on different pr6mt"sf!s. lC the 
size or the gap is due to different premises, rather than procedures, DDS decisions 
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will not change substantially if we adopt all ALJ procedures. This brings us to 
PART Ill and a slight shift of gears. 

PART Ill: The Role of the Advocates . 

a) The Advocates in the early days of the Periodic Review (PR). 

Auvocates are to be commended for calling attention to the overly stringent 
decision making that started soon after january, 1981. but their attempt to redress 
the SSA/DDS stringency of the early 80s has taken the program on a 
legal/procedural course, i.e., the wrong direction. Here are some examples from the 
early days of the PR. 

I) Mental Cases: Advocates thought that the policy for mental case adjudication 
was too stringent. Actually, the policy for mental case adjudication (SSR 83-1 S l 
provided excellent guidance for making realistic assessments. All Congress had to 
say was, "SSA. you have a good policy for adjudicating mental cases. just follow it." 
Instead Advocate action led Congress to call a moratorium on mental cases. SSA 
cranked out new listings (which only made academic changes, but were h•iled as 
revolutionary), came up with lengthy mental evaluation forms. which only 
psychiatrists or psychologists could complete, restated in different words the same 
written policies that existed before the moratorium (for example, SSR 83-1 S is still 
in effect) and hyped a new day in mental case evaluation: in substance it was the 
same Christmas tree. with different ornaments. 

When the moratorium was lifled, it seemed that one could be allowed simply by 
alleging a mental impairmetlL Then came the Mid-course Correction. and mental 
c:~se evaluation gradually "recidivized; but this may be a Regional observation. 
Advocates, placing faith in legal/procedural adjustments, could not know that the 
reform only made a temporary change in the medical evaluation of mental cases. 

2l Physical Cases: Advocates got side-tracked on the issue of non-severe 
impairments. multiple non-severe impairments. and sLopping at the non-j:evere 
step of sequential analysis. ~tc. For eumple, Advocates persuaded the Ninth Circuit 
to mandate DOSs under its jurisdiction to go through the whole sequential trail. 
even for non-severe impairments(~~ Yuckert. which was overturned by the 
Supreme Court, 1987). If an impairment(s) is truly non-severe. going through the 
entire sequential trail will never result in an allowance, even if a claimant is 64 
years old. a..:t...Y. made more work for DOSs in the Ninth circuit but changed no 
decisions . 

It is ironic that Advocates managed to have SSR 82-55 (for non-severe 
impairments) struck down early on. but SSR 82-51 (RFCGs for cardiovascular and 
musculoskeletal impairments), which caused many more unjustified denials, was 
nil owed to st:~nd until just a few years ago. I l is also ironic, judging from 
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newspaper reports. that many Advocates suspected that claims were being denied 
based on ·secret~ instructions. but SSR 82-51 was right out there in the open. The 
disturbing part about the "secret" instructions senario is that DDS was made to look 
like a wi/Jing participant in the denials and re movat of countless disabled people 
from the roll. 

Advocates' tack of medical npertise side-tracked them to peripheral issues in 
the early days o!' the PR and severely compromised their sincere efforts to restore 
program integrity. 

b) The c•Jrrent influence of the Advocates. 

Advocates assume that the high ALJ reversal rate proves that DDS is too 
stringent and that ALJ decision making is more realistic. Lack of medical expertise 
leads Advocates to attribute what they believe to be more realistic decisions to the 
procedures that ALjs employ. Here are a few of the ALJ procedures DO$ is using 
already plus a consideration of the current impetus for FTF. 

1) FTF: Regarding FTF the pertinent questions here are: How could the DDS 
allowance rate be at its highest in the mid 70s- rvithovt fff'? Why is FTF being 
touted so highly at this time, even though the disability program managed to do 
well without it until the last decade? 

During the early 80s when the disabled came limping, wheeling, hallucinating, 
etc., into taw offices, Advocates' reaction was understandable from their limited 
perspective, ·u you could just see these people!· Advocates took many or these 
claimants/beneficiaries to ALjs who reversed erroneous decisions. It would be 
natural for non-disability experts to conclude that FTF and all of the other 
procedures helped ALjs maKe more realistic decisions. So, the current impetus for 
FTF grows out the unfounded belief that it would make decisions better in the vast 
mnjority of cases because it seems to work that way for ALjs. 

Caveat: In the early 80s DEs did not need additional procedures or FTF to know 
that they were denying/ceasing many claimants erroneously. We tried to warn 
Congress of the impending disaster, but we were the ones who had erroneously 
allowed a multitude in the 70s. so we had lost credibility with Congress. To see il 
from Congress' poim or view. why should they have Unened to DEs. especially 
when Federal OA showed DDS to have a m.accurac:y rate. How could Congress 
know that the 981 accuracy rate reflected conformity to fiscal goals, rnther than 
realistic medical assessment? DDS was under the threat or being federnlized (PL 
96-2651. ii quality fell below a certain level, so the scene was set for disaster. DDS 
would have had to make the same decisions ii they FTF'd all claimants.ll 

2) ADLs (activities or daily living): ALjs ask a lot about ADLs, so DDS must now 
obtain ADLs on almost everyone. ADLs are present in many of the files without 
resorting to a spec:ial Corm. More importantly, the MER often contains complaints 
such as, ·he can't sit or stand for prolonged periods: or ·she has. extreme fatigue 
toward the end of the day: etc. With functional stntements like these, knowing 
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whether the claimant can brush his/her teeth or go shopping becomes superfluous . 
. (If one cannot evaluate MER substantively, more significance is attached to the 

ADLs.) A form which, by design, captures superficial data, is not useful enough to 
obtain routin~ly. The form, merely an amplified version or the ADL section or the 
SSA-3368, is now necessary to grant safe passage through quality appraisal, i.e., it 
receives little attention but must be in the file. . 

3) Treating physician opinions: ALjs give more weight to the opinions or 
treating physicians (TP). Now DDS must consciously weigh opinioned evidence. 
When ALjs weigh opinioned evidence, they ask questions like: ·what is the 
specialty or the TP? How long has s/he treated the claimant? Is s/he boarded or 
not?" and very importantly, "What does the medical functional assessment form 
say?" etc. 

Now DDS must take time to call the TP when a conflict or opinion arises, but if 
we had already decided not to accept the TP's position, the call is pointless ncepl 
to serve appearances. The new POMS instr••ctions makes no substantive change, 
except to add another documentation requirement. DDS starts with no assumption 
about an AP opinion, but DE/SAMCs weigh the MER. case by case, based on its 
internal consistency. The ALJ and DDS approach to weighing MER are very 
different. 

A related issue is consultative exams by TPs. Advocates in another state. were 
delighted when PL 98-<t60 mandated that DDS make, •_every reasonable effort to 
obtain from the individual's treating physician-all medical evidence including 
diagnostic tests-necessary _prior -to evaluating medical evidence obtained from any 
other source on a consultative basis." But, it soon became apparent that TPs were 
not lining up to perform ·CEs. and the Advocates could not understand. Some TPs 
were(are) not beating down the doors to perform C£s because they do not wish to 
deal with their patients when they are denied. TPCEs were tried in the 60s as a 
public relations move: the effort failed for the same reasons that it is unprmJuclivc 
now, i.e., ncessive delays, poor quality reports, etc. 

The conventional wisdom, again held by non-disability e:~perts, is, "No one 
knows the patient like the TP." A very interesting statistic here in Tens establishes 
that, for fiscal year, 90, the highest denial rates were for claimants whose cases 
were adjudicated based on lr~:Jiin' .~ource r~cords :1/on~ Allow:mces ra.r~ when 
CEs were purchased. Dlsal;)lllty evaluation is too complex to reduce to simple 
formulae, which non-disability e:~perts tend to do. 

"') Getting MER from every source: ALjs gel MER from every treating source 
(TS). DDS now has to get MER from every TS for at least one year, but if a claimant 
fractures an ankle. and a current report from his AP shows that the fracture has 
healed within 12 months of onset, nothing is gained and much is lost by going 
through the motions to send a follow-up and waiting for the hospital report that 
desaibes the injury at onset When attorneys do not know how to get their clients 
-allowed, the strategy is to flood the file in hope that something will trigger a 
favorable decision. This may be part or the motivation behind this procedure. A 
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strong case can be made that this requirement had resulled in increased processing 
time. cost. md lower Quality. 

~) Attorneys: Attorneys are frequenLly involved in reversals at the ALJ level, so 
Advociltes conclude that they would aid the claimant at the DDS level. In reality 
:morneys ·make no positive difference at the DDS level. If DDS allows the cue, it is 
incidental to attorney involvement 

In Tens a definite increase in attorney participation has been noted at the 
reconsideration level due to the added attorney statement on the PDN. The 
attorney's fee is money that should have gone to the claimant. S(J il rv(Ju/d M 1>~1/~r 
to restrict 111~ ·11uorn~y Sllt~DJ~nl ·on t/J~ PONto t!J~ r«<n notice. We could go on. 
but this is enough to show how the Advocates have mediated these ALJ procedures 
and more into DDS through the Courts and Congress. 

To conclude PART II I, we said above that the difference between ALjs and 
DDS was one of premises not procedures and that the taking on of ALJ procedures 
would not change DDS decisions. This is the case. DDS is going into pulpwood failure 
secondary to procedural overload without producing changes in decisions. In july. 
1988, our mean processing time in Tens was 50 days. In july, 1991. Texas hired 
89 new DEs. In spite of this our mean processing time today is 90 days. It is 
interesting to watch DDS move heaven and earth to incorporate a new procedure, 
only to see it fade in significance a month later. DDS must ignore procedures to 
survive. It DDS went by the book to perform every procedural requirement, mean 
processing time would be out of sishl. POMS is rapidly becoming a cemetary !or 
procedural corpses. but. still, the residue of many procedures take their toll on 
erriciency. J)JJS cmljnfy JlU/JllddjUOnq/ luqding.J1JL1 Congr~::s .Jdll .!J110 H JZJJ11im 
.JlJi2l.t ug Jlll1a ./J11lJ1U iJJm .I UiliJJK SVSIW .JJJJ./w JM DCOfCIW iJ OV¢r!Jpv/ecf. 

This brings us to Part IV. · 

PART IV: SUGGESTIONS TO OVERHAUL TIIE PROGRAM: 

I) A rigorous reeumination of every development procedure mandated by thE 
POMS is needed -even those rooted in the PLs and Court rulings. Advocates shoulc 
be invited to sit down with us. to understand why most of the procedures are no1 
working. so that SSA/DOS can have access to the solid contributions Advocates car 
make. Eliminate every prOcedure that does not contribute to realistic decisior 
making. This will both expedite decisions and increase realistic decision making. 

2) Restore the professional status of DEs by: 

a) £/imin1tii11 /JJ~ R~sidu4/ FunctiOJJIJ Clp1aiy Ass~ssm~nl Form.r (.HFCFJ. 
Reagan Administration OPeratives did what they could to reduce the status or DEs 
Lo justify salary cuu. by making SAMCs solely responsible for the RFCA. but 
nothing has eroded DEs' professional status or destroyed the infrastructure or good 

- decision making like the RFCF. It has greatly reduced the time DEs and SAMCs c:m 
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:;pend in consultation. DEs have less opportunily (or incentive) to learn about 
medical evaluation: SAMCs have less opportunity to learn about policy. 

Caveat: Advocates insist that physicians complete the RFCF. Adherence to this 
procedure causes a tremendous production backup in the DDS. but something else 
is noteable here. An ALj, like the DE. is a medical layman. Would consistency not 
require physician completion of the RFCF at the .-4/,j level as weU? Most disability 
appeals to ALJs are primarily medical bsues. If these appeals were heard hy 
Administrltiv~ Hearing Ph.vsicivu (AHPl instead of ALJs, the gap between AHPs 
ond DDS would narrow quickly. If AHPs had been hearing cases during the early 
SOs. the RFCGs would have been uposed Cor their oversimplification and Quickly 
dropped without resorting to Court aclion. This is not a suggestion to replace ALJs 
~:ith AHPs. The issue raised here is one or consistency. 

b) J?erurning /0 the r;ujoi]IJ/e. ll i.Qtl without ~ 1hll Im.S. wruu ~ 
rationales 1!J1U superCluous procedures m jettisoned 11u1. Rationales could be 
helpful for the following and other reasons: I 1 Writing a rationale makes the DE go 
through the sequential trail which provides some internal impetus to quality. 21 It 
is much easier for a reviewer to return a decision that rests on a few checked 
blocks and a few handwritten scribbles on an RFCF. but a well wrillen rationale 
would be tougher for a reviewer to substitute his/her judgment. 3) It would h;lp 
the SAMC to better understand a DE's thinking on a case. '{) A copy of the rationale 
could be sent to the claimant instead or the personalited deninl notice (PDN). The 
PDN is good in theory but specious in practice. It aggravates more claimants than it 
enlightens. The PDN has been a source of frustration to the DDS since its inception. 
In the mid-60s, we used to write denial paragraphs; they flopped, and the PDN is 
no better. The rationale would enable us to jetlison the counterproductive PDN with 
benefit to all. including the claimant. 

3) Restructure DDS. If production is desired, the structure must support that 
end. It is exciting to think thnt the program truly an be returned to its former 
status as the most competent. efficient agency in the Federal government by 
blending an effective organization with 90s technology. The computer is hailed 
with messianic passion as the solution to program problems. but that puts the cart 
before the hor~e. 

According to MIS guru. Paul Strassman. when interviewed. • __ you have to 
consider the strategy before you design the structure. and the structure before you 
design the information system_most cootpanies don't step bact and figure out 
\\'hat the real problems 01rc. In the guise of modernity, they simply tate what is 
usually a rigid bureaucratic structure and ossify it further by enshrining it within a 
layer of computer code. Consequenlly, the organization becomes more rigid, more 
costly, more time consuming. After a whilt! computer programs become enormous. 
unwieldy monsters. Whenever you want to make a_change .. .it becomes a major 
sofi ware project." 

Richman: -_one of the raps on the japilncsc is that they have been so slow in 
introducing technology." 
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Strassman: "Which is precisely the point The most productive manufacturing 
economy in the world is concentrating on ch411Kil11 or111.111i:6lion /ir.rt rather than 
buying big computers first.-They're continually innovating organizational forms. 
Then, when they need to support those new forms with technology, they buy 
it ... ."'" [Italics adde.d). 

How could DDS be structured for effective production? In the 60s the FOs 
obtained MER: in the 90s the 1-800 number, combined with computer technology, 
makes il possible for each DDS to have a development unit to take the bulk or 
disability background reports 411d inlliate MER requests. DE assistants can be 
trained to ask. the right questions regarding work and medical issues (questions 
could be programmed for that matter) and compile the pertinent data: they would 
not be trained to m:1lce disability decisions. If desired, the unit could be staffed 
with enough DEs to monitor the work. render presumptive disability decisions. tak.e 
over a phone if a claimant became difficult or distressed, review evidence to 
expedite TERl cases out of the unit, etc. In any event the case would be sent to a DE 
whether MER was received or not afler the follow-up diary matured. 

Advantages: The background reports would be qualitatively better because DE 
assistants could receive ongoing training that CRs could nol. DEs could be relieved 
of many of the clerical duties that they have accumulated. allowing more time to 
concentrate on substantive issues. It would maiimize the use of. DEs. which would 
be especially helpful to DOSs who are unable to hire new personnel because of state 
hiring policies. A DE assistant could be a useful career ladder position into a DE 
position for secretaries without college degrees, state hiring practices permitting. 

Disability claims constitute a small percentage or the workload Cor FOs. but 
disability background reporLs consume almost SOt or their ocnce lime. This 
restructuring would help alleviate the overburdened FOs as well. (We have started 
noticing an increase of recon cases received in the DDS as much as 90 days after the 
SSA-561 is signed.) Terminals in the FO could be linked to tell the DDS development 
unit to contact the claimant after s/he had been determined to meet I & R, insured 
status. etc., requirements. With this organization in place, and the technology to 
support it. SSA would be on the way to restoring first rate public service. 

•0 Restructure quality review (QR). tr quality is desired, the structure must 
suppurt that end. Dudget cuts imposed by the 71-72 Administration forced SSA to 
reduce and decentralize QR; that change is the main reason for today's program 
degeneration. QR should be like the house lights in a theatre, lighting the way for 
everyone to find their seats. Instead h bas become a spotlight that focuses first on 
a dignitary in the audience. then the curtain. then a thespian. etc., while the rest of 
the theatre is left in the dark. The mass of unwarranted allowances in the 70s 
would have been prevented by an adequate QR: ergo. the fiasco of the 80s would 
oever have happened~ 

During the 80s we bave seen two major Congressional reform bills (PL 96-:-265. 
98-460 l. the PR debacle, a Jaw in response to the public relations disaster or the PR 
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CPL. 97-<155). a moratorium on CDR cases. a moratorium on mental cases. a virtual 
moratorium on Zebley cases. and so many adverse Court rulings that PR has come 
to stand for Periodic Recall. Today, disability decisions seem to hinge less on the 
MER and more on vhether the imp4irm~nt is a sensitiv~ issve at the time of filing, 
:~nd rvh~re it is filed . 

The lesson of the last 20 years? Remove QR from the DOSs and ROs. Centr:llize 
QR in Baltimore to make this a national program again. Stabilize the program by 
reviewing "10'-' of all allowances 1nd denials. The message for the program is 
inescapable: QR must maintain qu:J/Ji.V. not just report slal/:rric.r. The last 20 years 
have shov.•n that the program cannot be stabilized with temporary initiatives 
responding to symptom-crises of the underlying disease. Surely, the difficulty or 
making appropriations must increase in the face of program instability. A first-rate 
QR would be much more eHective :~nd far che:~per in the long run than spending 6-
7 billion dollars to institute FTF at the initia11evel and then trying to sustain it15 

PART V: ABOUT TilE GAP_ 

Two different programs now exist. and the gap between ALJ and DDS decisions 
will never be reduced unless both make decisions from the same premise. lf DDS • 
rendered ·AI..]" decisions, entitlement costs would become prohibitive. The medi:~ is 
fickle: Prime Time, 60 Minutes. 20/20, etc.. have aired some shows l:~tely exposing 
workers' auempts to defraud Workers' Compensation and insurance companies by 
feigning disability. That could happen in the future or our program (and probably 
could today). If DDS were required to make Al..J type decisions, DDS would have to 
forget much or what it has learned from physicians about medical assessment 

On the otber hand. if ALJs adopt the DDS premise. they will have to learn more 
about weighing MER subSlintively Cor RFC assessmenL Congress was concerned 
with the high DDS allowance rate in the mid-70s, but if the ALj reversal rate was 
higher still and remains high currently, is it not time to tal:e a more subst:mtive 
tool: at Al..j decisions? 1) AI..js should be subject to the same review as DDS. We all 
make mistakes. Disability decisions are not personal but Admininrative. They are 
to be made according to the Act and the Regs. Unless medical assessments are 
realistic. the law will be applied to erroneous findings of fact. That can only be 
prevented by a first-rate .QR. Z) SSA should request funding for ongoing in-aepLh 
medical training Cor ALjs to increase their medical e:xpertise. This would reduce the 
ALJ revers:~! rate l~rJiiauu~/y (as opposed to reducing it artificially to please fiscal 
conservatives), which will justify the cost of the training. Until the problem of the 
different premises is addressee!, the situation will remain- ALjs and DDS: Differen~ 
Premises. Different Decisions. 

Disclaimer: This paper is my own reflection but mal:es no claim to originality. 
nor does il represent the policy of Lhe Tens DDS . 
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I ·Social Security Heatlncs and Appeals: Pend in& Proble~~~s and Proposed Solutions,• WMCP: 97-24. October 
27. 1911, p. 19. •Select in Face-to-Face lnteniews With Disability Claimants Could Reduce Appeals: 
CiAO Study, Apr., 1969. p. 14. 

2 Advocates refer to reconsideration u a ·rubber stamp: The Appeals Council (AC)Is Ylewed the same way, 
and some want the AC abolished to ooen access to the Courts. It would be less peiorati•e and more accurate 
to n.y that the reconsideration and the AC simply rerlect a conalstent approach to adjudication at tbelr re
soectin Ienis. 

3 The 2 billion dollar Iieure Is bued on the rollowln&: 

Number or appeals to ALJs In 19&8 ________________ 269,421 
AIIOWIMtS if 601 rnened 173,1\H 
Allowances if 40% renrsed I I~ 765 
Potential annual erroneous additions to the roll llm 

57.6115 
Mulliply by avence IDOnthly ben&fit _________________ .L:LlL\L 

Monthly loss to taxpaycrs __________________ $23,154.000 

~lultipiy by 12 ill 
To obtain tho annual lou to taxpayers U77,146,000 
Multiply by 9.3. the anraae lenaUI or time on tbe roll for J.J.l 
Title 11. to obtain Ule cu•ulatln per annu• loss to taxpayers !2.513.9161400 

In 1961 appeals &e ALjt ruched 289,421. A 601 mersal rate ret~raentl 173,653 ltants. A more 
realistic, butlllll•ery bi&h 10% mersal rue represenu 11.5.766 aruu. Tilt diUereoce between the two 
riaures would mean that rouallly 57.665 people. wbo did not,...t tile DOD. w.At on the roll that year. 

Tbe &Yerace Title II monthly benefit Is $610. Tbe •ul•u• SSt benefit Is $422 1$442 for concurrent 
claiiDSI. For calculatilll purposes, S100 Is used bere u a consln'ltiYI OYerall ..atbly anrap. So. 57.445 
x 400 • Ule aYerace 11ontbiY loss. Multlplylqlhat fl1ure by 12&1ns the '"trll' annual loss. 

The Yilt .ajority or these beoefic:iarles will r .. ain on the roll: therefore. the Mllual loss becoases 
cumulative, prOYided that a co•parable number or lnellalbles are placed on Ule roll annually. Title II 
beneficiaries remain on the disability roll an a•eraae of 9.3 years. and SSI beneficiaries remain on the roll 
an averaae or 16 years. The shorter period Is used to obtain the cumulatlte total. 8y the ninth year. the 
lou will total 2.6 billion dollars Mnually . 

These llaures are obviously very rou&h but the fl1ures hawe not been ln!lated ror effect, because Ule 2.6 
billion dollar Iieure does not consider eost or IIYID& allowances. auxllllaries. medicare/medicaid, etc. 

The Al.j rl9ersal rate may also be too hllh In non-disability areu that concern the FOs. e.c .• 
questionable retlreaent, relationships, OYerpaymenu. etc • 

4 ·aeaaan Administration Proposals.· WMCP: 97-23. October. 20. 1941. p. 1. Tbe leacan Administration 
proposed to san -tl.i till! ion dollars throuah 1946 by a) cbanain& the 20/40 test to a 30140 test for In
sured status b) inereuin&the waitina period to six months. cl increuinathe duration requirement to 2i 
months, and d)settinc uide non-medical factors for all clalmlAU, i.e .. one 11uat aeet or equal the medical 
listiftll to caualiiY for beoeflu. The projected UYinp was to be :U.9 biiiiOA. The remaininc 26.5 billion 
represented the adjuatlleAtlor the interaction and effects 011 Medicare. It wu a YtrY strinaent climate. 

5 SSA hal said that DDS aisvnderstoocltbe RFCGI: they were Intended u 1uldes, not recipes. II that is true: 
a) Why did SSA tate j=,An to recoanize that ODS wu ualn&tbe RfCCis u recipes1 b) The RFCCis were writ· 
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ten prlmvlly to curli ihe ALJs' subJectiYity.llow then could DDS usuaae the latitude theoretically forbid
den to the ALJs1 Buttllatis all in tile put. 

6 "Status of tile Disability Insurance Proaraaa: WMCP: 97·5, Match 16. 1911, p, 2. What wu said In ,.larch. 
1911 still holds true, "The States have soaaetlmes had to fly by 'tile seat of their pants,' watched over by 
reaional ofrlces who often have varylnalnterpretatlonsln these policy areas"ll.e .. interpretatlons or adull 
and childhoocllistlnas. etc.l. Durin& fiscal year 90 the allowance rate by Rea ion was as follows: Bouon. 
4S.61: Seattle. 42.2%; San Francisco. 41.51; Denver. 401: Kansas City, 3.U: Philadelphia, 36.51: New 
Yorll:, 36.31: Chicaao. 36.11: Atlanta. 33.51: Dallas, 21.61. Statistics ate "llitchy"so to speat:. e.a .. if 
Puerto Rico were thrown out of tile mix, New Tort reaion's allowance ralt would be 431. lndiYidual DOSs 
vvy from !111 all the way down to 231. There aaay be aood explanations for the Yatlation in the allowance 
rates. Statistics -lit are aalsleadlna. but variant adJudicative practices aaaona the DOSs are unconred 
durin& conferences, when DEs aettoaether. Such 11111 can indicate, howCYer. why the call for increased 
exaaalner discretion is comlna primarily from the Southern realons. 

7 "SelectiYe Fate• to-Face lntc"iews Wltb Disability Claimants Could Reduce Appeals: CAO Study, Apr .. 
1919. pp. 11-19. 

3 Rudolf Pallerson. Attorney, Testimony before the Social Security Subcoaamlllee, WJoiC, lolay 2. 1991. • •. We 
have been inwoiYid In st¥eral face to face hearinas at the reconsideration ll¥t1-durina the last I 0 ynrs. 
In alaaou all occasions, we have been Impressed with the quality of the heat ina and th:hearina ollicer. 
The dlsaareeina part of the process hu been the saaae thlna u we experienced in all other initial andre
consideration rttiews by the Social Security Administration: I tate that to mean 11111 thr decisions were 
advent. 

9 Dr. j. Jl. S:.lrwan, eL al. "Clinical Jud1ment in rlleumatold arlllrhls. I. RheumatoloaislS' opinions and the 
development or 'paper patients': Alln!l.1 RLlhl. Rheumatjc ~Waul. 1913. -t2, pp. 644-617. 

10 Timothy Carey, M.D., ct. al. "Medical Disability Assessment of the Bact Pain Patient lor the Social Sec
uritY Administration: The Wel1hlina or Presentlnl Clinical Features." .lRl!w.l RI.llio.ial Epjdemjplorv • 
1911. Vol.11. No.7, pp. 691·697. Thou&h published In 61.1aaanotsure wbeo the data lor the study was 
lllhered. 

II Paul Etman and Maureen O'Sulllnn, "Who Can Catch a Liar1" AmerjHn psycbolpajst , September. 1991. 
Vol. 46, No.9. pp, 913-920. 

12 Eileen Sweeney. Allorney, Testimony before the Social Security Subcommiuee. WMC. May 2. 19') I. has 
been the exception to the usual Ad•ocate's understand in&. at least that I hue read, "One additional aru 
needs to be considered: hl•ina beller ~rocedures and betler evidence. the decisions will still be llawed 
if SSA dDCs not use-its quality assurance process to return Inappropriate denials to the states ... land 
aaaini-The importance ol the quality usurance process can not (sic I be understated." My only din
areement Is that most procedures .,., counterproductin now. Procedures ve no substitute lor a first-rate 
quality re•iew. 

13 A CAO study on a dlllennt occulon lound that If a DE. bued on the FTI', •anted to reduce the RFC. It 
could not be done if the SAMC reiusedto 10 alona. "Obse"atlons on Drmonstratlon lnte"iews With Diu
bility Claimants," GAO Study, December, 1917. p. 19.1t would be the same if Federal rnlew did not WISh 
to 10 alona. 

14 Paul Stnss11an, inte"iewed by Tom Richman. "Face to Face." In;..Marcb. 1913. pp. 27-40. 

15 Durin& the Jut HADE Conference, it wu said that 6-7 billion dollats would be necessvy to statt up FTF 
at the Initial level. One GAO study, tract inc the results of "Fat tile reconsideration leYel ol a larae DDS. 
noted that 15.774 claimants bad requested reconsideration durlna a three month period. II only ao per
cent ol theaa had requested FTF. an estiaaattd 17 stall•yeatlncreue would han been required to handle 
the load. That estimall did not include travel costs, lou of productiYity durinatnvel, or ollice space 
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costs In remote anu. "Obscnatlons on DemonstntlOA lntenlews With Disability Claimants." CiAO Study. 
Dee .. 1967. pp. 19·20. What would that loot lite lor Initial cues1 

Another sianlllcant problea Is that a 17 stall-year lncreue would 11ean that llle areal majority of DEs 
would start FTF with little or no experlenct. 

Roberl Buraess 
Hearing Officer 
Texas DDS 
April 12. 1992 
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ADVOCATE 
May, t"l 

ALJs and DDS: Different Premises, Different DeCisions 
., ll*rt I•'Jtn. HNri"l OJitn, T- DOS 

THE ADMINIST1lA11VE LAW JUDCE (ALl) REVEJtSAL 
rot• hat always """hlp (currmtly uound 60S); lhallacl haa 
IIOWin& olpll~ ell• 1o lha hip rate of a,.,..ala: 7U02 In 
1973;1Zt.!041n 1974:l63,5S31n tti3;ZI9,4Zt In ltii.'Uihahl&h 
AI.J,..,.....ralonllectlnaliallcdecllioftftYklnc,lhaflllldlanol 
DOS. by lmpllcalillll. It .. _.....,..,..__ .. bynWiin&ll 
u clllllcull u ........ lor clabnanll lo .,.,.. .... 

AI.Jio nwn~- Ad,_._ us• for 1M aliniiN· 

capaCity _._,.t.111ecaUMiha pt'Oilram IKiu .,.,...., Ct~Nis
tency,lhatlalllucla haa looan alower In cornln& to- RealoN.' 
lout DDS don have a lillie_,. -10 ....... ftoliallc cleciaODN 
-w.SoaoelnollvlduaiDOS.alreadyhavelhe_,lallluclo, 
10 II It no1 altoplhar accurate 10 say that DOS. In prKtice. 11 
rla-aly loound 10 lha I'OMS. 

Elrplaftallon 1. lhoup popu~ don no1 aur• 
YIVa objective acNIIny bocaUIO nellhar atatmwntll 

...... of 1M I'IC'IIfllklerallon ... ,.. ....... - .. 
AI.Jt and !hat DDSo'-ld aclopllha .......... uftland 
....... clcloioM linlllar lo AI.JL 

lutll DDSciKIIIonl. .....,..Uy,an-nalia· 
lif • .....ty 1-ALl,... ...... -y loa _.In& 
tupar-now.rZWWorulollan-oy.• ALit. I"'" 
.,ally, aft 30-50 d~ lo the ldl of en• wtou. 
·-OU5o .... , .... .,, ... l!!tolt-JI•- ................. . 

'"11\11anlncco11n Is 
for lltt size 
oftllt gap . 
bttwttn AL/s 
nml DrJS?" 

entirely INe. Not aU DOS. aclben ri&ldly 10 the 
RFCCiand nol all Al.jtlollow the Act' I requitft,..nt 
IU evaluate onoooloo: .. lcvioJ"',.. """""'•il•nl, . 

2. ALl• &etta'" clal...,.ta; UDS daea not. 
alln t•t.Senator •limon pn~~~~pteclaatudy ol 

ALl docltlona.' Panollheatucly induc!H 1000hear· 
inecleciolorw by 41 ALia; the ftv•rul rat• wu 631.. 
J.tlir11 ll .... lifM• Wftt' Jtrrpet .... l fut f"M"h t·.u.c.• hnl 

ordollldiO,.....veany nioJ•,.... ••LIINtutlw lwarinK. -lllin&lt .-. II• ...,.,.., rate haacrea..,. a liP 
wide "'*'lh. h.lucralhre "'*'lh. lo lum diMioil· 
II)' HVOQC)' inlo I&IOWih inciUII'J. Some nplana• 
•-that purport to -ntfor the olae of lha &•P _,ite•plo-
ralioft. 

PART 1: !XI'LANA nONS FOR TilE Sltl! OF nJE CAP. 
1. ALII 1• by lhe Arl and a..,.aau-: DDS son by the 

POMS, I.e .. lhe Ke11dual fUMIIaaal Capacity CuicleliMI 
(KFCC). 

•I Alter a clltabiUty eumitwr (DE) had et..rvacl a hearin .. 
ahe wu ubcl whal llwlhouJhl. She aaid thatlha lmpaimwnt 
w•--. TheALIIOidh.rhelnteftllodloallowlhaclaim. 
\Yhen aakod how. In view ol IN --y ancl lha medical 
nlllence of oword (MER).Iha AI.J...,........... ·when you ha.-. 
'-" .......S u 1onJ u I have, you learn to ruol paopio. Thil 
,.._It pins to apply and arply until waetalooncfita. ..... e 
.... ,. .. _Uallowtheclaimnow.· AnolherAI.Jaays. ·wa..tllook 
lor .. ._. When lclotermine a penon' a charcter.lk-· 
• ......., a/he ltlylns 10-or not. • Othenln a dlffOftftl ftlliorl 
t.ll of an_, with AI.Ja who adYIMcl.. •you cloro't ftftciiO 
know Ul)'lhln& aboutnwcliral evlclenca. AU you ftftciiO know is 
tholaw.•TheclacloionalapproKhlneKhlna...,..cloernphali&n 
t1tr im,.......... olthe MER. ancllhat conlliCII with lha An. 

Ill The adjudicative climate wu naulvcly llrin&•nt in the 
early 'lOa. 'lout a few yean aso.loolonlhacurnntutitialiYn, SSA 
allo.-.d DDS - latitude with re1ard to ftliduallunctioNI 

Theuu.ripll-ftdlltritouted toALJawhohaclthe 
sa-aranlnte utheAUa who hacl hoarcllhe cun 

oriainaUy. This MCOftll I,_P of AUa. relyins on the wrttt•n 
oword alone. ...,.reed only 46S. fiiC'e·lo-1- (FTf-1 mad .. 1 

tlillorence, lout whkh way? lftltead of -kin& cloriaoono noore 
I«UU'IIe, fTF -y have canlributod IO ov .. ly librtal dKiiiiiN. 
ALl aubjlcllvlty _.,.. 10 be rellectod In the wide var~tioft oi 
lntii..Wual,..,.,..l ralel (10.901.). 

Hearin1 Olficen' (HO) ,..,.,..1 raon .,. fairly C'Oftlilten~ 
cornparltivelyapeaklna.HOahavebothFTFcontactanclaamuch 
latitude u AI.Jaln IMkin& d--. lout their ftveroal rate don 
notapproachlhatoiALJL Thiliscloublyaisn.iiKantbocauMHO. 

cont'd on pas• a 
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I N,t.D£ Ahooott • M.ty 1992 
~~~~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------------
ALJ•. conrd from paa• I 

duluduolnly with Conllnuln& OlaabUIIy Review (CDR) ca
(ncwpl for ap«laloN<IIeo). 110 HOI" rewnal rain aN lnllalecl by 
lhe mec!Kal lmp,....ement review otandard (MIRS). My own 
NVtnal raloln my pooltl-u a Heulna Offlctr. Ia tOS, bu11Wf 
of thAt II duelono Meclicallmp,....eiMftl (MI); a •MillS" Nftnal 
Ia bated oololyonapapcr nvt.w. "'""' '-""'w!Minollly). 
5S of my revcrw&lo. HOI are leaalnll-ecl by the daimanll' 
demeanor. "Thla lallet po1n1 wu made obllotucly In teo-y 
boforo the Social Security SubcOII\II'IIttec of llw c-mitlft on 
Wayo and Meana.' FTf haa convlncecl - thAt the ltaldual 
furw:llonal Capacity Aaatsamenll (ltfCA) I made dllrtn& the 60o 
and 70. won,_, realloll< t~n many I haw had to maufrom 
the 80s to the preacnt (u a v£. not aa an HO). · 

b) In a n..·&owrNMnllludy: phyalclano dNW up a liot of 
12 cflnKal variablto thel I hey d.emecl -• olsnlfil:ont In deter· 
moNftl the MYttlty Of rheumatoid Arlhrillo. 1loe Jiol indudecl 
ouch thlnaou momin&tllflnna.tecl nit. fuM~ioNicapaclry, ole. 
UllnJihe lio~ niN rheumaoolo&illlraltd lhediMueactlviryovcr 
a rwo-wHk penod. WHko later the ume doetora were &lvtn 
<0p1e1 of the forma of the palientothatlhey had uamirwcl. Som.. 
form• were duplicated. All olthe for11111 _,. Interleaved wllh 
those conlainonalnformation from the pallento of the other phy· 
oiciaN ao well 1M correlation of dioeaoe OO¥ertty DttwHn the 
real palitnll and the •paper palltnto• wao o•tremely hl&h 
(r• •0.901). The correlation wu hi& her for duplicates of paper 
pallonts (r••0.97l). "Thelludy concluded. • .•• 'Paper paliento: 
while olmplo In" desl&n and apparently unllu clinkal circum· 
atone .. , aro In fan a Yalid rtpNMfttatlon of real patift\11 and 
provtdt a uoefultool for the funhcrlnv•llaattonof actualdlnlcal 
l"d&monl. • II ttelislic lhM-4imf.,......, ,.rtNil ef dlti-•11 -
c-1~.., ,.,.,. .,.,, fOS of 1M li- MU.UI a~. tliloicrol 
,..,.;.,.,;..,, io~. m. If ,.,wr potindlow ~-fer ..W..tijf< ~icrol 
flwllin. po,wr rcuitw ia ,... .. , for IM ..,, -iMIJ ef ......,;, 
dailfiJ. 

c) In a .. udy•by -.-- phyaidaN. fonyotiaht 
•paper patienll" with bad< pain_,. Clftteclto • ..-cl by 
Sute AJoncy Medical Conoultanto (SAMC) and Medical Eumift. 
ora who performed conaul&allw naiN lor DOSo (C!MD). E.ach 
• pat-t" was to • cvol.,.ltd for: paln.IIIOIIIUty, ph)'Ucalnaml· 
natiof\. X-ray flndln&a. and occvpatloftalhlllory. An phyaiclaN 
uid thai tlwy Necled • hlah dqlft of ft'rtatnry befOtttlwf _,.. 
wilhns to< all an • ppflcant dl&ablord; llw MYorlty el pain Uperi· 

meed by the P"'"'N did - allect tlw ICYel of nnalllty of 
d•ubifioy. 1M re•uh wu tho CEMO. • .•. had • usnUantly 
&re•t~r mean cenalnry of diaablllry than •seney phyoicoana. 0.37 
vo. 0.01 (p <0.01 )." SAMC." esllmalft olthoctrtolnty of diaabiliry 
wort almool uniformly quite low,and vinually unalfected by any 
ol tht Yi&Milft. The cllfleront l"ftulto _,. d..., 10 the CEMDo 
f.-om 10 10M their med~ll knowJed10 and diftlcoloaperionct. 
whoreu SAMCa a-.1 pallonll accord•nc to the ·..ape.· ITT 
tot~ hi,.., how ..... ,.. J«tor ;., IN ""'fo,..lylttfiV' lliMINiity raliRfS 
•ytiVCtMOs. 

Eoplonallon 2 may hinl at 1he ,._ for the hiJh ALl 
trw•raat U11c. bul tt faih to nplain dw much ktwe' HO n•lftlll 
•••• • ovon ohouah HOI hcvothe wmelatitude oa ALJo. $1udlft, 
purr-un, 10 do-ltoto thAI FTF 11 the mail\ reuon for the 
,..,d•&•P- ALJa and DOS. preoume rathefthcnes~Abhsh 
the& conch•~· 

l. fTF hal pi to aotabllah cnrdibillty. 
Esubloahtns cred•Wbty 11 what dec,._ makift& u aU about. 

·x haa NYer bed 10 -:or •t w-idn"t truot Y at all" are 
u-omenll of credlbihty baaed on whet an olloet¥er hco -n 
and heard ower 11-. "The credibility of d•oabiloty claomanll cannot 

be tested over limo. boca .... the cl.almantlo a alr&nlor. 1111 ALJ O< 

an HO would be NK"IIed ,,..... hcarln& the caoo of a lon&·llmo 
acqualn&ance. eo.. m help lo a&abllah the cndibWty ol a 
atranaor who believes thAt a/he Ia diaablecl7 

1ft ytl MOther Mfto&Dnnlll\enlal atudy11 ..,. people "'
¥\dootaped either 1)'11\1 or telllna the INti\ aboulthelr letiinao. 
TM aubjocll (hou8ewlvea, pollee. collea• atudenta, Judaa. poy. 
chlolrtaii.SocretSe,..,lceaa•nll.ctc.) watched the &a,-. and tried 
to ldcnlily the INthtellera Ylt-a.Yio the llara. Only Y"""l Secret 
S.,lce aacn'.l acor..s better than chance at delectlna the 1\ara. 
Judaea. ptyehiotrbll. pollee. and allomcyo oconcl no hlaher thar\ 
- -lei ICON by random l.,...ln,. Proleoaioftala &cotlld no 
hl&het than non·prol-ioNla. tlloN who clalmecl arcatokillln 
detectlnallara oconcl no hlaher than theM who made no ltiCh 
dolm. AC'Cordln& to reaearchero, •!.ift fall fD< many reosono. Tlu 
lit -r k ·~., jodaU..t contradict the ,,. 0< by a third ,..ny 
who be1raya the liar' I c..fldance. Sometimes. ouch outlklolnlor· 
motion II- awallablc or Ia amblauous. "Then the lit auccoodo or 
falluololy, or primarily, on the ba111 of the l..,r·a behavior, which 
lhe leaal ptofl'lllion terma ,.,...ftor .• . •lttalica miN). If oomeono 
lo INiy ~vlnced that t/hc Ia dioablod, hla/her tnlimony will 
appear IO be credible. rTF, oporl /""" lllf HiliiJ lo llltitlo ME/I. 
luklllllimy, it iRh/fiMIIO ftlo~lish tnllilliliiJ. 

EopiMation l may h•mi•h • baals for the hlah ALJ ....,.,.., 
rate, built falllloo•plain why the •trut• HO NVonol rate ""'not 
nMn thai mooch beyond the IOJUlar 005 roconaldcrationNVoraai 
rate. When - lalla lo rocoanlu thAI ·s.vero Vaainltlo• or 
·Set-• (oic) C.U Metoplasla (stc) of the r ......... or •s.., ... 
tory blind,...., left ~.- (ohe riahl eye bein& noetNI) are noc 
mecllcally dublifta. the Intent of the law ta"clrcumwnled when 
dalmanll with thew kind of lmpaltnwnto are allowed. 

When llw -rtt of m lo treated .. a hypotheoia 10 be lftltd 
lftllod of an u1on1, Uw -s-INII.tnl .. ucllea. which~ 
be -.....1 oflolaa. 110pport NAOE"s ~tention thai FTf -lei 
not nile the DOS allowance rate ll&nlficantly. Much Ia made of 
tlwvalueofmtnpalncun;how""r.morwoftentllonnot.
can only - the projectecleflac:ll of pain. which IN'J or "'"Y not 
be credible. PTF 4oft not permit a look lnolde a knoe )oint 0< a 
heart; FTf may IN helplullna few ca-......,. ooloriMftlal c--. 
butu-wnocchan&•-90Sof00Sdeclllona.So.howlsoht 
liu of tho 1ap lldween ALJo and ODS 10 be nplalned7 That 
brin&s UIIO l'alt II. 

PART II: WtiAT ACCOUNTS FOR THI! SIZE Of TilE CAr 
BETWEEN ALIS AND 0057 

1M dooabiliry declalon II a blend of both medical and loaal 
requlrenwnll, end the nporru in each of lhow field• are poles 
apar1 In thclrlnlnln& for ,.,ico. TM paoaion of the leJal mind,. 
upholdinc d101 ptoceM of law oo CNuro -· • rtahtL Knowleda• 
of the Ia"· lithe INjOr -pon aaatnst the abuao of rt&hll. and 
correct proceclu,..,......- riahta." If -riahtaaro perceived 
to have bftn vloUted. the lea•l mind may not atop to conalder 
whether • clalmaN II truly dlwblecl. Lta•l mlndsaro not .. pono 
at-aRFC. 

Tho puolon of the meclical mind 11 healsnc people and 
&•lllnl them beck 10 their optimum lo"el of f11N:IIon. Know Iedet· 
alllt phyatclana ant capens al aoseaalna diaabillty. Ono of the 
lludia above -.4 that aU phy~Kiano IIHCiecl a hiJh dOJ,.. of 
cer&alnty before llwy -w call a patient diaablcd; .-. than 
any-. f'hyaldoN know that the patlcnl"o attitude toward a 
diM&M Ia oflen -. tletollitaoina then tho diacaao Itself. It Is • 
d_,..• IO the dolman! to allow hom/her when a/he 1o -
diaablcd. 

• 
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The poW 1o that DOS wwk.o _,. cloMiy will\ phyo~<Yno 
lh&ftwtii\Lawy~.oos-u-.ctoo.olywill\phyold&nou....r. 

clo AUo. b,..,......, OEa aro lraiN<IIO -&h MD anci
RF<:. nv-,~-.. thalr ... ,_ ... oe:."" .......... ..s"" phyoi<Yno. 
OOSciecloloN an MEO/C\l,it.Ec:AL lncha..cwr. AU cl«ioloN 
are LECA!Jiuotial. ly me.,. ol Nqo.Mftll&l ANiyolo, tho YOCa• 
lloft&l picL etc.. SSA hu "-tw-ly well Ill ,..Wtnc DOS to 
corNCtly apply tho Law 10 tho .. t.aWiohecllocu ol a cue. II r. 11v 
005 -fil-l• .. IMNIMtlw -lal ,.., .. ,._ ............ llv AL/ 
-,w.MaiiJ'ooN,.,.riww.dlui....U~IIMIIIIIIJdt~IIIY.Oullj' 
11v ,., .,_R llw ALl• ... ~ 005. 

Toconchaclt Put U.thedUI.- t.tw.ftA~aancl DOSIa 
bueclontho dlll.....,.lewla ol MD rtalua.-. Tlw dill...,.. 
betwftft A~• and DOS,IIwnl- II 1'1111 julia ,........ural diller· 
ence;we araoperalln&ondlll.,....t pram!Mo. Utheoluolthe a•p 
II doM 10 dlllt"'"'t p,....IMo. rather 11\aft ptaeed"roo. DOS decl· 
olofll will - chana• '"belal\lt.ally II we adopt aU AU ..,...... 
""'"" Tl\la ~~Mao 011 to Put Ill ancl ullahtiNII of aoaro. 

PAilTIII: THIEilOUOFTHEADVOCAT!S. 
a) 11M Ad-rocaln In the euty clay• oflht Periodic llrtlew 

(Pil). 
Ad¥OCA._ araiO be comn.wlecl lOt callln& attention to tho 

..,...,. ollinpnl d«iilon ""'""'all\atotaNcl-alt« ,.,.....,, 
1911, loutlholr atwmpe to red,... tlw SSA/DOSMrin.....,. olthe 
euty 101 h.u l&ktn tha prosram on alepl/,...codurai-.I'M. 
Lt. tha WnlfllllllreciiGn. H.,. are-.......pa. from tha euty 
cla71 ol t1w Pttfodl< llrtltw (I'R). 

1) Meftlal C:U.: Advaralft &tol&ht &hal tha policy for 
-LOICAM odjoodl<atlon WUIOO tlrinCeN. A<tually,tho pollcy 
fOt meniAl cue adjudlqlion (SSilD-15) ,.,...,Idee! -lltnt 
pldana fOt _...... realilll< ....-niL All eon, ... hod 10 
aay waa. "SSA. ,_. have a aoocl policy for odjudlullnl meniAl 
- Jua1 follow II." lftlltacL Advocat. action led eon,,... 10 
call a rnoratoriUIII on -..tal~ SSA cranked outn.wllallnaa 
(which only..,.... IRCMmlc ch&naea. lout w.,. hailed aa _.a.,. 
tlorlary). ca- up with lenslhy -..lalt"faluat- ,_which 
only paydllaltlota .. poycholoallta -.lei _,..... ......... In 
dlff.....,....,.. tha- writ- polidn thattldlled ..,_the 
-"""""' (fOt .,..;.,a.. SSil ll-15 .. alllllllefftcl) ancl hyped 
aNWclayln-lcaatt"faiuallon;lneullalaftcotllwutha...,. 
Oviot- ..... wllhdlfl--

W»-tha_.torhamwulii...S.II_.....Ihai_...Wbt 
allowed almply by~ a -..tal lmpalmwn&. Tlwn CUM tho 
Mid-Cornclloll. ancl INftlal cue naluatlon 1roduaUy 
"rtridlviud." loutlhlo .,.y be a R .. loNI ........ atlon. Acl
ftlft. r......, faith In lq;al/ ......... ur•l acl"""nvnta. -.w -
It_.. tlwl thP ll'f<wm only .....W • -.-ary chanp In thr 
..... ical ... aluallon ol-..tal caML 

2)PhyalcaJC-Advarat.alolaW.tnctr.donthallaueol 
__ .... ,...,_,..._ ..... uplt--lmpalt-..w 
...,....,.,at tha- tWp ol Nq.-lal .... lyall. etc. For 
........... Advoc .... ...,....o.d the Ninth Omall to mandate 
DD5a ....., Ita jurtldlcllon to 1• '"'-lh tho whole atquenllal 
trall.nen foc-erelmpalnMnta flgwcn y Xyckat, which 
wu--.acl bythaSu....-c:...m.1tl7). U anlmpalnlwnl(o) 
it INiy--aotncthroulh thetnliN Nq"'ntialllail will 
....,., l'ftUitlnanallowance. _,..,a clAimant 1164 yean old. I 
:r..I ....... - -k foe DOS. In the Nilllh Omalllout chanted 
McMciAianL 

II Ia irDnlc thai Advocata ....,.., ... lo haft SSili2·5S (for 
-lmpal,.......) alno<k down early on. lout S51t 12·51 
(llJICCA ,. canlicwucular an4 .......,.. .......... ""pair~Mn'[.). 
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which ca.aMd -..y _.. ~ ....,.._ w .. allowod 1o 

o&An4 until ""' • ,_ ,...,.. ap. It .. aloo lraNc. ~ ,_ 
_,..,... ...,...,.. 11\al .....,. ............. -pto:1od that dal..o 
were bttnc cltftleclloutcl on • MC>Wf" IN'""*>no. lout S5l. ll-' 1 
waa Ji&hl _, than In tho open. The ~ p&l1 .....,, tho 
"Nefti".....,..._ -lo &hal DDSwao ftOcla 10 ......_au.. 
a willln& partldpM& In tho "-''aao ancl -~~ ol -
tllaaw..l ........ f- tho roiL 

.............. lock ol --'leal..,.._ aloiHncUd ....... Ia 

parlplwtalioMNa In tho autyclayoolthe Pllancl-..ny_,.... 
........ thelt ..,_.. .tf.uto-,....,..... ln&aaiUJ. 

"' n..""""' a.n-• eita.e ~ ... 
Advocate--thetthlhlfhA~ .................... 11\at 

DOS II too atrinatnl ancl that A~ doclalon INklfta II .-w 
reallltlc. tMto of awdlcaltaptrUM Ieoda Advoca._ 10 l.ftrllluy 
what they btliorYeto be_,. reallalll: clacillofllto the preach.,• 
that AU• employ. Hen are a lew ol tho AU ptaeed..,... DOS 1o 
...... , ....... ,. ploua ...... ld .. alionolthoaum~~lmpmoolor m. 

1) FTP: baardln& FTPtho perUiwY .. -here.,..., H
coulcl the DOS allow....:. raw be at Ill hl&httt In tho ..w ?'Do • 
1111,_,1 mr Why II FTP Nina touYcl ao hlahiY atlltioll.a>c. wen 
tt-p the diMWUiy ,.,.,...... ...,..,..sto do wdl .w-t It 
ulllll tha ... , ........ , 

O..rinatheearlyiOowlwnthldlaaWodc:amellrnplns.whftl· 
1n5- haU..clnatln&. etc.. Into !.w olll<w, Advocat.~' reacuan.w u 

underalanclaW. '"""their llmiYcl ,..,.pacti, .. ·u,.... cou1c1 ""' 
- thaN people!" .................... ...,.,. ol 11-. ~/ 
bcrnellclatln 10 A~a who,.,...... --.aclacillofll.ll wNd 
... natural for ........ Willy .. ,..,. lo-.duclall\at m ancl aU 
of tha other ,_....,. helped A~a ...... -. realioll< d«<· 
....... So. tha aumlllmpelua foe m .,_.-tho tanf.......a.d 
beUel thalli W..W ...... dKillooN bolter In tho vue .,.jorily o1 -boca- II --eo worlt: 11\at way l01 AU•· 

ea-t: In tha early lOa DEo did - ,_,. od4111onal proco
d- oc m • ..,_ that u..,. .... citn)'lnc!-lna ....., 
claUnanta~y. We lrMct lowamc..nv-ol thalmptnd· 
ina clioaalcr, lout WI W-tha- who hod........,....,. allowtci 
a -.llll\ldeln tha 70a. ao we hod laat credibility with <:.anar-
To- II 1- Conareaa' paint ol view, wily u-ld U..,. have 
llaleMdtoDEa.ttpldallywtwnl'tderaiQAIIMw..SDDSiohav• 
a 91S -.oracy rate. How -w ~luww lhallhe 911. 
IIC'CIIIV)' raw ..ntct.d _,.,...., to floeal aoala. ralhor lhm 

. reallatl< --sical-7 DOSw..........,tha thrulolbtins 
facltrallud (PL ~265) If .....,UC,. fel btlow acmaln lewL ao tlw 
- waaatt fOtdlaaalcr. DOS -w ha-re hod to INikethe..,... 
cleclaaw lltlwy FTF'd all dolrNftU." 

2) ADt..CactMIInol daUy Uvlna): AlJoukalola ..... t AOI.o. 
oo DDS m ... , now obtain AD\.a on a._..,., __ AOu •~ ,........In ...,.y olthe IUft wltt-1_.,.10 a op«<allorm 
Mort lmpoctanlly. tha MJ!It often contalna complalnu IUCh aa. 
"heftft'talt Otlland lor protonaecl per1ocb. • Ot"ohe hu ntrenw 
fatla,. -ard the end oltho clay." etc. With f..-lonal ot.at.
nwnta lib tlww. k••lna whotthtr the dolrnanl can IINah hlo/ 
her lttth or 1• ahopplna ~ aupcrfl-. (11- CAMOI 

.. aluateMEJloubelantiYIIJ.mortalplllcarullatt.adwdtollw 
ADLI.) A ,_ whldl. by cltsisn. capturft '"perfklal data. Ia ftDI 

-•ul-&htooblaln.-tiNiy.lhefOflft.-relyanampiUiecl 
veralon olthe ADL --of the 55A-3361. II Mw ....._, to 
lfant tale JO&N'IC tau-&h "ualily appraiML Lt.lt rwcdYtt IIIII< 
.,~ llutii\UII be Ill the file. 

3) Treat"'' phyalcianopiNoN: A~tllft-wei&J>tlo the 

COI\t'd on P'&•lO 
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opiNGNollrntinCphyoldaN(T1').NowDDSmull-loully 
•-.!Jhl opiNoNd wldtner. Wilen Al..j• W91Jh oplftlolled ..,,. 
d"'".U..,. ulr. 'l""'lenl lil<r. "What II tlw tptdllty olllw TP7 
How lone hu •llw trrot..S llwd.ol....,.lflu/lwloeucl..t arnotr 
and ....,. .... ,.,.,.. .... ,. "Whill don llw IIWd~al lwoctlon-

. ..,.,., ..... ,rm . 
• . · Now DDS lllutttab t11tw to tolltlw TP whm a ftlftllict ol 
opinion lriNI. but U wo had alnady d«ldrd not to -plllw 
11"1 r-!lior\. tlw call II polntlne fJifOpllo .,, .,.,...,.,. ... 

TlwnowPOMSINIIWI'-nYir."nooubolallliYrehafta.,r•cert 
toadcl _.... d-tation NC!Uinnwrll. DDSIIIrtl wllh no 
UIUftlplion alloutlft attrNIIftJ ph )'Sidon CAP) oplftlctll. llul DE/ 
SAMCI wwtch llw MO. •- lly cu-. ......, on Ita lntrmal 
~,....,., 1lw Al..j and DDS •PI"-" to wet&hln& MElt .,. 
Yrtydlllrmot. 

Arrlat..SIIaurh..,.ultalivu .. ..,.(CE)IIyTI's.Advocalft 
1ft -hrr 1111r w.,. drll1ht..S when PL 91-460 ....,...oi..S thai 
DDS nYir.r, • .•. ......,. na-w. riiC111 to .....,. lr.n tlw 
lndlvldual't tnallnl phyttrion. .• aii.....Sical..,ld-rlndudinl 
.,..,,,.,ic ....... ,,._ry .•. prior to ... aluatina .....tical ... 1. 
dftln obtaiMd 1.- II\)' Olhrr -.rcr on a ..,.ul&allvr Nab." 
lut. II - ~~«•- appalftd thai TPe worr not linin& up 10 
porlormCEo.andllwAd.,..alntD<~Idnotun.lrroi.....,.SomeTI'• 

woro (aro) not WaliftC down llw doon 10 pniorm C& lo«auM 
ttwydonot wilhiOdul wllhtlwir pa1wn11 wlwntlwy orrdmie<l. 
TPC& wrrrlri..t In llw 60o •• a puWic rrlatlont -•: tlw rllorl 
lailod lor llw •- ..- thai II II unprodutl!w now, Lr. 
rac.-inolrlayo. ,_"'uallty ,.,..,,., rtr. 

T1v -tonal wild- •1•lft lwld..,. nonodltaWUty ••· 
porto. II, "No- luwwrllw patlmllllorllwTP." A "HY lnlconl· 
Inc IUiio&lc Nnln T-..aaWIIIwt that. for fltnl )'eat. to. llw 
hisi-1 drnlalratrt- lor cia.,._..._ CIMt wrrwacljucli· 
a...S ......,.,.,_ .. ,_,. rft!Hfle.....,.AIIowa--•lwn 

C& .... ~ DiuWiity .... luallon .. - ~· to 
,....,.to_,.. ........... which -..liuiJtllty ""'"'' t-.110 ... 

4)CrttiniMEill,_""')'_rccALiaptMDir.n.....,. 
tralinC -~DOS- hat top! MUI_......,.TS lor 
....... _,..,,INtlfadaiiMnllr-reon....._andacvnwnt 
npartl,_hll ..., ..... thalllw ,_,. hu '-W wllhln12 
... ., -c. ........... alnrcl .............. "" ...... 
lluouP llw _....to Mild a followoup IIIII waitlftl far llw 
'-J111al "flO'! lhM4elcriMIIw Injury at-. Wlwn.-ys 
do- ..._.._to pt tJwir ~~ allowrd. llw llratrv It to 
lloood llw lilt .. ...,.. that -""'~ will lllllft' • I ....... ---Thll_, .. part olllw ............. t.hlnd lhil ,_.. 
durw. A ...... C&M an ....... thai thll NC!ulrw- hacf 
ft11411111d In lroaeaMd ,.....tin~ ti-, coot. ond loww "'uality. 

5) Anon..,..: A.......,. ~~WfNC~urndy "'""'•..S .,.,.,.,... .. 
11 llw AJ..IIrveL 101\d--ludr thai tlwy -ld old llw 
claiftwllatllw DDS .....a. In reality • ........,. -u no ,_ibvr 
dil,_atllw DDS .....a. II DDSallowo llwnM,ItlllneloMnlal 
toattonwy .,. • .,..-

lnTrutadrlinltelnctuMinat.......,particlpatlonhubwn 
not.td al llw nocONid.,.llon '"tl duo 10 llw llld..S at._,. 
lla-•llwPrnonallud DwnlalNatft(PDN). TlwatiOrnr)''• 
lftll _,.thatthould han a-10 thrda-.. ,.;,_,~.,. 
..,,, .. ,..,,.,,.. •• ,__, --·- ... "" 1'01>1 .. ,..
-· Wr-"! p- llut lhil II -ch to lhow how lhr 
,....,..._ havrltwdlaloOI tlwor ALl,_,._ and -!No 
DDS ~P llw c:-to and c:-p... 

To _..,. Put Ill. we 11114 •'-" that ttw dlllrrrnrr 
brtwwnALI•andDDSwao_ol,.........notprar ... -.and 
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that llw taldna on ol Al..j r-..tu,.. would - chancr DDS 
clclaioN.. 11111 II llw cur. DDS II aotnc Into pulf'WOO'IIallurr 
--.llry IO,_,.uraiOYrrlaad wllhout producln& thana" In 
decWDN.InJuly,t-.our_M,_...III-Ift Tna~wu50 
do1L In July, 1991. T- hind 19 NW DEe. In apllr of thla ..,, 
_.,.,......,.. tlawloda1 II 90 daye.ll lllntr'"ll"& to watch 
DDS -• hrs"" and otuth to lncorporotr a IW'W prot..Surt, 
oNy to-ltladr "'tllnll~a -lh lalrr. DDS IIIUIIII,.,. 
,......U_IONIVI¥r. UDD5w- lly lhrbool< IO t-rlorm"'ry 
,......ural ~nt. -an ..-Ins 11- w0<1ld t.out ol 
lipt. POMS II roplclly .............. 1 trmrlrty lor procwclurol 
_,.... llul. aiiiL llw Nllcluo ol-..y p-..iurwtlab thrlr toll 
on rlfltlotftcy. ODS ••NiroiJ wdt Mliilieroal .fro1114irtJ. ••• CMor_,. .,,.,,., -M4-_, ;,.,..,.ilu.1 .,.,...., .,.,..,"" 
,..,_ lt -••w. Thil Itt"'•• utto rart IV. 

PAilTIVI SUGGESTIONS TO OVUIIAUL ntE rROCRAM. 
1) Arts- ............ lion olr.,.ry d"'lopiNI\1 proc•· 

dunmanda...S lly tlw I'OMSio.....S..S • ..,..,,._ ..o~..S In ttw 
Public LA-(I'Ll and Oloart rvlinco. Advocot" oloold bt inYJI..d 
IOtltdownwithua.loundrrttandwhy,...tolllwprotrduiWiar~ 

not -lr.i"" 10 that SSA/005 can ...,,. -• 1" llw ool"l 
,_,.filatlionl AdY0C' .. I .. C'•n ft'\Ak•. lihnUt.,_l. lf'WI'fJ I•Ni."ft~Uit' 

that don not -ribulr 10 rraliotic docllion nYklft& This will 
both oprdilot darillona and lncrrOM roallolic d«ition nYir.ina. 

2) a- llw prol-ionalatatuo ol DEe lly: 
al o;.;-,;.1 11w llnill.., ,,, .. _, c.,..;,, A-"' 

r- tArCO.IIHIIM• Aol-t•llun"''"•llno .U.I wl,.tllwy 
c.old IOr ... uce llwllat• ol Dlia tojUIIUy 11lary cuta. by malr.inC 
SAMCtooleiJ-......... Iartlw RFCA.IIutnothlnchurradrd 
DEa" ,...........,. lilt• ordall..,..cftlw Wraolrutlurw ol pod 
drdlleft _... lllr.r llw RFCF. It hu l"'•lly IMUC..S tlw t1111r 
Df.tiiiiiiSAMCICMipotndln~ation.DEohavr'"'oppor· 
IUIIIIJ (or..._...., 10 INrn a'-et .....Sic'al ... ahllllan: SAMCI 
....................... ,.10'"'" •'-• pulicy. 

c:a-AdYOCatrt ...... thatph)'liciaru-plr~etlwRFCF . 
~ to lhil ,.ondurr c- a .,.....,..._ produtlion 
!lockup In llw ~ llut -hin& elM II notaW. lwrw. Alt ALl. 
lilwllw DE. t.a .....Sial lay-Would~ not NCJU1N 
..,.._.._plottlonollhr lfCf atllwAL/..,.1 u well? Moll 
dllalllllty appaala to ALit.,... prJmutl)' -.llcallu-. U llwM 
appaala wrrw !word lly .W.i11islroliw H,.ri"l l'llytiriut• (AHP) 
lnltftd ol AL!t.tlw I•P lortwtom AHh and DDS would nomow 
"'uldlly. U AHI'• hacl"""lw•rincaon durinllhuarly IOa,llw 
RFC'Ce.....Wha""'""" ....... lortlwirovelllrnpiUicottonand 
"'Uickly clnlpp..t Wllloot-llftl to Court action. Thio II- a 
............ to Npllcw AJ..It with AHPt. Thr ... .,. roiled lwrot iJ _.,_......,., 

"I 116t11rwilft ,..,. ..... It sorrwllhoutnylnathat DDS 
~·- wrltr rotlonolta unlr11 tuprrfluoue p-edurr1 orr Jet· 
liooMtllinL Ralionaln c.old w lwlplullor tlw lollowln& a"d 
othrrn-l)WIItlft&aratlonalrnYir.nllwDf.pthrD<IIhllw 
....-wtraQwhlch,....icln-lntrmallrnretu•toqualily. 
2) 1111 _..ruirr lor • ,.,;,. • ., 10 rrturna d«iaion that,... .... 
1 ,_ fhrdr...S blocloa ond a lrw handwrittrn acribblrl on an 
RFCF, llut a -u wrtllm rotionalr would br IOUJhrr lot • ••· 
.. _ 10 ... bou1- hielhrr tudsnwnt. 3) II .... w twit• II•· 
SAMC to loett., u ....... llftd 1 DE't thiftlr.in1 on a CIM. 4) A ••'l'l' 
olllw rationale could WMnlto llwdalrnll\tlnltead o/ tl,. ruN. 
1lw I'DN It aood lA 1'-Y llultf**lt In practice. It •!~~~'"""'" 
-clai_..lharo 11 mliahtrnt.Tlw PDN hu """• ......... .., 
fNtlratlontollw DDStlncellalncrptoon.lnllw mldo601. _,,...., 
10 wrltr denial para1rapha; they llopprcl. and tlw I'DN I• 110 
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t.uer. The rationAle would onoble us 10 joll.-tlhe .-nterpro
chiCiive PON will\ t.neliiiO all. lncludln&the ci&IINUIL 

lJ R .. tnocnar. OOS. II producttw. lo d.,lred, lhe tlniCiur. 
.,.,., auprott thot encl. It lo .. atLnc to ti\Lnk thot the proaram 
tn&ly un t. renamed 10 ltolonner otar... u the moot competen<, 
ellicieru aaen<y In the Federal JO¥OrnrMftl by blenclln& an ellac:· 
11 .. ora•nluttw. will\ 90o technoloey. The computer II holwd 
will\ rneulonlc pa10ian u the oolulion to proaram problem&. but 
11\ol puto the cart t.lor. the ......... 

Accordln& 10 Manaaement WonnaUon Syotema auna.. Paul 
SlraurNI\. when Interviewed, • .•. you have 10 conalder the 
otratecr t.lor. you duian the aii'\OCNre. and the alniCiurt t.for. 
you d"l&n the inlormattw. aylltm. .. ..-1 companies don'llltp 
bac~ and Iieure out whol the real problema ar.. In the auiM of 
modernity, they olmply lake what II uaually a rl&ld bur.aucrahc 
olniCiure and oeally ltfurthotr by enaMnina It within a layer ol 
computer cocle. CaNequen<ly, the orJaniz.lllon btc:ramu ....,... 
ri&ld. mort caolly, more Ume -umln&- Alter a while computer 
proarama t.corne er\ormo..., unwieldy moNitrt. Whtntveryou 
wantiOmake a •• ·ch&n&• ..• II btc:ramua major tolrware f"'iKL • 

RIChuw\: • ... oneolthe rapaonlhe )apane11 1111\otlhty have 
been 10 alow Ln Lntroducln& technolol)'." 
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Straurnan: "Which II pncl11ly the polnL 'The_, produc· 
live manufactuttn& economy Ln the worlcl II canantralln& on 
Nllfi"l • .,.,iulioft finl rather INn buyln& bi& cocnputen llrat. 
• • 'They're mnllnually lnnovallna oraaniutlon&l forma. 1M~\. 
when they need to auppott 11\oat new forma with technolo&y, 
they buy II .•. •u [llallo added). 

How .-ld DDS t. tiNCtUred lor ellac:tlve production? In 
the 60t the FOo obUinld MER; In the 90t the l-«10 JIUII\ber, 
c:ombinecl with computer technoloJY, mabl It pooon.te lor each 
DOS to hove a clewlopmmt unit 10 take the loulk ol dllabillty 
Mctr.around reporu ... ~Initiate MElt ftC!""t&. DE &Uiatanu can 
t.ltainocliO ulr.the rtpt qllftllona reaarclin& -"' &ncl medical 
111.- (q""liona -..kl t. proaratnmecl lor 11\ot matter) and 
compile the pel1inenl data; t1wy would IIIII t. ltlinld 10 make 
dilablllty daclalonL II dulred, the unit .-ld t. awfed With 
-ah DEa 10 _...,.the -k. renclet pre11111ptlve dllablllty 
dedalonl. take owr a phone II a claimant "-'- dllllaah or 
dlalteMed • ...,......-lci_toexpedlteT!lUcueoutollhe unit. 
etc.lnury..,....lhe-WMIIcl .__lOa D!wlwthtrMEJl wu 
.-.. ed or IIIII alter the follow-up diuy matvred. 

Advan&aan: 'ThebKk.,.....nclreporu WM11c1 '-qualltall...ty 
beltetbocauoe DEualal&nla.-ld ncwtveonaoln& tralnln& thot 
.~ ...,.....aall"" (CJt) C"OUid 1101. DEa .-ld '- nlleved ol 
ma~~y ol the clerical dutlu lhatlhey 1\aveiCCUJI\ulated, allowlnc 
more UmeiO c:cNICft\ltale on eubotanllve luun. It would ma•l· 
mlzelhe uoe ol DEa. which would '- upeclally helpful to DOS. 
who 11e toNble 1o hire new penoruwl bocaUM ol IIAM lunn& 
poloan. A DE auiltaru .-ld t. a u11ful eareer ladder pooll
lnlo a DE poelllon lor MCtetarln wll'-al coiWJe d-crftl. llalo 
hlrin& practlcel permltllna . 

0...loilitycl&una ...... llulei11NH,..........Jiolthewwlr.loocl 
lor field o1nc- (fO). llut dllabillty bKk.,.....ncl report• ..,... .. ..,. 
al-l 50S ol thett ollta 111M. 'Thll reatNCt\lttna -ld help 
alleYiatetheoverburdened FOou well (Wehoveatan...tnolldn& 
anlncreueol,_e,...recelvedintheDOSu-CIIaa90dtya 
alter the SSA.$61 It tlsned.) THminaltln the FO -.ld t.llnkecl 
to taU the DDS dt¥elopm.nll unit to CDntac:tthe claimant alw •I 
he had been detennlnecl 10 ,.._, I .. R. INured otatuo. etc. 
,.......,._.With thlaorJaniz.lllon '" ploce. and the technolosr 
1o coupportll. 5SA -ld t. on the way 10 rnoortna font rllt 
,.bllc: ..... ta. 

Moy U92 • NAO£ A~lt II 

tl R .. lniCiurt qualoty '"low (QR). U quality II doolred, tho 
altudun muat auppon that ond. 11111&•1 cutolm,_cl by the 71· 
12 Admlrustratlon forced SSAto reduce and dOCftltrallu QR; !hot 
china• lithe main noaonlor today' a proaram deaonero"-. QR 
.a-&ld t. like 11\a houae llahu In a theatre. Uahl•na the way '"' 
.... ~ 10 find lhelr IIOII.INIUd llhos t.com. a apotll&hllhot 
locu-lirat on a dlsnltary Ln tho audience. then the curtain. then 
a U...plol\. etc. while the rnt olthe lheatrellleltln the dark. The 
11\&11 ol unwarranted allowan<n In the 70o would have boon 
prevented by an adequate QR; •reo. the JI&KO ollhe 101 would 
never ho•• heppened. 

Durin& the 80t we hove Men rwo major ConJrolllonal rt· 

form bills (1'1. 96-265, 96_.60), the PR debacle. a law Ln rosporuo 
10 tho public relatiON diauter of the PR (PL 97_.SS). a rnorato· 
riwm on CDR c.aaa. a moracorium on mental cues. a virt\A&I 
moratonum on Zebley cueo. and ao many adverse Court Nhna• 
11\otl'll 1\aa come 10 atancl lor Periodic Rac:all Today, dllablhty 
declllona -m to hln&• In• on tho MER and more on whether lht 
; ... ,_;......,., i1 • .. ,.,;,;w ;.,., at the limo of fllina. and Ollorrr It h 
I lied. 

'The louon oltl\e lui 20 yean! Remove QR I rom tho DOS. 
and rqlonal olflcn (RO). C.ntnllzeQRin lalllmortto rnokclhlt 
a na 'onal proaram •&II"' Stabillu the proaram by revlewln& 
tOS ol aU allowancoa ••~ donlala. The meuaco lor the proaram 
It lnncapable: QR m ... t-i•ttill •••lily. no1 Juat ,..rfottlilli<t . 
n... laat 20 yeara hove 11\own 11\ot the procram cannot t. llabi· 
Uudwlthtemporarylnltlallv .. ruponclinatoaymptom<riMSof 
lhe lllldtrlyln& dlleaae. Surely, the difficulty ol rnolr.ina app•o· 
pnatlonl mulllnertallln tho lace of P"'&ram INtabiUty. A lint· 
nteQR_._Id'-much-oellecUveandlucheaperlnthelons 
"U\ lNn lptndln&6·7 billiOn dollartiO INUIUII m atlhe Initial 
leYcl'ancltl\en uytn& 10 1111taln 11." 

PUT V: AIOIJTTHE CAP. 
T-dUioreruJNOiramanowexll~andtl\eaapt.-nALJ 

and DOS dtclalonl wiU ntvor t. reduced unlaa "-" .,.ke 
decialona from lhe aame premill. U DDS rendtrecl • AI.J" dac:l· 
alonl, mlllloment cooto would t.come prohlbillve:'The media II 
rteklo; Pnmo Time, 60 Minuttts. 20/20. e~e. NYI alrtd -
ahowt lately ••poeln& worken' attempu to defraud WO<kera' 
c:-p.nut""' and INurance coa~panllo by leiJnlnl diMioiUty. 
'That could happen In lhe future ol our proaram (and ptobobly 
.-ld today). If DOS were Nquind to make All typo dedaloru. 
DOS WMIIcl hove to lor&ll a1uch ol whot II hu laat"l'lfd from 
ph)'IICiaN about medical u-menL 

On lhe OCher hind, U All• adopt the DDS premlte. they will 
1\a,.IO loam mon a"""t wol&hln& MElt oubotanllvely for RFC 
.......,..,.., Conarn• was concerned with the tush DDS allow . 
.,.. rate II\ the mld·70o. but U the All reveraal rate wu hl&her 
IIIII and remaiN hl&h cu,.,...lly, II II IIIII lime to take 1 -• 
aullllaftln·elookat All declalonl?ll All• lhould t. oubject to the 
aame ......... •• DDS. We all make mlltaku. DIMiolllty decllionl 
are-,..,_.., lout Admlnlllrallve. 'They are tot. made accO<d· 
In& to the ACt and tlw Reaulatlonl. Unlou medical ._menu 
are realilllc.the law Will t. applied to.....,_..lindln&• ollact. 
'Thet can only '- prevented by a lirat•rato Qll 2) SSA lhould 
,...-&Iundin& foroncoln&in-Gepth medlc&ltralnln& lor AL)ato 
lnauM their medical nptftiM. 'Thll would red~ the AL) 
-....Irate lcfll;..ldy (u op_.t lo reduc:ln& II &ftlllc:lally to 
pie- laocal _.,allv"). which wiU Juatlly the coot of tho 
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ALJo, conl'd ,_,posen 

IAinlna.UniiiU..,.......oiiMdlllerent,......-.ludciNIMd, 
1M eit\lalion will nmain • ALl• &ftd DOS: Ollferent PmniMI, 
OUiermt OocloioN. 

Olodalmet: TWo popet lo .,y own .,.llectlon but INbo no 
clakft 10 Clft&inalll)', ,_11oft II repnwntllw policy oliN Teau 
ODS. 

(Uil.,'l Heir: Thil ,.a11oot 1"'r" ,., ._. r~ .,. llv 
Hl\01: ... ~.) 

Footnotes 

.. Scodal s-utl)' Harinr and Appealo: P....tlncl'robletN 
&ftd PropoaedSolullona," WMCP: 97·l4.0clober27,1911, p. 19. 
"Sftocllvt F_.,..F.,.. lftle...WW. Will\ DilabWty Oainuonb 
Coul4 R.duce Appoala." CAOSevdy, Apr.1919, p. 14. 

'Advoa .. releriO....,.kletationua•rvbberobmp.•n.. 
Aprealo CCNIICII (Aq lo ww-.d llw MIN way, &ftd - want 
1M AC abollontd 1o open- lo the c-ru. It -w w leu 
pejortll.,. &ftd- a«urateto aay 11\alllw .-..lclenllon &ftd 
1M AC lilftpiJ' refloct a .-ialtnl ai'J'f"I'Kh lo adjudlcalion at 
Uwlr IWptdlve ........_ 

1 Thot 2 biUion dollar flpre Ia buacl on llw loUcnriftc: 

Number ol appetla to ALit In 1911 
Allow"""" u 60" ............ 
Allow"""" II tO" ............ 
P-...1 -...1 .,_.. adclllionoiOIM roll 

loCuhlplr.., ._,. -•hlr llnwllt 
tolanthlyiDM .. ....,.,.,. 

loCIIhlply.., 12 
To o1a1a1n 1M uwwal IDMto lallpo,_ 
Wulliply.., u.u.. ....... len&lh oru-

on!Mrollfor 
ntltiL 10 olltaln 1M NIIIUlallve per"""""' 

.... 10 ... ,.,.,. 

219.421 
17US3 
ll$.7 .. 
57 ,liS 

57.,115 
X400 

m.uc.oao 
xn 

$277.141.0110 

X9.3 

SU3Ut6.4DO 

In 1911appealolo ALia ....ched 219,4~1. A 60" NWtMI rtl~ 
...,._....173.6Uarant:a.A_.,.aliatic.butalill....,.hiah40S 
......-! .... ...,-nb 115.761 , ....... Thot diiiHifftloe!Wftn 
Uwtwoflau--"'-that rouahly57,11S pooplt. who did 

not- 1M DOD. - •1M rollll\at year. 
n.. ........ n~~o n -thly 11nw11t 1o S610. n.. ............ 

SS1 ...,.RI Ia S422 ($442 fw _,.,_ ~). For calculation 

.....,..... S4DO 1o ....s here .. • _,auve -.u -hly 
• ...,. ... SQ. 57 ,liS X 400·tlw a"'•l• ~yiDM. loCulllpl)'lll& 
11\at n1ure.., 12 ..,_,.,. • ...,. .. ........t -.. 

Thot ¥UI -joril)' of"- ~iciariPI will .....UII Oft llw 
loll:llwrefon.IM........tiDM...._cuaMIIallwc.,_,lcledll\at ._,.,..w. ~oliN ....... .,. pl.-ion IN roiiM~W· 
ally. Thlt U ~ IWINift ... lhot dllaWII'J' roll an tftrap 

o1 U 1"" and S5l btrwflclariH ,......, on the roll aft ""''I• ol 
- lt)'On. Thotllhorterptriodio.-.IIO ..... IIwCUMulaUVII-1. 

Jylht 1111111\ yeu,IM bo will total 2.6 billion dolla,. IIIVI...Uy. 
n-n, ...... .,....,.._.ly....,. rouah buiiM lie..,. haw 

11111 '-" lllll.oled for effte\. boca liM 1M u billion clollu r...
doft not _,.w.r -• olliYift& allow...._ a....utano.. modi· 
ore/.....dlcakl. ttc. 

n.. ALI........J role DY7 aloo w- hipln.-...tlubllll)' 
uwull\at-.cemtlw f'Oo.•-c·'l-tloo\ablt ..-._ rtlatian

lhlpc. ... ..,.,..._..tiC. 
••~teal&nA ........... Iton ~ • WMCJ": V1·23. OdDber 

20, 1911. p. 1. Thot Real"" Adlftlnlltnllon ~ 10 aave 4U 
Wlliondollan lhroup 1916.., a) chanpllM 20/~ IBIIO a 30/ 
~tat for INured etaNa. b) ~ulncllw wa.llln& period lo aU< 
D'OOftiN.c)lncnuinciMduntionNqlliremetUI024D'OOftiN.ord 
d) MIUII& uldt ,_ .....UC.I faa.,. lor aU claimanll, b. -
--ortquaiU..nwdlcalliatlllpto'lualifTiorbeMfita.Thot . 
projoct9claaYinpwuiOw21.9bllllon. Thotremallllllc26.SbWion 
repnwnled the adjultmenl for 1M lnt•ncUon &ftd effocta on 

Medicalw. II wu a ,..,. •Irina•"' dimal•. 
'SSA hu Mid 11\at DOS milunclerstood 1M IU'CCo; IMy WWft 

lnleNMd .. picln. not rteiptt. u 11\al 11111\Mr: •l Why did SISA lake 

J'l•niO--anlatthaiDOSwuualnaiM IU'CCAu~?b) 
Thot Jli'CCIWWftwrilllfl pn-riiytocuri> llw ALia" aut.;ocuwtty. 
Howlhlfi-.JIIDOS-IMiaUhldeu-wtlcallyfort.ldcMI\ 
101M ALia? lutlhal lo all ill llw pooL 

•• ,...._ ollhe Dlaabllll)' .... ..,.,... P"'II"UI\." WMCJ": 97-.3, 

Maodllt.l91l, p.1 Wt.ot wuukllnloCuch. 191111111 holob trw. 
~,.. .. ,.. ... _ ...... hodtonra.,. 'IM-orlhtlr,.-: 
watdwcl-.., "''ioMI olllcn who olieft he,.. Yu)'ill& ...._ ,...lioN ........ policy ...... , ......... ..,._lioN of acluk aM 

dtlldMod ... lnp..-:.J. Durillallonl ,..u901Mallow.,... n•• 
.., ~ion wu u lollowe: lloelofl. U.6S; S.auw. 41.2,.; s. .. 
FranciocQ. 41.5"; Dtmott, 40"; KaNU City, SU; Philaclelph.lo. 
36.5"; NtwYortr. M.J.;OU..ao. S6.1 ";A"""*'- :U.S"; Oallu. 
21.6 ... $&allllica-·&ltch7" ..... ,.u. ....... ,._,lllca
u-.. -oliN..._ New York "''ion' a allowance nlll woulcl 
wO ... InoiiYiduol DDSo wuy fJWn51" oU lhotwoydowneo23,.. 
n-. may w ........ ,._,lonl for tlw Yarlallon lft tlw allow· 

aiiC'I rtlft. Slallallca art milleaclinS. bul varian! adjucllcallv• 

precllcft ·-·the DDSo ................... """"' ftlftift'tlfiC"I"I. 
wtwnDEII.ttoaelher.Suchatalnanlndlcal._hownu.whyllw 
caD for tnn.AMCI .,.........,. d-ion Ia _,.,. prilnarily ,,_. 

llwSoulhtmft'lloN. 
'"Sel«<lft F-F.ce l....,..lews Will\ DlaabWty Claimallta 

Could Reclucw Apptalr.." CAOStvdy, Apr. 1919, pp.ll-19. 
1 Jludolf Pal.._ A-,, Testu-y befCift 1M Social 

s-utl)' Subcommlllel, WMC:. May2. 1991. • •.• W• hewe...., 
In~ In....., .. ,_..,_ hearinp •• tlw ..........Wentton 

...,.L •• """"' tlw lut 10 ,...,....,,. ....,_t.Uoccuiona,- han 
"""lm,......S with ttw ....... .,. oliN heannc ....s u.. heutnc 
ollitoH. Thot dila&retln& ,.., of 1M,_ haa ...... 1M ..... 

thlna •• we ••peritrad 1n .U other lnlllal w reconlicltn-

C'DIII'd on pap t 7 
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ARMIN STEECE. A CltAOUA T'EOF LtTllUMN Sc'-1 ol 

Thoaioel' ·""" lraiMd It\-. ... """ lunlly lhenpy.la a""'" .. 
po)'Cho!M,.pllt ONf lht p""'fU' dlroclotolan adull poyd\lalrlc 
W\llHcaa,..,......U...tONf118wlytalltonwa)'llorollrtoatraa 
atworir-
Mr.~~ lloat II Y- haw a-ol h......,., lila 

1\&rdor 10 be a-....L Ht w.dencond lht lmpottan<e ol h"""'r 
by ah&rinc aewral .,........, 1-about hlmMII. Hla l'ftponae 
wu 10 l.ouah at hlmMII ,.!her than '-11\a atreMd. 

In hla upcrience. when !hero Ia aniN:re- It\ 1\nU lhtrell 
a diCftualt\ h......,.. Some ol hla paiMnb In lht poych~trlc W\lt 
hnt no h......., at all. Alo-ah we were aU ll"•n a - ol 
h..,_ I roll\ bitlh, INu ONf plocft have betntroded by IOdaiW.· -He dllc\aaatd 1M ¥itws ol Alt.r1 Ellu cano:emlnaiUtionAI 
Elnoll¥t51Naw't.lht~-... - ........ eddinctly 
ONf uWsiNftly from our putnll ha¥t to be upcbted u adult 
"fac11.• Wt_,.. tolclabouts.nt.a O..ua loullhla Wwmation was 
moclll"ocrd u- liM older. U there uaotNthln& wecanch&nao. do 
so; how""'· don't wony about lhlnr O¥tr whl<h we ha¥t ,... 
controL •·I• 1 trallk jail\. Acknowltd&ln& lhl1 can 11\AU a dllftr· 
era In ow Inti ol atraa. 

Mr. Sitts• belie¥a ..-1 pcopio know how to roiie¥t 1\ftU 

by lllun& a nap, ftadin&o filhln&o lalun& a Jon& walk. otc. The 
problem Ia !hot on the job when :r-r -k 11\AY beo.,erwhelmin& 
1•·1• a cuaload ol 200•, QA rei\IIN). :r-r bou doeon"t aay, 
"Why don't :r- 11kt a nap.• In our louay li¥t&. we olten do nol 
l&ittthe llmelo riel ou...,l.,.. ol louUiup ainu. Ha¥ift&l- ol 
hu..-letayou-t¥trylhln&fromadilftftntpcnpcctl.,.whkh 
c.an -u tluna• "en mon toierable.,e 

ASSOCtA TE. conl'd fi'OII\ pap 13 

I.O.ral C'Oiftpontna utill.&ln& RqlonaiOflice"eopcratlonAiuoia
laftC'I f« .,_bled DOS'a.INII.oti¥t1 alaolnduded lmp-11\a 
procedu-l<wf"otld Offlce/T......,.....Cenlan totwq'*l nwdi· 
c.olnicltnce,llrtftlllotnincoll'edtrai/Sialarel.ttionlhlpo.lottlft' 
"'"""R,.,.....t n1 CDR r-aanc.lttwrolilw-ol~ 
........ ,dncu-alion f"'Ced- 10 taf'C'dile .. _thai ha¥t .. 
hi&h ,......,m,,. o1 a r .... 1 allow....-. dcocloion. 

NAD£ e-..s..........., ftlced !heir -rna tor Mloqual<" 
I.-lin& when the buc:1et II .,.,...-MM. 5ulan Parker explailwd 
how the loudpt II propooed two yean 1ft Mlnn.-e ONf can 
inl..,...t- on the Nlft and rqu!.tioni&O¥ft'ftin& I he pro,-! 
loudcet. /ulor tht loud&•l M&. rarktr alated thallho ro.old.-beto 
"'Consroaa will be'""""""'' the "tire wall." The "lire wall" II a 
mini-tic c.op that .._14 prohibit usins .. .,Ins• from de
ltnM apendin& '""" lor a-he 1""1'"11\&. The "liro watr 
would .ollocalt alllht """'n&• from deltnN Nil toward p.oyonc 
olllhe ltoMial ctrlicit. rathft' than """'INmlor~ic ,_, 
in FY'"93. 

1lw NAOE &oard. alon& with S....n Parkft and hft' IIIII, 

.....,.niulhat lhtd-bility ~""~""'f ..... alan.ilic.on~""" u""'"" 
ch.ollenaeo: but b¥ --.tinuin& to work toa•thar, utihzons our 
knoww.lpand oapcr11M In IN diaablllty preceu we can achwYt 
our ...... .._ aoaJ ol JHO"Id"'' lht publoc lhe bnt pauliNe 
IIII'I'¥1CW. 

1ft clo.lnc. M&. rarbr tlftphaaiud that SSA _....,_, 
NADE"a lnf'UI ....t lftp«U lht ouonilwr"• pcnpoc:hvo as the 
-t •alu.oble -..-..g 

Al)o • .-I'd from paro12 

nrvlewa by the SodaJ Socwtty Adlll\lrllllnllon. • I lake !hot 10 

""'"" thatlht dodalona wtf'll advo-. 
'Or. ).ll!Qrw~~~o el aL "Oinlc&l jud...,...l In rheulnaiOid 

uV\1111&. l tu...&rn.otoJosllta' opinioN ONf the do¥oloplftonl ol 
'paper palltnll.' • A.NI.ol1 oflhtiUioUIII.lllc Dloeun, 1913. 'l. 
pp.644.C7. 

•nono111y U....y, M.O.et. al. "Medk&l DIMblllty ,.__,, 
ol the lack Pall\ Palltnt lor the Sod.ol Socwtty Adll\lniltntlon: 
The Wolahtlft& oll'rewntlfts Oinlc&li'ta"""" • Joum&l ol CUnJ. 
cal Epldtlftloiol)', 1984, Vol. 41, No. 7, pp. 6Pio697. n-,1h 
pYbllahed In U, 111ft nolaure when the dala for the ol\ldy wu 
&•!herod. 

" Paul &kii\UI and Maureen O'Sulllva"' "Who C.U. Catch a 
LJarr Amoriun Ply<holoaiat, Stptomber, 1991, Vol. 46, No. 9, 

pp. 913·920. 
uEI..,.nS-noy,AUonwy,Tall,_ybelonlhtSoc:laiSoao· 

rtty S..b.-omll\lllee. WMC. May 2. 1991, h.oa bnn the ..... pllon to 
the uaual Ad¥OCatt"l undentandlna. at leut that I ha¥t road. 
·an. addilional area nttd1 to be -.oldorod: ha¥1n& bellor 
pro.-edutt~ and botltr tv !d.-nee. tht docilioN wUiollllbe 1\awed 
II SSA dote- uM .•. Its qu&llty UIUilftCt procno to retum 
ltlappropr~tt donl&la to the elaltl ••. (and •&•ill) ... Tht 
lmportaft<"t ol the quallly uaurance p- can - (oic) bt 
.....Sonlated." My only diu&'""""' Ia thal..-1 pro.-edurft oro 
countec;prociuc:tivt now. Procedoun.,. no oubetll\lttlota hnt· 
r.acaquaiity,....-. 

uAGAOIIudyOOiadilloronloeualonloundlhatllaOE.butd 

001the m. wanted torod..ce theRFC.Jt.-ld ""''-done U tht 
SAMC refUNd to ao •ion&- "Obaervabona on o._,.'rration 
""-"'itwa Wilh Diaablllty O..lmlnls. • GAO Sludy,.December. 
1917, p. Jt.lt -w betheaa""'ll Fecleral rnlowdld- ~llh to 

ao•lona. 
" Paul Slruall\01\. lnle"'lewed by Tom Rkhll\01\. "Fa<t to 

Face. • IM. Mardi. 1911.. pp. 27-40. 
"O.•nna lhrl.ul HAD£ Conlor"'"".11 was uld lhat6·7 bllhon 

dolt.n woukl a... ,__ry tollar1 up m allht lnltiiiiOYtl. Orw 
CAO aludy, lr .... kfn& lht reeulu ol fTF at tht rwonsldtratoon 
lewl ol 1 t.orae ODS. ....cad thai 1.5.774 &irnanla had roqunlrd 
r«onaidoration durins • lh,... moftlh rt'*· II only 10 pt""nl 
olthem ha.t r .. 1.......t FTF • .an .. t.,....ted 17 at•ll·r••r lncroa .. 
would ha¥o t-n twquirtd 10 handle tilt load. llwtnllmalt dod 

- Include trawl COlla. lau ol produ<livlly dunn1 tranL or 
olfkt lpa.-t coalllft -• aftaa. "Obaervallona on o.-n.tta· 
lion lnt.,iewl Wilh O...blhty Claimants." CAO Study. OK .. 
19117. pp. 19-20. Whal would that look like lor tnlllll caan? 

A-lotr ll&n.ilkaftl proi>Wm is lhala 17 slalf-yur incrust 
would -an that the Jro&III\AJOI'Ity ol DE.a would llar1 m with 

linw or no npnitncc . .!!: 
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